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About the Conference  

 

The objective of the conference is to bring together the world wide experts from industry and 

academia to exchange their innovative ideas and share their experience in the core field of 

Mechanical Engineering and its interactive combination in multi-disciplinary domain. The 

conference will eventually open opportunities for collaboration between industry/ universities/ 

institutes of National/ International repute to foster synergic partnerships. It will provide a road 

map for many people to be part of “Make in India” mission of Hon’ble Prime Minister of India.  

It is proposed to cover all aspects of Mechanical Engineering during the conference. The main 

themes are I.C. Engine and Thermal Systems, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, Heat and 

Mass Transfer, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Fluid Mechanics and Machinery, Noise 

and vibration, Industrial Tribology, Conventional and Non-Conventional Manufacturing 

Processes, Design for Manufacturing and Assembly, Automation and Robotics, Composite 

Materials/Smart Materials, Machine Design, Maintenance Engineering, New Trends in 

CAD/CAM/CAE/CAPP/CIM, Intelligent Manufacturing, Precision Engineering & Metrology, 

Nano-Technology, Simulation & Modeling, Energy Conservation and Management, Renewable 

Energy Resources, Industrial Engineering, Design of Mechanical Systems. 
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About the Institute  

 

Noida Institute of Engineering & Technology, Greater Noida is a self-financed institute which 

offers high standard quality education to students from all corners of the country. Greater Noida 

is a hub of global MNCs. The eminent visionaries of City Educational & Social Welfare Society, 

Meerut, started NIET with a vision to provide value based higher education. NIET has been 

ranked among top 100 institutes in India, 5th in UP and 1st in Greater Noida by NIRF 2016, 

MHRD, Govt. of India. 

The Institute aims at recognizing, respecting and nurturing the creative potential of its students. 

The teachers are trained to foster a healthy learning atmosphere. They make continuous efforts to 

improve education methodically with dogged perseverance. The institute excels in all the 

parameters earmarked by AICTE, AKTU, Lucknow (UP.), and MHRD Govt. of India, New 

Delhi. 

The Institute has a sprawling area of 13.90 acres with verdant greenery coupled with modern 

infrastructure and modern amenities. The campus has a comfortable and inspirational atmosphere 

conducive to create an excellent aura for learning. 
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About the Department 

 

The Department of Mechanical Engineering at NIET is continuously striving to achieve 

excellence in education, academics and industry oriented research & consultancy work to serve 

the society. The faculty members of the department are engaged in the research in classical as 

well as in upcoming areas of Mechanical Engineering. To meet the research requirements, new 

research laboratories are developed in the areas of computer aided design, parallel Computation, 

Thermal Engineering, and Manufacturing and Welding Technology. Also the PTC Excellence 

center is developed in the campus recently along with smart manufacturing lab. 

  

Vision 

The department envisions to be recognized globally for its outstanding technical education and 

research & consultancy capabilities to ethically address the ever-changing Socio-Global issues.  

 

Mission 

M1: To develop state-of-the-art industry aligned research facilities to provide opportunities to 

interpret, apply, disseminate and create knowledge.  

M2: To inculcate a culture of upgrading the knowledge and skills of human resources through 

Self-learning, E-learning and Training activities  

M3: To equip the students with academic, corporate and entrepreneurial leadership, 

communication skill and global awareness as required by the engineering profession and society 

in general.  

M4: To establish an environment that encourages and builds an exemplary degree of citizenship, 

professional and personal integrity and ethical behavior.  
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Programme Education Objectives (PEO)  

 

PEO 1: To be capable of applying scientific and engineering attitude to analyze, design and 

solve real life problems.  

PEO 2: To lead a successful career in industries; pursue higher studies or entrepreneurial 

endeavors.  

PEO 3: To demonstrate his potential to bridge the gap between industry and academia for 

societal needs with latest tools and techniques.  

PEO 4: To address environmental, technological and engineering challenges ethically.  

 

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSO)  

 

PSO 1: Apply analyze, design and solve the complex problem related to Mechanical 

Engineering.  

PSO 2: Implement the use the software, latest equipment and scientific concepts for betterment 

of the society in professional and ethical manner.  

PSO 3: To present their technical ideas, execute various projects and learn the upcoming 

interdisciplinary technology. 
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About the AICTE 

 

The All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) is the statutory body and a national-

level council for technical education, under Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human 

Resource Development. Established in November 1945 first as an advisory body and later on in 

1987 given statutory status by an Act of Parliament, AICTE is responsible for proper planning 

and coordinated development of the technical education and management education system 

in India.  

The AICTE accredits postgraduate and graduate programs under specific categories at Indian 

institutions as per its charter. It is assisted by 10 Statutory Boards of Studies, namely, UG 

Studies in Eng. & Tech., PG and Research in Eng. and Tech., Management Studies, Vocational 

Education, Technical Education, Pharmaceutical Education, Architecture, Hotel Management 

and Catering Technology, Information Technology, Town and Country Planning. The AICTE 

has its new headquarters building in Delhi on the Nelson Mandela Road, Vasant Kunj, New 

Delhi, 110 067, which has the offices of the chairman, vice-chairman and the member secretary, 

plus it has regional offices at Kanpur, Chandigarh, Gurgaon, Mumbai, Bhopal, Vadodara, 

Kolkata, Guwahati, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai and Thiruvananthapuram. 

In its 25 April 2013 judgment the Supreme Court said "as per provisions of the AICTE Act 

and University Grants Commission (UGC) Act, the council has no authority which empowers it 

to issue or enforce any sanctions on colleges affiliated with the universities as its role is to 

provide guidance and recommendations. Subsequently AICTE was getting approval from the 

Supreme court to regulate technical colleges on a year to year basis till January 2016, when 

AICTE got blanket approval for publishing the Approval Process Handbook and approve 

technical colleges including management for the session 2016-17 and in all future sessions." 
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PREFACE 

 

Since second part of 20th century, radically change in the field of mechanical engineering has 

been reported. Analysis of complex multi body of an elastic body structure, robot manipulators, 

automobiles, satellites have been increased due to development of digital computers. Modeling 

and simulation are playing important role in efficient and effective design and analysis of various 

mechanical components. It has led to the development of numerical technique to derive the 

describing equation of a system, integrate the equation of motion and obtain the response. The 

new computational capability has encouraged scientist and engineers to model and analyze 

complex dynamic systems which in past either could not be analyze. CFD and FEA have become 

the common terminology for the analysis of thermal systems. Engineers are working to develop 

efficient and economic refrigeration systems, IC engines, critical boilers etc.  

The latest methods and development in the field of manufacturing which has change the overall 

quality of products and today's manufacturing environments can be characterized by intensified 

competition rapid market changes and increased product Varity. Latest precession manufacturing 

methods like micro machining, Nano machining has created a revolution in the manufacturing 

world. Fast pace of mechanization and the dependence of mankind on products of high quality 

and reliability have lead to the development of new materials possessing increasing strength, 

hardness, toughness heat resistance and wear resistance but light weight at the same time.  

The developments of recent years have inspired to organize an International Conference on 

Cutting Edge Technological Challenges in Mechanical Engineering to bring together this 

community to have meaningful interaction to further the growth of new techniques in the field of 

mechanical engineering. To achieve this objective CETCME 2020 is being organized at Noida 

Institute of Engineering and Technology, Greater Noida on 21st and 22nd August 2020. Objective 

is to promote research and related work in these areas and to impart knowledge to industry on the 

best practice currently being followed worldwide. I am overwhelmed with the response to the 

call of contributed papers in different topics of the conference. After peer reviewing, 42 

contributed full length papers have been accepted for presentation. The methodology is presented 

in these articles address analytical, experimental and computational aspects associated with 

cutting edge technological challenges in mechanical enquiring.  
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A REVIEW ON CRACK PROPAGATION IN DISC BRAKE OF TWO 

WHEELER BIKE 
 

Anant B. Khandkule*1, B. N. Tripathi1, Abdhesh Kumar2 

1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj University,  

Navi Mumbai, India, anant3078@gmail.com* 

2Department of Mechanical Engineering, NIET, Gr. Noida, akjhak83@gmail.com 
 

ABSTRACT 

To forecast the fatigue properties of critical components and avoiding fatigue were identified 

as engineering problems in this modern era. The fatigue crack growth is characterized by the 

two parameters, Kmax and ΔK. The crack growth can occur only when the crack tip driving 

forces meet both the thresholds, Kmax,th and ΔKth. This paper gives the information on the 

crack propagation of disc brake of two wheeler motorbike. After running thousands of 

kilometers, it was noticed that there are small crack on the disc brakes of two wheeler 

motorbike. These small cracks were located nearby holes placed on disc to ventilate pads. It 

was also concluded that, the wear and tear observed on the disc was due to thermal cyclic 

strain which was developed during the brake action superimposed to the mechanical strain 

caused by braking torque. It is very important to investigate both the main causes and the 

evolution of its deterioration in order to find out possible solutions. Several measures could 

be found out to compensate the problem of rapid decay of mechanical properties of the 

material. Material decay is prone for starting cracks. In order to avoid the issue of mechanical 

and tribological properties of interacting surfaces in this application, carbon nano tubes are 

introduced. In some cases, the electroless coating technique was used to improve the surface 

properties of plain brake pad. Carbon nanotubes are used as a coating material with base Ni-P 

to increase the properties like wear and chemical stability of surface. In some cases, in order 

to generate the less heat during braking action abrasive particle (SiC)-reinforced aluminum 

metal matrix composite material is prepared for brake rotors which will reduce the unsprung 

mass of the vehicle which turns in better handling. In this review article we have referred 10 

standard research papers from reputed journals to formulate the problem statement and to 

methodologies.  
 

Keywords: Aluminum matrix composites, fatigue crack growth, thermal cyclic strain, tribological behavior, 

wear.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Automotive disc brakes sustains heavy loading during the braking operations. This turns in 

experiencing severe thermal fatigue and wear. Amongst all materials, cast iron is the most 

used material in disc brakes, since it bears the material properties like excellent wear 

resistance and a better heat transfer.  

A motorbike brake disc is consists of two main parts, a flange and a bridge (Fig.:1). During 

braking operations, the former faces pressure from pads and therefore is subjected to higher 

temperatures; the latter works in cooler conditions and has the function of transferring brake 

torque to the wheel hub. The better quality of braking performance further improves the riding 

standard of passengers as and when emergency braking happens. In order to maintain the 

reliability of the braking action, the coefficient of friction between the disc and the braking 

pad must be kept as much as possible constant, under any condition. Therefore, the disc should 

be designed in such a way that it should withstand both the maximum possible deceleration 

and a series of braking cycles. High frequency braking cycles leads to raise the disc 

temperature. Therefore, after a period of temperature growth, the disc will reach its balance 

between the heat generated by braking action and the dissipated heat. At the balance a steady 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/crack-tips
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state temperature is reached. if the steady state temperature is too high, several problems 

happens among which a decay of friction coefficient and a not constant behavior between 

braking. 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of motorbike brake disc 

To do the study on crack propagation few research papers from reputed journals are referred 

as follows: 

 

1. In this paper, it was suggested that the wear and tear of the pad occurs quickly in high-

speed railway vehicles. This leads to reduction in braking efficiency due to the rise in 

temperature during the initial braking process and also shortens the replacement cycle of the 

pad. Moreover, there is the occurrence of a hot spot due to the heat that will also cause 

thermal distortion. This results in lessens the life of disc. Widely observing at the research 

trends, it appears that thermal behavior analysis is performed thus far in terms of frictional 

thermal energy between the disc and the pad. The thermal performance of the disc was 

analyzed experimentally using an infrared camera, and the causes of the hot band and hotspot 

are proposed. This analytical approach can reduces the analysis time, but it can only confirm 

the temperature distribution achieved by braking only once. 

 

2. In this paper, it was proposed that, Korea provides an important platform for public 

transportation which joins major metropolitans in Korea via Korea Train express (KTX), a 

high-speed railway system. Again KTX moving ahead towards next-generation transportation 

system has plans to increase the operation times. With increasing number of cycles of journey 

of train, safety and reliability of the railways especially the inspection of brakes systems 

becomes more important. Therefore in this study, inspection system using the Rayleigh wave 

is modeled to illustrate the cracks in the discs in a KTX brake disc. The performance of the 

inspection system is investigated on the KTX brake discs sample with fabricated cracks as 

well as natural cracks. It was concluded that the suggested algorithm successfully 

characterizes the crack types and estimated the length, width, depths and gap between cracks 

with good accuracy. 

 

3. In this paper, it had described that while designing any automobile component, weight 

optimization and component consistency are the top priorities. Thus, it is very important to 

select the materials of a high strength to weight ratio. Less weight ensures low fuel 

consumption and hence low emissions. Brake rotors are essential components in an 

automobile, which can decreases the speed of vehicle and can bring the vehicle to the halt by 

converting the kinetic energy of the wheels into heat energy by means of friction. This study 

concentrated on the use of abrasive particle (SiC)-reinforced aluminum metal matrix 

composite material for brake disc to produce less heat during breaking along with this it 
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reduces the unsprung mass of the vehicle resulting in better handling. There was a discussion 

about the design, structural, and thermal analysis; the manufacturing method; and the testing 

of silicon carbide-reinforced aluminum (Al 6061) matrix composite material for motorcycle 

brake rotor. 

 

4. In this paper, comparative analysis of the thermal fatigue life of brake disc of high-speed 

train with latest materials was projected based on the experimental study and the finite 

element computation. Here, the aluminum alloy of SiCp/A356 composite was used to validate 

this method. The development of thermo-elasto-plastic constitutive model of SiCp /A356 

composites was done, and based on the thermal fatigue experiment the fatigue life curve of 

material at the initial stage of crack was established. Based on the singular element method of 

finite element method, the crack propagation law of cracked fatigue specimens under thermal 

load is analyzed. Also, the crack propagation curve, which can be used to envisage the fatigue 

life of crack propagation under thermal load, is established. 

 

5. In this paper, analysis of the surface behavior in terms of friction and wear of brake pad 

system was done. The electroless coating technique was used to improve the surface properties 

of plain brake pad. Carbon nanotubes are used as a coating material with base Ni-P to 

enhance the properties like wear and chemical stability of surface. To find the constituent of 

material as a friction producer, fillers material, binders and reinforcement, Energy dispersive 

x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) test is used. By using pin-on-disc type of tribometer the wear and 

friction parameters are studied. It has been observed that, surface properties of the coated 

samples are better. Also, it was concluded that, Friction force and wear rates are minor in 

CNT-Ni-P composite coated sample than without coated sample. 

 

6. The influence of dissolved hydrogen on the fatigue crack growth behavior of an 

Austempered low-alloy AISI 4140 steel was investigated along with the examination of the 

influence of dissolved hydrogen on the fatigue threshold in this material. In two conditions 

material was tested, as received (cold rolled and annealed) and as Austempered (austenitized 

at 8820C for 1 hour and Austempered at 3320 C for 1 hour). The microstructure of both 

material were found different, mix of ferrite and fine pearlite for annealed material and lower 

bainite for Austempered material. Specimens were prepared for Tensile and Compact Tension 

tests. To determine the effects of dissolved hydrogen, two subsets of the CT specimens were 

charged with hydrogen for three different time periods between 150 and 250 h. And then all of 

the CT specimens were put for the fatigue crack growth tests in the threshold and linear 

regions at room temperature. It was concluded that, specimens prepared of Austempered 

material had significant improvement in the yield and tensile strength as well as the fracture 

toughness. 

 

7. Here, investigation of fatigue crack propagation under loading modes I, II or III, either for 

plane strain. So, to get related output some experimental tests were performed in a bi-axial 

servo-hydraulic machine and numerous finite element analyses (FEA) were carried out. J-

integral values were determined through numerical simulations and stress intensity factors, KI, 

KII and KIII were inferred at the crack tip of both thick and thin CT specimens, assuming 

several crack’s lengths, and either for plane strain or plane stress state. 

 

8. In this paper effect of various crack propagation rates are verified in determination of crack 

opening and closing stress of an ASTM specimen under the standard spectrum suspension 

loading from FD&E SAE Load Histories by Finite Element Analysis. 
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9. In this paper a multiaxial fatigue measurement of a steel half-pipe bolted connection has 

performed using a local energy-based approach. These bolted connections were going to be 

used in onshore wind turbine towers. A universal linear-elastic replica with beam elements for 

the onshore wind turbine tower was modeled considering the stiffness of the joint.  

Damage equivalent fatigue loads were applied in universal beam prototype. To investigate the 

stiffness of the joint a linear-elastic model considering the preload on the bolts was made. A 

local elastoplastic prototype was constructed to obtain the maximum principal stresses and 

strains. Only because of this analysis it was possible to find out the SWT damage factors and 

the number of cycles to failure for the steel half-pipes bolted connection under investigation. 

 

10. In this paper it was discussed, under transverse tensile loading, fibers sloping 

perpendicular to the tensile direction can undergo fiber/matrix debonding. Trials show that the 

first stage of fiber/matrix interface debonding is mode-I dominated fracture with very fast 

crack growth rate. Subsequent stable crack propagation along the interface is due to mixed 

mode I/II fracture. The aim of this study is to explore ways to stabilize the early stage of 

debonding so that it becomes possible to determine the mixed mode interfacial fracture 

properties for the entire mode-mixity range by in-situ observations. Therefore, the objective of 

this study is to stabilize crack initiation in the dominant mode-I fracture by changing the 

position of one fiber with its neighboring fiber or hole using the finite element analysis. The 

progressive fiber/matrix debonding is studied by focusing on the interaction of one fiber with 

its neighboring fiber or hole. The results shows that decrease of the position angle stabilize the 

crack growth at the interface in the ligaments.  

 

SUMMARY OF THE ABOVE LITERATURE REVIEW 

It is concluded that, crack initiation and crack propagation phenomenon are the results of 

cyclic loadings which leads to fatigue.  

To investigate the crack initiation and crack propagation phenomenon few methodologies are 

used as below: 

 

METHODOLOGIES 

Failure under cyclic loading is a very severe problem for structural components like a disc 

brake. Under cyclic loading, cracks can begin and develop; in this case, if the crack grows 

from a sub-critical dimension to a critical flaw size, it can lead eventually to failure in 

operation. The critical flaw size under a given loading condition is given by the fracture 

toughness of the material. There is a correlation between the fatigue crack growth rate and the 

stress intensity factor.   The fatigue crack growth rate, (da/dN), has been related to the stress 

intensity factor range, (ΔK), through the Paris equation:  

 
Where, C and m are material constants, and ΔK = Kmax - Kmin, which is the difference between 

the maximum (Kmax) and the minimum (Kmin) stress intensity factor in a fatigue cycle. This 

equation has been found to be very useful in characterizing the fatigue crack growth behavior 

of steels. 

 

These study workouts with three approaches i.e. 

1) ANALYTICAL. 

2) EXPERIMENTAL 

3) FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
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1) ANALYTICAL:- 

This problem is solved analytically that suggests, any variation of fluid temperature can be 

divided in a succession of linear shocks. Since the solution for linear shock was known, the 

solution of stress for any variation of temperature could be obtained analytically. Then, the 

stress intensity factor at the surface and deepest point of a semielliptical crack could be 

calculated using the shape function method. Other authors proposed to use Green’s function 

concept and Duhamel’s integral to obtain the evolution of stress for any variation of thermal 

loading. In this part, the aim is to obtain an analytical expression of the stress intensity factor 

(SIF) of a cracked plate submitted to cyclic thermal loading at its edges, in the temperature 

range [Tmax – Tmin]. 

A preliminary study of thermal cold shock is carried out, as the further investigation of cyclic 

boundary conditions will use the Duhamel’s principle. A classical sinusoidal fluctuation of 

temperature is then studied. Sinusoidal signals allow expressing any type of signal using 

Fourier’ transform, especially for cyclic experiments. Nevertheless, in considered 

experiments, where the specimen is cooled by water OR air flow, it appears that the cooling 

rate is far much higher than the heating one so, a saw-toothed temperature fluctuation will also 

be considered in order to approach experimental conditions. It is important to note that by 

applying the Duhamel’s principle and principle of superposition, analytical expression of 

temperature can be obtained everywhere in the plate. Because the approach to obtain the 

expression of temperature and the stress is very similar, our attention is focused only on the 

normal stress component σyy. As the calculation of the SIF is based here on weight functions, 

we have in a first step determined the cyclic temperature and stress histories in a crack-free 

specimen. 

 

Analytical Calculation will be done by using following formulae: 

1) Calculation of Stresses by 

σ = (α ∆T E) 

 2) Calculation of Stress Intensity Factor 

K=  β σ (√𝛑𝐚) 

 3) Calculation of Δk  

Δk = (kmax - kmin) 

 4) Calculation of Crack Growth 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶Km         ……… Paris Law 

 

2) EXPERIMENTAL:- 

To study the crack growth under thermal cyclic loading in the disc brakes it needs to simulate 

the on road condition in the laboratory. For that the following experimental set-up is 

constructed. 

 

Components of experimental set-up:- 

1) MOTOR with regulator 

2) Bike’s wheel with disc brake attached. 

3) Braking unit 

4) Temperature measurement unit. 

5) Air blower. 

 

Wheel is attached to the motor shaft by sprocket & chain. Sprocket is welded to both shaft of 

the motor & that of the wheel rim. Motor is attached to the regulator. A fixed caliper type 

disc brake is attached to the wheel on the either side to which the sprocket is attached. A 
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paddle is attached to the brake caliper by cable to felicitate braking action. A blower is use to 

fire the blank of air on disc from either side if the disc or from the front of the disc.  

Through this experimental set-up we can calculate the transient temperature distribution. 

Then by getting this we can able to calculate the transient stress induced by thermal shock & 

also SIF at the surface and deepest point of a semi-elliptical crack. 

 

 
Fig 2: Experimental Set-up for Testing of disc for crack growth 

 

3) FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

In order to simulate the crack growth evolution, a numerical simulation, using the finite 

element code like ANSYS, has been performed in this study. A classical procedure, 

successfully used by numerous authors has been applied to this type of case study. First, the 

specimen with an initial crack is meshed.  

As the employed meshing methodology requires that the angle between the surface and the 

element side is close to 900, an initial semi-elliptical crack with a 0.1 mm depth and a 4.45 

mm length has been used instead of experimental part-circular crack. Then, transient coupled 

temperature displacement analysis is carried out, leading to the calculation of transient 

temperature, of the stress and strain fields, and of the stress intensity factor Ki for every node 

along the crack front.  

Our attention is fixed at the mode I of fracture. With the thermal loading, a transient 

evolution of SIF KiI has been observed for every node of the crack front. The maximum value 

Kimax versus time is retained, and we assumed that this peek is attained at the same time for all 

the nodes on the crack front. As the SIF tends towards zero for long times, no closure effect is 

taken into account, and the SIF range ΔKi = Ki max. 
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ABSTRACT 

Efficiency is the reason why engineers keep working on the existing machines to make them 

better, to find flaws in the design, to improve upon it and make them more efficient. In the 

industries shaper machines are already used for machining of small areas of pain surface, 

vertical surface, angular surface, grooving, etc. The typical shaper machine's working stroke 

is the forward stroke where they remove material but the motion is wasted in the backward 

stroke where no machining is done and this result in wastage of time and effort which leads 

to lower efficiency of the machine and also it takes more time to complete a job. The whole 

process can be speeded up by the Dual Side Shaper Machine which works on two different 

work pieces in each working stroke by using a scotch yank mechanism. In this machine, it 

has both the direction of ram movement and it removes a material from two work pieces 

simultaneously. So, the machining time will be reduced and the production rate will be 

increased. The project has following objectives  

 Reducing the Production time 

 Minimizing Production cost 

 Improving the productivity. 

 

 1. Introduction:  

A shaper machine is a type of machine tool that uses linear relative motion between the work 

piece and a single-point cutting tool to machine a linear tool path and it can produce any 

surface composed of straight line elements. The main purpose of shaping machines is to 

machine plain horizontal surfaces, it is also possible to form vertical and angular surfaces 

also and with the use of proper tools and accessories irregular surfaces can also be produced.  

The work piece is moved across the path of the reciprocating tool for the machining. The 

reason why Shaper machines are actively replaced by more expensive CNC machines is that 

shaping is an inefficient method of machining the surfaces but it is still used in many small 

scale industries because it is cheap to operate and install and the process is rather simple 

which means it does not require highly skilled labours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Classification of Shaper Machine 

 

1.1 Types of Mechanisms used in Shaper Machines:  

1. Crank and slotted link mechanisms (Scotch yoke mechanism)  

2. Whitworth quick mechanism.  
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3. Hydraulic shaper mechanism.  

4. Automatic table feed mechanism.  

 

1.2 Mechanism Used in the Dual Side Shaper Machine:  

Crank and Slotted Link Mechanism (Scotch yoke mechanism)  
In this type of shaper machine mechanism, the power is transmitted to the bull gear through a 

pinion which receives its motion from an individual motor. Or overhead line shafts through a 

speed control mechanism. The speed of the bull gear may be changed by a different 

combination of gearing or by shifting the belt on the step cone pulley.  

1.2.1 Arrangement and working of parts  

The bull gear is a large gear mounted within the column. The radial slide is bolted to the 

centre of the bull gear; it carries a sliding block into which the crankpin is fitted. 

 
Figure 2: Crank and Slotted Link Mechanism (Scotch yoke mechanism) 

 

Rotation of the bull gear will make the crankpin to revolve at a uniform speed.  

The sliding block which is mounted upon the crankpin is fitted within the slotted link. The 

slotted link which is also known as the rocker arm is pivoted at its bottom end attached to the 

frame of the column.  

The upper end of the rocker arm is forked and attached to the ram block by a pin.  

As the bull gear rotates causing the crankpin to rotate, the sliding block fastened to the 

crankpin will rotate on the crank pin circle. And at the same time will run up and down the 

slot in the slotted link providing it with a rocking movement which is communicated to the 

ram. Thus the rotary motion of the bull gear is converted to reciprocating movement of the 

ram.  

 

 

1.3 The Components used in Dual Side Shaper Machine  

The components used in the dual side shaper machine are as follows:  

1. Frame  

2. Pulley  

3. Single Phase Induction Motor  

4. V-Belt  

5. Shaft  

6. Roller Bearing  

7. Shaping Tool  
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1.4 Isometric View(s) of the Dual Side Shaper Machine 

 

 
Figure 5: Isometric View (without Frame) 

  
Figure 6: Isometric View of the Wheel and 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Isometric View of Mechanism 

 

  
 

Figure 3:Isometric View of Dual Side 

 

Shaper Machine 

 

Figure 4: Isometric View of the Frame. 
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Rod Arrangement 

 

  
Figure 8: Isometric View of Pulley(s) 

 

Figure 9: Exploded View 

 

 

1.5 Layout of machine  

 
Figure 10: Line Diagram 

 

2. Calculations  

2.1 Design Parameters  

Diameter of crank= 220mm  

Length of slotted bar= 190mm  

Length of connecting rod= 350mm  

Diameter of shaft= 20mm  

2.2 V -Belt Design Calculation  

Large pulley diameter = 25cm =25 0mm  

Small pulley diameter =5cm =50mm  

Belt width = 37.181cm =371.81mm  

Power =100W  

Speed of motor =1300 rpm  

Rated power =150T  

2.3 Selection of Pulley Diameter  

I=D/d=N/n  
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5=N/n  

n=1300/5=260  

Recommended minimum diameter d=75 mm  

I=250/50 = 5mm  

Recommended C/D ratio =0.85  

2.4 Calculation Pitch Length  

L= 2c+ /2(D+d) + (D-d)/4C  

C/D=0.85  

C=0.85*300=255 mm  

C=255mm  

L= 2*385+ /2(300+40) + L=1347.96mm  

Standard length L= 2703 mm  

2.5 Cutting Force:  

Power = 730  

Speed = 250 RPM  

P= 2NT/60  

730= (2*3.14*250*T)/60  

T= 27.8 Nm  

Torque= Force * radius of crank  

F= 27.8/0.11  

F= 252.72 N  

2.6 Cutting Speed  

Cutting speed, v = N L (1+m)/1000 m/min  

N= the number of double strokes or cycles of the ram per min (take N= 100)  

L = Length of the ram stroke in mm= 10.5 cm  

m= return stroke time/cutting stroke time, m= 1  

v = 0.021 m/min  

3. Conclusion:  

The dual side shaper machine resembles assembling of two existing shaper machines. Hence, 

the machine occupies less space, and the number of equipment is reduced. For the same 

amount of work produced by the existing shapers the labour cost and power consumption are 

decreased and also the overall machining time is reduced to 40% compared to the existing 

shapers.  
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ABSTRACT 

Natural fiber-reinforced composites are increasing at very fast rate because of their eco 

friendly production, decomposition, and high specific strength, good physical and mechanical 

properties. Available literature reveals that past researchers have done a lot of work for the 

preparation and characterization of fiber-reinforced composites. Some problems like 

wettability can be improved to a greater extent by considering surface treatment of natural 

fibers before they are used in the preparation of fiber-reinforced composites. Thus, there is a 

need for understanding the effect of several surface treatments on the mechanical properties 

of fiber-reinforced composites. The aim of this paper is to put forth a review on the effects of 

surface treatments on the mechanical properties such as tensile strength, flexural strength, and 

impact strength of the fiber reinforced composites. The composites were prepared with 

different volumetric fractions of epoxy. The results concluded that the increase in 

reinforcement increases the mechanical properties of untreated composites. At 36% 

reinforcement the properties of hemp epoxy polymer composites improve as compared to jute 

epoxy polymer composites. 
 

Key words:  Jute, Hemp, Epoxy, Tensile Strength, Flexural Strength, Impact Strength 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Composite materials are built from two or more constituent materials with considerably 

different physical or chemical properties depending on the properties of constituent materials, 

the fibers and the resin used. At present days, the advance composite material has been 

broadly used composite in the engineering field due to their noble mechanical properties. 

Advantages of this like as corrosion resistance, electrical insulation, more stiffness and 

strength, fatigue resistance, lesser in weight than metal, easy process ability at less energy 

requirement in tooling and assembly costs widely acceptable in structure application. The 

worldwide disposal of millions of tons of plastics, Global environmental concerns, such as 

decrease in polar ice caps, increasing global temperature, fast depleting petroleum resources, 

increasing sea levels etc, have a burden on environment. Above mentioned are the causes for 

the requirement to develop green and sustainable products which are progressively endorsed 

for defensible development. A lot of advanced research literature is mentioned on natural 

fiber reinforced green composites in the way of refining mechanical strength and mark them 

suitable in many engineering applications. Green composites are categorized into two 

categories such as partially biodegradable and fully biodegradable composites. Partially green 

composites are the one in which one of the elements used is derived from the natural resource 

like reinforcement are natural fibers and epoxy as the matrix material or synthetic fibers as 

reinforcement and matrix as PLA. In fully biodegradable composites, both the elements are 

derived from the natural resource like natural fibers as a reinforcement and natural polymer 

such as PLA, PVA etc as a matrix material. Composite materials that are completely 

biodegradable, both the matrix and the reinforcement are obtained from natural resources, are 

termed as green composites or bio-composites. 

Green composites are those composites which are built from natural occurring resin and 

fibers. Many researchers are working in the zone of polymer matrix composites with using 
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synthetic resin as a matrix and synthetic fibers as reinforcement for the enhancement of 

industrial products. But due to its non-biodegradable nature, there are many drawbacks 

towards the environment, global warming, depletion of fossil resources, and rising oil prices 

have resulted in increased research for the sustainable development 

1.1 POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES  
Polymers make ideal materials as they can be processed easily, possess lightweight, and 

desirable mechanical properties. It follows, therefore, that high temperature resins are 

extensively used in aeronautical applications. Two main kinds of polymers are thermosets 

and thermoplastics. Thermosets have qualities such as a well-bonded three-dimensional 

molecular structure after curing. There are five types of thermoplastics namely Polyethylene, 

Polystyrene, Polyamides, Nylons and Polypropylene. The advantage of thermoplastics 

systems over thermosets are that there are no chemical reactions involved, which often result 

in the release of gases or heat. Manufacturing is limited by the time required for heating, 

shaping and cooling the structures. Fiber reinforcement is apt for these resins. Since the fibers 

are randomly dispersed, the reinforcement will be almost isotropic. However, when subjected 

to moulding processes, they can be aligned directionally. Addition of fillers raises the heat 

resistance. But all thermoplastic composites tend to lose their strength at elevated 

temperatures. However, their redeeming qualities like rigidity, toughness and ability to 

repudiate creep, place thermoplastics in the important composite materials bracket. 

Thermosets are the most popular of the fiber composite matrices without which, research and 

development in structural engineering field could get truncated. Aerospace components, 

automobile parts, defense systems etc., use a great deal of this type of fiber composites. 

Epoxy matrix materials are used in printed circuit boards and similar areas. Thermosetting 

resins include polyesters, vinyl esters, epoxies, bismaleimides, and polyamides. 

Thermosetting polyesters are commonly used in fiber-reinforced plastics, and epoxies make 

up most of the current market for advanced composites resins. Initially, the viscosity of these 

resins is low; however, thermo set resins undergo chemical reactions that crosslink the 

polymer chains and thus connect the entire matrix together in a three-dimensional network. 

This process is called curing. Thermoses, because of their three-dimensional cross-linked 

structure, tend to have high dimensional stability, high-temperature resistance, and good 

resistance to solvents. Recently, considerable progress has been made in improving the 

toughness and maximum operating temperatures of thermosets. Some kinds of thermosets are 

epoxy, phenolic polyamide resins and polyester. Direct condensation polymerization 

followed by rearrangement reactions to form heterocyclic entities is the method generally 

used to produce thermoset resins. Water, a product of the reaction, in both methods, hinders 

production of void-free composites. These voids have a negative effect on properties of the 

composites in terms of strength and dielectric properties. Polyesters phenolic and Epoxies are 

the two important classes of thermoset resins. Epoxy resins are widely used in filament-

wound composites and are suitable for moulding prepress. They are reasonably stable to 

chemical attacks and are excellent adherents having slow shrinkage during curing and no 

emission of volatile gases. These advantages, however, make the use of epoxies rather 

expensive. Also, they cannot be expected beyond a temperature of 140ºC. Their use in high 

technology areas where service temperatures are higher, as a result, is ruled out. Polyester 

resins on the other hand are quite easily accessible, cheap and find use in a wide range of 

fields. Liquid polyesters are stored at room temperature for months, sometimes for years and 

the mere addition of a catalyst can cure the matrix material within a short time. They are used 

in automobile and structural applications. The cured polyester is usually rigid or flexible as 

the case may be and transparent. Polyesters withstand the variations of environment and 

stable against chemicals. Depending on the formulation of the resin or service requirement of 

application, they can be used up to about 75ºC or higher. Other advantages of polyesters 
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include easy compatibility with few glass fibers and can be used with verify of reinforced 

plastic accouter. Aromatic Polyamides are the most sought after candidates as the matrices of 

advanced fiber composites for structural applications demanding long duration exposure for 

continuous service at around 200-250ºC. For the formation of a matrix composite, one need 

fiber and matrix. Composites are made by adding fiber and matrix together. 

1.2 NATURAL FIBERS USED FOR POLYMER COMPOSITE 

Natural fibers have good prospective as reinforcements in polymer (thermoplastics, 

thermosets, and elastomers) composites. Because of high specific properties and low density 

of natural fibers, composites based on these fibers have very good implications in industry. 

The use of natural fiber composites has been studied by many researchers. Researchers have 

studied the potential use of natural fibers in composite materials, their availability, processing 

features, mechanical and physical properties, and some of their applications in India. Some 

researchers have studied the natural fiber-based reinforcements in epoxy composites 

processed by filament winding. They studied the significant aspects of natural fiber-based 

hybrid composites which are found to be predominantly affected by factors which include 

variation in fiber volume/weight fraction, variation in stacking sequence of fiber layers, fiber 

treatment, and environmental conditions. The technological development depends on 

advances in the field of materials. Whatever the field may be, the final limitation on 

advancement depends on materials. Composite materials, in this regard represent a constant 

endeavor of optimization in materials. The idea of natural fiber composites is not a new or 

recent one. Nature is full of examples where in the idea of composite materials are used. The 

coconut palm leaf, for example, is nothing but a cantilever, using the concept of fiber 

reinforcement. 

1.3 JUTE FIBER 

Jute is multi celled in structure. Jute fiber is commonly gotten from the steam of a jute plant. 

It is a yearly plant that develops to 2.5-4.5 m and twists in monsoon. Jute is a lingo cellulosic 

fiber since its significant synthetic constituents are lignin and cellulose. The warm and 

electrical conductivity, natural corruption, inclination to mold and moths, capacity to shield 

from warmth, cold and radiation, response to sun and light, and so on are controlled by cell 

constitution and morphology. The chemical composition of the jute fiber has been accounted 

for by numerous scientists. Among various normal strands, jute filaments are effectively 

possible in fiber and texture frames with great warm and mechanical properties. The 

characteristic properties of jute fiber, for example, low thickness, high ductile modulus and 

low extension at break and its particular solidness and quality tantamount to those of glass 

fiber draws the consideration of the world. Over several years it has been utilized in the uses 

of ropes, beds, sacks and so forth. High quality and new employments of this fiber can make 

more opening for work in the country part .  

 
Fig 1: Raw Jute fiber 
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Jute has likewise got applications in the vehicle business and pressing materials. Dissimilar to 

cotton and the vast majority of the sustenance crops, jute does not require any pesticides and 

compost and thus is a ―pure green‖ agro-item. River flats, melancholies and saline-soluble 

base soils are especially appropriate for the jute ranches. Jute is generally developed in 

nations like India, Bangladesh, China, Nepal and Thailand. About 95% of the worldwide 

generation of jute filaments is delivered by these nations. 

1.4 HEMP FIBER 

Hemp has been cultivated for a minimum of 6000 years and it's going to be one of the oldest 

non-food crops. The foremost usual purpose of hemp cultivation is to isolate the fibers 

present within the bark on the hemp stem surface, for production of ropes, textiles and paper. 

Other helpful materials from hemp are the seed, which can be used for oil production and for 

medical, religious and recreational functions. Hemp originates from Central Asia however 

has been cultivated from Equator to the polar circle. Plant breeding of hemp has been 

performed in eastern and central Europe (de Meijer, 1995) to extend the fiber yield and obtain 

very low contents of psychoactive substances. Legal cultivators for fiber production have 

thereby been obtained. The biomass yield in hemp is high, and hemp improves the soil 

structure (du Bois, 1982). The tall plant stems of hemp suppress weeds effectively and 

diseases and pests are rarely recorded. Thereby addition of pesticides isn't required. It has 

additionally been reported that hemp produces many times more of the necessary fiber 

element, cellulose, than crops like corn, kenaf and sugar cane. Cellulose is of interest, since it 

has very high theoretical strength and obtainable strength. However, the strength of single 

fibers of hemp is just 800-2000 MPa. It's still a high strength compared to 500-700 MPa, that 

could be a typical fiber strength obtained with plant fiber reinforced composites nowadays. 

It's suspected that fiber damage introduced throughout processing of hemp for creating yarn 

and eventually composite processing decreases the fiber strength. So it's of interest to work 

out the potential for hemp fibers in composites using as gentle pre-treatment conditions as 

possible to keep the fibers intact. Thorough characterization of the fibers is required to 

explain how fiber damages affect the fiber strength. Hemp fibers have also gained interest to 

be used in composite materials due to concern about how the high production and disposal of 

artificial fibers affects the environment 

1.5 MATRIX 

The matrix properties decide the opposition of the PMC to the majority of the degradative 

procedures that in the long run reason disappointment of the structure. These procedures 

incorporate effect harm, delamination, water assimilation, chemical attack, and high-

temperature creep. In this way, the grid is normally the powerless connection in the PMC 

structure. The network period of commercial PMCs can be delegated either thermoset or 

thermoplastic. 

1.6 EPOXY 

Epoxies are best known for their superb bond, compound and warmth obstruction, 

mechanical properties, and extraordinary electrical protecting properties. The synthetic 

obstruction of epoxies is astounding against fundamental arrangements (best decision for salt 

water tanks). Epoxies are more costly than polyesters, and cure times are longer, however 

their all-encompassing scope of properties can make them the cost/execution decision for 

basic applications. The epoxy pitches are framed by a response of an epoxide (like 

epichlorohydrin) with a hardener or polyamine (like triethylenetetramine) that has gigantic 

cross-connecting to make an exceptionally extreme but then solid polymer. The thickness of 

epoxies is another progression higher than polyesters or vinyl esters. Most epoxies begin in 

the scope of 900 centipoise. Traits of epoxy gums incorporate very low shrinkage, great 

dimensional steadiness, high temperature obstruction, great weariness and adherence to 

fortifications. Given the broad twofold holding of the sap, ordinary shrinkage is not exactly 
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may be normal dependent on its quality. Epoxy gums zone unit low relative atomic mass pre-

polymers or higher relative sub-atomic mass polymers that generally contain at least 2 

epoxide groups. The epoxide bunch is furthermore for the most part referred to as a glycidyl 

or oxirane group. 

A wide vary of epoxy resins are created industrially. The raw materials for epoxy production 

are nowadays mostly crude derived, though some plant derived sources are currently 

changing into commercially on the market (e.g. plant derived glycerin wont to build 

epichlorohydrin). 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This includes the research work done by several investigators on various natural fibers and 

the composites formed.  

Bledzki et. al conducted a study in which they performed acetylation treatment for flax fibers 

to explore the effects of acetylation on the properties of the flax fiber and found that the 

degree of acetyl contents up to 18% results in smooth surface of the fiber but beyond this the 

fiber surface is damaged due to hydrolysis of cellulose contents[1]. 

Doan et al. reported that maleic anhydride (MA) groups of maleic anhydride polyethylene 

(MAPE) form ester linkages with hydroxyl group of cellulose and they found that the 

interfacial shear strength increased only upto1 wt% of MA grafting at surface of jute fibers 

beyond which MA got self-entanglement leading to reduction in the interfacial strength. 

Their study revealed that chemical treatment of jute fibers with MAPE reduced the surface 

energy of the jute fibers which improves the wettability of the jute fibers with high density 

polyethylene matrix. [2].  

Pichandi et al. explored the effects of microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) and multi-walled 

carbon nanotube (MWCNT) on the interfacial properties of jute fiber/epoxy composites and 

found that MCC makes hydrogen bonds with hydroxyl group of cellulose and forms a strong 

linkage between matrix and fibers which leads to improvement in interfacial properties of 

jute/ epoxy composites [3].  

Komuraiah et al. evaluated the effects of air plasma and argon plasma treatments on 

mechanical and interfacial properties of flax fiber–HDPE and flax–polyester composite. They 

observed that treated fiber composites had better interfacial strength as compared to untreated 

fiber composites due to increment in coefficient of friction of fiber surface, better mechanical 

interlocking and increase in contact area between matrix and fiber. Further, they observed 

that argon plasma treatment has higher IFSS as compared to air plasma treatment due to 

higher etching tendency of argon plasma treatment which may lead to the formation of 

relatively large number of grains and grooves at the fiber surface [4].  

Orue et al. explored the effects of three different treatments: (i) alkali treatment, (ii) silane 

treatment, (iii) combination of alkali and silane treatment on the properties of fiberreinforced 

composites and found that interfacial strength of untreated, alkali-treated, and silanetreated 

sisal fiber were 2.4 MPa, 5.3 MPa, and 5.8 MPa, respectively. Their study revealed that 

improvement in IFSS of alkali-treated and silane-treated fibers might be attributed to: (i) 

removal of noncellulosic compounds such as wax, lignin, and hemicellulose, (ii) better 

stability and wettability of the fibers with matrix phase [5].  

Dayo et al. prepared natural hemp fiber-reinforced polybenzo-oxazine composite and 

observed the effects of alkali treatment on the mechanical, thermal, and curing behavior. 

Their FTIR results for alkali-treated hemp fiber showed that peak of hydroxyl group 

increased significantly from peak at 1000 cm _1 while peak obtained at 1200 cm _1 

represented acetyl group (C¼O) of lignin was eliminated partially which resulted in good 

fiber surface. In addition, shifting of peaks of C–H bonds suggested improved interfacial 

bonding between fiber and polybenzo-oxazine[6].  
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Arbelaiz et al. conducted a study in which they revealed that malaic anhydride poly 

propylene 

(MAPP) treatment of flax fiber improved the tensile strength of the flax fiber-reinforced 

composites whereas adding MAPP in matrix material also improved the tensile strength of 

the same. However, MAPP-treated flax fiber-reinforced composites showed more 

improvement in tensile strength as compared to flax fiber reinforced MAPP-modified matrix 

composites[7]. In the similar study, Felix and Gatenholm  observed that MAPP surface 

treatment of cellulose fiber improved the tensile strength of cellulose/PP composites by 

_100% and adding 3 wt% of MAPP in matrix material improved the tensile strength of 

cellulose/poly propylene (PP) composites by _80% [8].  

Chuai et al. disclosed that adding MAPP in matrix material improved the compatibility of 

polar flax fibers with nonpolar matrix and also improved the dispersion of fibers in matrix 

materials which resulted in the improvement of tensile strength of conifer fiber-reinforced 

composites [9].  

Joseph et al.  investigated the effects of four treatments on sisal fiber-reinforced composite: 

(i) alkali treatment, (ii) isocynate treatment, (iii) dicumyl peroxide treatment, (iv) KMNO4 

treatment and compared their effects on tensile strength of sisal fiber composites. They found 

that untreated, alkali-treated, isocynate-treated, dicumyperoxide-treated, and KMNO4-treated 

fiber-reinforced composite had 31.12 MPa, 34.27 MPa, 41.5 MPa, and 41.80 MPa of tensile 

strength, respectively [10]. 

Herrera-Franco and Valadez-Gonzalez investigated the effects of silane coupling agent on 

tensile properties of henequen fiber-reinforced composites and found that longitudinal tensile 

strength of untreated and silane-treated henequen fiber-reinforced composites were 71.8 MPa 

and 79.3 MPa, respectively whereas transverse tensile strength of untreated and silanetreated 

fiber composites were 2.7 MPa and 3.95 MPa respectively so there was an increment of 10% 

and 46% in longitudinal and transverse tensile strength respectively [11]. 

Sweety Shahinur et. al investigated mechanical, physical, chemical, and thermal properties at 

different portions of jute fiber. For this reason, long jute fiber was cut into three different 

portions and subsequently characterized using single fiber tensile test, differential scanning 

calorimetric, thermo gravimetric analysis, X-ray diffraction, and scanning electron 

microscopy according to top, middle, and cutting portions. The crystallinity and moisture 

content were measured by XRD data and moisture absorption test of the different portions of 

the raw jute fiber, respectively. The middle portion had better mechanical, thermal, chemical, 

and crystalline properties compared to the other two portions of the jute fiber. The diameter 

gradually became thinner from cutting to top portions. Thus the middle portion of jute fiber 

would be the better choice while being used as reinforcement in composites [12]. 

Elsayed A. Elbadry et al was investigated for different fiber weight contents. Moreover, the 

notch sensitivity of these composites was also compared by using the characteristic distance 

do calculated by Finite Element Method (FEM). The results showed that the tensile and 

flexural properties of jute mat composites increased by increasing the fiber weight content 

and by adding the jute fabric as skin layers. On the other hand, by adding the skins, the 

characteristic distance decreased and, therefore, the notch sensitivity of the composites 

increased. The fracture behavior investigated by SEM showed that extensive fiber pull-out 

mechanism was revealed at the tension side of jute mat composites under the bending load 

and by adding the jute cloth, the failure mode of jute mat was changed to fiber bridge 

mechanism [13]. 

Harpreet Singh et al studied about fabrication methods of different form of jute fiber 

reinforced composites and their mechanical properties have been reported. Failure 

mechanism of jute fiber composites has been discussed using scanning electron microscopy 

[14]. 
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Hua Wang et al investigated about chemical treatments (acid pretreatment, alkali 

pretreatment and scouring) were employed on jute fibers to modify them. The mechanical 

properties, surface morphology, and Fourier transform infrared spectra of treated and 

untreated jute fibers were analyzed to understand the influence of chemical modifications on 

the fiber. Then, jute fiber/epoxy composites with a unidirectional jute fiber organization were 

prepared. Basic properties of the composites such as the void fraction, tensile strength, initial 

modulus, and elongation at break were studied. The better interfacial adhesion of treated 

fibers was shown by scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of fractured coupons. 

Hence, the chemical treatment of jute fiber has a significant impact on the formation of voids 

in the composites as well as the mechanical properties of jute fiber composites [15]. 

João P. Manaia et al investigated the inherent properties of hemp such as low density, high 

specific strength, and stiffness. In addition, advanced research and progress have gone into 

increasing their mechanical performance through surface treatments and in the development 

of new materials. The most promising application for hemp fibers is as reinforcement in 

polymeric composites or through hybridization. Nonetheless, more research is needed to 

improve their properties and expand their range of applications. The biodegradability issue is 

one problem that must be addressed when considering long life-cycle applications as the 

reproducibility of these composites’ final properties [16].  

Venkatesh.B et al studied of mechanical behavior and develop a polymer matrix composite 

using hemp fiber by varying percentage weight fraction of hemp fibers by using hand lay-up 

method. The fabricated composite samples were trimmed according to the ASTM standards 

for different experiments and its characterization is performed [17]. 

Asim Shahzad studied that hemp fibers with thermoplastic, thermoset, and biodegradable 

matrices have exhibited good mechanical properties. A number of hemp fiber surface 

treatments, used to improve the fiber/matrix interfacial bonding, have resulted in considerable 

improvements in the composites’ mechanical properties [18]. 

K. Aruna Santhi investigates fiber reinforced composites were prepared with jute fibers of 

fiber length 5–6 mm. The resins used in this study are polyester and epoxy. The composites 

were synthesized at 18:82 fiber-resin weight percentages. The prepared composites were 

tested to study the mechanical properties of the composite such as tensile strength, flexural 

strength, impact strength and hardness. The results show that the jute-ramie fiber reinforced 

epoxy composite exhibited 30% weight improvement in mechanical properties than Jute-

polyester composite [19]. 

Cai et al. observed the effects of alkali treatment on the interfacial bonding of 

abacareinforced epoxy composite and listed that IFSS of 5 wt% NaOH-treated fibers was 

maximum as compared to 10 and 15 wt% NaOH-treated fibers. In addition, the improvement 

in IFSS value can be attributed to: (i) removal of waxy contents form fiber surface and (ii) 

improvement in surface roughness of abaca fiber [20] 

From the literature survey it is found that there are some difficulties in manual composite 

fabrication. Some defects are found in prepared composites hence fabrication by mechanical 

setup is considered.  It is concluded that the mechanical and physical properties of hemp and 

jute fiber have variations. To remove these variations tensile test, flexural test, impact test 

and thermo gravimetric analysis are to be carried out to remove such variations. The 

fabrication of jute and hemp fiber reinforced epoxy composites will be produced by hand lay 

technique. The evaluation of mechanical properties such as tensile, flexural and impact 

strengths would be done as per standards.  

3. COMPOSITE FABRICATION  

Needle-punched nonwoven jute and hemp fibers were reinforced separately in epoxy resin to 

prepare the fiber reinforced epoxy composites. The composite boards were manufactured by 

customary hand lay-up procedure pursued by light pressure shaping method with one five 
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distinctive fiber stacking (36wt.%). The Araldite Epoxy Ly557 and Hardener Hy 951 has 

been used for the fabrication. A stainless steel mould of dimension 240 × 150 × 40 mm3 has 

been used for this fabrication. 

 

Table 1 Fabrication plan of the natural composite material 

Sample No. Fiber Used % of Fiber by weight 

1 Jute 12% 

2 Jute 24% 

3 Jute 36% 

4 Hemp 12% 

5 Hemp 24% 

6 Hemp 36% 

 

 
Fig 2: Hand layup technique diagram 

 

 
Fig 3: Prepared Composite Diagram 

4 RESULTS & DISCUSSION   

4.1TENSILE TEST 

Tensile strength is one of the most important factors in the selection of material. In 

automobile industries, usually light weight material with good tensile strength is preferred. 

Various attempts were made by various researches for the utilization of natural fiber in the 

previous studies. Though, utilization of natural fiber is good for green environment, but its 
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output with respect to application point of view is also very important. In this result, it was 

observed that jute and hemp fiber as reinforcement material in epoxy based matrix improved 

considerably tensile strength. Thus, it shows that jute and hemp fiber can be used in the 

development of epoxy base metal matrix composite. Tensile strength results of jute and hemp 

polymer matrix composite materials can be seen form Figure Hemp fiber polymer composite 

material has high tensile strength as compared to jute fiber composite material. The tensile 

strength of epoxy resin is 80 n/mm2. Sample 3(table) shows the highest tensile strength. 

Details of change in tensile strength have been mentioned in following table and fig.    

 

Table 2 Tensile test results. 

No. of  sample Fiber Used % of fiber by Wt. Tensile Strength(N/mm2) 

1. Jute 12% 31 

2. Jute 24% 40.2 

3. Jute 36% 47.4 

4. Hemp 12% 28 

5. Hemp 24% 40 

6. Hemp 36% 44 

 

No. of samples

Tensile strength

 
Fig.4 Tensile test graph between no. of samples and tensile strength 

 

4.2 FLEXURAL TEST  

Flexural strength is defined as the stress in a material before it yields in a flexural test. This 

test is generally done in which specimen either in circular shape or in  

 

Table 3 Flexural test results. 

No. of sample Fiber Used % of fiber by wt. Flexural Strength(N/mm2) 

1. Jute 12% 32.1 

2. Jute 24% 58.4 

3. Jute 35% 64.2 

4. Hemp 12% 88.5 

5. Hemp 24% 112 

6. Hemp 35% 145 
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No. of samples

Flexural
strength

 
Fig 5 Flexural test results between no. of samples and flexural strength 

4.3 IMPACT TEST  

Impact strength is defined as ability to resist high rate loading. In many plastic product 

impact strength are calculated as product performance. Six samples of jute and hemp have 

been compared. Sample1 has lowest value 0.41 joules.  While Sample 6 1.0  joule has highest 

impact strength. 

Table 4 Impact test results. 

 

No. of samples

Impact
Strength

 
Fig 6: Impact test results 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS: 

 

The experimental investigation of jute and hemp epoxy polymer composite given following 

conclusions obtained from this study is as follows: 

1. Composites were prepared with different volumetric fractions of epoxy . 

2. From the results it is concluded that the increase in reinforcement increases the 

mechanical properties of untreated composites. At 36% reinforcement the properties of hemp 

epoxy polymer composites improve as compared to jute epoxy polymer composites. 

 

No. of sample Fiber Used % of fiber by wt. Impact Strength(Joules) 

1. Jute 12% 0.41 

2. Jute 24% 0.68 

3. Jute 36% 0.96 

4. Hemp 12% 0.48 

5. Hemp 24% 0.72 

6. Hemp 36% 1.0 
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ABSTRACT 

A growing number of nations have recognized the economic, social and environmental 

benefits of renewable energy and are enacting tax incentives and other policy measures 

favorable to renewable technologies. This paper is based on the performance of renewable 

source of energy (wind), to analyze the various aspects of grid interconnection with DFIG 

using MATLAB. This analysis is based on the MATLAB Simulation, With the help of this 

software & using simulation technique analysis of Performance  is done & Power Quality 

Problems such as voltage sag, voltage flicker and unbalance voltage due to fault are also 

analyzed. This paper shows the power electronic grid interconnection supports the variable 

speed wind power, real and reactive power control, and reduces the influences of fluctuations 

in the wind such as voltage flickers. Nonetheless, it generates other problems due to the 

switching devices of the power converters. One problem of the grid interconnection is 

harmonic distortions of the grid currents and voltages. The harmonic distortions degrade the 

power quality. This leads to more severe problems in the power system such as transformer 

saturations, failure of protective devices, etc. 

 
Keywords: RES, WTG, PV, DFIG, FSIG

 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the renewable energies are the only sources that can replace fossil combustibles. 

These new sources are mainly clean, safe and quite cheap for the user. Among them, the wind 

power has driven a considerable attention these last fifteen years. The call for improved 

renewable energy technologies is increasing due to the global warming. It affects humans in 

several aspects such as economies, public health, environment, etc. The global warming is 

caused from green house gases, which comes from burning fossil fuels such as oil or coal. 

The advent of renewable energy resources is the promising solution to the problems. There 

are several renewable energy resources for the electrical power system. Among those, wind 

energy is one of the fastest growing renewable energy resources.   

The high electrical power can be generated from an aggregation of multiple wind turbines as 

a wind farm or wind park. To interconnect the wind energy to the utility grid, there must be 

and appropriate grid interconnection and control system to ensure high power quality and 

stability. Renewable Energy Sources (RES) have become widely used in most developed 

countries Ireland, Germany, Spain and Scotland etc. Some examples of the commonly used 

renewable energy sources include wind turbine generators (WTGs), photovoltaic systems 

(PV systems), hydro-turbines and fuel cells just to name a few and they have become familiar 

on grid. One of the advantages of RES is that they are environmentally friendly as opposed to 

conventional sources of generation such as coal and oil powered generators. 

In recent years, concerns regarding pollution and energy shortage have prompted 

governments around the world to push for alternative energy sources such as wind power, 

solar energy and small hydro-electric power. Different power quality aspects usually 

considered important are transient voltage variations and harmonics. Embedded generation 

plants can cause transient voltage variations on the network of relatively large current 
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changes during connection and disconnection of the generator. The magnitude of the current 

transients can to a large extent be limited by careful design of the embedded generation plant, 

although for single generators connected to weak systems the transient voltage variations 

caused may be the limitation on their use rather than steady-state voltage rise [4]. Power 

quality is a term that means different things to different people. Institute of Electrical and 

Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard IEEE1100 defines power quality as “the concept of 

powering and grounding sensitive electronic equipment in a manner suitable for the 

equipment.  Electrical equipment susceptible to power quality or more appropriately to lack 

of power quality would fall within a seemingly boundless domain. The electrical device 

might be an electric motor, a transformer, a generator, a computer, a printer, communication 

equipment, or a household appliance. All of these devices and others react adversely to power 

quality issues, depending on the severity of problems. A simpler and perhaps more concise 

definition might state: “Power quality is a set of electrical boundaries that allows a piece of 

equipment to function in its intended manner without significant loss of performance or life 

expectancy.” 

 
 

Fig 1: Origin of power quality issues 

Fig 1 shows the various effects which may be considered to originate in the transmission and 

distribution networks and which can affect the voltage to which loads and generators are 

connected. Two aspects of power quality are usually considered to be important: 

(i) Transient voltage variations and  

(ii) Harmonic distortion of the network voltage. 

 

POWER QUALITY ISSUES 

There are economic impacts on utilities their customers and suppliers of load equipment. The 

power quality can have direct impact on many industrial consumers. Principal phenomenon 

causing electromagnetic disturbances leading to failure of power quality are:  Conducted low 

frequency phenomenon, Radiated low frequency phenomenon, unidirectional transients, 

Oscillatory transients, Electrostatic discharge phenomenon, and nuclear electromagnetic 

pulse. The Main Power Quality Issues affected by Distributed Generation are   Harmonic 

distortion, Loading concerns, Voltage flicker, Voltage regulation 
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Fig 2:Power Quality concerns 

The term transient has long been used in the analysis of power system variations to denote an 

event that is undesirable and momentary in nature. The notion of a damped oscillatory 

transient due to an RLC network is probably what most power engineers think of when they 

hear the word transient. Transients can be classified into two categories, impulsive and 

oscillatory. 

 

Impulsive transient is type of transient disturbance that may enter the power system. 

Impulsive are not usually transmitted far from source of where they enter the power system. 

In some cases they may propagate for same distance along distribution utility lines . 

Impulsive transients are normally characterized by their rise and decay times, which can also 

be revealed by their spectral content. 

 
Fig 3:Impulsive transients 

The instantaneous voltage or current value of an oscillatory transient varies its polarity 

quickly .it is described by its spectral content or predominant frequency ,magnitude and 

duration. Oscillatory transients with a primary frequency component greater than 500 kHz 

and a typical duration measured in microseconds (or several cycles of the principal 

frequency) are considered high-frequency transients.  
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Fig 4:Oscillatory transients 

 

EMBEDDED GENERATION TECHNOLOGY AND INTERCONNECTION 

National programs inside the European community are directed to increase the share of 

renewable energy sources and the efficiency of power generation by cogeneration of heat and 

power. Targets are set from the European Commission for each country. The share of 

renewable of the electric energy consumption has to be increased until 2010 6om 14 %to 

22%.Further more, the share of heat Taking into account that the wind power will grow 

preliminary by the way of large wind farms feeding into the transmission grids with 

additional 40 GW installed power until 2010 (today appr. 25 GW are installed), the dispersed 

generation shall achieve an additional growth of 290 T W a to meet the mentioned goals. 

Large generating units can be made efficient and operated with only a relatively small 

number of personnel. The interconnected high voltage transmission network allows generator 

reserve requirements to be minimized and the most efficient generating plant to be dispatched 

at any time. The conventional arrangement of large power system is shown in fig 5. 

 

 
 

Fig 5:Conventional large electric power system 
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GRID INTERCONNECTION OF WIND DRIVEN DOUBLY FED INDUCTION 

GENERATOR 

 In recent years, concerns regarding pollution and energy shortage have prompted 

governments around the world to push for alternative energy sources such as wind power, 

solar energy and small hydro-electric power. Due to the continued growth in wind energy, 

power utilities’ interests have shifted from the power quality issues caused by wind power to 

potential stability problems. In the traditional wind energy conversion schemes, the majority 

of the wind farms employed fixed-speed induction generators (FSIG) together with power 

factor correction capacitors; no fast-dynamic compensation was typically available. Recently, 

the doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) based wind turbine generator (WTG) offers the 

possibility of dynamic voltage or power factor control using the generator power electronics 

converters. [24] 

The most commonly used generator type in modern wind turbines is the DFIG. The back-to-

back frequency converter in combination with pitch control of the rotor blades enable 

variable speed operation, leading to higher energy yields compared to fixed speed wind 

turbines. Since the IGBT converter is located in the rotor circuit, it only has to be rated to a 

small portion of the total generator power (typically 20- 30%, depending on the desired speed 

range). In a DFIG system the function of the grid side converter is to maintain the DC voltage 

and to support the grid with reactive power during a fault. Especially when the machine rotor 

is short circuited through the crowbar resistors, the generator consumes reactive power. This 

reactive power has to be compensated by the grid side converter. The rotor side converter 

controls active and reactive power of the DFIG and follows a tracking characteristic to adjust 

the generator speed for optimal power generation depending on wind speed . 

 
Fig 6: Wind Turbine Doubly-Fed Induction Generator 

 

A wind farm having 6 wind turbines of range 1.5 Mw connected to the 25KV distribution 

system which give power to a grid of 120KV through 20 km and 10 km line and feeder of 25 
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KV having load of 500KW at bus 25. Protection system monitors the voltage, current and 

machine speed. The DC link voltage is also monitored. 

  

 

SIMULATION: 

 Wind turbines use a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) consisting of a wound rotor 

induction generator and an AC/DC/AC IGBT-based PWM converter.  The stator winding is 

connected directly to the 60 Hz grid while the rotor is fed at variable frequency   through the 

AC/DC/AC converter. . For wind speeds lower   than 10 m/s the rotor is running at sub 

synchronous speed . At high wind speed it is running at hyper synchronous speed. .  

 
Fig 7:Simulink model of grid interconnection with DFIG 
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RESULT:- 

 

 
Fig 8:Response of Grid Interconnection with DFIG 
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Fig 9: Response of Grid Interconnection with DFIG with fault 

 

Wind speed block is used to specify the wind speed. Initially we take the wind speed at 8 m/s 

when time =5s. The speed of wind increases suddenly at 14 m/s .Stimulate the model  and 

observe the signals on the "Wind Turbine" and that scope monitors the various parameters 

like as  wind turbine voltage, current, generated active and reactive powers. DC bus voltage 

and turbine speed. At the above time given the generated active power reach its rated value 

9MW and turbine speed changes from 0.5 pu to 1.21pu. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

The system operated with standalone operation of synchronous generator indicates the system 

is balanced and operates normally. In this voltage and current remains constant and operation 

is stable. The standalone operation of DFIG may have unstable operation. The source voltage 

and current has harmonic distortions. However the system can be made stable by using 

sensorless control and low reactive power demand. Three phase short-circuit fault is operated 

at the middle of line. During the fault the electromagnetic torque is very small and the 

generator accelerates. The torque of the turbine is naturally decreased during fault, as the 

generator speed is increasing and wind speed remain constant. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

For Industrial control systems, SCADA provides overall security from malicious threat 

agents attempting to disrupt the control system operation e.g., to create a power outage, or 

from inadvertent actions, equipment failure, or similar. Electric utilities require secure 

network and control system. This paper illustrates solution for control networks and 

equipments, SCADA data and communication. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

SCADA security is the practice of protecting supervisory control and data acquisition 

(SCADA) networks, a common framework of control systems used in industrial operations. 

These networks are responsible for providing automated control and remote human 

management of essential commodities and services such as water, natural gas, electricity and 

transportation to millions of people. SCADA security has evolved dramatically in recent 

years. 

The local area network (LAN) and improvements in system miniaturization that we started to 

see advances in SCADA development such as the distributed SCADA network. Next came 

networked systems that were able to communicate over a wide area network (WAN) and 

connect many more components together. Progress is a good thing, but it often comes at a 

price, and the SCADA network was no exception. 

Every business or organization that works with SCADA systems is vulnerable to SCADA 

security threats. These threats can have wide-reaching effects on both the economy and the 

community. Specific threats to SCADA networks include the following: Hackers, Malware, 

Terrorists and Employees. 

SCADA systems used in infrastructure are threatened by cyber attack, as a result of their 

higher visibility in recent years and the conversion of legacy stovepipe implementations to 

modern information technology (IT) systems. Many contemporary efforts statically address 

obvious errors in the implementation of these systems, but this approach does not foster 

effective security because of the fluid IT environment. 

 

SCENARIO OF SECURITY FOR AUTOMATION SYSTEMS  

The present state of security for SCADA is not commensurate with the threat or potential 

consequences. The industry has generated a large base of relatively insecure systems, with 

chronic and pervasive vulnerabilities that have been observed during security assessments. 

Arbitrary applications of technology, informal security, and the fluid vulnerability 

environment lead to unacceptable risk [1].  

SCADA systems are evolving as new technology is added for performance and convenience, 

only this time ignorant of security. Unfortunately, the problem is more acute since poor fuel 

efficiency is only harmful in a circumspect way (pollution, international dependence, etc.) 

while the possible circumstances from SCADA intrusion are critical [2,3] 

Security for future SCADA depends on three elements:  

• Secure implementations of technology and procedures managed by effective security 

administration, including enforcement and audit;  
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• Better security technology, including SCADA-specific capabilities; and  

• Third-party assessment of administration and implementation.  

 

Security administration is paramount to manage security risks. Vulnerabilities that may be 

exploited by an attacker are related to the implementation and operation of a particular 

SCADA system, managed by people whose actions are defined and controlled by the 

system’s security administration. Realistically, it is impossible that any SCADA operation is 

free of vulnerability and immune to threat. In the fluid IT environment, changing conditions 

demand constant vigilance. Only through constant evaluation and maintenance can security 

be sustained; therefore, effective and sustainable security for SCADA depends on effective 

security management. 

SCADA and other automated control systems enjoyed freedom from concern for security, 

and concentrated their engineering and design to features which thwart non-human 

adversaries, such as weather, electromagnetic interference, material fatigue, and the like. The 

rise of the so-called Information Age has introduced the malevolent human threat into a 

position of prominence, probably permanently.  

One key element for effective security administration is the need for dedicated security 

personnel (who are knowledgeable about SCADA and automation systems). Generally 

speaking, it is an ineffective practice for SCADA system administrators and managers to also 

bear the responsibility for security. Cutbacks in staff and increasing system complexity in 

most cases deny adequate attention to security from SCADA operations personnel. A 

SCADA security officer should necessarily have a background in modern IT security, but 

should (appropriately) be a member of the SCADA staff. Potentially, this arrangement may 

foster better cooperation since the SCADA security function relates to both IT and SCADA. 

The development of secure technology, protocols, and standards will equip SCADA security 

personnel with necessary tools for secure implementation, both now and in the future. 

Unfortunately, the primary reaction to insufficient security across the SCADA industry has 

been that improved technology is the answer for the malaise, apparently at the expense of 

effective security administration. The correct tradeoff between technology and administration 

at organizations using SCADA should be that investment is primarily directed at the 

development of effective administration, while for public research outlays funding should be 

appropriately directed toward programs for sustainable security as well as investments in 

technology. Some desirable advancement include secure protocols, low-cost encryption for 

serial SCADA, application-layer stateful inspection for SCADA firewalls, accounts and 

logging for remote telemetry units (RTUs), etc. On their part, vendors and integrators will 

react favorably to industry desire for SCADA security when the opportunity to gain 

competitive edge through security capability becomes apparent, and already some are 

pursuing security programs. Vendors and integrators will react favorably to industry desire 

for SCADA security when the opportunity to gain competitive edge through security 

capability becomes apparent, and already some are pursuing security programs. Standards 

bodies can facilitate security amelioration by educating stakeholders, in addition to 

influencing efforts within and across industries to leverage investment and improve cohesion.  

While internal auditing and assessment of security administration and system implementation 

are essential for security, regular external evaluations are also critical to catch residual 

problems perhaps caused by the organization being too close to issues or unaware of new 

tactics and tools. Unfortunately, contemporary security assessments may or may not be 

helpful to organizations with nascent security programs. To their own misfortune, many 

companies contract for a security audit to meet internal or regulatory pressures only to be 

presented with results from penetration tests and vulnerability scans, which are less than 

helpful to say the least.  
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OVERVIEW OF EFFECTIVE SECURITY ADMINISTRATION  

Two categories of security management are available. The first group relates security and IT 

risk management in general to the business cycle, and the second establishes a family of 

management documentation to guide security.  

Balance among these creates the optimal situation for security administration, where all 

levels of personnel (from upper management to SCADA technicians) coordinate to instantiate 

and practice effective security administration across the entire breadth of the lifecycle 

(design, implementation, operation/maintenance, and retirement).  

Related to SCADA security administration, the control framework provides a starting point 

for the business administration of the enterprise employing SCADA. The tools used to 

enforce the control objectives are the SCADA security policy, security plans, implementation 

guidance, configuration management, and auditing/assessment. 

Policy has become the generic catchall for any semi-formal documentation within an 

organization describing its thoughts on any subject, from paternity leave to privacy. In an 

effort to distinguish policy for SCADA administration from the policy quoted by customer 

support representatives and the like, elaboration will be made forthwith.  

Security policy for SCADA administration translates the desired security and reliability 

control objectives for the overall business into enforceable direction and behavior for the staff 

to ensure secure SCADA design, implementation, and operation. An organization should 

have one security policy with authority over all SCADA systems, connected elements, and 

personnel. The unique characteristics of SCADA necessitate a complete policy separate from 

the normal company information policy. The policy is formulated by the SCADA 

management staff, with input from the business leadership, which fosters a strong link 

between the control framework and the policy and mutual accord from what are typically 

diverse groups.  

 

Each section of the security policy may include the following attributes:  

• Purpose and goals  

• Scope and applicability  

• Statement of the organization's position  

• Roles and responsibilities  

• Compliance/enforcement  

• References  

 

The SCADA security plan enumerates specific security guidelines for systems or groups 

of systems based on fundamental concepts from the security policy. For the SCADA 

system, the plan is the core security document for implementation, operation, and 

maintenance.  

The security plan details the collection of controls and control practices necessary to meet 

the control objectives of the security policy and control framework, and will be considerably 

more technical. Elements of the security plan can be garnered from statements of industry 

practice or best practice.  

 

CONCLUSION  

SCADA security depends on security administration, secure technology, and assessment, of 

which administration is the key for sustainable security. Control frameworks provide the best 

translation from business objectives and system lifecycle to control objectives for system 

security. Development of a security policy and security plans best provides effective and 

enforceable administration, which is the foundation for sustainable SCADA security.  
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ABSTRACT 

An ECG is a simple and useful test which records the rhythm and electrical activity of the 

heart of the patient that suffers from any heart disease. An ECG can detect problems you may 

have with your heart rhythm. It can help doctors whether  you are having a heart attack or if 

you’ve had a heart attack in the past. Sometimes an ECG can indicate if your heart is 

enlarged or thickened. Digital Filter Design problem involves the determination of a set of 

filter co-efficient to meet a set of design specifications. These specifications typically consist 

of the width of the pass band and the corresponding gain, the width of the stop band(s) and 

the attenuation therein; the band edge frequencies (which give an indication of the transition 

band) and the peak ripple tolerable in the pass band and stop band(s). There are many 

techniques for selecting coefficients. We can use a spreadsheet like Microsoft Excel, or there 

are many design packages which will do the job. I have used MATLAB for this purpose as it 

is the most advanced tool for DSP applications. Also it helps to verify the design and results 

that comes from the hardware. 

 
Index Terms— FIR,  IIR, Matlab, VHDL. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital filters are involved to reduce the noise of ECG signals, IIR or FIR filter each has its 

own advantages and disadvantages. FIR filter because of its finite impulse response is always 

stable but its number of coefficients is very large, so it needs a larger memory space to store 

its coefficients. On the other hand the IIR filter has less number of coefficients and can be 

unstable sometimes due feedback loop involved in it. Essentially, Equation for FIR filtering 

is a 1-D convolution between the filter coefficients and the input data. In performing 

convolution, one of the two sets of numbers is reversed and “slid past” the other. 

The resulting stream of numbers is found by taking the sum of the multiplications at each 

sliding interval. Like the IIR structure, the FIR realization can be highly replica table, which 

becomes important in the hardware design. One important aspect of FIRs is the linear phase 

characteristic, which makes it ideal for most digital signal processing applications [1,2]. Non 

recursive filters are always stable unlike the recursive or IIR filters which have to keep the 

pole placements in perspective. Again, FIRs have to have twice the order of an IIR because 

they cannot achieve the smaller side lobes in the stop band of the frequency response given 

the same number of parameters as an IIR. Despite the higher order of the FIR filter, the 

implementation is feasible in hardware and possesses the necessary linear phase property 

needed by channel models .Filter properties, design criteria, and the application at hand 

determine from which filter to choose. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF IIR FILTERS 

1.  Filter output depends upon previous inputs, present inputs and also on previous outputs. 

2. IIR filters are useful for high-speed designs because they typically require a lower number 

of multiply compared to FIR filters. 

3. IIR filters can be designed to have a frequency response that is a discrete version of the 

frequency response of an analog filter. 

4. Windowed-Sinc Method 

5.  Fourier Series Expansion with Windowing 
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6.  Frequency Sampling Using Inverse FFT  - Arbitrary Frequency Response 

7.   Parks-McClellan  Program   with   Remez   Exchange Algorithm 

 

IIR Filters Design Process 

The Digital Filter Design problem involves the determination of a set of filter coefficients to 

meet a set of design specifications. These specifications typically consist of the width of the 

pass band and the corresponding gain, the width of the stop band(s) and the attenuation 

therein; the band edge frequencies (which give an indication of the transition band) and the 

peak ripple tolerable in the pass band and stop band(s).Plainly the FIR filter is not difficult to 

understand. We take a set of samples a fixed time apart, and multiply them by a set of 

coefficients. This has an effect on the signal; by varying the coefficients we can choose what 

the filter does [3,4]. 

The combination of the length of the filter (number of taps) and the values of the coefficients 

determine the filter's operation. Designing the filter is just a case of deciding how many taps 

and choosing the coefficients. There are many techniques for selecting coefficients. We can 

use a spreadsheet like Microsoft Excel, or there are many design packages which will do the 

job. Block diagram has been shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEPS INVOLVED IN DESIGNING IIR FILTER 

The various blocks used in architecture of Digital IIR filter are multipliers, adders, flip flops. 

Generally, the recorded ECG signal is often contaminated by noise and artifacts that can be 

within the frequency band of interest. In order to extract useful information from the noisy 

ECG signals, you need to process the raw ECG signals using digital filters. We have used 

MATLAB for this purpose as it is the most advanced tool for DSP applications. Also it helps 

to verify the design and results that comes from the hardware. Design techniques for IIR 

filters include the windowing method, the frequency sampling method and the minimax 

(optimal filter) method. 

 

DESIGNING OF DIGITAL IIR FILTER USING MATLAB & MODELSIM 

In the project I have used the Parks-McClellan Algorithm to calculate the coefficients. This 

algorithm gives the minimum order Filter for the given specifications. The filter thus 

designed is Equiripple Linear phase IIR filter. In MATLAB rerecord and remez function’s 

are used to calculate minimum order and coefficients of filter. To calculate each output of the 

FIR filter, we multiply a set of samples by a set of coefficients. When a new sample arrives, it 

is added to the sample set, and the oldest sample is disposed of. This can be performed using 

the circular addressing hardware [5,6,7]. 
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1. Filter Specification 

2. Find filter coefficients that meet the specification 

3. Calculation of Coefficient quantization and quantization noise effects 

4. Realization of filter structure (Direct Form, Transposed Form, Cascade, or Lattice) 

 

The computational algorithm implementing equation of an IIR filter can be conveniently 

represented in block diagram. It is done using building blocks elements such as Multipliers, 

Adders and the Unit Delays. This way of presenting the difference equations in the form of 

block diagram and Signal Flow Diagram makes easy to write an algorithm, which can be 

implemented in the digital computer. As mentioned above Digital Filter Design problem 

involves the determination of a set of filter coefficients to meet a set of design specifications. 

A typical ECG waveform has been shown in fig. 

 

 

 

These specifications typically consist of the width of the pass band and the corresponding 

gain, the width of the stop band(s) and the attenuation therein; the band edge frequencies 

(which give an indication of the transition band) and the peak ripple tolerable in the pass band 

and stop band(s).Many signal processing tasks frequently necessitate an immense amount of 

floating-point or fixed-point calculations for real-time or near real-time speeds. Such tasks 
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require special-purpose signal processing architectures using specialized data paths, 

optimized sequencing, and pipelining. Unfortunately; such systems forego much flexibility 

despite operating at sufficient speeds. Digital finite impulse response filtering introduces one 

of many computationally demanding signal processing tasks. Wireless indoor channel 

modeling can be represented by an IIR filter using complex arithmetic due to the magnitude 

and phase responses of the channel impulse characteristics [7,8]We have done Comparison of 

IIR filters for Removal of ECG Baseline drift by using various structures. 

 

 
Devices, field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are becoming increasingly popular for 

rapid prototyping of designs with the aid of software simulation and synthesis. Software 

synthesis tools translate high-level language descriptions of the implementation into formats 

that may be loaded directly into the FPGAs. An increasing number of design changes through 

software synthesis become more cost effective than similar changes  done  for  hardware  

prototypes.  In  addition,  the implementation may be constructed on existing hardware to 

help further reduce the cost [8, 9]. 

 

When considering trade-offs between hardware resources and performance, it can be useful 

to evaluate the effects of filter taps and finite precision arithmetic on the filter response. 

However, some of the following plots can be misleading. Finite precision arithmetic places a 

noise floor on plots which can easily be misinterpreted as a floor of the filter response. The 

Comparison of the complexity of different IIR filters has been shown in table. 

 

Although not new to the realm of programmable 
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However, it is possible to replace a general purpose DSP chip and design special hardware 

digital filters which will operate at video-speed sampling rates. In other cases, the speed 

limitations can be overcome by first storing the high speed ADC data in a buffer memory. 

The buffer memory is then read at a rate which is compatible with the speed of the DSP-

based digital filter. A comparison also can be done between IIR and FIR on basis of adders 

and multipliers shown in the following table: 

 

 
 

 

Bandwidth and distortion limitations and filtering requirements must then be met using 

purely passive components [9, 10]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

By observing the VHDL simulation results of IIR and FIR filters we conclude that both the 

filters perform their filtering functions correctly which matches the MATLAB design of the 

filters. Low pass IIR filter gave the correct pre-synthesis and post-synthesis simulation results 

and post place and route simulation was used to find the actual delays caused by the hardware 

implementation of the IIR filter on FPGA. We found that the delay between FSCLK and 

MCLK is 6.5 ns and delay between input and output signal is 998396.5 ns. 

 

RESULTS & WAVEFORMS 

We have designed the filter first in MATLAB in order to check the feasibility of the 

specifications in MATLAB. We get the desired results in MATLAB. Then the filter with the 

desired specifications was designed in VHDL and simulated in Modelsim software. 
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Figure 1: Modelsim Output. 

 

 

 

The VHDL code of the digital IIR filter was simulated in Modelsim and the following 

waveforms were obtained. After checking the filtered output the delay between the input 

signal and the output signal was calculated from the Modelsim wave window. 

The input wave consisting of the two waves has been shown in fig below 
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Figure2: input waveconsisting of two sine waves 

 

When input wave has been applied to digital filter the output consists of one wave form 

which is desired wave and all other waves has been removed by the filter.As shown below 

out of two input waves only required wave is obtained in output.Basically all other waves are 

Noises which are added in ECG signal . 

 

 
Figure 3: Output of the filter when the input of figure 2   was given as input 
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Figure 4: Frequency response (magnitude and phase ) of filter 
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ABSTRACT 

Implementing hardware design in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) is a formidable 

task. There is more than one way to implement the DSP design for FFT processor and digital 

FIR filter. Based on the design specification, careful choice of implementation method and 

tools can save a lot of time and work. There  are  tool boxes  available  to  generate  VHDL  

(Verilog)  descriptions  of  the  filters  which  reduce dramatically the time required to 

generate a solution. Time can be spent valuating different implementation alternatives. Proper 

choice of the computation algorithms can help the FPGA architecture to make it efficient in 

terms of speed and/or area. 
 

Keywords— Multiplier and accumulator, Booth algorithm, Booth Multiplier, Booth Wallace Multiplier, 

Adaptive Lattice Filter, Fir filter, Median filter, IIR filter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital filters have become vastly popular in the area of digital signal processing. Adaptive 

direct modeling or system identification and adaptive inverse modeling or channel 

equalization find extensive applications in telecommunication, control system, 

instrumentation, power system engineering and geophysics. 

Filter adds more noise to the signal; the digital filter performs noiseless mathematical 

operations at each intermediate step in the transform. As the digital filters have merged as a 

strong option for removing noise, shaping spectrum, and minimizing inter-symbol 

interference in communication architectures. These filters have become popular because their 

precise reproducibility allows design engineers to achieve performance levels that are 

difficult to obtain with analog filters .FIR and IIR filters are the two common filter forms. 

The creation and analysis of representative data can be a complex task. Most of the filter 

algorithms require multiplication  and  addition  in  real-time.  The  unit  carrying  out  this  

function  is  called  MAC  (multiply accumulate). Depends on how good the MAC is, the 

better MAC the better performance can be obtained. 

FFT  architectures can  be  categorized as  two  types,  the  pipelined architecture and  the  

memory based architecture. a cascade structure of FFT processor which could implement 

input data length alterable based on radix-16 and radix-2/4/8 mix radix algorithm. “Ping-

pong” memory architecture was adopted in the design, each level need a lot of memory. 

Because the architecture needed more storage resources, the design need improve.After 

analyzing the various FFT algorithms, the paper presents a variable point FFT processor of a 

pipeline structure chosen the decimation –in-time FFT and 2D FFT algorithms. 

 

II. FIR FILTER 

The Lth-order LTI FIR filter is graphically interpreted in Fig 2. It can be seen to consist of a 

collection of a “tapped delay line,” adders, and multipliers. One of the operands presented to 

each multiplier is an FIR coefficient, often referred to as a “tap weight” for obvious reasons. 

Historically, the FIR filter is also known by the name “transversal filter,” suggesting its 

“tapped delay line” structure [7]. 
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Fig. 1: Design of FIR Filter. 

 

Digital filters include infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter and finite impulse response 

(FIR) digital filter. As the FIR system have a lot of good features, such as only zeros, the 

system stability, operation speed quickly, linear phase characteristics and design flexibility, 

so that FIR has been widely used in the digital audio, image processing, data transmission, 

biomedical and other areas. FIR filter has a variety of ways to achieve, with the processing of 

modem electronic technology, taking use of field programmable gate array FPGA for digital 

signal processing technology has made rapid development, FPGA with high integration, high 

speed and reliability advantages, FIR filter implementation using FPGA is becoming a trend. 

 

III. IIR FILTER 

Adaptive Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) systems are used in modeling real world systems 

because of their reduced number of coefficients and better performance over the Finite 

Impulse Response (FIR) filters. Despite the fact that the digital IIR filter design is a well-

researched area, major difficulties still exist in practice. This isbecause the error surface or 

the cost function of IIR filters is generally multimodal with respect to the filter coefficients. 

Thus, gradient-based algorithms can easily be stuck at local minima [8]. 

 
Fig. 2: Design of IIR Filter. 

 

IV. MULTIPLIER AND ACCUMULATOR 

A multiplier can be divided into three operational steps. The first is radix-2 Booth encoding 

in which partial product is generated from the multiplicand X and the multiplier Y. The 

second is adder array or partial product compression to add all partial products. The last is the 

final addition in which the process to accumulate the multiplied results is included.[2] 
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Fig.3. Signed multiplication algorithm 

.FPGA implementation of a spectral sharpening process suitable for speech enhancement and 

noise reduction algorithms for digital hearing aids.[4] Booth and Booth Wallace multiplier is 

used for implementing digital signal processing algorithms in hearing aids. VHDL simulation 

results confirm that Booth Wallace multiplier is hardware efficient and performs faster than 

Booth’s multiplier. Booth Wallace multiplier consumes 40% less power compared to Booth 

multiplier. A novel digital hearing aid using spectral sharpening filter employing booth 

Wallace multiplier is proposed. Theresults reveal that the hardware requirement for 

implementing hearing aid using Booth Wallace multiplier is less when compared with that of 

a booth multiplier. [2] 

 

V. DESCRIPTION OF FLOW CHART DAIGRAM 

 
Fig.4. Flow chart diagram. 
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By gathering the requirements related to filters, MAC Units, Booth algorithm architecture, 

we would specify them accordingly the object so that we can begin the designing process for 

the Adaptive filter to making FIR, IIR & Median filters.  Then after, Synthesis stage is 

capable of producing a wide range of resultant outputs. And finally we can check the inputs 

of synthesizer with the corresponding outputs of the FPGA SPARTAN. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5: Simulation Waveforms of FIR Filter. 

 

 
 

Fig.6: Design Summary for IIR Filter. 
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Fig.7: Simulation Waveforms for IIR Filter. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

A verilog implementation of    FPGA based digital filters designed which produces 

appreciable results because of   various benefits like low power consumption, higher 

efficiency, faster etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

Gears are simplest and most widely used components in power transmission. It is required to 

operate machines at varying load and speed. Gear teeth normally fail when load is increased 

beyond a limit. Apart from other metallic gears composite materials provide much improved 

mechanical properties such as better strength to weight ratio, hardness and hence less chance 

of failure. So in this project aluminum silicon carbide is used in manufacturing gears. 

Composite materials offer improved properties over steel alloys and cast iron and hence these 

can be used as a better alternative for replacing metallic gears.  
 

Keywords: spur gear, metal matrix composite, stirs casting 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Composite  materials,  often  shortened  to  composites  or  called  composition  materials,  

are  engineered  or  naturally occurring  materials  made  from  two  or  more  constituent  

materials  with  significantly  different  physical  or  chemical properties  which  remain  

separate  and  distinct  within  the  finished  structure.  Composites are made up of individual 

materials   referred   to   as   constituent   materials. 

Spur Gears are used for transmitting power from one part of a machine to another. Gears can 

increase or decrease the speed of rotation and can easily be used to reverse the direction of 

rotation. Another reason gears are essential is that they transmit rotational motion to a 

different axis. Gears are round. On the edge of the gear are teeth. In a bicycle, for example, 

it's gears (with the help of a chain) that take power from the pedals to the back wheel. 

Similarly, in a car, gears transmit power from the crankshaft (the rotating axle that takes 

power from the engine) to the driveshaft running under the car that ultimately powers the 

wheels. 

2. MATERIAL 

ALUMINIUM: - Al 6063 is an aluminium alloy, with magnesium and silicon as the alloying 

elements. The standard controlling its composition is maintained by the aluminum 

association. It has generally good mechanical properties and is heat treatable and weldable. It 

is similar to the British aluminium alloy HE9. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnesium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Aluminum_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Aluminum_Association
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Aluminium 6063 in Raw Form 

SILICON CARBITE: - Silicon Carbide was first prepared in the early 1800's. It was in 

commercial production by 1892, as a powder for grinding and cutting, having a Mohs 

hardness of 9-10 (almost as hard as Diamond). It a reinforcement material. 

 
Silicon Carbide 30 micron 

BORAX POWDER:- In the casting process of composite material the reinforcement of 

material is very difficult in mixing, due to large density difference between both base 

material and reinforcement. Borax use for increase the weldability and make easy in casting. 

 
Borax Powder Powder 

PURCHASE MATERIAL:- 

S.NO. MATERIAL WEIGHT(gram) PRICE(per 

kg) 

1 Al-6063 3500 400 

2 SiC 250 1000 

3 Borax 50 250 
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3. STIR CASTING 

Now taken the al-6073 in the crucible and start its heating in the furnace. The Furnace 

capacity which we had used 10000 C. Aluminium based SiC particulate metal matrix 

composite has been prepared by stir casting. For preparing Aluminium silicon carbide 

composite by using stir casting. In this project the spur gear is manufactured by stir casting. 

The aluminium and silicon carbide is blended in the ratio of 95% &5%, 92.5% & 7.5%, 90 & 

10%. Figure 1 shows the stir casting device used for preparing composite. The raw material 

for composite preparation has been used in the form of aluminium ingots. These metal ingots 

have been cleaned and melted to the temperature of 750 0C in graphite crucibles. A three-

phase electrical resistance furnace with temperature controlling device has been used for 

melting. For each melting 750 - 1000 g of alloy has been used. SiC particles, preheated to 

around 500 0C, have been then added and stirred continuously by a mechanical stirrer at 720 

0C.The stirring has been carried out for 5 to 8 minutes. During stirring, borax  have been 

added in small quantities to increase the wettability of SiC particles. 

 
Fig: Stir casting set up(NIET, MANUFACTURING LAB) 

 

 

 

4. POURING OF MATERIAL:- 

There is material in the molten form at the 6000 C .Which are the mixture of the three 

materials in different composition. Now this is pouring in the required size block. Block size 

which we used 14 × 7.the given fig shows that the carefully composite is taken out from 

furnace with the help of holding tool and poured in block. 

Different Composition 

S.NO % 

of al 

% of 

SiC 

% of 

borax 

Al Wt. 

for 

casting 

SiC 

wt. for 

casting 

Borax 

wt. for 

casting 

Use 

block/die 

cm 

1 95 

% 

5% 1% 720g 37.5g 1g 24 × 7
× 2 

2 92.5 

% 

7.5% 1% 700g 56.25g 1g 24 × 7
× 2 
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Fig: Pouring of Material in Block 

 

 

 

5. CHARPY TEST 

 
Three Different Type Composite Prepared spacimen  (SiC 5% ,7.5%,10%) 

 
After Impact Test Break Specimen 

3 90 

% 

10% 1% 675g 75g 1g 24 × 7
× 2 

4 90% 10% 1% 900g 100g 1g In 

crucible 
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Impact Testing Result in Graph Form 

 

6. HARDNESS TEST 

 
Hardness Test Specimen 

 
After Testing Result 

 
Rockwell Testing Graph 

7. DEFLECTION TEST AND GEAR FABRICATION 

In the gear failure deflection is play main roll, if gear deflection presence in gear so, that gear 

will be fail. Here force applied on the gear is 10k KN and the result shown in figure- 
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From application bar chose simulation and make mesh, mesh size 1mm. Sign material Now 

apply force of 10 KN .go to run , in running take time after 2  hours Result. 

 
Mesh of Gear 1mm Tetra 

 

 

 
Deflection Result on the Force 
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Stress Result on the Load 

 

Strain result on the load 

 

8. GEAR FABRICATION 

As per requirement 16 teeth cut by the milling.There is a indexing plate in milling machine as 

shown in figure to make the teeth we use indexing formula 

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 =
40

𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ
 

In that case no of teeth 16 and result 2 complete round and 8 point.  
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Final Gear 

 

 

9. CONCLUSION AND RESULT  

After the lot work done result here- 

There is some problem to reinforcement of SiC in aluminium MMCs due to some reason, like 

difference between density of material the wettability is very low then borax power was used 

to improve the wettability and mixing near about 3 min by stirrer. The fabricated material 

shows properties as shown in above (table no. 4.5 & page no.) 

Result:-   

 

Hardness:- The hardness of material increase with increasing the SiC % in composite  

material. 

 

Impact: - the impact value also increase with the increasing the SiC % in composite material, 

that shows the result. 

 

There is we find compression of outcome result of bending stress from both between software 

and lewis equation are almost equal to 216 and 246 Mpas respectably on the normal load of 

10 KN and deflection is also zero.     

 

As we know that making to gear more strength material is required, so preferred 10% SiC 

composite material in our three compositions. It is good for the fabrication of gear which load 

we want to apply. After application of 10 KN on gear max, deflection is 0.04 mm as shown in 

the above result. That deflection present due to elasticity of material, it can also remove by 

the improve SiC in composite but the increase the brittleness property.  
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ABSTRACT 

Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) is one of the most extensively used non-conventional 

machining techniques. The Material Removal Rate (MRR), Tool Wear Rate (TWR) and over-

cut (OC) are some of the important performance attributes of EDM process.  

The EDM investigates an optimization of various machining parameters of the electrical 

discharge machining (EDM) processes. For the conduction of experiments L9 orthogonal 

array was used to complete the runs based on the Taguchi method with input parameters. The 

major responses selected for this  analysis  are  material  removal  rate(MRR)  and  tool  wear  

rate(TWR), overcut (OC) on SS-304 material used Taguchi method. The  corresponding  

machining  parameters considered for  this  study  are pulse  current  (Ip),  pulse  duration  

(Ton),  duty factor (Df)  and flushing pressure (Fp).The Signal-to-Noise(S/N) ratios 

associated with the observed values were plotted and the factor affecting the MRR, TWR and 

OC of the work piece has been obtained.  
 

Keywords: Electro Discharge machining Processes, Material removal rate, Tool wear rate, Over Cut, S/N 

ratio. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Electrical Discharge Machining is a most basic nontraditional machining process, where 

material is removed by thermal energy of spark occurring by means of repeated sequences of 

electrical ejections between the small gap of an electrode and a work piece. EDM is 

commonly used for machining of electrically conductive hard metals and alloys in 

automotive, aerospace and die making industries. EDM process is removing undesirable 

material in the form of debris and produce shape of the tool surface as of a metal portion by 

means of a recurring electrical ejection stuck between tool i.e. cathode and the work piece i.e. 

anode material in the existence of dielectric liquid. In this machining process work piece is 

called the anode because it is connected with positive terminal and electrode is connected 

with negative terminal i.e. called cathode. Dielectric fluid may be kerosene, transformer oil, 

distilled water, etc.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Reddy B. Sidda, et. al. [1] studied that influence by design four factors such as current, 

servo control, duty cycle and open circuit voltage over the outputs on MRR, TWR, SR and 

hardness on the die-sinker EDM of machining AISI 304 SS. Rahman, M.M., et. al. [2] 

experimentally found out the machining characteristic of austenitic stainless steel 304 

through electric discharge machining. Tomadi S. H., et al. [3] analyzed that effect of 

machining settings of tungsten carbide on the outputs such as TWR, MRR and Surface finish.  

Khan AKM Asif Iqbal and Ahsan Ali [4] optimized the machining process parameters for 

the EDM milling operation of a stainless steel work piece with copper tools. Mohd Norliana 

Abbas, et.al. [5] Reviewed the trends of various research on EDM such as ultrasonic 

vibration assisted EDM, dry EDM, powder mixed EDM, water based EDM and various 

modeling techniques of EDM to precise and accurately EDM performance. Puertas, et.al. [6] 

Investigated the attention on the die-sinking EDM with an adequate selection of machining 
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condition is the most important aspects of the machine. Simao, et. al. [7] investigated work 

on the surface alloying of the different work piece on machining over EDM. Chenthil Jegan 

T. M., et. al. [8] determines the assortment of machining settings like peak Current, Pulse on 

time, Pulse off time in EDM intended for the machining of AISI202 stainless steel metal.  

Kiyak M. and O. Cakır, [9] examined that the influences of EDM settings on surface 

roughness for machining of AISI P20 tool steel. Reza M. S., et. al. [10] optimize the 

controlled parameters of EDM using injection flushing type machining on multi performance 

characteristics using GRA method. Kumar Ashok., et. al. [11] investigated machining of 

EN-19 tool steel using U-shaped tubular copper tool with internal flushing by EDM. 

Taguchi’s L18 OA design utilized for all runs. Abdurrehman Celik S, [12] applied different 

parameters on a work piece made of powder material. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Various components which were involved in this experiment are the main parts required for 

the completion of the experiment. Each component has its own prefixed function and a 

considerable influence over the job.  

Copper Electrode  

The prime requirement of any electrode material is that it must be electrically conductive and 

maintain less electrode wear. In principle, the materials best suited should have a very high 

melting point and a very low resistance to electricity. Electrode tool materials perform with 

varying degree of success on different work piece materials. The selection of particular 

electrode material depends primarily upon the specific cutting application and upon the 

material being machined. In EDM of steels, copper as shown in figure 1, copper-tungsten and 

graphite electrodes are most widely used. The electrodes of 10 mm diameter were selected 

for the purpose of this research.  

 
Figure 1: Copper Electrode 

Chemical Composition 

In this experiment the chemical composition of work piece is as depicted the presence of 

elements like Carbon, Manganese, Sulphur, Phosphorous, Silicon, Chromium, Nickel, 

Copper and Molybdenum. The chemical composition of electrode is given below:-  

Table 1: Composition of electrode 

 

 

 

  

Work Piece  

In this experiment AISI 304 stainless steel is chosen for conducting the experiment. Grade 

304 is the commonly used stainless steel; it is the utmost versatile applications and greatest 

Chemical  C  Mn  S  P  Cr  Ni  Cu  Mo  

   %  0.078  1.380  <0.005  0.026  0.420  8.012  0.371  0.250  
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use of stainless steel, offered in an extensive variety of good products, practices and qualities 

than any other. Grade 304 is freely brake or spool moulded into a variability of work uses in 

the manufacturing, construction as well as automobile fields. The austenitic configuration 

provides these grades brilliant toughness, straight down to.  

 

 
  

Figure 2: Work piece before machining 

 

 

Design of Experiment 
Taguchi Design Methodology is used for the DOE of this experiment. We had utilized the 

Taguchi design methodology to optimize the EDM processing parameters for the machining 

of SS304. We have taken four EDM parameters namely; the pulse current (I), the pulse-on 

duration (Ton), Flushing pressure (Fp) and % Duty factor to observe Metal Removal Rate 

(MRR), Tool Wear Rate (TWR) and Over-Cut (OC). The optimal machining parameters and 

the relative influence of parameter on these are determined by analyzing the experimental 

data using the analysis (ANOVA) and S/N ratios techniques of Taguchi Analysis.  

DOE helps in:  

 Identifying relationships between causes and effects.  

 Providing an understanding of interactions among causative factors.  

 Minimizing experimental error.   

 Improving the robustness of the design or process to variation.   

 

Input Parameters 

In this step machining parameters are considered that can influence the response of a system. 

From the past researches and as per consultant with machine in charge, it was decided to take 

only four parameters into account shown in table 2.  

 

Table 2: Input Parameters Taken In Experiment 

No.  Parameters  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 

1  Pulse on time  6 7 8 

2  Current  3 6 9 

3  Duty Factor  70 80 90 

4  Flushing Pressure  5 7 9 
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Output Parameters  

In this step the process objective parameters, shown in table 3, needs to be more specific, so 

that experiment can be set up properly for achieving the process objectives.  

 

Table 3: Output Parameters Taken In Experiment 

No. PARAMETERS 

1 Material Removal Rate 

2 Tool Wear Rate 

3 Over-Cut 

 

Confirmation Test  

The confirmation test is a final step in the Taguchi’s Design of Experiment process of 

verifying the conclusion from the previous round of experimentation. The optimum 

conditions are set for the significant parameters and a selected number of tests are run under 

specified conditions. The average of the confirmation experiment results is compared with 

the anticipated average based on the parameters and levels tested. The confirmation 

experiment is a crucial step and is highly recommended to verify the experimental 

conclusion.  

Taguchi Design Methodology:- Figure 3 shows the flow chart of experiment. 

 
Figure 3:  Flow chart of Taguchi Design Methodology 
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Investigational set up 

The experimentations be there performed by operating on Electric Discharge Machine(As 

shown in figure 4) classified as (die-sinking type) ELECTRONICA –ELECTRAPLUS ECO-

200 whose polarization on the electrode be located as negative whereas that of work piece be 

located as positive. The dielectric liquid recycled was EDM oil having specific gravity - 

0.763. The EDM machine contains with the following measure:- 

 For circulation of dielectric there is reservoir at base, pump and valves for passage.  

 Power supply unit and CNC system. 

 Leak-proof tank along with tool fixing chuck. 

 Two dimension movable table by lever. 

 Tool handling device. 

 Servo control unit for vertical movement of the tool. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Die Sinker EDM Machine Setup with Tool and Work piece. 

 

Conducting Experiment 

 Holes of 10 mm diameters were made on nine work pieces using copper electrode on 

EDM machine. 

 The readings of current, pulse on time, percentage duty cycle, flushing pressure were 

taken which are the machining parameters and which were varied. 

 MRR (material removal rate), TWR (tool wear rate) & OC (over cut) were the 

response parameters which are calculated. 

 The experiment layout for the machining parameter using the L9 orthogonal array was 

used in this study. This array consists of four control parameter and three levels. 
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 In the taugchi method, all of the observed values are calculated based on the higher 

the better and the smaller the better. 

Thus in this study, the observed values of MMR, TWR and OC were set to maximum, 

minimum and minimum respectively. Each experiment trial was performed with three simple 

respectively at each set value. 

 

Observation Table                                                                                                                                                                                                     
The observation table is mentioned in table 4 in which the weight of each work piece were 

noted down before and after the performance of experiment. 

 

Table: 4 Experiment values 

 

EX 

 

 

I 

 

Ton 

 

DF% 

 

Fp 

Wt of w/p 

Ini           Fin 

 

Wt of tool 

Ini        Fni 

 

Hole 

Dia. 

 

Time 

 

1 3 6 70 5 241.44 240.30 87.270 87.250 10 1:11.48 

2 3 7 80 7 240.76 239.69 87.250 87.240 10 1:09.54 

3 3 8 90 9 240.10 238.95 87.240 87.238 10 1:38.48 

4 6 6 80 9 240.19 238.97 87.238 87.235 10 18.54 

5 6 7 90 5 241.50 240.32 87.235 87.230 10 26.08 

6 6 8 70 7 242.40 241.18 87.230 87.220 10 20.09 

7 9 6 90 7 242.35 241.29 87.220 87.210 10 13.11 

8 9 7 70 9 238.09 236.06 87.210 87.207 10 13.27 

9 9 8 80 5 241.64 240.42 87.207 87.200 10 12.50 

 

The weight of tool piece before and after the experiment is also mentioned. The diameter of 

the tip of the specimen were also noted down which is written over. 

 

Calculation of responses (MRR, TWR, OC) 

Material removal rate (MRR): It is defined as the material removal from the work piece per 

unit time with the help of cutting tool. The MRR is expressed as the ratio of the difference of 

the work piece before and after machining to the machining time. it is measured by given 

equation-1. 

MRR = 
(difference in weight of workpeice before and after machining)

time taken
.…(1) 

 

Tool wear rate (TWR): It is defined as the removal of the material from the tool per unit time. 

It is expressed as the ratio of difference as the ratio of difference of the weight of the tool 

before and after machining time. It is measured by given equation-2. 

TWR = 
(difference in weight of workpeice before and after machining)

time taken
…..(2) 
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Over Cut (OC): It is defined as the machined hole in the work piece exceeds the tool diameter 

(electrode size). It is expressed as half the difference of top diameter of the hole product to 

the tool diameter. It is measured by given equation-3. 

OC = 
(final dia. After drilling – tool dia.)

2
………………………(3) 

 

 

Result of the Experiment 

Table 5 represent the calculated result of MRR, TWR and OC which were found out with the 

help of formulas mentioned in formula no.5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. After the calculation of these 

responses further operations were performed.   

 

Table 5: Result of experiment 

Exp 

No. 

I 

(A) 

Ton 

(µ𝑠) 

DF 

% 

 

Fp 

(kg/cm2) 

 

MRR 

(gm/min) 

TWR 

(gm/min) 

OC 

(mm) 

1 3 6 70 5 0.0159 0.00279796 0.050 

2 3 7 80 7 0.0153 0.00014380 0.080 

3 3 8 90 9 0.0111 0.00001932 0.075 

4 6 6 80 9 0.0518 0.00012744 0.100 

5 6 7 90 5 0.0452 0.00019171 0.115 

6 6 8 70 7 0.0607 0.00049776 0.125 

7 9 6 90 7 0.0808 0.00076277 0.120 

8 9 7 70 9 0.0776 0.00022600 0.115 

9 9 8 80 5 0.0976 0.00056000 0.125 

Observation Table for S/N Ratio 

The table 6 represents values of S/N ratio for each response individually. These values were 

used to drawn the S/N ratio graph between the input parameters and the responses separately. 

The graph drawn will be used to find out the optimal machining points. 

Table 6 Table for S/N ratio 

Exp 

No. 

I(A) Ton 

(µ𝑠) 

%DF 

 

 

Fp 

(kg/cm2) 

 

MRR 

(s/n ratio) 

TWR 

(s/n ratio) 

OC 

(s/n ratio) 

1 3 6 70 5 26.0206 71.0662 26.0206 

2 3 7 80 7 21.9382 76.8448 21.9382 

3 3 8 90 9 22.4988 94.2799 22.4988 
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4 6 6 80 9 20 77.8939 20 

5 6 7 90 5 18.7860 74.3471 18.7860 

6 6 8 70 7 18.0618 66.3521 18.0618 

7 9 6 90 7 18.4164 62.3521 18.4164 

8 9 7 70 9 18.7860 72.9176 18.7860 

9 9 8 80 5 18.0618 65.0362 18.0618 

 

Now the graphical analysis of experimental results, it is shown the set of values of responses 

variables lies close to the line; therefore the data is normally distributed. Figure 5 gives the 

normal probability plot for selected responses variables MRR which is normally distributed 

because set of values of both response variables are mostly close to line. 

 
Figure 5 Normal probability plot of MRR 

 

Now the graphical analysis of experimental results, it is shown the set of values of responses 

variables lies close to the line; therefore the data is normally distributed. Figure 6 gives the 

normal probability plot for the selected responses variables TWR which is normally 

distributed because set of values of both response variables are mostly close to lines. 
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Figure 6 Normal probability plot for TWR 

 

Now the graphical analysis of experimental results, it is shown the set of values of responses 

variables lies close to the line; therefore the data is normally distributed. Figure 7 gives the 

normal probability plot for the selected responses variables OC which is normally distributed 

because set of values of both response variables are mostly close to lines. 

 
Figure 7 Normal probability plot for OC 
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT 

After experimentation and calculation of experimental data, the next phase is analysis of 

results. This chapter discuss about the effects over the responses that include material 

removal rate (MRR), tool wear rate (TWR) and over cut (OC) along with the input process 

parameters given in Table 4.4 and find the optimal level of process variables for optimized 

response variables using Minitab 17 software by its S/N ratios and ANOVA technique. 

 

Effect of input factors on MRR 

The response table for signal to noise ratio for MRR is shown in shown in Table-7 and the 

corresponding ANOVA in Table 8. For MRR, the calculation of S/N ratio follows “Larger 

the Better” model. 

Table 7:  Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios for MRR 

Level I Ton D.F. Fp 

1 -37.12 -27.85 -27.50 -27.69 

2 -25.65 -28.47 -27.41 -27.50 

3 -21.42 -27.88 -29.28 -29 

Delta 15.70 0.62 1.87 1.51 

Rank 1 4 2 3 

Figure 8 is the graphical representation of the response data (S/N ratios) with respect to 

process parameters, which represents the effect of each parameter on the MRR from the 

above figure we will also find out the optimal machining points for MRR. 

 
Figure 8 Main Effects Plots for SN Ratios Of MRR 

 

Table 8 ANOVA table for MRR 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value %Contributio

n 

I 1 0.007611 0.007611 148.50 0.000 95.22 

Ton 1 0.000073 0.000073 1.42 0.299 0.91 

D.F. 1 0.000049 0.000049 0.95 0.385 0.61 
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Fp 1 0.000055 0.000055 1.08 0.358 0.69 

Error 4 0.000205 0.000051    

Total 8 0.007993     

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the factors is shown in Table 9 which clearly 

indicates that the current is the most important factor for influencing MRR, D.F and Fp are 

less influencing factors for MRR and D.F has an extremely small effect nearly 0.61%.The 

results of ANOVA indicates that I, Ton and Fp is most parameter contribute 96.82% effect on 

MRR and current effect has 95.22% contribution. 

The combination of one particular level of each factor, for which optimum settings 

(maximum MRR) will be obtained, is given in Table 9. 

Table 9 Optimized control variable table for Maximum MRR 

 

Using above optimum parameters settings, verification of experiment has been carried out, if 

that parameter setting was not performed in earlier trials, and then calculated MRR on 

optimized process variables setting. Calculated MRR from the confirmation run will be 

compared with the predicted MRR, so that error can be found. 

 

Performance Prediction for MRR 

Based on the objective of the process performance under study, the mean of S/N ratios for 

each trial are found for MRR. The prediction of the performance at optimum conditions is 

done based on mean of data. Utilizing the estimation model of Taguchi philosophy based on 

average values. 

The estimation of performance is achieved by following equation-4. 

MRR optimal = M+(A3-M)+(B3-M)+(C2-M)+(D1-M)…………………………….4 

Where M = average results of 9 results for MRR and A,B,C,D are the optimal levels of the 

control factors A3, B3, C2, D1 are the average values of factors A(current), B(Ton), C(Df.), 

D(Fp) at the level for Maximum MRR. 

Average performance for MRR 

M=
0.4560

9
 = 0.0506 

Average value of control factors at optimal level 

A3 = Average value of MRR at the third level of current = 0.0853 

B3 = Average value of MRR at the third level of Pulse on time = 0.0564 

C2 = Average value of MRR at the second level of Duty Factor = 0.0549 

D1 = Average value of MRR at the 1st level of Flushing Pressure = 0.0529 

MRR optimal = 0.0977 (shown in table 10) 

 

Table 10 Estimated MRR at the optimum conditions 

Factor Description Level 

Description 

Contribution 

A(I) 3 0.08122266 

B(Ton) 3 0.00051324 

C(Df) 2 0.00033489 

Parameters I Ton % Df Fp 

Level description 3 3 2 1 

Factor level values 9 8 80 5 
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D(Fp) 1 0.00036502 

Contribution from all total factors  0.81343975 

Grand average of MRR  0.02060895 

Expected MRR at optimum 

conditions 

 0.0977 

 

Therefore the estimation of optimum MRR is calculated as MRR optimal = 0.0977 gm/min. 

 

Confirmation Experiment for MRR 

The MRR from the confirmation runs and their comparison with the predicted design for 

MRR are listed in Table 11. From the analysis of Table 11, we can observe that the calculated 

error is small. The error between experimental and predicted values for MRR is 0.102%. 

 

Table 11 confirmation tests and their comparison with the results for MRR 

 

Exp no.                                                MRR 

 

     01 

Optimum condition Experimental Predicted %Error 

A3, B3, C2, D1 0.0976 0.0977 0.102 

 

Effect of input factors on TWR 

The response table for signal to noise ratio for TWR is shown in Table 12 and the 

corresponding ANOVA table is shown in table 13. For TWR, the calculation of S/N ratio 

follows “smaller the Better” model. Taguchi Analysis: TWR versus I, Ton, Df., Fp,  

 

Table 12 Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios for TWR 

 

Level          I       Ton      D.F. Fp 

1 80.73 70.44 70.01 70.15 

2 72.77 74.70 73.26 68.42 

3 66.77 75.13 76.99 81.70 

Delta 13.96 4.69 6.98 13.28 

Rank 1 4 3 2 

Figure 9 is the graphical representation of the response data (S/N ratios) with respect to 

process parameters, which represents the effect of each parameter on the TWR from the 

above figure we will find out the optimal machining points for TWR.  
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Figure 9 Main Effects Plot for SN Ratios of TWR 

 

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the factors is shown in table 13. 

Table 13 ANOVA table for TWR 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value % Contribution 

I 1 0.000386 0.000013 4.44 0.109 43.36 

Ton 1 0.000020 0.000009 2.24 0.871 1.32 

Df 1 0.000009 0.000001 0.03 0.959 1.03 

Fp 1 0.000315 0.000011 1.50 0.287 35.38 

Error 4 0.000162     

Total 8 0.000892     

This table clearly indicates that the current is the most important factor for influencing TWR, 

Ton and Df are less influencing factors for TWR and Df has an extremely small effect nearly 

1.03%.The results of ANOVA indicates that I, Ton and Fp is most parameter contribute 

80.06% effect on MRR and current effect has 43.36% contribution. 

 

Table 14 Optimised control variable table for Minimum TWR 

Parameters I Ton D.F. Fp 

Level Description 1 3 3 3 

Factor level values 3 8 90 9 

Using above table 14 shows the optimum parameters settings, verification of experiment has 

been carried out, if that parameter setting was not performed in earlier trials. Then calculate 

TWR on optimized process variables setting. Calculated TWR from the confirmation run will 

be compared with the predicted TWR, so that error can be found. 
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Performance predication for TWR 

Based on the objective of the process performance under study, the mean and S/N ratios for 

each trial are found for TWR. The predication of the performance at optimum conditions is 

done based on mean of data. Utilizing the estimation of Taguchi philosophy based on average 

values. 

The estimation of performance is achieved by following equation 5. 

TWR optimal= T+(A1-T)+(B3-T)+(C3-T)+(D3-T) .........................................    5 

Here , T = 
TWR1+TWR2+TWR3+TWR4+TWR5+TWR6+TWR7+TWR8+TWR9

9
 

T =  
0.002982

9
 =0.000313333 

Average value of control factors at optimal level 

A1 = Average value of MRR at the third level of current = 0.0001476 

B3 = Average value of MRR at the third level of Pulse on time = 0.000359 

C3 =Average value of MRR at the second level of Duty Factor=0.000324         .                 

D3 = Average value of MRR at the 1st level of Flushing Pressure = 0.000124 

TWR optimal = 0.0000147 gm/min. (Shown in table 15) 

 

Table 15 Estimated TWR at the optimum conditions 

Factor Description Level 

Description 

Contribution 

A(I) A1 0.000063999 

B(Ton) B3 0.000004738 

C(D.F.) C3 0.000003337 

D(Fp) D3 0.000043871 

Contribution from all factors (Total)  0.000115768 

Grand average of TWR  0.0009546 

Expected TWR at Optimum 

conditions 

 0.00001932 

Therefore the estimate of optimum TWR is calculated as TWR optimal= 0.00001932 

gm/min.             

 

Confirmation Experiment for TWR 

The TWR from the confirmation runs and their comparison with the predicted design for 

TWR are listed in Table 16, we can observe that the calculated error is small. The error 

between experimental and predicted values of TWR is 3.94%.This confirms that the 

performed experiment is near to perfect and is easily acceptable. 

Table 16 confirmation tests and their comparison with the results for TWR 

Exp. MRR 

01 Optimum condition Experimental Predicted Error 

A1,B3,C3,D3 0.00001932 0.0000039 3.94 

 

Effect of Input factor of OC 

The response table for signal to noise ratio for OC is shown in Table 6.11 and the 

corresponding ANOVA table is shown in table 6.13. For OC, the calculation 
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Taguchi Analysis: OC versus I, Ton, Df, Fp 

 

Table 17 Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios for OC 

Level I Ton D.F. Fp 

1 23.49 21.48 20.96 20.96 

2 18.95 19.84 20.00 19.47 

3 18.42 19.54 19.90 20.43 

Delta 5.06 1.94 1.06 1.48 

Rank 1 2 4 3 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Main Effects Plot for SN Ratios of OC 

 

Figure 10 is the graphical representation of the response data (S/N ratios) with respect to 

process parameters, which represents the effect of each parameter on the OC from the above 

figure we will also find out the optimal machining points for OC. 

Table 18:  ANOVA table for OC 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value % contribution 

I 1 0.000504 0.004004 15.29 0.017 8.22 

Ton 1 0.000067 0.000504 1.93 0.238 1.96 

D.F. 1 0.000967 0.000067 0.25 0.640 17.19 

Fp 1 0.004000 0.000000 0.00 1.000 71.14 

Error 4 0.001047 0.000262    

Total 8 0.005622     

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the factors is shown in table 18 which clearly 

indicates that the  
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Table 19 Optimized control variable table for Minimum OC 

Parameters I Ton Df Fp 

Level Description 1 1 1 1 

Factor level values 3 6 7 5 

Using above table 19 shows optimum parameters settings, verification of experiment has 

been carried out, if that parameter setting was not performed in earlier trials. Then calculate 

OC on optimized process variables setting. Calculated OC from the confirmation run will be 

compared with the predicted OC, so that error can be found. 

 

Performance predication for OC 

Based on the objective of the process performance under study, the mean and S/N ratios for 

each trial are found for OC. The predication of the performance at optimum conditions is 

done based on mean of data. Utilizing the estimation of Taguchi philosophy based on average 

values. 

 

The estimation of performance is achieved by following equation 6. 

OC optimal= T+(A1-T)+(B1-T)+(C1-T)+(D1-T)                            ….6 

Where T=average results for OC 9 results for OC and A,B,C,D are the optimal levels of the 

control factors A1,B1,C1,D1 are the average values of factors A(I), B(Ton), C(DF), D(Fp) at 

the level for minimum OC. With the help of equation 7 we find the value of T. 

T = 
OC1+OC2+OC3+OC4+OC5+OC6+OC7+OC8+OC9          

9
 ……………………7 

T = 0.905/9 = 0.100 

 

Average value of control factors at the first level of current 

A1 = Average value of OC at the first level of current = 0.068 

B1 = Average value of OC at the first level of Ton = 0.09 

C1 = Average value of OC at the first level of DF = 0.096 

D1 = Average value of OC at the first level of Fp = 0.096 

OC optimal = 0.05 mm (Shown in table 20) 

 

Table 20 Estimated OC at the optimum conditions 

 

Factor Description  Level Description Contribution 

A(I) A1 0.0051 

B(Ton) B1 0.0012 

C(D.F.) C1 0.0161 

D(Fp) D1 0.0680 

Contribution from all factors (Total  0.0904 

Grand average of TWR  0.344785 

Expected TWR at Optimum 

conditions 

 0.05 

 

Therefore the estimate of optimum OC is calculated as OC optimal=   0.05 mm           
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Confirmation Experiment for OC 
The OC from the confirmation runs and their comparison with the predicted design for OC 

are listed in Table 21, we can observe that the calculated error is small. The error between 

experimental and predicted values of OC is 3.33%.This confirms that the performed 

experiment is near to perfect and is easily acceptable. 

 

Table 21 confirmation tests and their comparison with the results for OC 

EXP.  OC   

01 Optimum condition Experimental Predicted Error 

A1, B1, C1, D1 0.075 0.05 3.33% 

6.10 Discussion 

There is one particular level for each factor of responses which are maximum (in case of 

MRR) and minimum (in case of TWR and OC). There are four optimum parameters settings 

corresponding to the three response factors. The combination of input factors levels, for 

which optimum settings was obtained, is given in table 22.   

 

Table 22 Combination of Parameters levels for optimal response variables 

Requirement             

Optimal 

Combinations  

I Ton DF Fp 

Max MRR 9(level 3) 8(level 3) 80(level 2) 5(level 1) 

Min TWR 3(level 1) 8(level3) 90(level 3) 9(level 3) 

Min OC 3(level 1) 6(level 1) 70(level 1) 5(level 1) 

 

Conclusion 

An attempt was made to determine important machining parameters for performance 

measures like MRR, TWR and OC in the die-sinking EDM process. Factors like Ton, current, 

duty factor and flushing pressure have been found to play a significant role in material 

removal rate, tool wear rate and Over-Cut. 

From the results of MRR we conclude that the discharge current is most significant or 

influencing factor then Pulse on Time followed by Flushing Pressure and at last is Duty 

factor on the given input. MRR increased linearly with some extent of current and increases 

then decreases slightly with pulse on time and flushing pressure. 

In case of TWR we conclude that the discharge current is most influencing factor then 

flushing pressure followed by Pulse On time and duty factor on the given input. TWR 

decreases with increasing in current and decreases then increases slightly with flushing 

pressure and Ton and increases linearly with duty factor. 

In case of OC we conclude that the Flushing Pressure is most influencing factor then Duty 

Factor followed by Current and Pulse On time on the given input. 
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ABSTRACT 

Advanced manufacturers are looking forward in the industrial sector, to rapidly and 

adequately set up assembling procedures depending on assembly line and creation of work 

force for new items. Taguchi parameter design is an intense and effective technique for 

standard quality control and execution yield of assembling procedures, along these lines a 

capable apparatus for meeting this test. Concerned with optimizing the process or say input 

parameters of a CNC machine which in turn helps us to get a better and optimized output in 

terms of technology, economics and knowledge. 

In this work, material under operation turning is an Aluminum 6063 T6 alloy which is 

selected due to its various applications in the different industries and also due to cost 

effectiveness and availability. The machine over which we have performed our turning 

operation is 3 axis CUB/XXZ semi-automatic CNC turret lathe having 8 tool inserting 

positions. Statistical analysis of this work is carried out on Minitab 2015 software by 

calculating the means, clamor proportions and signal to noise ratios for each turning 

operation. L9 orthogonal array was used to decide the combination of values for each turning 

operation on Aluminum 6063 T6. The process parameters considered in this work for an 

optimized output are feed rate (in mm per spindle revolution), depth of cut (in mm) and 

spindle speed (in rpm). With the help of L9 orthogonal array, it is decided a set of 

combination of values for concerned process parameters for an optimized surface roughness 

and material removal rate. 

 
Keywords: Material removal rate optimized surface roughness, S/N ratio, and orthogonal array. 

 

Introduction 

The term “CNC” is a generic term which can be used to describe many types of device; this 

would include plotters, vinyl cutters, 3D printers, milling machines and others. CNC stands 

for Computer Numerically Controlled and basically means that the physical movements of 

the machine are controlled by instructions, such as co-ordinate positions that are generated 

using a computer. The term “CNC Machine” is typically used to refer to a device which uses 

a rotating cutting tool which moves in 3 or more axes (X, Y and Z) to cut-out or carve parts 

in different types of materials. The information on these pages will focus on what are 

typically referred to as “CNC Routers” although it would be applicable to most CNC milling 

and engraving machines too. Major Components involved in Experiments various 

components which were involved in this experiment are the main parts required for the 

completion of the experiment. Each component has its own prefixed function and a 

considerable influence over the job.  

 

Experimental Set-up 

Numerical control (NC) is a system for naturally working an assembling machine in view of 

a code letters, numbers and exceptional characters. The numerical information needed to 

create a section is given to a machine as system, called part program or CNC (PC numerical 

control). The system is interpreted into the proper electrical signs for info to engines that run 
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the machine. A CNC machine is a numerical control machine with the included component of 

a board PC. The PC is alluded to as the machine control unit (MCU). 

 

Workpiece Specifications: 

An Aluminium alloy has been selected as the work piece of choice to perform turning 

operation with the aimed objective of the project. It is Aluminium 6063-T6 alloy have 

Aluminium, Magnesium and silicon as it major constituent as shown in table 1. 

Material name- Aluminium 6063-T6/UNS A96063/ISO AlMg0.5Si 

 

Table 1: Workpiece specifications 

 

Components Wt.% 

Al Max 97.5 

Cr Max 0.1 

Cu Max 0.1 

Fe Max 0.35 

Mg 0.45-0.9 

Mn Max 0.1 

Si 0.2-0.6 

Ti Max 0.1 

Zn Max 0.1 

 

Physical properties of workpiece 

Apart from its metallurgical characteristics, the physical properties of Aluminium 6063 

shown in table 2 T6 alloy is also having a major role in calculating the values of various 

responses one can obtain from a machining operation using a CNC turret lathe. 

 

Table 2: Physical Properties of workpiece 

 

Physical Properties Value 

Hardness, Brinell 79 

Hardness, Knoop 96 

Ultimate tensile strength 241    MPa 

Hardness, Vickers 83 

Tensile yield strength 214 MPa 

Elongation at break 12% 

Modulus of elasticity 68.9 GPa 

Ultimate bearing strength 434 MPa 

Bearing yield strength 276 MPa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.33 

Fatigue strength 68.9 MPa 
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Machinability 70% 

Shear modulus 25.8 GPA 

Shear strength 152 MPa 

 

Experimentation and Analysis 

Orthogonal Array and L-9 Matrix- 

To choose a suitable orthogonal exhibit for analyses, the aggregate degrees of opportunity 

should be processed. The degrees of opportunity are characterized as the quantity of 

examinations between procedure parameters that should be made to figure out which level is 

better and particularly how much better it is. For instance, a Three-level procedure parameter 

means four degrees of flexibility. The degrees of opportunity connected with collaboration 

between two procedure parameters are given by the result of the degrees of flexibility for the 

two procedure parameters. 

Levels of Control Factors- In the table 3 the level of controls are define. 

 

Table 3:  Levels of control component 

Level Feed (mm/rev) Depth (mm) Speed (RPM) 

1 0.1 0.1 2000 

2 0.15 0.2 2500 

3 0.20 0.25 3000 

 

Table 4 shows the orthogonal exhibit for the experiment. 

 

Table 4: orthogonal exhibit framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The result of surface roughness is shown in table 5. 

 

 

 

 

Run Feed (mm/rev) Depth (mm) Speed (RPM) 
Cutting speed 

(m/min) 

1 0.1 0.1 2000 188.32 

2 0.1 0.2 2500 235.40 

3 0.1 0.25 3000 282.48 

4 0.15 0.1 3000 282.48 

5 0.15 0.2 2000 188.32 

6 0.15 0.25 2500 235.40 

7 0.2 0.1 2500 235.40 

8 0.2 0.2 3000 282.48 

9 0.2 0.25 2000 188.32 
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Table 5:  Result framework for surface roughness 

 

Run 

Feed 

(mm/rev) 

Depth (mm) Speed 

(RPM) 

Cutting 

speed 

(m/min) 

Ra (µm)  

SNRA-1 

 

MEAN-1 

1 0.1 0.1 2000 188.32 0.409 -7.7655 0.409 

2 0.1 0.2 2500 235.40 0.997 -0.0261 0.997 

3 0.1 0.25 3000 282.48 0.959 -0.3636 0.959 

4 0.15 0.1 3000 282.48 1.700 4.6090 1.700 

5 0.15 0.2 2000 188.32 1.688 4.5474 1.688 

6 0.15 0.25 2500 235.40 3.425 10.6932 3.425 

7 0.2 0.1 2500 235.40 3.422 10.6856 3.422 

8 0.2 0.2 3000 282.48 3.002 9.5482 3.002 

9 0.2 0.25 2000 188.32 1.736 4.7910 1.736 

 

The result of material removal rate is shown in table 6. 

 

Table 6:  Result framework for Material Removal Rate 

 

 

Run 

Feed 

(mm/rev) 

Depth (mm) Speed 

(RPM) 

Cutting 

speed 

(m/min) 

MRR 

(cc/min) 

 

SNRA-2 

 

MEAN-2 

1 0.1 0.1 2000 188.32 1.8832 5.4979 1.8832 

2 0.1 0.2 2500 235.40 4.708 13.4567 4.7080 

3 0.1 0.25 3000 282.48 7.062 16.9786 7.0620 

4 0.15 0.1 3000 282.48 4.2372 12.5416 4.2372 

5 0.15 0.2 2000 188.32 5.6496 15.0404 5.6496 

6 0.15 0.25 2500 235.40 8.8275 18.9168 8.8275 

7 0.2 0.1 2500 235.40 4.708 13.4567 4.7080 

8 0.2 0.2 3000 282.48 11.2992 21.0610 11.2992 

9 0.2 0.25 2000 188.32 9.416 19.4773 9.4160 

 

Analysis- 

At first the analysis is done for surface roughness and thereafter moving towards material 

removal rate. When you add a signal factor to an existing static design, Minitab adds a new 

signal factor column after the factor columns and appends new rows (replicates) to the end of 

the existing worksheet. For example, if you add a signal factor with 2 levels to an existing L4 

(23) array, 4 rows (1 replicate of 4 runs) are added to the worksheet. If you add a signal factor 
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with 3 levels, 8 rows (2 replicates of 4 runs) are added to the worksheet. A replicate is the 

entire set of runs from the static design. In a usual Taguchi robust parameter design 

experiment, you would subject each control factor combination to each of the noise 

conditions and measure the response variable. If you are doing a dynamic experiment, the 

response is measured at each level of the signal factor. Record the results for each noise 

condition in a separate response column in the worksheet. On the basis of the data we plot 

graph as shown in figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Plot for means 

Use the response tables to select the best level for each factor. Usually you have the 

following objectives with a Taguchi design: 

 Minimize the standard deviation 

 Maximize the S/N ratio 

 Meet a target with the mean (static design) 

 Meet a target with the slope (dynamic design) 

Use the delta and rank values to identify the factors that have the largest effect on each 

response characteristic. Then, determine which levels of these factors meet your objectives. 

Sometimes, the best level of a factor for one response characteristic is different from the best 

level for a different response characteristic. To resolve this issue, it may help to predict the 

results for several combinations of factors levels to see which one produces the best result. 

In these results, the response tables show the following: 

 For the Signal to Noise Ratios, A is ranked 1, followed by B and C. 

 For the Means, A is ranked 1, followed by C and B 

Here feed, depth and speed are our factor A, B and C respectively shown in table 7. 

 

Table 7: Response table for means 

Level Feed Depth Speed 

1 0.7883 1.8437 2.2787 

2 2.2710 1.8957 1.4777 

3 2.7200 2.0400 2.0230 

Delta 1.9317 0.1963 0.8010 

Rank 1 3 2 

Main Effects Plot for Means 
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We want to maximize the S/N ratio and the mean. Here from the response table 8 for the 

means we can conclude that the level 3, level 3 and level 1 maximizes the mean values for 

factors A, B and C respectively. The above combination of level is also the part of our L9 

orthogonal array generated using Minitab, run 9. This will help us further in concluding about 

the requirement of confirmation test for our experiment. A similar type of conclusion can also 

be made for signal-to-noise ratio further as shown in table 9.By analyzing the date from the 

table 8 we plot a graph as shown in figure 2 with the help of MINITAB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Plot for S/N proportion 

 

Table 8: Response Table for signal to noise ratio 

Level Feed Depth Speed 

1 -2.718 2.510 4.956 

2 6.617 4.690 3.125 

3 8.342 5.040 4.159 

Delta 11.060 2.531 1.832 

Rank 1 2 3 

 

Here from the response we have concluded that the level 3, level 3 and level 1 maximizes our 

signal-to-noise ratio for our factors A, B & C respectively, namely Feed (mm/rev), depth of 

cut (mm) and spindle speed (RPM) respectively. This combination of levels maximizing the 

signal-to-noise ratio for our experiment is also the part of our L9 orthogonal array, run 9. 

From result framework for material removal rate we plot two graphs, as shown in figure 3, 

for means and signal to noise ratios respectively.  
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Figure 3:  Plot for Means for MRR 

 

Table 9:  Response table for means 

Level Feed Depth Speed 

1 4.551 3.609 7.337 

2 6.238 7.219 6.120 

3 8.474 8.435 5.807 

Delta 3.923 4.826 1.530 

Rank 2 1 3 

 

Here from the response table 9 for the means we can conclude that the level 3, level 3 and 

level 1 maximizes the mean values for factors A, B and C respectively. The above 

combination of level is also the part of our L9 orthogonal array generated using Minitab, run 

9. This will help us further in concluding about the requirement of confirmation test for our 

experiment on calculation of Material Removal Rate. From result framework for material 

removal rate we plot two graphs, as shown in figure 4, for means and signal to noise ratios 

respectively. 
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Figure 4: Plot for S/N ratio for MRR 

 

Table 10: Response table for signal-to-noise ratio 

Level Feed Depth Speed 

1 11.98 10.50 15.16 

2 15.50 16.52 15.16 

3 18.00 18.46 15.16 

Delta 6.02 7.96 0.00 

Rank 2 1 3 

 

Here from the response table 10 for the means we can conclude that the level 3, level 3 and 

level 1 maximizes the mean values for factors A, B and C respectively. The above 

combination of level is also the part of our L9 orthogonal array generated using Minitab, run 

9. 

 

Conformation Experiments 

We can conclude that for our surface roughness the required combination to maximize the 

means and signal-to-noise ratios is of the order 3, 3, and 1is the part of our L9 orthogonal 

exhibit framework. Therefore we do not require any confirmation test for our surface 

roughness measurement as shown in table 11. 

 

We can conclude that for our Material Required Rate, the required combination to maximize 

the means and signal-to-noise ratios is of the order 3, 3, and 1is the part of our L9 orthogonal 

exhibit framework. Therefore we do not require any confirmation test for our Material 

Removal Rate as shown in table 12. 
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Table 11: Optimum table for Surface roughness 

 

Exp. No. Optimum Combination Feed (mm/rev) Depth (mm) Speed (RPM) 

1 A3B3C1 0.2 0.25 2000 

 

Table 12: Optimum table for Material Removal Rate 

 

Exp. No. Optimum Combination Feed (mm/rev) Depth (mm) Speed (RPM) 

1 A3B3C1 0.2 0.25 2000 

 

Results and Conclusions 

 

In the investigation, the aggregate of squares and fluctuation are ascertained. F-test quality at 

95% certainty level is utilized to choose the critical elements influencing the procedure and 

rate commitment is as certained. 

The total degrees of freedom (DF) are the amount of information in your data. The analysis 

uses that information to estimate the values of unknown population parameters. The total DF 

is determined by the number of observations in your experiment. The DF for a term show 

how much information that term uses. Increasing your sample size provides more information 

about the population, which increases the total DF. Increasing the number of terms in your 

model uses more information, which decreases the DF available to estimate the variability of 

the parameter estimates. 

Sequential sums of squares (Seq. SS) are measures of variation for different components of 

the model. Unlike the adjusted sums of squares, the sequential sums of squares depend on the 

order the terms are entered into the model. In the Analysis of Variance table, Minitab lists the 

sequential sums of squares for the main effects, interactions, and error term. 

Adjusted sums of squares (Adj. SS) are measures of variation for different components of the 

model. The order of the predictors in the model does not affect the calculation of the adjusted 

sum of squares. In the Analysis of Variance table, Minitab separates the sums of squares into 

different components that describe the variation due to different sources. 

Adjusted mean squares measure (Adj. MS) how much variation a term or a model explains, 

assuming that all other terms are in the model, regardless of the order they were entered. 

Unlike the adjusted sums of squares, the adjusted mean squares consider the degrees of 

freedom. The adjusted mean square of the error (also called MSE or σ2) is the variance 

around the fitted values. F-value- The Analysis of Variance table lists an F-value for each 

term. The F- value is the test statistic used to determine whether the term is associated with 

the response. 

The p-value is a probability that measures the evidence against the null hypothesis. Lower 

probabilities provide stronger evidence against the null hypothesis. 

 

The ANOVA investigation for rate adjustment is demonstrated in the table 13 and table 14. 
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Table 13: Analysis of Variance for Ra (µm), using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 

Feed 2 6.131 6.131 3.066 2.28 0.305 

Depth 2 0.062 0.062 0.031 0.02 0.977 

Speed 2 1.004 1.004 0.502 0.37 0.728 

Error 2 2.688 2.688 1.344   

Total 8 9.886     

 

S = 1.15939 R-Sq = 72.81% R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 

 

Table 14: Analysis of Variance for MRR (cc/min), using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 

Feed 2 23.240 23.240 11.620 3.98 0.201 

Depth 2 37.795 37.795 18.897 6.47 0.134 

Speed 2 3.919 3.919 1.959 0.67 0.598 

Error 2 5.840 5.840 2.920   

Total 8 70.793     

 

S = 1.70879 R-Sq = 91.75% R-Sq(adj) = 67.00% 

From the experiment we can conclude that with increased feed and reduced spindle speed we 

can get a better surface finish. Meanwhile with increased depth of cut and reduced spindle 

speed, we can get a better material removal rate. Percentage combination of which can be 

observed from the Analysis of Variance done above. 
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ABSTRACT 

Beam is basic components in industrial structural design whose damping properties are often 

very important to reduce vibration. Viscoelastic materials are generally polymers; there is 

enormous variability in the composition of viscoelastic materials. Rubber is a unique material 

that is both elastic and viscous. Rubber parts can therefore function as shock and vibration 

isolators and/or as dampers. In this research Butyl rubber is viscoelastic material which is 

acting as the damping layer, steel and aluminum patches are used as constrained layer. Here, 

change in length of patch and damping layer is varied for constant length and thickness of 

base layer. The lengths of patches are varied as 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. These patches 

also arranged in segment and hybrid. Two sets of specimens are prepared for aluminum and 

steel constrained layer. Damping characteristics of beam are determined by experimental and 

analytically by using FFT analyzer and ANSYS software respectively 
 

Keywords: Vibration Damping, CLD, Length of Patch. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Passive damping technology using viscoelastic materials are classically used to control 

vibration. The steel industry proposes damped sandwich sheets in which a thin layer of 

viscoelastic material is sandwiched between two elastic face layers. The methods to increase 

damping can be categorized into two categories: passive damping and active damping. Full-

scale implementation of active and semi-active damping treatment has been slow due to high 

costs and complexity. Passive damping as a well-developed technique, in general, is more 

simple and cost-effective. Kerwin was the first to present a theoretical approach of damped 

thin structures with a constrained viscoelastic layer. He stated that the energy dissipation 

mechanism in the constrained core is attributable to its shear motion. He presented the first 

analysis of the simply supported sandwich beam using a complex modulus to represent the 

viscoelastic core. Damping materials could be used as treatments in passive damping 

technology to structures to improve damping performance, there has been a flurry of ongoing 

research over the last few decades to either alter existing materials, or develop entirely new 

materials to improve the structural dynamics of components to which a damping material 

could be applied. The main focus of this dissertation is to study the complex behaviour of the 

viscoelastic materials, to predict damping effects using method of passive viscoelastic 

constrained layer damping technology experimentally and to show the nature of response of 

structures using finite element method. 

 

II. Modelling And Properties 

 

Beams are modelled by using solid plane 183 plane element stresses with thickness element 

used in ANSYS Software. The size of viscoelastic layer and constraining layer for beams are 

varied as follows. In the beam constrained layer and damping layer length is varied from 

25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, segment and hybrid from the base beam. Totally 11 constrained layer 

specimens and bare beam also measured the cantilever beam.  
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Fig 1: Geometry of beam with viscoelastic core. 

TABLE 1 SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS 
 

S.No. Material Type 
Dimension of 

beam in mm 

1 Base layer 580*40*5 

2 
Fully CLD Damping 

layer 
580*40*1.5 

3 
fully CLD 

Constraining layer 
580*40*1 

 

TABLE 2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

 

S.NO Material Type 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(E) [MPa] 

Density(ρ) 

[kg/m3] 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 

1 Steel 210*103 7850 0.3 

2 Aluminium 70*103 2700 0.35 

3 Butyl Rubber 8.3378 1250 0.0 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

Specimens are prepared as given in above table 1. These specimens are glued by using 

Araldite resin. Initially the specimens are prepared for required dimensions and then clamped 

in the fixture. The FFT analyser is connected to the accelerometer and impact hammer. The 

accelerometer fixed at specified point for beam as shown in Fig 2.  

 

 
Fig 2 Experimental Setup for beam 
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Fig 3 Mode shape for fully CLD Beam 

 

The impact hammer is stricken at specified point, from this amplitude and displacement 

values are measured. These obtained values are transferred to PC and graph is plotted for 

comparisons by using FFT software. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Modal analysis and harmonic analysis are done for beams using ANSYS software. These 

results are compared with one another. Bare beam is compared with 25% length of patch 

CLD the amplitude value is higher, when compared with steel CLD beam the amplitude 

higher with respective to aluminium CLD beam. For steel 50% length of patch CLD, the 

damping is higher than bare beam and aluminium CLD beam. For 75% and 100% 

constrained layer damping aluminium has higher damping compared to steel CLD and bare 

beam. The compare aluminium CLD the damping factor steel CLD is high. For Segmented 

beam and hybrid beam the damping of steel CLD beam is lower than aluminium CLD beam. 

 
Fig 4 Comparison of  Different Length of patches in Steel CLD for beam 
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Fig 5 Comparison of Different Length of patches in Aluminium CLD for beam 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 From the experimental and analysis results following conclusions are drawn 

 From Experimental and analytical results steel CLD patch has high damping factor 

than aluminium CLD patch.  

 From the obtained FEA results, the damping factor is high for segmented steel 

constrained layer damped beam compared to other combination of constrained layer damped 

beam. 

 From the experimental results Steel CLD patch has high loss factor and damping 

factor than aluminium CLD patch. 

 From the experimental and analysis result it is identified that the steel segmented 

damping beam has high damping factor and loss factor. 
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ABSTRACT 

Ergonomics is the study of the human body at work. As a science, it has its roots in the 

industrial revolution too. Since, in today’s scenario most of the workings have become 

computer oriented as well as computer dependant technologies have taken up place in each 

and every sectr, thus, in this paper a study has been carried out on the various ergonomic 

aspects related to the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) through which a simple and 

better Human- Computer Interaction environment could be created. And also it could help in 

better performance by the user i.e., Human 
 

Keywords: Ergonomics, Cognition, Anthropometrics, Displays, controls & panels and Human-Computer 

Interaction 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, computers and information technologies play an important role in various 

industries, administrative areas, education, etc through utilizing computer friendly 

environments and different computer based systems. So, for their effective use, efficient 

human-computer interactions must be designed.For designing a better Human-Computer 

Interface, ergonomics and cognition is required to be studied along with the anthropometric 

study and design of displays, controls & panels. 

All together, it will lead to a better performance output by the user using a 

computer/computer supported system. 

 

ABOUT HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION 

"Human-computer interaction (HCI) is the study of interaction between people (users) 

and computers. It is an interdisciplinary subject, relating computer science with many other 

fields of study and research. Interaction between users and computers occurs at the user 

interface (or simply interface), which includes both hardware (i.e. peripherals and other 

hardware) and software (for example determining which, and how, information is presented to 

the user on a screen)." 

“Human-computer interaction can be viewed as two powerful information processors 

(human and computer) attempting to communicate with each other via a narrow-bandwidth, 

highly constrained interface” (Tufte, 1989). 

Human-computer interaction (HCI) studies how people interact with computing technology 

and how a computer system is designed more easily, more practically, and more intuitively. 

While designing user interface of these systems, the ergonomic, cognitive, anthropometric 

aspects whereby users interact with computers must be taken into account because usually 

users’ attributes do not match to computer attributes. 

 

ABOUT ERGONOMICS 

"Ergonomics (or human factors) is the scientific discipline concerned with the 

understanding of interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and the 

profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods to design in order to optimize 

human well-being and overall system performance (definition adopted by the International 

Ergonomics Association in 2000). 
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Ergonomics can be an integral part of design, manufacturing, and use. Knowing how the 

study of anthropometry, posture, and workspace design affects the user is critical to a better 

understanding of ergonomics as they relate to end-user needs. 

 

A) ARRANGEMENT OF CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 

 Functional controls and displays are organized so that those that are functionally related are 

placed together. 

 Sequential controls and displays are organized to reflect the order of their use in a typical 

interaction. 

 Controls and displays are organized according to how frequently they are used , with most 

commonly used controls being the most easily accessible. 

 The entire system interface must be arranged appropriately in relation to the user’s interface. 

 

B) PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH ISSUES 

 Users should be able to reach all controls comfortably and see all displays 

 Users should not be expected to stand for long periods and if sitting, should be provided with 

back support. 

 Extremes of hot or cold will affect performance and even health of the user. 

 Adequate lighting should be provided to allow users to see the computer screen without 

discomfort or eyestrain. 

 The light source should be positioned to avoid glare affecting the display 

 Noise levels should be maintained at a comfortable level in the work 

environment.Noise can be stimulus in some applications and provide needed feedback of 

system activity. 

 

COGNITIVE ERGONOMICS 

"Cognitive ergonomics, also known as engineering psychology, concerns mental processes 

such as perception, attention, cognition, motor control, and memory storage and retrieval as 

they affect interactions among humans and other elements of a system. Relevant topics include 

mental workload, vigilance, decision-making, skilled performance, human error, human-

computer interaction and training. 

 

I. ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 

Anthropometry is the science that measures the range of body sizes in a population. When 

designing products it is important to remember that people come in many sizes and shapes. 

Anthropometric data varies considerably between regional populations. For example, 

Scandinavian populations tend to be taller, while Asian and Italian populations tend to be 

shorter. 
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Anthropometric databases are obtained from various sources life BIFMA, CAESAR, 

Anthropometric Handbooks, etc while designing a Human-Computer Interface. 

Anthropometric datasets compare people of different ages and occupations. Data in 

anthropometric databases may represent static dimensions, such as “lower leg length” or 

functional dimensions such as “reach.” 

BIFMA guidelines for desks and work surfaces are given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, from the above studied data we can easily create a good user friendly Human-

Computer Interface (HCI) so that users/workers can give their best performance while 

working. The ergonomic issues and anthropometric issues play a vital role while designing a 

good Human-Computer Interaction system. 
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BIFMA desk and work surface guidelines. 
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ABSTRACT 

Grinding media balls are used in benefaction of Iron, Copper, Zinc and Aluminum ores, in 

cement plants, in refractory manufacturing units and in other various industries where hard 

materials are required to be converted into powder form.  

The purpose of this work is to study the defects in production of High Chromium Cast Iron 

grinding media balls. The Study has been carried out as an Industrial problem with a view to 

minimize the rejection percentage at M/s Atul Engineering Udyog Ltd. Agra during their 

manufacturing of Grinding Media Balls. 

 
Keywords: Heat treatment, Grinding media, cast iron, Fe-C-Cr, defects, parameters, rejection, etc. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The technological development of materials is essential in the manufacturing of equipment 

operating in extreme conditions by incorporating more quality, enabling a longer service life, 

and lower production costs. In many industrial applications coarse ore is ground in ball mills 

before being mixed with a liquid to form slurries for economical transfer between processing 

stages. In these industries a hard and wear resistant material is used to make balls in the 

media. They are called grinding media balls.  

The slurries generally contain a high proportion of abrasive particles of varying sizes, due to 

the nature of the crushing process, creating an erosive environment. In order to minimize 

wear in critical areas, processing components used for the transfer of slurries are either cast or 

weld overlaid with wear resistant materials. Very high abrasive wear resistance combined 

with relatively low production cost make these alloys particularly attractive for applications 

where grinding, milling and pumping equipment is used to process materials such as ore, 

coal, and gravel [1]. 

 

1. TYPES OF GRINDING MEDIA BALLS  
According to the material to be crushed or ground, grinding media balls can have different 

composition (alloy): high or low chromium content for steel and iron balls, and also different 

manufacturing process: balls can be cast, rolled or forged. 

 

1.1 CAST IRON BALLS 

Grinding media balls may be manufactured by using white cast iron alloys with medium to 

high chromium contents as per the requirement of the application, such as in cement plants, 

ore crushing plants, etc. Grinding balls are mainly required by the core-sector industries & 

being consumable item, it has a very good demand wherever it is required. Generally these 

are produced by steel foundries & presently there are considerable number of steel foundries 

in our country [2]. 

 

1.2 FORGED STEEL BALLS 

The forged steel balls are essentially for semi-autogenous and primary milling, where balls 

over 70 mm diameter are required for impact grinding. The forging method is most 

commonly being used by various steel foundries for making of general purpose grinding 

media. 
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1.3 ROLLED STEEL BALLS 

The major advantage of ball rolling, compared with traditional forging methods, is the 

uninterrupted grain flow. Grinding balls are rolled from selected carbon and alloy steels, 

produced to a customer’s precise specifications. 

 

 
Figure 1 Grinding Media Balls 

 

2. IMPORTANCE OF HIGH CHROMIUM CAST IRON 

High chromium cast iron is one of the high wear resistant materials used in a variety of 

applications where stability in an aggressive industrial environment is a principal 

requirement. These applications include slurry pumps, brick dies, several pieces of mine 

drilling equipment, rock machining equipment, crushing machines, cement grinding and 

similar areas. 

 

High chromium cast irons (White cast irons) are multi component alloys that contain iron, 

carbon and chromium as major elements, and molybdemium, nickel, silicon and manganese 

either as alloying element or impurities introduced during the foundry process for some 

additional enhanced properties. The carbon is responsible for the hardness and toughness 

while chromium is responsible for high corrosion and wears resistance [3]. 

 

3. PRODUCTION OF GRINDING MEDIA BALLS 

Grinding Media are cast iron balls, diameter generally from 15mm to 100mm, with the help 

of which ores, minerals, valuable stones and other similar hard materials are converted into 

powder form in ball mills. Material to be powdered is fed into the ball mill where it comes in 

between continuously rotating grinding balls which converts the material into desired size 

powder.  

 

The process of manufacturing of grinding balls consists of namely Pattern Making, 

Moulding, Melting, Fettling and Inspection.  

There are two grades of cast steel grinding media. Grade-1 for sizes 60mm & above and 

Grade-2 for sizes below 60mm. A typical chemical composition for both the grades is shown 

below in Table1.1  
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TABLE 1 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION FOR GRINDING MEDIA BALLS 

S.No Element Grade-1 Grade-2 

1 Carbon 1.25 – 1.90 

% 

2.0 – 3.8 % 

2 Manganese 1.0 % max. 1.0 % max. 

3 Chromium 1.5 -2.0 % 2.0 – 20.0 

% 

4 Sulphur 0.06 % 

max. 

0.06 % 

max 

 

The production process is shown below in the figure 2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Production of Grinding Media Balls 

 

4. INDUSTRIAL PROBLEM 

Atul Engineering Udyog is a well diversified business group, thus they are concerned to their 

production with great challenges. In their  Grinding Media Balls production unit, for 

manufacturing of grinding media balls with a typical composition of a new grade white cast 

irons having ultra high chromium contents in the range of 28 – 32%. 

There are various defects which the company faced leading to rejection of the components. 

In the current problem,  the  total  production  and  rejection  data  for  the  five  consecutive 

months  was collected. Table 2 shows the data collected for the months of July to November 

2018 
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TABLE 2: DEFECTIVE COMPONENTS (MONTHWISE) PRODUCED 

Month July, 

2018 

Aug. 

2018 

Sep.20

18 

Oct. 

2018 

Nov.20

18 
Total 

Production (in 

tonnes) 

32.5 31.8 29.0 33.5 30.6 

Total Rejection 

(in tonnes) 
4.64 4.72 4.12 4.62 4.16 

Rejection 

(in %) 
14.2 14.8 14.2 13.8 13.6 

 

From the above table, it is clear that the company  has a consistent rejection  rate. 

Problem faced- The major reasons for rejection of the under frame is due to different 

defects as shown in Table 3 

 

TABLE 3: DIFFERENT DEFECTS CONTRIBUTING TO REJECTION 

  S. NO. TYPE OF DEFECT 

1 Shrinkage 

2 Sand drop 

3 Shifting 

4 Short Pour 

5 Crack formation on the surface after Heat 

treatment 

 
 

5. STUDY OF DEFECTS ENCOUNTERED 

 

The defects which commonly appears during manufacturing of grinding media balls are: 

i.Shrinkage  

ii.Sand drop 

iii.Shifting  

iv.Short pour  

v.Crack formation on the surface after Heat treatment 

 

All the rejected component were inspected for the various types of defects. A brain 

storming session was conducted with the entire concerned technical expert in the welding 

shop. The various causes primarily responsible for the defects were ascertained as shown in 

Table 4: 
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TABLE 4: POSSIBLE CAUSES OF VARIOUS WELDING DEFECTS 

S. No. Nature of defect Possible causes 

1 Shrinkage 

 Volumetric contraction both in liquid and solid state. 

 Poor casting design. 

 Low strength at high temperature 

2 Sand drop 

 Break-away of a part of mould sand as a result of weak 

packing of the mould,  

 low strength of the molding sand,  

 malfunctioning of molding equipment 

3 Shifting 

 A mismatch is caused by the cope and drag parts of the mould 

not remaining in their proper position. 

 This is caused by loose box pins, inaccurate pattern dowel 

pins or  

 carelessness in placing the cope on the drag. 

4 Short Pour 
 The metal is unable to fill the mould cavity completely.  

 Premature interruption of pouring due to workman’s error 

5 

Crack formation on the 

surface after Heat 

treatment 

 

 Excessively high cooling rate 

 Improper temperature selection 

 Uneven material contraction on the surface on cooling 

 

6. PROPOSED ANALYSIS OF DEFECTS 

The detailed study to be carried out in two stages. In the first stage analysis would be 

carried out at operator level. The possible causes of various defects could be ascertained by 

root cause analysis. A brain storming session is to be carried out with the technical experts to 

establish the corrective action plan for the prominent defects. 

In second stage the causes of the defects would be correlated with the process parameters. 

An exhaustive study is to be carried out to  select  the  levels  of  process  parameter  and  

minimum  number  of  trials.   Taguchi technique could be used to obtain different set of 

parameters, analyze percentage of defects in each trial to get an optimum process parameters. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

In this work, a study of the defects in production of High Chromium Cast Iron grinding 

media balls has been carried out and also the possible causes for such defects have also been 

studied for further analysis of the defects encountered during manufacturing of grinding 

media balls. It was observed that various defects which lead to lot of rejection of components 
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were Shrinkage, Sand drop, Shifting, Short pour and Crack formation on the surface after 

Heat treatment. Further analysis of these defects and optimization of process parameters is to 

be carried out in upcoming time. 
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ABSTRACT 

The 3D Printing Technology is getting improved day by day and having lot of impact in 

various Industries as well as Applications, the main advantages for implementing the 

technology into various fields is that the process remains green and it saves lot of material 

from wastage. Apart from this the build strength in most of the cases can be comparable with 

the forged components. FFF/FDM process has lot more advantages than other processes and 

also some limitations. The main reason to consider FDM/FFF for the dimensional analysis is 

the special characteristics present in that. There is customized pattern as well as density of 

material used in building process. In order to analyze we have considered three basis patterns, 

which are Triangular, Hexagonal and Rectangular. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

FDM technology is the most popular technology among all other technologies in 3D Printing, 

one of the best medium to produce parts in economical way as well as very much suitable for 

some applications like metal insert during process which are only convenient in FDM. This is 

very basic form of 3D Printing, there are nozzles of different orifice diameter and the 

working materials are in the form of wire of predefined diameters. There is wide range of 

plastic materials to be used, the plastic material get melt in the heating chamber and extruded 

thru the nozzle orifice, in this way the material get deposited layer by layer to form 3D 

component. The process is well explained thru the image below Fig. 1.1. 

 

 
Fig.1.1: FDM Process with Mechanism 

 

There are various plastic materials can be used on FDM 3D Printers, some of them are PLA, 

ABS, HIPS, PETG, TPU, Nylon, PEEK, ULTEM etc., there are lot of research on material is 

still going on. Some super plastics are also being in use, there are some industrial grade 

plastics as well as some enhanced plastics are formed. Like we have an example of Onyx 

Material (Plastic Matrix), which is actually a Tough Nylon based material reinforced with 

chopped Carbon Fiber. This enhances the qualities of Nylon and made it suitable for various 

industrial applications. The properties as well as compare chart is attached below in Fig. 1.2. 
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Fig.1.2: Test Results for Onyx 

 

These enhancements are not only visible in mechanical properties, but also in metrology. The 

accuracy of formed components changes dramatically and different factors of failure also gets 

eliminated with this. So the accuracy level of 150-200 micron for a meter could be achieved, 

if the material remains uncontaminated with moisture. There is a Bowden 3D Printing 

systems were developed by Markforged, enabled with Continuous Fiber Reinforcement 

capabilities during forming process, where Onyx plays a role of main base material. The 

image of one of the setup (machine) is shown in Fig. 1.3 below. 

 
Fig.1.3: Markforged 3D Printer 

II.RELATED WORK 

There is some work on factors affecting dimensions in 3D Printing. They consider 

Geometries, Fill Densities, Orientations, Materials, 3D Printing Setups etc. but filling pattern 

in FDM is not yet explored. 

 

III.BACKGROUND 

Markforged made smart software for slicing a file and there are various parameters we could 

control. There are three filling patterns available in the software along with a solid filling 

facility using on among three is Rectangular. The three patterns are Triangular, Hexagonal 

and Rectangular. Rest all parameters were kept same for the testing. The filling patterns are 

also involved with the material filling density, which was also kept same for all three patterns 

i.e. 50%. The brief descriptions of the parameters available in Eiger are shown in Fig. 3.1 

below.   
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Fig.3.1: Eiger Settings 

 

 

IV. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENTS 

A cube of 20 mm was used as sample and the cubes were sliced separately with similar 

parameters except the filling patterns. The all three samples were putted on to the 3D Printing 

simultaneously to avoid atmospheric effects on components. The filling patterns and Printing 

positions are shown in figure below Fig. 4.1. 

 
Fig.4.1: Printing Positions & Filling Patterns 

 

The parts were printed with a fill density of 50%, Layer Height (Resolution) of 125 micron, 

Top/Bottom Solid Layers count were 4, Shell Count were 2. These all parameters were 

chosen thru the process. The appearance of Rectangular fill was dense and Hexagonal was 

light but the material filling algorithms makes a difference in appearances, there is equal 

amount of filling thru the parts. 

The measurements were taken with a micrometer of least count of 0.01 mm and the 

measurement images for all patterns are below for Triangular X-Y Axis Fig. 4.2, for 

Rectangular X-Y Axis Fig. 4.3 and for Hexagonal X-Y Axis Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig.4.2: Triangular X-Y Axis Reading 20.15 mm 

 

 
Fig.4.3: Rectangular X-Y Axis Reading 20.18 mm 

 

 
Fig.4.4: Hexagonal X-Y Axis Reading 20.18 mm 

Here we have got measurements in X-Y Axis which are 20.15 mm for Triangular Fill, 20.18 

for both Rectangular as well as Hexagonal Fill so here the Triangular is closer to the adequate 

CAD Modeled Value.  

Below Figures shows readings in Z-Axis of all three patterns. Triangular Z-Axis is shown in 

Fig. 4.5; Rectangular Z-Axis is shown in Fig. 4.6 and Hexagonal Z-Axis is shown in Fig. 4.7 
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Fig.4.5: Triangular Z-Axis Reading 20.00 mm 

 

 
Fig.4.6: Rectangular Z-Axis Reading 19.98 mm 

 

 
Fig.4.7: Hexagonal Z-Axis Reading 20.04 mm 

 

In Z-Axis, all the readings are very close to actual value. Triangular shows the exact 

dimension, Rectangular is in negative of 20 microns and hexagonal is in a positive of 40 

microns.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The results obtained thru the exercise clearly shoes that the triangular filling pattern is most 

reliable for a dimensional accuracy. In X-Y it varies least to 150 micron and in Z-Axis it gave 

the exact dimension. Apart from these patterns few more patterns to be explored for better 

accuracy as well as for precision. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Additive Manufacturing Technology is becoming more and more sophisticated day by 

day and almost every new research belongs to AM. There are several researches going on 

along with AM technologies, few related to Application Exploration, few belongs to the 

Enhancement in the quality output from AM Systems and there are many more areas which 

are exploring day by day. SLS AM Technology remained the backbone of industry since long 

and usually known for its industrial applications as well as strength of Sub-Production 

category and strengthened outputs. It is tough to find out an alternative of SLS but in recent 

years a new technology grew up and shown some promising performances and challenge the 

leader in Production category. The new technology is termed as Multi-Jet Fusion (MJF). Both 

the technologies are under Powder Based category, so both would have similarities in spite of 

differ in technology.    

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SLS technology is the most industry relevant technology among all other technologies in AM 

since long, one of the best medium to produce industrial grade parts. The parts through SLS 

could be consider as Functional, as there is strength within them, apart from that the 

production rate of SLS is more than the other contemporaries. In SLS, the feed material 

remained in powder form and with the help of LASER the powder form material get 

selectively sintered and Layer by Layer repetition builds up the parts. There is possibility of 

using variety of materials along with few metals with changed system parameters. Systems 

for metal and polymers are way different but the basic principle remains the same. SLS is 

more popular for the Polymer parts fabrication and the most common material for the system 

is Polyamide. And the comparison study will be based on Polyamide only. The process of 

SLS is well explained thru the image below Fig. 1.1. 

 
Fig.1.1: SLS Process with Mechanism 
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On the other hand we are having MJF AM Technology, in this technology instead of using 

LASER source to melt the powder, IR Fusion Lamps & controlled thermal chamber along 

with the curing & detailing agents are used. The process is so changed a bit from sintering to 

curing Layer by Layer with the help of agents and IR Lamps. There are few differences 

occurs in output as well, that would be cover furthersection. The process of MJF is well 

explained thru the image below Fig. 1.2. 

 
Fig.1.2: MJF Process with Mechanism 

 

As per the above description, this has become clear that there feed materials and mechanisms 

remains same but the working principle get changed and so the output will also have some 

differences in various parameters. 

 

II. DETAILED COMPARISON 

a. Fabrication 

In SLS, a thin Layer of Powdered material spread as per sliced data and with the help of 

LASER power, the powder get sintered to form 3D Object. 

In MJF there are two types of Agents, one is detailing and another is fusion, in the form of 

liquid ink spreads at selective sliced area on thin layer of spread powder. Fusion agent spread 

over the entire fusible geometry and detailing agent spreads on the periphery of the selected 

areas, fusing agent hold heat with in that, released through IR Lamps & create molten pool, 

where as the detailing agent maintain the geometry and lock the heat within selected areas. 

So, in both the technologies the melting or partially melting of material takes place to bind 

layers successively. 

But, as per the available data and the practical cases, it has found that, MJF gives the 

effective fusion and the porosity in that is negligible. The reusability of utilized powder is 

found less in SLS. 

Post-Processing efforts after extraction of part is found more on MJF than SLS. Extraction of 

parts timing from Preparation of build is less in MJF than SLS. 

b. Dimensional Accuracy 

Accuracy in both cases remains more or less similar +/- 0.3%, which can go up to +/-0.2% in 

MJF, so there is not much difference in that. It has also noticed that few other factors also 

affect accuracy of both systems. 

c. Material Properties 

The properties are as per PA-12 material with standard geometries 
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d. Resolution 

It is specified by manufacturer of both systems that, resolution in case of MJF in Z-Axis 

remains 80 microns whereas in SLS it could vary from 100 to 120 microns 

 

e. Cost & Industrial Compatibility 

In general the cost, lead time & material compatibility with industrial application can 

consider for a reliable product. There are comparative study as per below data 

 
Lead time in MJF is lesser than SLS, in MJF it is around 3 Days and in SLS it goes up to 6 

Days. This happens just because of a separate unit for cooling of build in MJF which is not 

there in SLS 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

Both the technologies are revolutionary in the field of Additive Manufacturing, but HP MJF 

leading the battle of producing industrial grade parts in industrial process parameters. In the 

fast paced manufacturing process with additive manufacturing both the technologies are 

having decent space through community of manufacturing in non conventional way.  
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ABSTRACT 

Friction stir processing (FSP), a fabrication method was developed from friction stir welding 

(FSW) technique. The micro structural and mechanical properties of the base metal can be 

tailored with the evolved frictional heat and stir function during processing. FSP can fabricate 

in situ composites and surface composites by adding reinforcement content in the base alloy 

matrix. FSP can enhance the wear resistance, tensile strength, hardness, ductility, etc., while 

preventing defects caused by the melting of material. It is material processing technique and 

has better prospects in the area of super plastic materials and for the fabrication of metal 

matrix composites. This article will help the researchers to know the recent work in the field 

of composites fabricated through friction stir technique.  
 

Keywords: friction stir processing, micro-structure, mechanical properties  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Aluminum metal matrix composite possessed tailored properties when alloys were 

reinforced with the ceramic particles [1-5]. Friction stir processing (FSP) is one of the 

methods for preparing composites with improved micro-structural and mechanical properties 

[6]. FSP was developed by Mishra et al. (1999) as an alteration of friction stir welding (FSW), 

a method developed at The Welding Institute (TWI), UK in 1991 [7-8]. 

Initially, FSP was used to fabricate aluminum alloys with refined grain boundary 

misorientations and grain size. Several research articles have concluded that plastic    

deformation tends to grain refinement that had enabled to improve mechanical characteristics 

[9]. In FSP, a non-consumable rotating tool is plunged into a work piece and then moved in 

the direction of interest. The tool had two primary functions: (a) deformation of work-piece 

material and (b) heating. The heat is produced due to friction between the work piece and 

rotating shoulder tends the plasticized flow of the material [10].   

The aim of this research article is to enlighten on the current status of the aluminum metal 

matrix composites developed through FSP technique.   

 

II. STATE OF ART 

Thangarasu et. al. [11] prepared AA 6052/TiC composite through FSP methodology. 

HCHCr tool was used in this experiment. Tool was rotated at transverse speed of 60 mm/m-1 

and rotational speed of 1200 rpm.  Tool had shoulder of 18 mm, pin length of 5.5 mm & pin 

diameter of 6 mm. Micro structural and mechanical properties were investigated. Micro 

hardness was improved by 24% after reinforcing TiC particles. Wear rate was reduced to 

303x10-5 mm3/m at 24 vol. % of TiC content. Narayana et. al. [12] manufactured Al 

5083/B4C composite through FSP technique. H-13 tool steel hardened of 55 HRC tool was 

used in this experiment. Tool was rotated at transverse speed of 25 mm/m and rotational speed 

of 1000 rpm. Tool had shoulder of 18 mm, pin length of 5 mm & pin diameter of 6 mm.  

The microstructure in the FSPed specimens with nano B4C particles having three passes 

exhibited the fine grain size, higher hardness (124.8 Hv), ultimate strength (360 MPa) and 

wear rate (0.00327 mg/m) in comparison to the base material hardness (82 Hv), ultimate 

strength (310 MPa) and wear rate (0.0057 mg/m). Eskandari and Taheri [13] prepared 
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Al/TiB2/Al2O3 hybrid surface nano composite by FSP technique. H13 tool steel with a 

hardness of 20 RC tool, was used in this experiment. Tool was rotated at transverse speed of 

80 mm/m and rotational speed of 800 rpm. Tool had shoulder of 18 mm, pin length of 5 mm & 

pin diameter of 5 mm. Microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated. Increased 

number of passes had distributed uniform reinforcement in the matrix. Young's modulus (E), 

ultimate yield strength (UYS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the composites were 

more than that of base metal surface, while their elongation has decreased. 

Rajan and Michael [14] developed AA 7075/TiB2 by FSP technique. HCHCr tool was 

rotated at transverse speed of 50 mm/m and rotational speed of 1200 rpm and axial force of 10 

kN. Tool had shoulder of 18 mm, pin length of 5.8 mm & pin diameter of 6 mm.  

Microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated. The formation of in situ TiB2 

particles had enhanced the micro hardness and UTS of the composite. Strain fields were 

created around TiB2 particles owing to the misfit in thermal expansion coefficient of 

aluminum matrix and TiB2. 

Rathi et. al. [15] manufactured AA6063/SiC by FSP technique. H-13 tool was rotated at 

transverse speed of 56 mm/m and rotational speed of 1400 rpm. Tool had shoulder of 20 mm, 

pin length of 2.5 mm & pin diameter of 6 mm. Micro-structural and mechanical properties 

were investigated. A maximum enhancement of 40% in micro hardness was achieved with 

w/d ratio of 0.5. Abreu et. al. [16]  prepared Al/SiC composite surface layer through FSP 

Methodology. MP 159 tool was used in this experiment. Tool was rotated at transverse speed 

of 300 mm/m and rotational speed of 1,000 rpm. Tool had shoulder of 12 mm, pin length of 

1.8 mm, pin diameter of 4-5 mm, tilt angle of 1.5º and depth of penetration was set at 1.9 mm. 

Micro-structural and mechanical properties were investigated. Refinement of grain was 

produced in the nugget region of the processed alloy. On the other hand, although there was 

not an increase of hardness, surface composite layer presents better wear resistance than the 

aluminum base alloy as indicated by a lower specific wear rate (27%). 

Jain and Kumar [17] developed AA5083–B4C/SiC/TiC composite through FSP 

methodology. Pin-less tool had rotational speed of 800 rpm and traverse speed of 40 mm/min. 

The tool with a pin was then used to perform FSP with a rotational speed of 1600 rpm, 

traverse speed of 20 mm/min, the tilt angle of 30. Three passes were carried out to disperse the 

reinforcements in an AA5083 matrix. Tool had shoulder of 18 mm, pin length of 4 mm & 

taper threaded pin with a top diameter of 6 mm and a bottom diameter of 4 mm. Experimental 

results showed that the incorporation of B4C, SiC and TiC particles into the matrix had 

improved the hardness, tensile strength and wear properties. B4C reinforced surface composite 

showed a bimodal type of fracture and wear mode changes from abrasive to delaminating 

wear. Adedotun and Esther [18] fabricated Al/Ti-6Al-4V composite through FSP 

Methodology. High speed steel (HSS) tool was used in this experiment. The tool with a pin 

was then used to perform FSP with a rotational speed of 1200 rpm, traverse speed of 30 

mm/min. Tool had shoulder of 20 mm, pin length of 4 mm & taper threaded pin with a top 

diameter of 4 mm. Microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated. The wear 

resistance of 1100 Al Alloy can be enhanced by reinforcing it with Ti-6Al-4V particles. With 

this combination, 30% improvement in tensile strength was recorded in comparison with the 

1100 Al alloy.  Micro structural modifications occur as the number of passes increases, 

modifications such as breakup of acicular Ti particles, pin holes and elimination of defects 

occurred. A finer and better distribution with less agglomeration can be seen as the passes 

increases. 

Chanakyan et. al. [19] prepared AA6082 composite surface layer through FSP 

Methodology. HCHCr tool was rotated at transverse speed of 58 mm/m and rotational speed 

of 1300 rpm. Tool had shoulder of 18 mm, pin length of 5.6 mm & pin diameter and width of 

6 mm. Microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated. Tensile strength of the 
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friction stir processed of AA 6082 increases with increment in rotational speed and navigate 

speed of an tool up to a most acute values and after that its lessens. Higher mechanical 

properties attained welding parameters. The greater values of UTS and HV obtained by FSP. 

Namrata et. al. [20] prepared Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy composite through FSP Methodology. FSP 

tool was rotated at transverse speed of 63 mm/m and rotational speed of 900 rpm. The 

optimum combination of FSP parameters for minimizing traverse force during the fabrication 

was at rotational speed 900 rpm, traverse speed at 63 mm/min, and shoulder diameter of 16 

mm. The increase in tool traverse rate had increased the transverse force as for higher 

processing rate the material was relatively cooler and hard. 

Kumar et. al. [21] prepared AA6082/ composite through FSP Methodology. D2 steel tool 

was rotated two different rotational speeds of 785 rpm and 480 rpm at a constant feed rate of 

0.85 mm/s. Tool had shoulder of 18 mm, tapered pin of 6mm diameter, 6mm length and 30 tilt 

angles is used for FSP experiments. Microstructure and mechanical properties were 

investigated. Heat generation was increased when rotational speed was increases. Hardness 

and tensile strength were tested across the FSP processed zone. After FSP, the microstructure 

of the alloy was exceedingly refined. However, FSP causes minuscule improves the hardness 

of the material, whereas the tensile and impact strength improves significantly.  

Shuai et.al. [22] prepared aluminum aluminum/carbon nano composites through FSP 

methodology. Tool was rotated at transverse speed of 30 mm/m and rotational speed of 950 

rpm. Tool had shoulder of 20 mm, pin length of 5 mm & pin diameter and width of 4 mm, 30 

tilt angles was used for FSP experiments Microstructure and mechanical properties were 

investigated. Microstructure analysis showed that carbon nano tubes were successfully 

incorporated into aluminum matrix by friction stir processing and well bonded interfaces 

between the carbon nano tubes and aluminum matrix were formed. Mechanical properties of 

the nano composites fabricated with different energy inputs were quite different, in which 

better carbon nano tubes dispersion and higher tensile strength could be obtained by applying 

higher energy input during the fabrication process.  

By applying the highest energy input, the tensile strength of the nano composite was 53.8% 

higher than that of the unreinforced aluminum. Meanwhile, the elongation of the nano 

composite was 31.2%, which showed an excellent ductility. Nazari et. al. [23] prepared 

AA6061-Graphene-TiB2 hybrid surface nano composite through FSP technique. Cylindrical 

shoulder without pin made of hard H13 steel tool with a diameter of 12 mm was used in this 

experiment. Tool was rotated at transverse speed of 340 mm/m and rotational speed of 1000 

rpm. Tool had got shoulder with a diameter of 18 mm, a prismatic pin with a diameter of 6mm 

and a height of 3 mm used M5 moderate chemical composition as ~20 wt% TiB2 and 1 wt% 

graphene for the hybrid nano composite. The best combinations of mechanical property had 

overcome the wear-strength trade-off a yield strength improvement up to ~225 MP (~300% 

increasing ratio), and an elongation loss down to ~9%. 

Dwarakesh and Puviyarasan [24] prepared AA7075/SrCo3 composites through FSP 

methodology.  Tool was rotated at transverse speed of 20 mm/m-1 and rotational speed of 

1200 rpm.  The specimen with no surface defects was considered for further tests such as 

tensile, micro hardness and micro structural characterization. Microstructure and mechanical 

properties were investigated. The maximum tensile strength of 213 MPa and average micro 

hardness of 153 VHN was observed. Deore et. al. [25] fabricated AA 7075 surface composites 

by FSP technique. Tungsten-Lanthanum Oxide was used in this experiment. Tool was rotated 

at transverse speed of 60 mm/m and rotational speed of 800 rpm. Tool had shoulder of 20 mm, 

pin length of 3 mm.   

Micro-structure and mechanical properties were investigated. Enhancement in the micro 

hardness (143 HV0.1 for as received AA 7075 T6 to 253 HV0.1 for FSPed with SiC filler 

followed by age hardening), impact toughness (15.8 kJ to 27.5 kJ) and wear resistance (wear 
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loss dropped from 8.57 mg to 5.49 mg) were obtained through the addition filler particles 

during friction stir processing followed by age hardening. The enhancement in the mechanical 

and wear properties was primarily ascribed to grain refinement, Zener pinning effect 

(attributable to incorporation of filler material) and precipitate evolution during subsequent 

age hardening. SiC filler was found to be the best among the three fillers for the set of FSP and 

age hardening parameters used in the experiment. 

 

III. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

The year wise percentage contribution in this research article is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Year wise percentage contribution 

 

 FSP, a novel technique has vital application value in alteration of surface composite and 

preparation due to solid-phase processing mechanism. FSP has exclusive advantages and can 

be widely applied in the future research work. Possibility of FSP has been established widely 

through conducted experiments. Improvement in FSP research will improve the practical 

application problems. Mathematical physics models can define the mechanism of FSP, and the 

use of parameter optimization techniques will help to formulate the process. 

In FSP, is difficult to achieve uniform dispersal of reinforcement in the composite materials 

through existing reinforcement phase addition not only affects efficiency but also increases 

production costs. When processing methods. Wear of FSP tools also limits industrial 

applications of FSP. 

With the alteration of process parameters and tool design, further more attempts are 

required for more study of composites produced with FSP technique. 
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ABSTRACT 

Agriculture plays a vital role in Indian economy. India is a country which is dependent on 

farming as a main source of income for many families. As far as Indian scenario is 

concerned, more than 75 percent farmers are belonging to small and marginal land carrying. 

So any improvement in the productivity related task help to increase Indian farmer’s status 

and economy. Now a day’s agriculture equipment has lot of limitation and it required more 

energy to operate. The purpose of the project is to fabricate and enhance the 

designspecifications of harvesting machine for multipurpose crop which should be helpful for 

the farmers having less & marginal land. Further, the comparative study of harvesting from 

manual method, machine method and proposed machine method is discussed. It is observed 

from the results that, the proposed machine method shows reasonably good result when 

compared manual method and machine method. 

 

1. INTRODCUTION 

It is a science and art of cultivation on the soil, raising crops. It is also called farming. 

Agriculture plays a vital role in Indian economy. India is a country which is dependent on 

farming as a main source of income for many families. As far as Indian scenario is 

concerned, more than 75 percent farmers are belonging to small and marginal land carrying. 

So any improvement in the productivity related task help to increase Indian farmer’s status 

and economy. The current agriculture equipment has lot of limitation and it required more 

energy to operate. In India agriculture is facing serious challenges like scarcity of agricultural 

labour, not only in peak working seasons but also in normal time. This is mainly for increased 

nonfarm job opportunities having higher wage, migration of labour force to cities and low 

status of agricultural labours in the society. Further, the agriculture farming system is shown 

in Fig. 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1.1 Agriculture forming system 

 

2. HARVESTING 

Harvesting is a process of cutting and gathering of mature crop from the field. Harvester is a 

machine is used for harvesting. Different types of harvesting machines are available in the 
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market namely crop harvester, onion harvester, paddy harvester, tea harvester, potato 

harvester, wheat harvester and sugarcane harvester. 

Crop harvesting machine is as shown in Fig. 1.2, it is able to harvest different variety of grain 

crops. These machines are highly efficient and can work at a high speed. It can harvest the 

crops without providing damage to them. 

Onion harvesting machine is of good quality so that they cannot harm the onions during 

harvesting. These machines are able to harvest deeply rooted onions with great ease and with 

enhanced rate. Thus, these machines are in great demand in the market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1.2 Crop harvesting machine 

 

3. HARVESTING METHOD 

In this method, harvesting is done manually with the help of human. Manual harvesting is 

dominant in the developing country. In this, the land is first set on fire. The fire burns dry 

leaves without harming the stalks and roots. Then labors cut the cane just above the ground 

level using the canes or machetes. The manual harvesting is more intensive as compare to 

machine harvesting. Further, the manual harvesting method is time consuming, efficient work 

may not be done and the cost required for harvesting is also more. 

 

3.1 Machine harvesting method 

In this method, harvesting is done with the help of machine. It is fully automated it requires 

very less time for cutting sugarcane around large area. The machine harvesting is having high 

initial cost, high operating cost, applicable for only large scale farmers, skilled labour 

required to operate the machine and area require for operation is also more. 

 

4. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Atul R. Dangeet. al., (2011), this research work was made to investigate the cutting energy 

and force required for the pigeon pea crops. The commercially available blade has been 

attached to the lower end of the arm of pendulum type dynamic tester which cut the stalk at 

900 to the stalk axis with knife velocity ranging between 2.28m/s to7.23 m/s the diameter of 

stem at42.6 % (wb) moisture content[1]. 

 

Adarsh J. et. al., (2013), Proposed a fabrication model for small scale sugarcane harvesting 

machine consists of petrol engine and mechanisms are used in this machine to compare to 

manual harvesting. This machine has capacity to cut sugarcane in faster rate and economical 

[2]. 
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Rohit J. et al., (2014), discussed different aspects of sugarcane harvesting methods for 

optimum performance. The aim of this article was to have proper understanding of present 

harvesters as well as different harvesting methods to reduce the efforts which were done by 

farmers in terms of money, labor, time, physical efforts for optimum [3] 

 

Siddaling S.et. Al. (2015), discussed about design and fabrication of small scale sugarcane 

harvesting machine for harvesting to reduce farmer’s effort andto increase the output of the 

agriculture products. The comparison was made with the manual method; the proposed 

machine can cut the lower and upper portion of the sugar cane containing leaves, 

simultaneously by setting the optimum movement of the rotary blades [4]. 

 

Chavan P. B. et al., (2017), Various approaches have been proposed for improving 

mechanized type of crop cutter in agriculture field. Designing a reaper machine to harvest 

grains more efficiently. The research work focusing on harvesting operation to the small land 

holder to cutting varieties of crop in less time and at low cost by considering the factor as 

power requirement, ease of operation, field condition, time of operation and climatologically 

condition[5]. 

 

The detailed survey of harvesting of various crops has been tabulated in table 1.1. In this 

survey, labour availability, number of labours, time required, yield and distance between two 

rows has been done in surrounding. 

 

The detailed survey of harvesting of various crops has been tabulated in table 1.1. In this 

survey, labour availability, number of labours, time required, yield and distance between two 

rows has been done in surrounding. 

 

 

Objectives of the Present Work: 

 

The objectives of the present study are as given below: 

 To design the harvesting machine for cutting, conveying purpose. 

 To fabricate the adjustable mechanism harvesting machine for cutting, conveying purpose. 

 To check the performance of adjustable mechanism and harvesting machine in all seasoning 

and Fabrication of Adjustable Multi seasonal Harvesting Machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Table 1.1 Field survey    

Sl. Former Area Crop Labour Labours Time Cost/ 

No Name   Availability /Acre Required Acre 

1 Halabasappa Jewargi Rice Difficult 6 12 hrs. 2500 

   Wheat Medium 6 14 hrs. 4000 

        

2 Malakappa Jewargi Rice Difficult 8 10 hrs. 3000 

   Wheat Medium 8 10 hrs. 5000 

3 Khajasaheb Jewargi Rice Difficult 6 12 hrs. 3000 

   Wheat Medium 5 14 hrs. 4000 
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5. DESIGN DRAWING 

The detailed drawing of cutter and blade has been done in CATIA V5 which is    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1.3 Drawing of cutter and blade in CATIA V5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1.4Drawing of cutter and blade 

 

6. CALCULATION:  

 

6 .1 Design of cutting blade  

Types of cutter bar - knife edge section  

Length of cutter bar-800mm  

Knife section- standard  

Blade Type-Rectangle  

Width-38mm  

Thickness-3mm  

Angle between cutting edge and axis of knife section-31°  

Rake Angle-22°  

Material-High carbon steel  

6.2 Determine number of blades on reel  

Deflection angle Ø =54º  

Reel rotational speed=40 Rpm  

Rotational velocity of the reel  

ω=2ԓN/60=2ԓ*40/60=4.18 Rad/sec  

Peripheral speed of the reel 

μ=ω*R=4.18*60=2.50m/s  

Reel speed (Vm=u/1.5=2.5/1.5=1.66m/s)  

Ro=Vm/ω=1.66/4.18=36cm  

By the equation  
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ωt=Sinˉˡ(Ro/R*sinØ)*ԓ/2-Ø  

The angular displacement bar  

α=ωt-cosˉˡ(Z/R+cosωt)  

ωt=73.89°  

6.3 Design of chain  

Power transmitted =4.84KW(smaller sprocket at 100rpm)  

Speed of chain=1.06m/s  

Reel maximum Torque=1000N-m  

Reel speed=40Rpm  

Reel load=573N-m  

VR=N1/N2 =100/40=2.5=3  

STEP 1- DESIGN OF POWER  

Pd=Pr*Kl  

Kl=1.4 (moderate shok 24hr/day)  

=4.84*1.4  

Pd=6.776K  

Pd=6.776/0.746=9.0831 HP =10HP  

Assume single strand  

N1=100rpm  

Chain No-100  

Number of teeth T1=20teeth  

Pitch=31.75mm  

PITCH DIAMETER OF SMALLER SPROCKET  

Dp1=P/sin(180/T1)  

=31.75/sin(180/20)=202.96*10ˉ ³m/s  

Pitch line velocity  

Vp=ԓdp1*N1/60  

=ԓ*202.96*100/60  

=1.0626m/s  

=63.7617m/min  

Power capacity/strand  

P=P²[V/104-Vˆ1.41/526(26-25COS180/T)]*Kc 

=31.75²[1.0626/104-1.0626^1.41/526*(1.3077)]*1 

P=7.5695KW  

P=7.5695/0.746=10.14HP  

NO. OF STRAND  

No. Of strand=Pd/Power capacity per strand  

=10/10.14=0.9861  

=1  

Hence here assumption of single strand is right  

TOTAL POWER  

Total power=power/strand*no of strand  

=10.14*1=10.14HP  

 

NO OF TEETH ON BIGGER SPROCKET  

N1T1=N2T2  

100*20=40*T2  

T2=50  
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PITCH DIAMETER OF BIGGER SPROCKET  

Dp2=P/sin(180/T2)  

=31.75/sin(180/50)  

=505.64*10ˉ ³m/s  

 

LENGTH OF CHAIN  

Lp=T1+T2/2+2C/P+P*(T1-T2)²/40C  

C=Dp2+Dp1/2  

C=607.12  

Lp=(20+50/2)+(2*067.12/31.75)+(31.75*(20-50)²/40*607.12)  

=74.97=75  

 

ROLLER CHAIN DIMENSION  

Roller chain diameter (dr)=5/8*p=5/8*31.75=19.84  

Pin diameter (dp)=5/16*p=5/16*31.75=9.92  

Chain width (w)=5/8*p=5/8*31.75=19.84  

Thickness of link plate =1/8*p=1/8*31.75=3.96  

Maximum hight of roller link plate (Hp)=0.95*p=0.95*31.75=30.1625  

Maximum hight of pin link plate=0.82*p=0.82*31.75=26.035  

 

DIAMENSION OF SMALLER AND BIGGER SPROCKET  

Width of sprocket for single strand  

to=0.85*p-0.15=0.85*31.75-0.15=18.265  

Transverse pitch(A)=1.1525*p  

=1.1525*31.75=36.5918mm  

Corner relief (e)=0.125*p=0.125*31.75=3.96mm  

Chamfer radius(r)=0.54*p=0.54*31.75=17.145 

 

7. ADVANTAGE  

1) The machine has compact design lead to requirement of less workspace because of which 

operator can easily control over the machine handling  

2) Due to less cost reduces the initial cost of machine allow pure farmers to buy this machine.  

3) The machine is suitable for small as well as large farms due to its less weight and higher 

work efficiency.  

4) As greater diameter of cutter increases the cutting area and also the cutting parameter 

which includes force torque etc.  

5) Due to the provision of regulator speed of cutter can be varied according to the load 

capacity required.  

6) The greater sizes of wheel allow the machine to move freely on the field  

 

8. APPLICATION  

1) It is used in agriculture field for multipurpose cropping.  

2) It is used to crop the paddy of rice, wheat and soybean. 

 

9. CONCLUSION  

The main objective was to make simple, compact, efficient and low cost small scale harvester 

for small land holders. This machine fulfilled all objective and following conclusion were 

drawn on based of work:  
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- On the basis of literature review, all specification regarding small scale harvester were meet. 

- After assembling the machine was tested on field for its efficiency and capability. the result 

got was as per our expectations from machine. 

 

10. SCOPE OF FUTURE WORK 

Though the machine has some innovative concepts, there is still a lot if scope for 

development like: 

 The machine has to be provided with gear box. 

 The machine can be made lighter by doing detailed analysis of design & removing 

excess material wherever it is not necessary. 

 With minimal modification this machine can be used for different crops. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study conducts for improve the mechanical properties such as hardness and tensile 

strength of low carbon steel with help of various heat treatment process. The mechanical 

properties such as hardness and tensile strength can easily be modified by heat treating the 

low carbon steel to suit a particular design purpose. Low carbon steel is easily available and 

cheap having all material properties that are acceptable for many applications. Heat treatment 

on low carbon steel is done to improve ductility, toughness, and torsional strength and to 

relive internal stress developed in thematerial. The mechanical properties of specimen are 

investigated using Rockwell hardness tester for hardness and UTM for tensile strength. 

Results showed that the mechanical properties of low carbon steel can be changed and 

improved by various heat treatments.  
 

Keywords: Heat treatment; Quenching; Normalizing; Annealing; UTM 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Steel has many practical applications in every aspects of life. Steel with favorable properties 

are the best among the goods. The steel is being divided as low carbon steel, medium carbon 

steel, high carbon steel on the basis of carbon content. 

Low carbon steel has carbon content of 0.15% to 0.45%. Low carbon steel is the most 

common form of steel as it’s provided material properties that are acceptable for many 

applications. It is neither too brittle nor ductile due to its lower carbon content. It has lower 

tensile strength and malleable. Low carbon steel content has the same properties as iron, soft 

but easily formed. As carbon content rises, the metal becomes harder and stronger but less 

ductile and more difficult to weld. There are two main reasons for the popular use of steel: It 

is abundant in the earth’s crust in form of Fe2O3 and little energy is required to convert it to 

Fe and It can be made to exhibit great variety of microstructures and thus a wide range of 

mechanical properties. 

The process heat treatment is carried out first by heating the metal and then cooling it in 

different mediums as water, oil, atmosphere and brine solution etc. the purpose of heat 

treatment is to soften the metal, to change the grain size, to modify the structure of the 

material and relive the stress set up the material. The various heat treatment process is 

annealing, normalizing, quenching, tempering.In Annealing, heating to a temperature high 

enough to produce a fully austenitic structure followed by slow cooling to produce a structure 

that does not contain martensite. In Normalizing, heating to a temperature above critical 

temperature and then allow it to cool in still air.In Quenching, rapid cooling from the 

austenitizing temperature. The part may be cooled in a liquid or rapidly moving air or gas to 

produce a structure that contains martensite. Tempering is the process of heating quenched, 

hardened mild steel below the recrystallization temperature for a certain interval of time 

which is followed by air cooling. 

Low carbon steel is a very versatile and useful material. It can be machined and worked into 

complex shapes has low cost and good mechanical properties. It is forms the vast bulk of the 

steels employed for general structural fabrication, sheet metal and so on. Mainly low carbon 

containing Material are commonly used in the Gear, axle, shaft, bolt and studs. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

The experimentalprocedure for theworkcanbe listedas: 

1. Specimen preparation 

2. Heat treatment 

3. Mechanical properties testing 

 

2.1. Specimen preparation: Sample of Low carbon steel was available in workshop. Two 

types of specimen prepared for different types of testing. First type of specimen of low 

carbon steel of dimensions 50×8×8 mm was cut using power hacksaw for hardness testing. 

For hardness testing, oxide layers formed during heat treatment were removed by stage-wise 

grinding and then polished. Second type of specimen of low carbon steel of dimension 100×8 

mm rod cut with power hacksaw and turn on lathe machine. 

 

2.2. Heat treatment: Low Carbon Steel is primarily heat treated to create matrix 

microstructures and associated mechanical properties not readily obtained in the as-cast 

condition. The principle objective of the work is to carry out the heat treatment of Low 

carbon steel and then to compare the mechanical properties. There are various types of heat 

treatment processeswe hadadopted. 

  
Fig. 1: Muffle furnace Fig. 2: Specimen after heat treatment 

 

2.2.1 Annealing: Annealing is a process of heating the mild steel slightly above the critical 

temperature (723 degrees Centigrade), holding it for that temperature for certain interval of 

time and thenallowing it cool down very slowly in the same furnace. Annealing are 

conducted with following steps. 

a. The specimen was heated to a temperature of 900 degree Celsius. 

b. At 900 degree Celsius the specimen was held for 2 hour. 

c. Then the furnace was switched off so that the specimen temperature will decrease with 

same rate as that of the furnace. 

The objective of keeping the specimen at 900 degree Celsius for 2 hours is to homogenize the 

specimen. The temperature of 900 degree Celsius lies above critical temperature so that the 

specimen at that temperature gets sufficient time to get properly homogenized. The specimen 

was taken out of the furnace after 2 days when furnace temperature had already reached the 

room temperature. 
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2.2.2 Normalizing: Normalizing is a process of heating the material slightly above the 

critical temperature (723 degrees Centigrade), holding it for that temperature for certain 

interval of time and then allowing it to cool down in air.The rate of cooling is much faster 

than annealing. Following steps conducted for normalizing: 

a. Attheverybeginningthespecimenwasheatedtothetemperatureof900degree Celsius. 

b. At 900 degree Celsius the specimen was held for 2 hour 

c. Thenthe furnacewas switched off andthespecimenwas takenout. 

Now the specimen is allowed to cool in the ordinary environment i.e. the specimen is air 

cooled to room temperature. It takes 40 minutes to complete cooling process. 

2.2.3 Quenching: Quenching is the process of heating the mild steel above its critical 

temperature about 723 degree centigrade, holding it at this temperature for some time and 

then cool it in a quenching medium such as water.The rate of cooling is much faster than 

normalizing. Following steps conducted for Quenching: 

a. The specimen was heated to the temperature of around 900 degree Celsius and was allowed 

to homogenize at that temp for 2 hours. 

b. After2hourthespecimenwastakenoutofthefurnaceanddirectlyquenchedin thewater. 

c. Afteraroundhalfanhourthespecimenwastakenoutofthebathandcleaned properly. 

Nowthespecimenattainstheliquidbathtempwithinfewminutes.Buttherate of coolingis 

veryfastbecause the liquiddoesn’treleaseheatreadily. 

2.2.4 Tempering:Tempering is the process of heating quenched, hardened mild steel below 

the recrystallization temperature for a certain interval of time which is followed by air 

cooling. 

Thisistheoneoftheimportantexperimentcarriedoutwiththeobjectiveofthe 

workbeingtoinducesome amountof softnessinthe material by heatingtoa moderatetemperature 

range. 

a. Firstthe‘4’specimenwereheatedto900degreeCelsiusfor2hourandthen 

quenchedintheoilbathmaintainedatroomtemp. 

b. Amongthe4specimen2wereheatedto250degreeCelsius.Butfordifferenttime periodof 

1hour,1.5 hour and2hours respectively. 

c. Now3more specimenswere heatedto450degreeCelsiusandfor thetime periodof 1hour, 1.5 

hour and2hour respectively. 

d. The remainingspecimenswere heatedto650degreeCelsiusforsame time interval of1hour,1.5 

hour and2hour respectively. 

After the specimens got heatedtoa particular temperature fora particular time 

period,theywereair cooled.Theheattreatmentoftemperingatdifferenttempfor differenttime 

periodsdevelopsvarietyof propertieswithinthem. 

 

2.3. Mechanical Properties Testing: 

Asthe objective ofworkistocomparethemechanicalpropertiesof various heat treatedspecimens, 

nowthe specimenswere sentto hardness testingandtensile testing. 

2.3.1 Hardness testing:The heat-treated specimen’shardnesswasmeasuredbymeansof 

Rockwellhardness tester. Theprocedure adoptedcanbe listedasfollows: 

a.FirsttheBraleindenterwasinsertedinthemachine;theloadisadjustedto100 kg.  

b. The minor loadof a 10kgwasfirstappliedto seatof the specimen. 

c. Nowthe major loadappliedandthe depthof indentationisautomatically recordedonadialgage 

interms of arbitraryhardnessnumbers.The dial contains 100 divisions.Each 

divisioncorrespondstoa penetration of.002mm. The 

dialisreversedsothatahighhardness,whichresultsinsmallpenetration,results ina 

highhardnessnumber.Thehardnessvaluethus obtainedwasconvertedintoC scale 

byusingthestandardconverter chart. 
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Fig. 3: Rockwell hardness tester 

3.2 Tensile strength testing: 

TheheattreatedspecimensweretreatedinUTSMachineforobtainingthe% elongation, Ultimate 

Tensile Strength,yieldStrength. Theproceduresfor obtainingthesevaluescan belistedasfollows: 

a. Atfirstthecrosssectionareaofthespecimenwasmeasuredbymeansofan electronicslide caliper 

andthenthe gauge lengthwascalculated. 

b. NowthedistancebetweenthejawsoftheUTSwasfixedtothegaugelengthof thespecimen  

c. The specimen was gripped by the jaws of the holder. 

d. The maximumloadwassetat150KN. 

e. Thespecimenwasloadedtillitfails. 

f. ThecorrespondingLoadvs.Displacementdiagramswere plottedby usingthe software.From 

thedataobtainedthe%elongation,yieldstrengthandultimate tensilestrengthwere 

calculatedbyusingthe followingformulae:- 

%elongation= (change ingaugelengthofspecimen/initial gauge length of the specimen.) *100 

Yieldstrength= loadat 0.2%offsetyield/initialcrosssectionarea 

  Ultimate tensile strength= maximumload/initialcrosssectionarea 

 

 
Fig. 4: Tensile strength testing on UTM 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Hardness of the treated and untreated specimens are determined using standard methods of 

Rockwell hardness testing. For hardness testing, oxide layers formed during heat treatment 

were removed by stage-wise grinding and then polished. Average Rockwell Hardness 

Number readings were determined by taking two hardness readings at different positions on 

the specimen, using a Rockwell hardness tester. 

For tensile properties, tensile specimens were loaded into UTM. Load-elongation data were 

recorded and converted into stress-strain graphs. Yield strength, ultimate (tensile) strength, 
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Young’s modulus and ductility (% elongation and reduction) are determined based on these 

graphs. 

The effect of heat treatment on the mechanical properties (ultimate tensile strength and 

hardness) of the treated and untreated samples is shown in following table. 

 

3.1. Tabulation for hardness testing: 

Table.1:Hardness value of different heated specimen. 

SPECIMENSPECIFICATION TIME HARDNESS 

Quenchedfrom900andtemperedat250 degree Celsius 

1hour 45 

1½ hour 39 

2hour 34 

Quenchedfrom900andtempered at 450degree Celsius 

1hour 38 

1½ hour 34 

2hour 29 

Quenchedfrom900andtemperedat650degreeCelsius 

1hour 31 

1½ hour 27 

2hour 24 

Austempered350 degree Celsius 
1hour 29 

2hour 29 

Untreated Sample  

 
22 

 

Table.2:Hardnessvs.temperingtemperature for constanttemperingtimeof 1hour. 

SpecimenSpecification Time(in hours) Hardness 

Quenched from 900 

andTemperedat250 degree Celsius 
1hour 43 

Quenched from 900 andtempered at 

450degree Celsius 
1hour 36 

Quenched from 900 

andtemperedat650 degree Celsius 
1hour 33 

 

Table.3:Hardnessvs.temperingtemperature for constanttemperingtimeof 2hour. 

SpecimenSpecification Time(in hours) Hardness 

Quenched from 900 

andtemperedat250 degree celsius 
2hour 34 

Quenched from 900 andtempered at 

450degree celsius 
2hour 29 

Quenched from 900 

andtemperedat650 degree celsius 
2hour 22 
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3.2.  Tabulation  for  ultimate  tensile  strength testing: 

Table.4: Tensile propertiesfordifferenttemperingtemperature of1hour. 

SpecimenSpecification 
Time 

(inhours) 

UTS 

(inMpa) 

YieldStrength 

(inMpa) 
Elongation% 

Quenched from900and tempered at250 

degree centigrade 

 

1 

 

 

 

1 

 

548 

 

 

 

548 

 

334 

 

 

 

334 

 

9.654 

 

 

 

9.654 

Quenched from 900 and tempered at450 

degree centigrade 

 

1 

 

 

 

1 

 

497 

 

 

 

497 

 

297 

 

 

 

297 

 

14.369 

 

 

 

14.369 

Quenched from 900 and tempered at650 

degree 

 

1 

 

 

 

1 

 

318 

 

 

 

318 

 

234 

 

 

 

234 

 

20.476 

 

 

 

20.476 

 

Table.5:Tensile propertiesfordifferenttemperingtemperature for2hour. 

SpecimenSpecification 
Time(inh

ours) 

UTS 

(inMpa) 

YieldStrength 

(inMpa) 
Elongation% 

Quenched from 900 and tempered at 250 

degree centigrade 

 

2 

 

 

 

2 

 

412 

 

 

 

412 

 

267.5 

 

 

 

267.5 

 

22.821 

 

 

 

22.821 

Quenched from 900 and tempered at 450 

degree centigrade 

 

2 

 

 

 

2 

 

382 

 

 

 

382 

 

254.6 

 

 

 

254.6 

 

27.514 

 

 

 

27.514 

Quenched from 900 and tempered at 650 

degree centigrade 

 

2 

 

 

 

2 

 

251 

 

 

 

251 

 

198 

 

 

 

198 

 

27.729 

 

 

 

27.729 

 

3.3.Graphs: 

 

1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hardnessfor different temperingtemperature (indegree centigrade) 
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2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VariationinHardnessfordifferent temperingtime 

 

3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variationof %elongationwithdifferenttemperingtemperature(indegree centigrade) 

 

4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variationof %elongationwithdifferenttemperingtime 
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5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variationof yieldstrengthwithdifferenttemperingtime 

 

6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variationof yieldstrengthwithtemperingtemperature. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

5.  

Analysis the result and found that mechanical properties depends largely upon the various 

form of heat treatment operations and cooling rate. Hence depending upon the properties and 

the applications that may be required for any design purpose, a suitable form of heat 

treatment should be adopted. For high ductile and minimum toughness, annealed mild steel 

will give satisfactory results.  

The maximum hardness is obtained for quenched samples while minimum hardness is 

obtained for annealed samples.The maximum impact strength is obtained for normalized 

samples while minimum impact strength is obtained for untreated samples.The maximum 

tensile strength is obtained for quenched samples while minimum tensile strength is obtained 

for annealed samples.The maximum ductility is obtained for annealed samples while 

minimum ductility is obtained for quenched samples. 
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ABSTRACT 

Since the first industrial robots were introduced in the early 1960s, the development of 

robotized welding has been truly remarkable and is today one of the major application areas 

for industrial robots. Robot welding is mainly concerned with the use of mechanized 

programmable tools, known as robots, which completely automate a welding process by both 

performing the weld and handling the part. Robots are quite versatile and hence have been 

used for a variety of welding such as resistance welding and arc welding. This paper deals 

with process parameter of MIG welding and optimization of this parameter. 

 
Keywords: Taguchi’s method, MIG welding, S/N ratio, ANOVA, UTM, L9 array 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Robotic Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding, also known as Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW), 

is a common high deposition rate process that involves feeding a wire continuously toward the 

heated weld tip. It is considered a semi-automatic welding process. MIG welding is one of the 

most popular forms of welding in industrial applications and is an easy process to integrate to 

a robot system. MIG welding provides a faster process than other forms of welding, especially 

whenrobotsareincorporated.MIGweldingrobotsare capable of all-position, adding flexibility to 

the welding system. Safety from dangerous fumes, higher quality welds and more efficient 

processes are just some of the advantages that companies see following MIG welding 

automation. Shielding gas is used to prevent contamination of the molten weld pool while the 

torch is joining parts together to ensure welds are strong and minimize post weld cleanup of a 

part. Utilizing a 6-axis robot designed to mimicthe movement of a human arm in a cell allows 

a torch to be placed precisely where needed to work in the most 

efficientpositioninarepeatablemanner. 

Programsare run by the controller in a cell and programmed by the teach pendant. 

Adjustmentscan be made to welding parameters on the fly, and using the teach pendant the 

robot can be manually positioned as needed by the operator overseeing thecell. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

1. The first stage consists of making the workpiece 

suitableforRobotMIGweldingbymakingthevnotch at a certain angle. In this v notch we have 

to fill the MIG welding electrode. 

2. The next stage of research plan will comprise application of Taguchitechniques. 

3. ThethirdstagecomprisesofformingL9orthogonal 

arraytableinwhicheachofthe9samplesofthe workpiece will be specified within the specific 

limits of current, voltage and wire feed rate. 

4. After formation of L9 array weld the workpieceat different parameter according to L9 

orthogonalarray. 

5. Determining the effects of each welding parameter on tensile testing machine in order to 

find thestrength of weldjoint. 

6. After testing all the specimen conclude the best parameter value which provide the 

optimumresult. 
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2.1. Taguchi’s Method 

Taguchi’s method is a powerful technique for the design of a high-quality system. It 

provides not only, an efficient, but also a systematic way to optimize designs for performance 

and quality. Furthermore, Taguchi parameter design can reduce the fluctuation of system 

performance and quality to the source of variation. Dr. Taguchi of Nippon Telephones and 

Telegraph Company, Japan has developed a method based on " ORTHOGONAL ARRAY " 

experiments which gives much reduced " variance " for the experiment with " optimum 

settings " of control parameters. Thus, the marriage of Design of Experiments with 

optimization of control parameters to obtain BEST results is achieved in the Taguchi Method. 

"Orthogonal Arrays" (OA) provide a set of well balanced (minimum) experiments and Dr. 

Taguchi's Signal-to-Noise ratios (S/N), which are log functions of desired output, serve as 

objective functions for optimization, help in data analysis and prediction of optimum results. 

 

3. UTM (Universal Testing Machine) 

A universal testing machine (UTM), also known as a universal tester material testing 

machine or materials test frame, is used to test the tensile strength and compressive strength of 

materials. The “universal” part of the name reflects that it can perform many standard tensile 

and compression tests on materials, components, and structures. 

UTM consists of 

 Load frame - Usually consisting of two strong supports for themachine.  

 Load cell - A force transducer or other means of measuring the load isrequired. 

 Cross head - A movable cross head (crosshead) is controlled to move up or down. 

 Means of measuring extension or deformation- Extensometers are sometimesused. 

 Output device - A means of providing the test result isneeded. 

 Testfixtures, specimen holding jaws,andrelatedsample making equipment are called for 

in many testmethods. 

Fig 1: Universal testing machine 

 

FORMULA 

1. Speed = Distance /Time 

2. S/N Ratio = -10 x LOG (Mean ofSum Squares of Reciprocal of MeasuredData) 

 

4. SPECIFICATIONS OF MIGWELDING MACHINE: 

Gasmetalarcwelding(GMAW),isaweldingprocess in which an electric arc forms between a 

consumable wire electrode and the work piece metal(s), which heats the work piece metal(s), 

causing them to melt and join. Along with the wire electrode, a shielding gas feeds through the 

welding gun, which shields the process from contaminants in the air. The process can be semi-

automatic or automatic. A constant voltage, direct current power source is most commonly 

used with GMAW, but constant current systems, as well as alternating current, can be used. 
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There arefour primary methods of metal transfer in GMAW, called globular, short-circuiting, 

spray, and pulsed-spray, each of which has distinct properties and corresponding advantages 

and limitations. 

 
Fig 2: MIG welding machine invertor 

 

4.1 Specifications: 

Input voltage vac: 415V±15%  

Frequency (HZ): 50/60 

Rated input current (A): 8.5  

Output current range (A): 50- 400 

Output voltage adjustment (V): 26.5  

Wire-feeding speed (M/MIN): 2.5-18  

Duty cycle (%): 60 

Type of wire feeder: Split  

Efficiency (%):80 

Power factor: 0.73  

Insulation grade:F 

Housing protection grade:IP21  

Net weight (KG):9 

Dimension (INCH): 14.5 x 6 x 9 

 

5. PARAMETERS: 

Parameter is a quantity whose value is selected for the particular circumstances and in 

relation to which other variable quantities may be expressed. These are the ones which 

influence the result. There are 7 parameters involved in MIG welding. They are: - 

1. WeldingCurrent 

2. ArcVoltage 

3. Welding Speed 4. ElectrodeSize 

5. Gas FlowRate 

6. Shielding Gas Composition 

7. WeldingPosition 

 

6. MATERIAL (MILD STEEL) 

TABLE 1: MATERIAL COMPOSITION 

ELEMENT WEIGHT IN% 

Carbon 0.16-0.18 

Silicon 0.40 

Manganese 0.70-0.90 

Sulphur 0.040 

phosphorus 0.040 
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TABLE 2: L9 ORTHOGONAL ARRAY 

Experiment Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 

1 1 1 1 

2 1 2 2 

3 1 3 3 

4 2 1 2 

5 2 2 3 

6 2 3 1 

7 3 1 3 

8 3 2 1 

9 3 3 2 

 

Variables Unit Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Current (I) amp 23 25 27 

Voltage (V) volt 220 235 250 

Welding 

speed (S) 
mm/min 420 470 520 

Fig 3: Tested sample of weld joint 

 

7. APPLICATIONS: 

a) Ejectorpins, 

b) Nozzles 

c) Swagingdies 

d) Insert, cores, and cavities will for the Die Casting 

e) Die casting shotSleeve 

f) Forgingdies 

 

8. EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE 

8.1 Orthogonal Array: 

There are totally 9 experiments to be conducted and each experiment is based on the 

combination of level values as shown in the table. For example, the third experiment is 

conducted by keeping the independent design variable 1 at level 1, variable 2 at level 3, 

variable 3 at level 3, and variable 4 at level 3. The orthogonal arrays have the following 

special propertiesthatreducethenumberofexperimentstobe conducted. 
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8.2 Experimental Setup: 

In this setup three parameters are taken into consideration and are altered so as to obtain the 

optimized result. The three altering parameters are welding current, arc voltage and welding 

speed. Three values of welding current are chosen: 220, 235 and 250amps. 

Three values of arc voltage are chosen: 23, 25 and 27 volts. 

 
Fig 4: Welding setup 

 

8.3 Pre-Experimental Procedure: 

1. The work is cut into the required dimensioni.e 100x30x5 mm. 

2. Then the edges of the work pieces are filed soas to obtain a 90-degree angle when 

attached through a buttjoint. 

3. The working of a machine and the availabilityof shielding gas is verified before beginning 

the experiment. 

 

8.4 Experimental Procedure: 

1. The workpiece is first adjusted in properposition to begin the task ofwelding. 

2. The parameters on the machine are adjusted as current being 190amps,voltagebeing

 20volts. 

3. MIG welding is performed and the welding timeis noted down. 

4. The above procedure is repeated for thedecided nine experimental valuecombinations. 

5. All the parameters are properly noteddown, including the amount of wireconsumed. 

 

Exp Current Voltage Wire Feed Speed 

1 220 23 420 

2 220 25 470 

3 220 27 520 

4 235 23 420 

5 235 25 470 

6 235 27 520 

7 250 23 420 

8 250 25 470 

9 250 27 520 

8.5 Tensile Testing: 

The welded joints go through a destructive testing on Universal Testing Machine to 

determine tensile strength 

1. Theworkpiecewithatotallengthof200mmlength and 160mm gauge length is fit into the 

jaws ofUTM. 

2. The load is slowly applied until the joint finally breaks. 
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3. The value of tensile strength obtained is noted down. 

4. Also, graph isgenerated. 

 

8.6 UTM Setup: 

Clamp a single piece of anything on each of its ends and pull it apart until it breaks. This 

measures how strong it is (tensile strength) how stretchy it is (elongation), and how stiff it is 

(tensile modulus). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Setup on UTM machine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: joint breaking on UTM machine 

8.7 UTM Test Results: 

 

Table 3: UTM Results 

Sample Strength 

1 86.1 

2 94.2 

3 149.5 

4 102.1 

5 78.7 

6 142.7 

7 126.9 

8 132.6 

9 75.8 

 

 

8.8 S/N Ratio: 

The objective of parameter design is to take the innovation which has been proven to work 

in System Design and enhance it so that it will consistently function as intended. Usually by 

using classical parameter design there are a large number of experiments to be carried out 

when the number of the process parameter increases. To solve this task, Taguchi come out 

with a special design of orthogonal arraystostudytheentireparameterspacewithasmall 

numberofexperimentsonly.Taguchirecommendsthe use of the loss function to measure the 

performance characteristics deviating from the desired value (Glen Stuart, 1999). The value of 
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the loss function is further transformed into a signal-to-noise ratio. There are three categories 

of the performance characteristics in the analysis of the S/N ratio, thatis 

1) The smaller- the-better 

2) Thenominal-the-better 

3) Thelarger-the-better 

 

8.9 Analysis Using Variance Method: 

The acronym ANOVA refers to analysis of variance and is a statistical procedure used to 

test the degree to which two or more groups vary or differ in an experiment. The optimal 

combination of the process parameterscanbepredictedbyS/NratioandANOVA analyses. 

Finally, a confirmation experiment is conducted to verify the optimal process parameters 

obtained from the parameter design. The adequacy of 

thedevelopedmodelswastestedusingtheAnalysisof Variance (ANOVA) technique. In this 

project smaller the better is adopted for optimization. To perform an ANOVA, there must be a 

continuous response variableandatleastonecategoricalfactorwithtwoor more levels. The name 

"analysis of variance" is based ontheapproachinwhichtheprocedureusesvariances to determine 

whether the means are different. The procedure works by comparing the variance between 

group means versus the variance within groups as a way of determining whether the groups 

are all part of one larger population or separate populations with differentcharacteristics. 

 

9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this research work effect of main input welding parameters on the tensile strength of 

welded joint in metal inert gas welding process were investigated Results show that among 

main input welding parameters the effect of the welding speed is significant. Increasing the 

welding speed and decreasing the current increases the ultimate tensile strength of welded 

joint.  

 
Fig 7: Interaction plot for strength 

 
Fig 8: Main effect plot for SN ratios 
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In this research work it was observed that the voltage did not contribute as such to weld 

strength. Regardless of the set of the quality characteristic, a greater S/N ratio relates to better 

quality characteristics. Therefore, the optimal level of the process variables is the level with 

the greatest S/N ratio. 

 

 
Fig 9: Voltage, Speed and Strength 

 
Fig 10: Voltage, current and Strength 

 

TABLE 4: Values for Larger is better 

S. No. Current Voltage 
Speed 

(mm/min) 
Strength 

1 220 23 420 86.1 

2 220 25 470 94.2 

3 220 27 520 149.5 

4 235 23 420 102.1 

5 235 25 470 78.7 

6 235 27 520 142.7 

7 250 23 420 126.9 

8 250 25 470 132.6 

9 250 27 520 75.8 

 

10. CONCLUSION 

The optimization of parameters by the Taguchi's orthogonal array has proved to be an 

excellent tool. This experimentation has provided a significant result by considering small 

experimentation values. The three parameters are contributing to the response and all have 

been considered for experimentation of MIG welding. Among these the best result was found 

with welding speed of 520 mm/min, voltage 27 volts and current 220amps. The S/N ratios of 

predicted values and verification test values are valid when compared with optimum values. 
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The S/N ratios are found to be within the limits of the predicted value and the work has 

fulfilled by the objective. Hence it can be concluded the parameters are valid and within the 

range of the machining standards. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dairy farming is of crucial importance to India. The country is the world's largest milk 

producer, accounting for more than 13% of world’s total milk production. Heating water 

accounts for more than 30% of the energy in Dairy Farming of India. Apart from that rising 

fuel prices have had a tremendous impact on milk processing industry nowadays, the industry 

is constantly adopting various technologies to reduce operational costs the result of which 

various dairies have adopted low cost fuel as an option regardless the pollution & other 

unhygienic impacts. Today milk processing plants need to transform & divert their attention 

to cleaner production/processing & need to opt for renewable energy as a source of fuel. One 

of such source is concentrated solar thermal (CST) technologies. The use of an appropriate 

solar technology can have a positive impact on the energy and environmental scenario of 

Dairy farming at a large. The solar steam or pressurized hot water generated by solar boiler / 

solar thermal concentrator can be used for heat treatment process such as 

pasteurization/sterilization and washing of dairy appliances/process equipment.  
 

Key words: Solar water heater, dairy farming, solar energy  

 

I. I. INTRODUCTION  

India is the world's no. 1 milk producing country, with an output of 134 million tons in 2014 

as reported by the National Dairy Development Board, and is second only to the European 

Union in production. Furthermore, milk production in India is growing at an annual rate of 

5%, far ahead of the global average of 1.35%. Nearly 16% of the milk sold in the domestic 

market is processed into dairy products (baby foods, ice cream, whey powder, casein, and 

milk albumin) and that requires heat. There are some 700 milk processing plants in the formal 

dairy sector. While most of the hot water requirements are at the dairy processing plant, there 

is also a minimal need for hot water to clean containers at the collection and chilling center. 

Thermal energy is used for various processes, such as pasteurization and washing. At the 

dairy processing plant, a central boiler produces steam which is then used to heat water. The 

common practice in the dairy industry is to use petroleum fuels for steam generation in 

boilers. Concentrating solar power typically saves between 1 and 5% on petroleum fuel 

consumption. Space for solar water heaters is less of a constraint for dairies than it is in other 

industries. Because treatment facilities already exist for supplying boiler feed water, water 

quality is also not an important issue. Rapid growth in the organized dairy industry offers a 

significant opportunity for solar thermal systems.   

 

II. II. CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING OF SOLAR WATER HEATER 

In general, a solar water heater system consists of a collector, an insulated tank, a pump, one 

or two heat exchangers and a control system. The collectorabsorbs the solar radiations falling 

on it and transfers it to working medium flowing through it. The heated working fluid is 

stored in an insulated tank until required for use. The pump affects the transfer of working 

fluid through heat collector and heat exchanger from where the working fluid gives solar heat 

to the process. Control system is generally the thermostat or valve that ensures the operation 

of the system in controlled manner. The processes of collection transfer and storage, being 

main operations in solar water heater are explained below.  
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A. Collector  

It has a dark surface generally made up of metal, to absorb radiation from the sun and 

conduct it to the thermic fluid, also known as working fluid. The collector is usually insulated 

with 2.8-8.0 cm thick insulation to prevent loss of heat to environment. The collector 

assembly is covered by glass or plastic which permits the entry of short waves but opaque to 

longer infrared radiations reflected from absorber. The glass cover usually has thickness of 

about 4-5 cm and heat gets trapped between glass cover and absorber plate like greenhouse 

effect. The absorber plate usually has thickness of 0.2 - 0.7 mm, diameter 1-1.5 cm and the 

pith 5-12 cm. Absorber material must have higher thermal conductivity, higher strength and 

resistance to corrosion. Copper is most preferable due to higher thermal conductivity (385 

W/m.K). There are different collectors based on glazing effect, reflectivity and transparency 

at various wavelengths, heat retention and life expectancy. There are types of collector 

discussed below:  

 

B. Flat plate collector 

Flat plate collector uses thermal absorber having an area of 1.5 - 3.0 square meters in a single 

enclosure. The assembly is placed inside a waterproof insulated housing, with insulation 

underneath the plate to prevent heat loss to roof. Insulating materials must be selected to 

withstand temperature of 300°C so that the panel can withstand exposure to direct sunlight 

with no thermal load, known as “stagnation”. The flat plat collectors are of two types:   

 

(a.) Liquid flat plate  

The mode of heat transfers in liquid filled flat plate is conduction. In this thermal 

conductivity is important factor which states the rate of heat transfer. But in air filled flat 

plate heating thermal conductivity is not an important parameter. In liquid containing flat 

plate collector corrosion is more in comparison to air type.  

 

(b.) Air filled flat plate  

Similar to liquid filled flat plate collector but in this air is used as working fluid. These are 

further classified into following types:   

 

C. Porous type  

Air stream flows through the absorber plate. Cooled air stream is introduced from the upper 

surface and passed through porous absorber plate. Porosity provides higher heat transfer 

surface and provides more residence time due to friction inside pores. Hence, it reduces the 

heating time but pressure drop is higher. Some of the examples of porous types collectors are: 

Slit or expanded metal, Transpired honey comb, Broken bottle and Overlapped glass type. 

 

D. Non-porous type  

Air stream flows over the absorber plate. Heat exchange occurs at the surface only, thus it 

rates of heat exchange is comparatively less but storage time in such units is quite more. 

These are further classified into Simple flat plate, Finned flat plate and V-corrugate.  

 

E. Concentrating type  

It is installed when high temperature is required. This is achieved by concentrating high 

intensity solar radiation on absorbing surface. It uses optical system in the form of reflector or 

refractor.  

In reflecting type mirror is used while in refracting type Fresnel lens is used. Radiation is 

concentrated on the smaller area such that radiations get magnified form 1.5 or 2.0 to 10,000 
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times as a result the fluid passes can be heated to a temperature of 500ºC. These are of 

following types:  

 

F. Focusing type 

This optical system focuses the solar radiation on to the absorber. These collectors are Line 

focusing and Point- focusing types, which can achieve temperature of 150-400 C and above 

500 oC, respectively.   

In Line-focusing type, the solar radiation is focused on the pipeline carrying thermic fluid, 

whereas, in Point-focusing type, solar radiations are focused on small volume (point) through 

which thermic fluid flows.  

 

G. Non-focusing type  

It is modified plate type and the rays are allowed to fall on absorber using reflection in 

mirror. These are classified as: Flat Plate collector with plane reflector and Compound 

parabolic concentrator.  

 

III. POSSIBILITY OF SOLAR ENERGY IN DAIRY INDUSTRY  

Solar power is an emerging technology that has the potential to reshape the way we think 

about energy and where it comes from. By harnessing the free energy given off by the sun it 

is possible to lower or eliminate the cost of powering daily electrical needs. On the roof top 

of dairy farm and processing plant, solar photo-voltaic systems can be installed for generation 

of electrical energy. The power thus generated can be used for performing various operations 

such as heating, cooling, cleaning, lightening, ventilation etc. Solar thermal systems can 

greatly contribute to energy savings during the production processes in the dairy sector, 

which demand water temperatures of <80 degree collectors can also be used for pre-heating 

the water entering the installation’s steam boiler. In this case, the energy contribution of the 

solar system is relatively small both in comparison with the total energy demand, as well as 

in absolute figures. There are some dairy processing operations which can be particularly 

completed very easily by solar energy. 

A.Low temperature processes < 800C Such processes are:  

• Bottle washing 600C  

• Pasteurization 700C  

• Yogurt maturation 40-450C  

• CIP (Cleaning-in-Place) 70-800C  

B.High temperature processes >1000C  

Such processes demand hot water of very high temperatures. More precisely:  

• Bottles sterilization  

• UHT treatment (milk sterilization)  

• Multiple stage evaporation  

• Spray drying 

 

IV. SOLAR HEATING FOR STEAM GENERATION IN DAIRY PLANT  

Low temperature steam is extensively used in sterilization processes and desalination 

evaporator supplies. Parabolic trough collectors (PTCs) are high efficient collectors 

commonly used in high temperature applications to generate steam. PTCs use three concepts 

to generate steam the steamflash, direct or in situ and the unfired-boiler. In the steamflash 

method, pressurized hot water is flashed in a separate vessel to generate steam. Oil fired 

Boiler is feed with normal water for the routine operation. On installation of solar water 

heater, the feed water of the boiler raised to 670C from 270C. On inspection and verification it 

is found that an average 3000 l of feed water being utilized per day. Due to this the thermal 
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load saving to the extent of 120000 kcal/day saved which amounts to 4774.20 l of Furnace oil 

saved per annum.   

 

IV. V. SOLAR DRYING IN DAIRY OPERATION  

Solar drying and dehydration systems use solar irradiance either as the solely power supply to 

heat the air or as a supplementary energy source. Conventional drying systems burn fossil 

fuels for their performance while the solar dryers take advantage of sun irradiation for drying 

and dehydration processes in industries such as bricks, plants, fruits, coffee, wood, textiles, 

leather, green malt and sewage sludge. They are categorized into 2 main groups: high and 

low temperature dryers. Almost all high temperature dryers are currently heated by fossil 

fuels or electricity but low temperature dryers can use either fossil fuels or solar energy. Low 

temperature solar thermal energy is ideal for use in preheating processes as well. Drying of 

milk powder, due to the high constant energy demand, is another important consumer. In the 

production, milk and whey are spray-dried in huge towers with air, which is heated from 120- 

1800C. The drying process can have a running time up to about 8000 h per annum. Solar 

energy is used mainly for the preheating of air which supplied to the air heater. It increases 

temperature of air 350C to 800C by use of solar energy. It reduces the load of air heater, cost 

saving, less pollution of air.  

 

V. VI. CONCLUSION  

India has huge availability of green energy and limited resources of fossil fuels forces us 

toward solar energy. India has sufficient amount of sunshine that favors solar energy 

investments. Investment in solar energy technology should be encouraged as the merits 

include: pollution free environment, free renewable and energy source, high reliability and 

low maintenance costs. The use of solar energy in the dairy is generally found for hot water 

supply to boiler, hot water generator for processing of milk or for CIP cleaning.  We can use 

solar energy at chilling center for cooling/refrigeration purpose, for solar drying, for pumping 

dairy fluid, for room conditioning, for cold storage of milk & milk products, for lighting and 

for electric fencing. All these processes are operated on grid electric supply. To overcome 

problem of peak load penalty, the part load can be shared by solar based system for such 

operations. 
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ABSTRACT 

Studies on the use of natural fibers as replacement to man-made fiber in fiber-reinforced 

composites have increased and opened up further industrial possibilities. The physical and 

mechanical properties of these NFPCs can be further enhanced through the chemical 

treatment; while moisture absorption can be reduced through surface modification of fibers 

such as alkalization and addition of coupling agents.Natural fibers have the advantages of low 

density, low cost, and biodegradability. However, the main disadvantages of natural fibers in 

composites are the poor compatibility between fiber and matrix and the relative high moisture 

sorption. Therefore, chemical treatments are considered in modifying the fiber surface 

properties. In this paper, the different chemical modifications on natural fibers for use in 

natural fiber-reinforced composites are reviewed. The effects of chemical treatment of the 

natural fiber properties were also addressed. The adhesion between the fiber surface and the 

polymer matrix may not only modify the fiber surface but also increase fiber strength. Water 

absorption of composites is reduced and their mechanical properties were improved.  
 

Keywords: Fiber-reinforced composites, Natural fiber, Chemical modifications, Surface treatments, Flexural 

Strength, Tensile Strength. 

 

1. Introduction: 

According to matrix constituent, composites are classified into organic-matrix composites, 

metal matrixcomposites (MMCs) and ceramic-matrix composites. Among these composites, 

MMCs provide significantlyenhanced properties such as higher strength, specific modulus, 

damping capacity, stiffness, and good wear resistance andweight savings. The major 

disadvantage of MMC usually lies in the relatively high cost of fabrication and of 

thereinforcement materials. In terms of shape, the reinforcement material may be sub-divided 

into four majorcategories (i) Continuous fibres (ii) Short fibres (chopped fibres which are not 

necessarily having same length) (iii) Whiskers and (iv) Particles.  

Among various reinforcements, particles are the most common and cheapestreinforcement. 

While continuous fiber reinforcement MMCs provide the most effective strengthening (in a 

givendirection), particle reinforced MMCs are more attractive due to their cost-effectiveness, 

isotropic properties, andtheir ability to be processed using similar technologies which are 

used for the monolithic materials. Natural fibers as reinforcement are being incorporated in 

composites as opposed to synthetic fibers, due to their positive environmental benefits such 

as biodegradability and less occupational hazard during processing. In addition, these fibers 

provide advantages such as low cost, easy availability, low density, good toughness and 

reasonable specific strength [1-3]. Natural fibers are obtained from various parts of the plant, 

but the one obtained from stem (bast) is most frequently used for reinforcing composites with 

thermoplastic matrix. The most commonly used bast fibers are flax, hemp, kenaf and jute. 

Hemp and flax have excellent tensile strength along with low density which makes them the 

most frequent choice of reinforcing fibers [4]. However, high moisture absorption and low 

thermal stability of natural fibers present significant challenges for the wide application of 
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these materials[5].Natural fiber reinforced polymer composites have beneficial properties 

such as low density, less expensive, and reduced solidity when compared to synthetic 

composite products, thus providing advantages for utilization in commercial applications 

(automotive industry, buildings, and constructions). Using natural fibers as reinforcement for 

polymeric composites introduces positive effect on the mechanical behavior of polymers. The 

effects of chemical treatment of the natural fiber properties were also addressed. The physical 

and mechanical properties of these NFPCs can be further enhanced through the chemical 

treatment, while moisture absorption of the NFPCs can be reduced through surface 

modification of fibers such as alkalization and addition of coupling agents. 

 

2. FACTORSAFFECTINGMECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OFNFCS 

Fibreselection: Fibre type is commonly categorized based on its origin: plant, animal or 

mineral. All plant fibres contain cellulose as their major structural component, whereas 

animal fibres mainly consist of protein. Although mineral-based natural fibres exist within 

the asbestos group of minerals and were once used extensively in composites, these are now 

avoided due to associated health issues (carcinogenic through inhalation/ingestion) and are 

banned in many countries. Generally, much higher strength and stiffness are obtainable with 

the higher performance plant fibres than the readily available animal fibres. An exception to 

this is silk, which can have very high strength, but is relatively expensive, has lower stiffness 

and is less readily available [6]. This makes plant-based fibres the most suitable for use in 

composites with structural requirements and therefore the focus of this review. Furthermore, 

plant fibre can suitably be grown in many countriesandcan be harvested after short periods. 

Generally, higher performance is achieved with varieties having higher cellulose content and 

with cellulose micro fibrils aligned more in the fibre direction which tends to occur in bast 

fibres (e.g. flax, hemp, kenaf, jute and ramie) that have higher structural requirements in 

providing support for the stalk of the plant. The properties of natural fibres vary considerably 

depending on chemical composition and structure, which relate to fibre type as well as 

growing conditions, harvesting time, extraction method, treatment and storage procedures. 

Strength has been seen to reduce by 15% over 5 days after optimum harvest time and 

manually extracted flax fibres have been found to have strength 20% higher than those 

extracted mechanically. Strength and stiffness of natural fibres are generally lower than glass 

fibre, although stiffness can be achieved with natural fibres comparable to those achieved 

with glass fibre. However, the specific properties compare more favorably; specific Young’s 

modulus can be higher for natural fibres and specific tensile strength can compare well with 

lower strength E-glassfibres. 

Matrixselection The matrix is an important part of a fibre-reinforced composite. It provides a 

barrier against adverse environments, protects the surface of the fibres from mechanical 

abrasion and it transfers load to fibres. The most common matrices currently used in NFCs 

are polymeric as they are light weight and can be processed at low temperature. Both 

thermoplastic and thermo set polymers have been used for matrices with natural fibres. 

Matrix selection is limited by the temperature at which natural fibres degrade. Most of the 

natural fibres used for reinforcement in natural fibre composite are thermally unstable above 

2000C, although under some circumstances it is possible for them to be processed at higher 

temperature for a short period of time. Due to this limitation, only thermoplastics that soften 

below this temperature such as polyethylene (PE), PP, polyolefin, polyvinyl chloride and 

polystyrene and Thermosets (which can be cured below this temperature) are useable as a 

matrix. However, it should be noted that the thermoplastics named constitute the most 

common thermoplastics consumed by the plastics industry and far outweighs the use of any 

other thermoplastic matricesgenerallyused.Indeed,PPandPEarethetwo most commonly 

adopted thermoplastic matrices for NFCs. The main thermo sets used are unsaturated 
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polyester (UP), epoxy resin, phenol formaldehyde and VE resins. Thermoplastics are capable 

of being repeatedly softened by the application of heat and hardened by cooling. 

Fibreorientation: The best mechanical properties can generally be obtained for composites 

when the fibre is aligned parallel to the direction of the applied load. However, it is more 

difficult to get alignment with natural fibres than for continuous synthetic fibres. Some 

alignment is achieved during injection moulding, dependent on matrix viscosity and mould 

design. However, to get tohigher degrees of fibre alignment, long natural fibre can be carded 

and placed manually in sheets prior to matrix impregnation. Alternatively, traditional textile 

processing of fibres can be employed including spinning to enable a continuous yarn to be 

produced. However, as the name suggests, this does involve a degree of fibre twist. 

 

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

Fig.1:(a) Experimental setup used for composite fabrication, (b) Hemp preparation. 

 

Aligned fibre yarns can also be produced by wrap spinning, a method used since the 1970s 

in the textile industry; here short fibre can be converted to a continuous form through the use 

of a continuous strand wrapped around discontinuous fibre with sufficient frequency to 

provide the required integrity for subsequent processing. The continuous strand can be from 

the same type of fibre as the short fibre or can be thermoplastic and form the matrix material 

during compression moulding (CM). Thermoplastic fibre to be converted to the matrix can 

also be used aligned in the yarn direction to act as support for the natural fibre. Research 

comparing aligned fibre yarn with conventional twisted yarns for flax epoxy composites has 

demonstrated improved tensile and flexural strength and stiffness with unidirectional yarn 

More recently, continuous fibre tape has been produced through using the fibres own pectin as 

an adhesive using a water mist and then drying whilst stretched. Continuous material can be 

employed in processing in much the same way as continuous synthetic fibre (e.g. filament 

winding, pultrusion) to give good degrees of fibre alignment within the composite, although it 

should not be forgotten that this is not the same as alignment of the cellulose chains as these 

tend to have an angle relative to the elemental fibre direction (microfibrillar angle) 

2.7.Porosity An often overlooked component of NFCs, porosity has long been known to have 

shown to have a large influence on mechanical properties of composites in general and much 

effort has gone into reducing it in synthetic fibre composites. It arises due to inclusion of air 

during processing, limited wettability of fibres, lumens and other hollow features within 

fibres/fibre bundles  
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Fig.2: Three dimensional view of specimen. 

(Which may become closed during processing at high pressure) and due to the low ability 

of fibres to compact. Porosity in NFCs has been shown to increase with fibre content, more 

rapidly once the geometrical compaction limit has been exceeded, dependent on fibre type and 

orientation of fibre; flax/PP composites were found to have porosity increasing from 4 to 8 

volume% as fibre content increased from 56 to 72%. As mentioned earlier, its inclusion in 

models has been shown to give improved prediction of strength and stiffness. 

3. INFLUENCE OFMOISTURE/WEATHERING 

As mentioned previously, moisture absorption is one of the main disadvantages 

experienced with NFCs. It has been shown to increase with increased fibre content and 

temperature as well as being influenced by fibre treatment/coupling agent and fibre 

arrangement. It is commonly associated with swelling of NFCs and reduced mechanical 

performance with the exception of impact energy which is commonly seen to increase. Even 

with hydrophobic matrices such as PP, tensile and flexural properties of NFCs have been 

found to reduce considerably over a few weeks submersion in water with degradation rate 

increasing at higher temperatures. MAPP used as a coupling agent has been seen to slow 

moisture uptake, reduce saturation moisture content and provide better properties after 

exposure to moisture for reinforced PP matrix composites; however, large reductions in 

properties even with MAPP are found to occur, with for example reductions of strength for 

wood/PP composites after238 days, during which time saturation moisture content occurred, 

of 32%, 45% and 59% for 30, 50 and 700C respectively. 

To overcome these drawbacks, natural fibers are subjected to surface modifications such as 

physical or chemical treatment or use of coupling agents [6-8]. The main objective of this 

study is to investigate the effect of alkali and silane treatment on the thermalstability of the 

hemp fiber used as reinforcement in composite system with thermoplastic matrix. 10wt% of 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and 10wt% of Nitric Acid were used for surface treatment of hemp 

fibers and treated for 24 hours. Processing of plastic composites using natural fibers as 

reinforcement has increased dramatically in recent years [1–5]. Fiber- reinforced composites 

consist of fiber as reinforcement and a polymer as matrix. Plastic polymers including high 

density polyethylene (HDPE), low density polyethylene (LDPE), polypropylene (PP), 

polyether ether ketone (PEEK), etc. have been reported as the matrices [1–9]. Traditional 

fiber-reinforced composites use various types of glass, carbon, aluminum oxide, and many 

others as reinforcing component. Natural fibers, especially bast (bark) fibers, such as flax, 

hemp, jute, henequen and many others were applied by some researchers as fiber 

reinforcement for composites in recent years. [1–5, 9–11]. Advantages of natural fibers over 

man-made fibers include low density, low cost, recyclability and biodegradability [12–14]. 

These advantages make natural fibers potential replacement for glass fibers in composite 

materials. Mechanical properties of natural fibers, especially flax, hemp, jute and sisal, are 

very good and may compete with glass fiber in specific strength and modulus [5, 6]. Natural 

fiber-reinforced composites can be applied in the plastics, automobile and packaging 

industries to cut down on material cost[7]. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Materials: Industrial hemp fibers were obtained from Hempline Inc. (Canada). The 

average density of the fiber was 0.86 g/cm3 and the moisture content was approximately 6%. 

NaOH pellets were obtained from Fisher Scientific (U.S.A) and the triethoxyvinylsilane 

solution was obtained from Sigma Aldrich Inc. (U.S.A). 

CHEMICALTREATMENTS 

Alkaline treatment or mercerization is one of the most used chemical treatment of natural 

fibers when used to reinforce thermoplastics and thermosets. The important modification done 

by alkaline treatment is the disruption of hydrogen bonding in the network structure, thereby 

increasing surface roughness. This treatment removes a certain amount of lignin, wax and oils 

covering the external surface of the fiber cell wall, depolymerizes cellulose and exposes the 

short length crystallites [18]. Addition of aqueous sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to natural fiber 

promotes the ionization of the hydroxyl group to the alkoxide[25]: 

Fiber-OH+ NaOH -> Fiber –O – Na + H2O 

Table 1: Observations in the thermal test. 

Testing 

Temperature/Duration 

Test Method Weight Loss 

% 

Color Changes 

1000C/15 minutes AILTL/INT/TM/03 0.11 Light Yellow 

1500C/15 minutes AILTL/INT/TM/03 0.48 Brown 

2000C/15 minutes AILTL/INT/TM/03 1.08 Dark Brown 

2500C/15 minutes AILTL/INT/TM/03 2.09 Brown Black 

3000C/15 minutes AILTL/INT/TM/03 6.55 Black 

 

Some acid where also tested as they are reactive or not as some of acid where 10% of Nitric 

Acid for 24 hrs and 10% Sulphuric Acid for 24 hrs and 10% for HCL for 24 Hrs.There was no 

weight loss obtained and Color changes were also not observed and so it is a positive sign. 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Flexural test: Three-point bend tests were performed in Instron 1195 machine in accordance 

with ASTM D790 to measure the flexural strength of the composites. The breaking energy 

was calculated from the area under the load/displacement curve to the break point and the 

toughness was obtained by dividing the energy to break by the volume of the test specimen. 

The flexural inter laminar shear strength (LSS) of the composites which is the maximum 

shear stress that a material can withstand before it ruptures, was calculated in the stress units 

based on the area of the sheared edge. 

 

Shear strength: Inter laminar shear strength (ILSS): It is the maximum shear stress that a 

material can withstand before rupture. 

It was calculated on the stress units based on the area of the sheared edge 

ILSS = 0.75P/(b*h),P-load, b-width & h-thickness, Bending Strength = 3PL/2bh2 

L-span length, P-load, b-width & h-thickness 
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                     (a)                                                                          (b) 

 

 
                     (c)                                                                          (d) 

 

 
(e) 

Fig.3: (a) Specimen after 10 min of heating at 1000C (b) Specimen after 10 min of heating at 

1500C (c) Specimen after 10 min of heating at 2000C (d) Specimen after 10 min of heating at 

2500C (e) Specimen after 10 min of heating at 3000C. 

 

TENSILE TEST: Among the many mechanical properties of plastic as well as composite 

materials, tensile properties are probably the most frequently considered, evaluated, and used 

throughout the industry. These properties are an important indicator of the material's behavior 

under loading in tension. Tensile testing provides these useful data: tensile yield strength, 

tensile strength at break (ultimate tensile strength), tensile modulus (Young's modulus), and 

elongation at yield and break. The tensile strength (σ) is given by 

b=12. 7 mm, H=4.5 mm, σ = F/ b h N/mm, Where F: load, b: width of the sample h: 

thickness of the sample Strain or elongation is defined as: ε = lo / Δl, Where Δl: is the 

extension lo: the initial gauge length. The Young's modulus in tension (Et) is the slope of the 

stress vs. strain curve evaluated at small strains, where the response is linear. The 3-point 

bend test results revealed that the composites prepared with fibers treated for 4 h showed 

maximum improvements. The ILSS of the composites showed an improvement of 26.5% 

with respected to composites prepared from untreated fabrics. In case of 8 h treated fiber 
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composites the fibers became rigid and brittle owing to the development of crystallinity 

causing high strength and low extensibility. 
 

THERMALPROPERTIES: Specimens Were Tested On Different Temperature For 15 
Minutes For Hecking Till What Temperature Will It Sustain And Do Not Catch Fire. There 
Was Some Weight Loss Observed During The Process Was Carried Out. 

ALKALI TREATMENT: Hemp fibers were treated using 10wt% of NaOH solution. 

Fibers were immersed in the NaOH solution for 24 hours at 50°C followed by distilled water 

cleaning until their pH value ranged from 6.8 to 7.2. Fibers were dried in the oven at 80°C for 

10 hours and stored in desiccators prior to surface characterizationstudies. 

It is clearly observed that the NaOH treatment improves the tensile strength and Energyto 

Break Point. An improvement in the tensile strength of the 3 layer fiber compositeswas 

observed with increasing from 11.49 MPa to 57.15 MPa in the case of untreated fiberand 

fiber treatment by NaOH 10 %, 4hours. This can be understood that the removal ofthe 

hemicellulose and a part of the lignin by alkali treatment can increase the interfacialadhesion 

between the matrix and NaOH treated fiber. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS: 

The following points are drawn from the current project work- 

1. The natural fiber-reinforced composites are a potential substitute of glass fiber-

reinforced composites hence natural fibers can be used effectively as reinforcements. 

2. In order to exploit the full potential of natural fibers, the limitations existed with them, 

must be overcome by appropriate fiber surface treatment. 

3. The 3-point bend test results revealed that the composites prepared with fibers 

treatedfor 4 h showed maximum improvements. The ILSS of the composites showed 

animprovement of 26.5% with respectto composites prepared from untreated fabrics.  

4. It is clearly observed that the NaOH treatment improves the tensile strength and 

Energyto Break Point. An improvement in the tensile strength of the 3 layer fiber 

compositeswas observed with increasing from 11.49 MPa to 57.15 MPa in the case of 

untreated fiberand fiber treatment by NaOH 10 %, 4hours. 
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ABSTRACT 

To overcome the disadvantages i.e, over heating of tool and substrates, cracking etc. in 

Friction stir welding, Underwater Friction Stir Welding (UFSW) was introduced. It is an 

innovative and emerging technique of joining various similar and dissimilar ferrous and non 

ferrous materials/alloys. It is a solid state joining process which is done beneath the water 

with non consumable electrode. It has various advantages i.e. Good mechanical properties, 

Improved safety due to the absence of toxic fumes , Easily automated on simple milling 

machines, Can operate in all positions (horizontal, vertical, etc.),  Low environmental impact 

etc. In this paper, joining of Al356 alloys of thickness 8 mm was fabricated using UFSW with 

different process parameters i.e tool tip, tilt angle and no. of passes.  Characterization of the 

weld joints is carried out by Microstructure analysis, XRD analysis, Tensile strength, % 

elongation and Hardness. Microstructure analysis reveals that the joint is clearly visible. 

Onion rings are visible and proper mixing of substrates at the interface was observed. No 

cracks and voids are visible at the joint.  XRD analysis indicates that the compound present at 

the joint improves the property of the joint. Tensile strength and Elongation was calculated 

on Instron Tensometer using ASTM E-8 standard specimen. 

 
Keywords: Underwater Friction Stir Welding, Microstructure, joining, Tensile Strength, Hardness, XRD 

analysis  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Friction Stir Welding (FSW) was first patented in 1991 by Thomas et al. from ‘The Welding 

Institute’, England. Various industries like aerospace, automobile, railways etc found its 

application. It is a worn to join assortment types of composites, alloys, metals, ceramics, 

polymers etc. [1].To overcome the heating problem in FSW, Under Water Friction Stir 

Welding (UFSW) has come into continuation. UFSW is one the sophisticated techniques of 

welding. It is really new-fangled and promising technology. In this technique, a non-

consumable rotating tool runs over the substrates under the water which results into the 

generation of heat due to friction. It takes place at temperatures beneath the melting point of 

the material. This leads to plastic deformation and softening of substrates in the neighborhood 

of the tool area. Then, the substratescan be effortlessly joined. There are diverse advantages 

of UFSW over supplementary welding techniques such as, it consumes less energy, provides 

improved mechanical properties, less distortion, easily automated on simple milling machine, 

low cost setup, provide good surface finish , eco-friendly, easy to handle etc. Key advantage 

of this process is that, it doesn’t require shielding gas and filler material for welding which 

formulate this process cheaper. Moreover it also minimizes various welding defect like 

porosity, shrinkage, splatter, embrittlement, solidification, cracking etc. There are various 

application of UFSW in sub area pipelines, repairing of ships beneath the water etc. 

Zhang et al. (2014) investigated 6061-T6 aluminum alloy to pure copper joint using UFSW. 

Author compared UFSW with FSW. Author found that the amount of the intermetallic in the 

underwater weld is less than in the classical weld. Author alsoresulted that Al-Cu diffusion 

interlayer at the Al-Cu interface of the underwater weld was thinner than that of the classical 
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weld [2].Zhang et al.obtained the optimum welding condition for underwater FSW. Author 

developed a mathematical model to optimize the welding parameters. Author concluded that 

tensile strength of UFSW is higher than the maximum tensile strength obtained in normal 

condition.[3]Kuai-sheWang et al. (2012) joined 2017 Al ally using UFSW. Author resulted 

that by using UFSW an ultrafine grained microstructure with the mean grain size of ∼0.7 μm 

is obtained in the weld nugget [4].Lui et al.(2011)joined2219 aluminum alloy using UFSW 

at a fixed rotation speed and various welding speeds. Author concluded that precipitate 

deterioration in the thermal mechanically affected zone and the heat affected zone is 

weakened with the increase of welding speed. Author also resulted that tensile strength firstly 

increases with the welding speed but dramatically decreases at the welding speed of 

200 mm/min due to the occurrence of groove defect [5].Hui-jie et al. (2010)discussed UFSW 

of 2219 aluminum alloy in order to improve the joint performance by varying welding 

temperature. Author resulted that the tensile strength of the joint is improved from 324 MPa 

to 341 MPa by external water cooling action. Author indicated that joint tends to fracture at 

the interface between the weld nugget zones[6].   

Kwon et al. (2009) conducted the friction stir welding between 2mm thick 5052 aluminum 

alloy plates. The tool rotation speeds were ranged between 500 to 3000 rpm under a constant 

traverse speed of 100 mm/min. He concluded that grain size in the FSW zone is lesser than 

that of the base metal and the tensile strength of the joint is more and ductility is less than that 

of the parent metal [6].Subramanian et al. (2008) studied about the probe geometry and 

testing the effect of various shapes like straight cylindrical, tapered cylindrical, threaded 

cylindrical, square, and triangular for the microstructure, tensile strength, and micro hardness 

of Al 2219 welds and studied about various pin profiles. He revealed that the tool pin force 

contributions and weld quality during welding are altered due to the optimization of the tool. 

He resulted that square pin profile is the perfect pin for FSW [7].Kumar et al. (2012) applied 

Taguchi approach to analyze the optimal process parameters for optimum tensile strength and 

hardness of welded dissimilar A6061 and A6082 alloys. An orthogonal array of L9 is 

implemented and the analysis of variance is employed to investigate the importance of 

parameters on responses. The experimental tests, conducted according to combination of 

rotational speed, tool tilt and types of tool pin profile parameters. The results indicate that the 

rotational speed is most significant process parameter that has the highest influence on tensile 

strength and hardness, followed by tool pin profile and tool tilt. The optimum results verified 

by conducting confirmation experiments. The predicted optimal value of tensile strength and 

hardness of dissimilar joints produced by friction stir welding are 267.74 MPa and 80.55 

HRB, respectively [5]. Qian et al. (2012) used the “slipping and sticking” terminology. They 

studied torque oscillations which exists at the same frequency of tool rotation and which is 

because of the cyclical material transfer in butt welds of 1100-H14 but they did not study 

lower frequency oscillations [2]. Thompson et al. (2012) discovered all in one exit hole 

elimination technique to tackle special process issues such as keyhole [3]. Wang et al. (2012) 

produced 2017 aluminum alloy plates with an ultrafine grained (UFG) by equal channel 

angular processing (ECAP) and then were joined by underwater friction stir welding 

(underwater FSW). X-ray diffractmeter (XRD), transmission electron microscope (TEM), 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) and micro hardness tester were adopted to investigate 

the microstructural and mechanical characteristics of the FSW joint. The results indicate that 

an ultrafine grained microstructure with the mean grain size of ∼0.7 μm is obtained in the 

weld nugget by using water cooling. However, The FSW joint exhibits softening compared 

with the ultrafine grained based material and the heat affected zone (HAZ) has the lowest 

hardness owing to the coarsening of the strengthening precipitates [4]. Kumar et al. (2012) 

applied Taguchi approach to analyze the optimal process parameters for optimum tensile 

strength and hardness of welded dissimilar A6061 and A6082 alloys. An orthogonal array of 
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L9 is implemented and the analysis of variance is employed to investigate the importance of 

parameters on responses. The experimental tests, conducted according to combination of 

rotational speed, tool tilt and types of tool pin profile parameters. The results indicate that the 

rotational speed is most significant process parameter that has the highest influence on tensile 

strength and hardness, followed by tool pin profile and tool tilt. The optimum results verified 

by conducting confirmation experiments. The predicted optimal value of tensile strength and 

hardness of dissimilar joints produced by friction stir welding are 267.74 MPa and 80.55 

HRB, respectively [5]. Kolluri et al. (2012) did experiment on composite tools W–Re tool 

and W-Re Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) for welding P91 steel [6]. Miyake et al. (2012) 

observed that the cobalt based alloy tools can be used for the joining of steels [7]. Mochizuki 

et al. (2012) discovered a nickel based dual two-phase intermetallic alloy tool for joining 430 

stainless steel [8]. DebRoy et al.(2012) found a method of generating tool durability maps 

that correlate process parameters to tool life [9]. Dodds et al. (2012) explained successfully 

the correlation of tool fracture with fluctuations in feedback forces [10]. Hilgert et al. (2012) 

used the optimization process called numerical simulation [11]. Chen et al. (2012) evaluated 

other similar processes like double-sided FSW where the top and bottom tool shoulders are 

not mechanically connected [12]. Jasthi et al. (2012) studied the microstructure and 

mechanical properties of cast Alloy 718 plates [13]. Huang et al. (2012) developed an idea to 

fabricate high strength MMCs through FSP method for bonding copper coated SiC particles 

to a 6061 matrix [14]. Su et al. (2012)  analysed the Ti–6Al–4V and gave a theory on the 

effect of FSP parameters on tool wear and material properties [15]. Gesto et al.(2012) found 

that the hardness value obtained is higher than of those gained with conventional quenching 

and tempering techniques. So they concluded that FSP is a surface hardening technique for 

martensitic stainless steel [16]. Lui et al.(2011) underwater friction stir welded a 2219 

aluminum alloy at a fixed rotation speed of 800 rpm and various welding speeds ranging 

from 50 to 200 mm/min in order to clarify the effect of welding speed on the performance of 

underwater friction stir welded joint. The results revealed that the precipitate deterioration in 

the thermal mechanically affected zone and the heat affected zone is weakened with the 

increase of welding speed, leading to a narrowing of softening region and an increase in 

lowest hardness value. Tensile strength firstly increases with the welding speed but 

dramatically decreases at the welding speed of 200 mm/min owing to the occurrence of 

groove defect. During tensile test, the joint welded at a lower welding speed is fractured in 

the heat affected zone on the retreating side. While at higher welding speed, the defect-free 

joint is fractured in the thermal mechanically affected zone on the advancing side [17]. Rai et 

al. (2011) concluded the literature on the basis of a comprehensive survey of tool material 

selection relative to work piece material and welding parameters [18]. Burford et al. 

(2011),Trapp et al. (2007) and Ding et al. (1999) led to the innovation of a new tool design 

which are threaded Counter flow tool, the retractable shoulderless variable penetration FSW 

tool and self-reacting FSW tool which is auto-adjustable pin tool [19-21]. Kahl et al. (2010) 

stated that the visible remnant are often referred to as kissing bonds. A mechanical detriment 

is seen because of the processing conditions of the thickness of the oxide layer. The g faying 

surfaces if not stirred sufficiently to disperse the oxides and which disallow ideal and 

complete bonding. Cleaning or machining the abutting faces just prior to welding can 

eliminate this problem [22-26]. Kim et al. (2010) used a commercial finite volume method 

based upon the Eulerian formulation under the steady state condition for friction stir butt 

welding process. Thermal and deformation theories were given along with proper thermal 

boundary conditions for the baking plate which is used to predict the characteristics of the 

material like hardness, grain size and susceptibility of weld to abnormal grain growth after 

post heat treatment [27]. Fernandez et al. (2004), Prater et al. (2010) and Prado et al. 

(2012)studied the characterization of tool wear and gave the statistical modeling and 
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prediction of wear of a metal matrix composite (MMC’s). They concluded that that wear is 

directly proportional to rotation speed and distance welded but inversely proportional to 

traverse rate [28-30]. Lui et al. (2010) performed underwater friction stir welding of 2219 

aluminum alloy in order to further improve the joint performances by varying welding 

temperature history. The results indicated that the tensile strength of the joint can be 

improved from 324 MPa by external water cooling action in normal to 341 MPa. However, 

the plasticity of the joint is deteriorated. The underwater joint tends to fracture at the interface 

between the weld nugget zone and the thermal mechanically affected zone on the advancing 

side during tensile test, which is significantly different from the normal joint [31].  Kahl et 

al. (2010) and Chimbli et al. (2006)  performed their analyses on these defects which can be 

surface-breaking or can exist in the volume of the weld, with the former being significantly 

more detrimental to mechanical properties. They studied the effects of non-surface breaking 

worm-holes on mechanical properties such as tensile strength, ductility and fatigue strength 

in aluminum alloys [32-33]. Nielsen et al. (2009) developed a convex scrolled shoulder tool 

with a step spiral probe that offered larger process window, lesser process forces and the 

ability to operate at a zero degree tilt angle [34]. Kwon et al. (2009) conducted the friction 

stir welding between 2mm thick 5052 aluminum alloy plates. The tool rotation speeds were 

ranged between 500 to 3000 rpm under a constant traverse speed of 100 mm/min. He 

concluded that grain size in the FSW zone is lesser than that of the base metal and the tensile 

strength of the joint is more and ductility is less than that of the parent metal [35]. Yazdanian 

et al. (2009) concluded about the effect of welding speed, pin length and rotation rate. High 

rotation rate on AA6060 caused the weld to be weaker. [36]. Hwang et al. (2008)  

experimented the A6061-T6 aluminium alloy specimen by FSW and gave a conclusion on the 

process control of the tool during pin plunging, preheating and traversing for a successful 

weld joint [37]. Caravaca et al. (2008) concluded that the trace of the original joint line 

visible to naked eyes,  through the weld thickness should not be considered as flaw. They said 

that this is ordinary in FSW [38-39]. Subramanian et al. (2008) studied the probe geometry 

and testing the effect of various shapes like straight cylindrical, tapered cylindrical, threaded 

cylindrical, square, and triangular for the microstructure, tensile strength, and micro hardness 

of Al 2219 welds, studied about various pin profiles. He found that the tool pin force 

contributions and weld quality during welding are altered due to the optimization of the tool. 

He resulted that square pin profile is the perfect pin for FSW [40]. Liu et al. (2008) analyzed 

the effects of varying shoulder and probe diameter on the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of 6061-T651 butt welds [41].  Threadgill (2007) in his paper ‘Terminology in 

friction stir welding’ standardized the jargons for describing FSW process. Threadgill also 

classified the various weld zones that occur on microstructural level. The unaffected region is 

known as the parent metal. Heat affected zone (HAZ) is the one which gets affected only by 

heat whereas the region that is affected by both heat and plastic deformation is known as 

thermo mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) which sometimes does not get completely 

recrystallized. The region which completely gets recrystallized is known as nugget [42]. 

Arbegast et al. (2007) utilized CBN or Poly Crystalline Cubic Boron Nitride (PCBN) which 

exhibits fracture toughness sufficient for features to be machined on tools used in ferrous 

alloys [43].  Scialpi et al. (2007) concluded that shoulder geometries features scrolls, a cavity 

and a fillet due to the effect of geometry on microstructure, tensile strength, and micro 

hardness of Al 6082 butt welds [44]. Heurtier et al. (2006) presented a three dimensional 

thermo mechanical model for a AA2024-T351 alloy friction stir weld on the basis of velocity 

fields used in fluid mechanics along with heat input from the tool shoulder and plastic 

strained bulk material. Result obtained are in correlation with the experimental measurements 

[45]. Zang et al. (2006) studied the systematic evaluation of the effect of tool shape on 

microstructure of the material [46]. Khaled (2005) discussed the very basic principles of the 
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friction stir welding. He concluded that during the welding, the tool rotates about it axis. The 

probe dives into the material and the shoulder of the tool applies downward force to top of 

the work-piece. By this heat is generates and consecutively softens the material along the 

joint line. The rotating tool then moves along the weld line and causes the weld [47]. Liu et 

al. (2005) determined the wear characteristics of a composite material WC–Co in FSW [48]. 

Reynolds et al. (2005) characterized that FSW is the extrusion process for the study of flow 

of material and defined the development of moving “extrusion chamber” by the tool shoulder, 

the weld baking plate, and cold base metal out of the weld zone [49]. Schmidt et al. (2004) 

constructed a analytical model depending upon the various assumptions of the contact 

conditions between the rotating tool surface and work piece for the heat generated during 

FSW [50]. Yang et al. (2004) found that in welds of AA2024-T351 and AA2524-T351, 

banded microstructure results from periodic variations in the size of grains, the micro-

hardness, and the concentration of base metal impurity particles [51]. Leonard et al. (2001) 

and Chen et al. (2004) analyzed that the voids and wormholes are developed in FSW under 

non-ideal process conditions. Due to the insufficient forging pressure, excessive travel speed, 

inappropriate tool design, or an overly worn tool, the formation of voids takes place [52-53].  

Thomas et al. (2003) inferred that shoulder prevents the material in plastic state to go out 

from the weld and gets extruded from the leading side to the trailing side. Welding motion 

also affects the quality of weld. He observed that 5083-O, aluminium alloy wrought sheet of 

6mm thickness with a cylindrical threaded pin probe tool gives good appearance weld also 

concluded that bend test proved its quality to be weaker because of interfacial surface oxide 

layer. This tool profile gives a good quality weld in butt welding condition [54]. Lee et al. 

(2003) made the conclusion that knowledge of thermal histories and temperature distribution 

is important for the FSW process which depicts successful implementation of the process. 

They used FSP to improve some properties like tensile strength and hardness of the cast 

aluminium alloy [55]. Khandkar et al. (2003) gave a three dimensional thermal model 

approach which are different from the other proposed heating model approaches where 

coefficient of friction is only adjusted as per the experimental data. This model is used to the 

transient temperature distributions in FSW of aluminium alloy [56]. London et al. (2003) 

used the composite markers to analyse the flow of material at FSW weld joint [57]. Arbegast 

et al. (2003) advanced a five zone defined metal working model for material flow including 

deformation, extrusion and forging [58]. Collingan et al. (2003) told that the tool design is 

critically important for a successful joining process. They studied by testing a tapered 

shoulder design that allows welding to be conducted at a tilt angle of zero degrees. They did a 

optimization of extensive tool and parameter for the welding of thin (~ 3 mm). They stated 

that the 5XXX and 6XXX series aluminum extrusions are used for shipbuilding application 

using fixed gap bobbin tools. They observed weld initiation failure as a major problem in thin 

sections than can be controlled with tool design and strict adherence to proper welding 

procedures [59-61]. Krishnan et al. (2002) examined that in the extruded cylindrical section 

of material “onion rings” appear around the probe of the tool. It which can be in the form of 

concentric rings or half circles. It depends upon their view from different cut planes and this 

result from oxidation on the surface of each semi-cylinder [62]. Saito et al. (2001) applied 

the “Friction Stir Process (FSP)” technique to obtain the fine structured grains of the metallic 

materials [63]. Thomas et al. (1999) studied FSW for steel. They found that whether the 

mechanical properties of the welded joints are comparable to the parent material still wear of 

the tool is a significant barrier to the process’s applicability [64]. Rhode et al. (1997) 

directed his observations in the study of weld’s microstructure around the weld line after the 

FSW. They analyzed the micro-mechanism there as the grain size refines in the FSW [65]. 
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UFSW is one of the advanced welding techniques in the present era. Very slight work has 

been done in the field of UFSW. Research in this field can really enhance up the researchers 

and academicians. 

SELECTION OF PROCESS PARAMETERS 

Various process parameters were selected on the basis of literature review and pilot 

experiments.  

TOOL PIN PROFILE 

Figure 1 shows the various pin profiles. From the above literature review it was observed that 

the square pin profile is the best among various tools. Figure 1(b) shows taper cylindrical pin 

profile which is selected to analyze the insertion of the tool in UFSW. Figure 1(c)shows 

threaded pin profile which is selected to analyze the proper mixing of the substrates. 

 

 
Figure 1 (a), (b) & (c) Various tool pin profile 

 

TILT ANGLE 

Tilt angle plays a very significant role during Under-water friction stir welding. Various tilt 

angle was selected on the basis of pilot experiment are shown in table 1. 

Table 1 Selection of tilt angle 

 

S.No Tilt Angle Results 

1 0 degree Unable to run on the substrates 

2 1 degree Proper joining takes place 

3 2 degree Proper joining takes place 

4 3 degree Proper joining takes place 

5 4 degree Removal of material takes places 

 

From the above analysis 1 degree, 2 degree and 3 degree tilt angle is used. 

 

NUMBER OF PASSES  

From the above literature review, it was observed that little work has been done on 

underwater friction stir welding using number of passes. Single, Double and Tripple passes 

are used to identify the changes in mechanical properties, grain size, defects etc. using optical 

microscopy. 

 

SELECTION OF JOINTS 

Butt joint is selected because it is the commonly used in various welding process. It is the 

simplest routine of joining. It has many advantages over other joints such as easy to handle, 

uniform surface, require less welding are as compared to lap joint etc.  

(A) (B) (C) 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 
 

Figure 2 Experimental Setup of Underwater Friction Welding 

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup of underwater friction stir welding. It consists of a 

water tank in which the water is placed. In this tank, the bench vice is fixed. Vertical milling 

machine is used to perform the operation. Tool is fixed in the vertical milling machine 

according to the requirement. Firstly, for joining the substrates the tool rotates about its axis. 

After that, the probe dives into the substrates. During this, the shoulder of the tool applies 

downwards force to the top surface of the substrates. Due to friction, heat is generated 

between the substrates. This led to the softening of the material along the joint line. The 

rotating tool than moves along the weld line and causes the weld. 

A milling machine is a machine tool to machine solid material. Milling machine are often 

classified in two basic forms: horizontal and vertical, which refer to the position of the main 

spindle. Both types range from small bench mounted machine to room sized machine. Unlike 

a drill press, which holds the work piece as drill moves axially to penetrate the   material, 

milling machines also move the work piece radially against the rotating milling cutter, which 

cuts on its sides as well as tip. Workpiece and cutter movement are precisely controlled to 

less less than 0.01 in(0.025 mm) , usually by means of precision ground slides and lead 

screws or analogous technology. Milling machines may be manually operated, mechanically 

automated or digitally automated via computer numerical control.  

Milling machines can perform a vast number of operations, from simple (e.g. slot and 

keyway cutting, planning, drilling) to complex (e.g. contouring, die sinking). Cutting fluid is 

often pumped to the cutting site to cool and lubricate the cut and wash away the resulting 

sward.   
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Table 3 Composition of Aluminium 365 

S. No. ELEMENTS RESULTS(%) 

1. Aluminium 99.3620 

2. Zinc 0.0629 

3. Silicon 0.1289 

4. Iron 0.3808 

5. Titanium 0.0114 

 

UFSW TOOL MATERIAL 

These are various materials (steel and alloys) available for UFSW tools. It was necessary to 

select an appropriate tool material with specific characteristics, behaviors that would apply 

for proper joining of Al356. The tool material must have good red hardness, toughness and 

wear resistant properties at high temperature. 

In present experimental work, high speed steel alloy (M42) is selected.  

 

Table 4 Composition of M42 

S. NO. ELEMENT PERCENTAGE(%) 

1 Fe 73-76 

2 Mo 9.5 

3 Cr 3.5 

4 V 1.2 

5 W 1.5 

6 Co 8.0 

 

3.5 SELECTION OF JOINTS: 

Butt joint is common types of weld joint in most of the welding process. The joint is formed 

when two pieces to be welded are simply placed face to face and the welding heaf run over it. 

The butt joint has many advantages over the other types of joints. The first of these it has 

uniform surface, which allow them to be used in places where fit and appearance is extremely 

important. A second advantage is strength. Due to the fact that the area of weld is nearly 

same as that of pieces being welded, the tensile joint is simplicity to set up and weld. Unlike 

some of the other joints, which require complicated geometry, such as flanges to work, the 

butt joint only requires a smooth interfacings. Butt requires less material as compared to lap 

joints because in butt joints material plates are placed horizontally to each other. Butt joint is 

widely used in aircraft, ship building and automobile industries for joining of Al alloys.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS 

Microstructure analysis is carried out using optical microscope at NIET, Greater Noida, 

India. It shows clear interface in the below figure. Onion rings were formed. No voids very 

visible. Very less porosity is observed. 
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Figure 3. Optical Microstructure of UWFSW 

 

XRD ANALYSIS 

XRD analysis is done at IIT Roorkee. XRD analysis clearly shows no unwanted 

contaminant’s were present. So, machining of the joint is easily possible. Few compounds 

formed like FeSi, Al2O3 etc were observed. 

 
Figure 4: XRD analysis of UWFSW 

 

TENSILE STRENGTH ANALYSIS 

Figure shows the tension specimen which is made according the ASTM E-8 standard. The 

desired specimen was tested on tensometer and observed the reading of 253 MPa i.e. more 

than the base metal. The percentage elongation observed is 1.45 % 

 
Figure 5 : Tensile Specimen of UWFSW 

 

Aluminum Alloy 

Joint Portion Interface 

40µm 
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Conclusion 

 Under water friction stir welding is successfully carried out. 

 Microstructure clearly shows no voids, very less porosity and joint is clearly visible. 

 Tensile strength of the welded joints clearly shows that the strength of the welded 

joint is much better than the base metal. 
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ABSTRACT 

Microwave hybrid heating is a advanced technology for joining similar/ dissimilar materials. 

In this paper, amalgamation of dissimilar materials (Mild Steel and Brass) is successfully 

carried out. Joint is formed at 480 sec exposure time with power 900 W and frequency 

2.45GHz.  SEM analysis and microstructural analysis reveal that no crack is visible at the 

joint. Very small amount of porosity is present. XRD analysis indicates the formation of 

various compounds whichimprove the property of the joint.  Tensile strength, percentage 

elongation and hardness of the joint are 227.5 MPa, 6.80 % and 181.2 Hv respectively. 

 
Keywords: Metallic material, microwave, separator, interfacing material, exposure time, tensile strength 

and % elongation 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In microwave processing, volumetric heating is done unswervingly by transferring the energy 

to the material through interaction of electromagnetic waves with molecules. It is probable to 

accomplish rapid and uniform heating of substantial materials through microwave energy. 

Heat is generated internally within the material, instead of originating from the external 

sources and gets transmitted outward. Heating in microwave is not dependent on surface area, 

but dependent on volume. In recent years, interest has grown rapidly in the processing of 

metallic materials in the form of sintering, joining and coating/cladding through microwave 

energy. The microwave-metal interaction is moderately diverse from the ceramics. Being 

good electrical conductors, no internal electrical field is induced in metals hence; microwave 

interaction with metals is restricted to its surface only. A.C. Metax and R. I. Meredith (1983) 

reported that microwaves are theingredient of electromagnetic spectrum having the 

wavelength ranging from 1 mm to 1 m, and the frequency range of 300 MHz to 300 GHz. 

The most commonly used frequencies for domestic and industrial heating purpose are 915 

MHz and 2.45 GHz. A. Birnboim and Y. Carmel (1989) concluded that this progression 

shows potential for the synthesis of advanced structural and purposeful ceramic materials 

with superior properties unattainable by other means. D. E. Clark et al (1996) concluded that 

microwaves can be generated by an assortment of devices such as magnetrons, klystrons, 

power grid tubes, travelling wave tubes, and gyrotrons. The most commonly source is the 

magnetron which is most efficient, reliable, and available at lower cost than other sources. J. 

P. Calame et al (1996)stated that this is a complex processinvolving the propagation and 

amalgamation of electromagnetic waves in the ceramic materials. S. Aravindan and R. 

Krishnamurthy (1999) explained that ceramic matrix composites which were used in 

advancetechnology applications because of their enhanced toughness and wear resistance. 

Author also concluded that sintered alumina–30% zirconia ceramic composites were joined 

by hybrid heating using microwave radiation (45 GHz, 700 W) along with sodium silicate 

glass powder as an interlayer. The joints/welds were studied using X-Ray Diffraction, 

Scanning Electron Micrograph, Electron Probe Micro Analysis, microhardness, and 3-point 

bend tests. 

A. K. Sharma (2001) studied microwave processing of atmospheric plasma sprayed alumina–

titania ceramic composite coatings in conventional microwave heating system and evaluation 

mailto:prateekguptaniet@gmail.com
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of the processed materials through XRD, SEM, microhardness and surface finish. Results 

indicated that microwave irradiation induces densification of the material and possible flow 

of dominant gamma-alumina phase that leads to glazing of coated surface. Glazed surfaces 

exhibit enhanced microhardness as well as surface finish. M. Gupta and W. L. E. Wong 

(2005) investigated about the two-directional microwave assisted rapid sintering of 

aluminum, magnesium and lead-free solder. The resultsrevealed that the density of the 

microwave sintered and conventionally sintered samples are same whereas the marginal 

increase in microhardness with superior ultimate tensile strength of the microwave sintered 

aluminum and magnesium. Z. K Sallom et al. (2005) stated that the brazing of Gamma TiAl 

with Ag-based filler metal by microwave heating between 925 ̊ C to 1050 ̊ C in 5 min with 1 

MPa load. David Budinger (2008) presented that brazing of nickel-basedsuperalloys with 

nickel based metallic powders in a multimode microwave cavity. M. S. Srinath et al. (2011) 

investigated about the joining of copper in bulk form using microwave energy in a multimode 

applicator at 2.45 GHz and 900 W. The characterizations of the joints have been carried out 

through microstructure study, elemental analysis, phase analysis, microhardness survey, 

porosity measurement and tensile strength testing. Author resulted that, a dense uniform 

microstructure with good metallurgical bonds between the sandwich layer and the interface 

was obtained. The hardness of the joint area was observed to be 78 ± 7 Hv. Strength character 

of the copper joints shows approximately 29.21% elongation with an average ultimate tensile 

strength of 164.4 MPa. P. Gupta et al. (2013) resulted that mild steel and stainless-steel plates 

can be joined by the microwave energy at 2.45 GHz and 900 W. The characterization of joint 

has been carried out through microstructural analysis, tensile strength, elongation, and 

microhardness. The results revealed that the joint formation is clearly visible in 

microstructure. Tensile strength, elongation, and microhardness are 340.16 MPa, 11.67%, 

and 130 Hv, respectively. P. Gupta and S. Kumar et al. (2014)discussed joining of the 

stainless-steel plates. The characterization of joint has been carried out through 

microstructural analysis, XRD analysis, tensile strength, elongation and microhardness. There 

are no cracks at the joints. Very small amount of porosity has been observed. Hardness 

decreases towards the joint. As the exposure time and percentage of nickel-based powder 

increase, tensile strength also increases. Tensile strength, elongation and microhardness of 

joint are 323.16 MPa, 11.30% and 145.3 Hv respectively. From the above literature review, it 

is observed that most of the work is carried out on ceramics and few steps have been taken 

toward the metallic materials.  

2. ESSENTIAL PARAMETERS  

Parameters play an important role in joining of metals using microwave energy.  

Exposure time 

With the help of pilot experiments, various parameters have been selected. The exposure time 

is chosen to be as 480 sec. Joint distorts due to increase in exposure time. Various trials were 

attempted to get the best joint which is mentioned in the result and discussion. Initially,time 

period was selected as 100 sec. No effect on the pieces of mild steel and brass was observed. 

This indicates that no fusion is taken between pieces and interfacing materials. First, 100 sec 

was selected as exposure time and no result was concluded. After that the time period 

increases with the definite interval upto 480 sec and observed that best joint is formed at 480 

sec. Futher increase in time period (510 sec), distort joint takes place. At 480 sec time period, 

a proper joint is formed and find out the maximum tensile strength.  At 510 sec, improper 

joint is formed which is shown in the figure 4. 

 

Interfacing material 

Various interfacing materials were used, but the joint could not be formed successfully. This 

is due to the less coupling of the interfacing material with the substrates. But Ni based 
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powder has coupled with substrates. Ni based powder is mixed with resin to provide the 

strong bonding between the substrates faces. Ni based powder is selected from the literature 

(P. Gupta et al. , 2013). Various interfacing materials such as cast iron powder, nickel 

sulphate, nickel carbonate, and zinc sulphate were used, but the joint could not be formed 

successfully. This is due to the presence of less percentage of nickel and the lesser ability 

between the two faces of metals to couple. Tungsten carbide bearing alloy (EWAC–1002 ET) 

was also used as interfacing materials. It is a Ni-based powder. This material formed a strong 

joint. 

Susceptor 

The main aim of the susceptor is to transfer microwaves heat to the joint. Due to this, 

selective heating takes place. For this purpose, charcoal powder is used as susceptor. 

Charcoal is used as a susceptor medium because it is light in weight, soft, and easily 

available. It is used to transfer the heat of microwave to metal pieces. Due to this, selective 

heating takes place. 

Substrates/ Metallic Materials 

Brass and mild steel are used as substrates because it has wide applications in the industries. 

Experiments were performed with metallic materials having the dimensions i.e. length 

(50mm), width (12 mm) and thickness (5 mm). 

Exposure time, Interfacing materials, power are the important process parameters of 

microwave joining. Frequency is also an important process parameter but in our experimental 

setup frequency cannot be varied, so the value of frequency remains constant for all trials 

(2.45GHz). The range of the exposure time is selected from 100 sec to 510 sec. This process 

is not fully explored yet, various problems arises in this process. So is not possible to 

implement systematic approach (Taguchi) directly. Interfacing material consists of Ni based 

powder and resin. Resin is used for making the slurry which is mixed with Ni based powder. 

When the temperature increases the resin evaporates and no residue is left. Charcoal powder 

is used as a susceptor medium as it is easily available, light in weight and soft. Properties of 

metallic material and Ni based powder which is used in our research work as shown in Table 

1. Chemical composition of mild steel and brass material is shown in table 2. 

 

Table 1.Properties of Materials 

 

Material Property  

Brass 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 345 MPa 

Microhardness 57 Hv 

Mild Steel 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 475 MPa 

Microhardness 254 Hv 

Interfacing Powder 

(Ni based) 

Purity 99% 

Particle size 40µm 

 

Table 2 Chemical composition of mild steel and brass material 

 

S.No Mn Si Ni Cu Zn Cr S P C Fe 

Brass 0.01 0.04 2.52 68.92 27.84 - 0.02 0.02 - - 

Mild Steel 1.36 0.18 0.02 0.01 - 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.08 98.26 
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3.EXPERIMENTATION 

Fig.1 shows the experimental setup of microwave joining process. 

 

 
Fig.1 Experimental setup of microwave joining process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Schematic sketch of Microwave Joining 

 

Experiments are carried out using mild steel and brass as metallic material of dimension 50 

mm x 12 mm x 6 mm.Butt joint is used for joining the pieces. First, substrates are cleaned 

with acetone and emery paper so as to remove the unwanted contaminants. After cleaning, 

the slurry  of interfacing material is placed uniformly on the joining faces of the metal. 

Charcoal is a high absorbing material of heat which is used a susceptor. Graphite plate is used 

to separate the charcoal and interfacing material. Graphite plate is used to separate the 

charcoal and interfacing material. Refractory bricks are used to protect the magnetron from 

reflected microwaves from the substrates. When, these reflected waves come directly in 

contact with the magnetron then microwave oven is affected. As the microwave comes in 

contact with the charcoal, the temperature at the joints starts increasing. Interfacing materials 

containing resin, get heat up as the temperature rises. Ni based powder starts coupling with 

the surface of the substrates. As a consequence, the fusion of mild steel and brass substrates 

takes place. With the help of this phenomenon, a coupling of the metallic material takes 

place. Hence, the raised temperature in piece of mild steel and brass affects a very thin layer 

which gets fused with the molten particles in a sandwich form layer. The faces of metallic 

material get completely wet, so the melting of the material takes place. The molten area 

forms the weld bead after cooling at atmospheric conditions. 

 

 

Refractory Brick 

Start 

Microwave Oven Rotating Plate Brass piece Mild Steel Piece 
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:  

4.1 MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS  

Microstructure of brass and mild steel joint is observed through optical microscope at NIET 

Greater Noida, India.Fig.3 indicates the proper fusion of Ni based powder with the 

substratesat 480 sec. It is also observed that there are no cracks at the joint.  

 
Fig.3 Microstructure of first specimen 

Various microstructures are taken of different substrates. Figure 4clearly shows that well 

bonded microstructure of Ni based powder and metallic material is an indication of good 

efficient joint but small amount of porosity is also observed.  

 

 
Figure 4 Microstructure of second joint 

Figure 5 shows the microstructure of the joint at exposure time 510 sec. This revealed that 

joint is discontinuous, so the best exposure time is considered as 480 sec. that substrates are 

successfully joined with the help of microwave hybrid heating. Microwave dose not generate 

the sufficient heat to join the metal. So, extra heating is required. For this purpose, Susceptor 

(charcoal) is used to increase the temprerature.  This combination is called hybrid heating. 

Welded Joint 

Brass 
Mild Steel 

40µm 

Welded Bead 

Brass 
Mild Steel 

40µm 

Porosity 
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Figure 5 Microstructure of third joint 

4.2XRD ANALYSIS 

The samples were subjected to XRD analysis to identify the phases. Diffraction patterns were 

obtained using Bruker AXSD-8 advance Diffractometer with CuKα radiation at IIT Roorkee, 

INDIA. The samples were scanned with a scanning speed of 1.5 Kcps in 2θ range of 30 - 90̊ 

at 2/̊min gonimeter rotation.  Figure 6 shows the XRD analysis of the interfacing powder.  

 
 

Figure 6 XRD analysis of Interfacing Material 

High intensity peaks in Ni based powder indicates the domination of Nickel. It is followed by 

the other elements which are indicated through other peaks. Figure 7 shows the XRD 

spectrum of Brass-Mild Steel joint developed through microwave heating.The highest peak 

indicates the formation of NiSi which could be due to slow heating rate. Further, the 

formation of various peaks like Fe3Si, MnS and FeSi has relatively low intensity peak than 

NiSi. These phases clearly recognized to rapid heating of the Ni based sandwich layer.So, 

most of the Nickel powder gets oxidized. These compounds increase the properties of the 

welded joints.  Development of intermetallic compounds is due to the fact that various 

alloying elements are found in free form in the starting powder; however during heating these 

alloying elements react and combine with each other at high temperatures resulting in 

2Ѳ degree 

Intensity 

(counts) 
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formation of intermetallic phases. Formation of intermetallic phases, carbides and oxides has 

a great impact on the dielectric properties of the material and contributes in better coupling of 

interface material with microwaves to raise the joint temperature. At this elevated 

temperature fusion of the powder in the interface region occurs and continued heating results 

in formation of molten pool in the joint interface. Further, diffusion of atoms takes place 

between the interface surfaces to be joined and the melt which is one of the significance of 

microwave heating process. Formation of various intermetallics affects the dielectric 

properties of the sandwich layer and further increases the coupling of microwaves in the 

sandwich layer. This causes rise in temperature in the joint zone leading to localized melting 

and bonding of the interface layers.  

Volumetric heating of the substrates inside the microwave is the result of frictional losses at 

minute level. Formation of various intermetallics effects the dielectric properties of the 

sandwich layer and further increases the coupling of microwaves in the sandwich layer. This 

causes rise in temperature in the joint zone leading to localized melting and bonding of the 

interface layers. In this process, Localised melting is important because heat is required only 

at the joining surface.  

 
 

Fig. 7 XRD of MS-Brass joint after Microwave welding 

 

4.3 TENSILE STRENGTH AND MICROHARDNESS 

The joint is tested under Universal Testing Machine. The specimens were prepared according 

to the ASTM standards with a gauge length of 18 mm and 3.5 mm width. The tensile 

strength, % elongation of the joint are 227.5 MPa and 6.80% respectively. Measurement of 

microhardness was alsocarried out on the mild steel and brass joint i.e. 181 Hv. Hardness of 

base metal is also calculated by using a load of 10 gm for 30 second. The readings were taken 

at different places. There is no much variation in the reading. This is the indication of 

uniform fusion of the particles. Figure 8 shows the tensile specimen. 

 

 
Figure 8Tensile Specimen 

 

 

2Ѳ degree 

Intensity  
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The above analysis reveals that the strength of the joint decreases in comparison to the base 

metal. For this case, time plays a crucial role in the joint formation. If the time increases, the 

tensile strength increases because the metal melts at fast rate. This means that time is directly 

proportional to the tensile strength. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions were concluded from the present study: - 

 Metallic material of different properties and different melting point is successfully carried 

out. 

 Microstructure analysis reveals that no cracks were observed and proper fusion of the 

interfacing material takes place. 

  XRD analysis revealsthat increase in nickel at the joint interface leads to the formation of 

nickel silicide in this region which is responsible to increase the mechanical properties.  

 The ultimate strength of joint of 227.5 MPa, elongation 6.80 % and hardness 49. 32 Hv are 

recorded. 

 The ultimate strength of joint is 227.5 MPa, elongation 6.80 % and hardness 49. 32 Hv 

were recorded 
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ABSTRACT 

Biomedical and environmental research gains significantly in recent years with nanoparticle 

dependent systems to classify chemical and biological agents. These platforms are provided 

with a vast range of core materials, as well as their unique physical and chemical 

characteristics. As a method to detecting and remediating of pollutants their degradation and 

removal. Nanomaterials like carbon nanotubes, nanocomposites, quantum dots and gold-

nanoparticles are significantly used in pesticide detection, degradation, and removal. 

Nanomaterials are also emerged as new solutions to the identification systems of screening 

for metal ions, enzymes, nucleic acids, and small molecules that are biologically relevant.  

Keywords: Nanotechnology, Nanoparticles, Metal Ions, Biosensors, Detection Method 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the area of scientific, investigative, agricultural and environmental sciences [1] the 

identification of chemical and biological agents plays a key function. The promise of 

improved safety and more effective treatment is given by sensible approaches for detecting 

biomarkers such as proteins and nucleic acids in early disease states. Hence the high demand 

is technological platforms which deliver sensors that are highly sensitive, selective, and 

stable. Two functional components consist of sensing systems: elements for binding with 

target analysts and a process for signaling the binding event. The efficiency of both 

components is closely linked to the results of the detection process. The challenges in 

developing new detection systems are to improve the process of recognition and to design 

new signal translation mechanisms [2].  
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There are a number of distinctive physical and chemical features in nanoparticles (NPs), 

which make them very promising synthetic scaffolds for chemical and biotechnological 

systems [3]. In the last few years, a wide variety of highly innovative approaches have been 

used with nanostructured materials such as noble-metal nanoparticles, quantum points and 

magnetic nanoparticles. Each has allowed researchers to develop new diagnostic systems, 

which offer important advantages with regard to sensitivity, selectivity, reliability and 

practicality [4-6]. The research discusses recent developments in nanoparticles identification 

and treatment [Fig. 1]. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic depiction of detection system dependent on nanoparticles [7] 

OPTICAL DETECTION OF METAL IONS AND SMALL MOLECULES  

 

Over the last decades, the metal-organic structures have drawn considerable interest due to 

their possible application to responsive and selective identification of environmental 

pollutants that can safeguard human safety and the ecosystem from pollution harm. 

Luminescence-based strategies have been extensively explored in methods documented in the 

literature because of their significant advantages: high selectivity, high specificity, fast 

reaction times, simple activity and observation. 
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FLUORESCENCE-BASED DETECTION  

 

A number of unique intrinsic optical properties distinguish Quantum dots (QDs) [8]. The 

properties include massive absorption spectra, which have a high-end coefficient and a short, 

full-width emission of 20 – 30 nm at a limit of half. The QD emission can also be 

conveniently tuned to the environmental reaction by adjusting the Nanocrystal thickness [Fig. 

2]. The optical properties of these QD's enhance their prospects for the optical detection of 

different analytes. For instance, cyanide were detected with CdSefunctional nanoparticles 

with 2-marcaptoethane sulfonate [9]. In presence of CN− ions, a measurement of μM 

concentration of CN− was found in the QD emission. Importantly, there was no quenching of 

QD emissions due to the presence of SO4
2−, NO3

−, Cl−, Br−, and acetate anions in the system. 

For instance, acetylcholine (ACh) was used to remove the CdSe / ZnS QDs from the calix 

arenas [10].  

 

Fig.2 Fluorescence signatures in different QD ratios 

In the sensing of local pH, metal ions and small molecules, QDs are used as donors during 

FRET processes. Sneeet al. also used a pH-sensitive quaraine dye and a QD conjugated 

method [11]. The absorption of teeth varies from solution pH to environment pH. The 

absorption of dye is pH-specific and the FRET-efficiency correspondingly depends on 

environmental pH. Mattoussi et al. have established the detection method for explosive 2,4,6-

trinitrotoluene (TNT). The QD was worked on an identifying factor (a fragment precisely 

selected with the TNT single chain antibody). Pre-assembly an analog of the TNT consisting 
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of an antibody binding dark quenching colour, eliminates the issue of QD by FRET. When 

the assembly is exposed to TNT, the quencher is displaced, the transfer of energy from the 

QDs to the quantum system is disturbed, and QD is recovered [12]. Various enzyme-based 

biosensors for detection of pesticides have also developed [13].  

AuNPs may be handled with outstanding light collection capabilities as nonmolecular 

chromophores [14, 15]. Their exceptional capacity to quench electricity makes them effective 

electricity receivers in the FRET exercises. Anionic tiopronin-coated auNPs have been used 

to effectively quench the fluorescence of the polypyridyl complex [Ru(bpy)3]
2+[16]. The 

fluorophore can separate the electrolytes like K+, Bu4N
+ and Ca2+. Selective detection of 

aminothioles was possible through the use of red-adsorbed Nile AuNPs [17]. Zhu, Li and the 

collaborators have established a Cu2+ sensor using AuNP bridged bispyridyl perylene, where 

the initially extinguished perylene fluorescence is recovered by the Cu2+ ions by the 

development of stronger pyridine-Cu2+ coordination[18]. A phosphorescent sensor for 

alkaline earth metal ions and transition metal ions has recently been developed on the basis of 

bipyridine-functionalized lanthanum complex AuNPs [19].  

COLORIMETRIC DETECTION 

 

A fruitful path for the identification of analytes derives from the peculiar size and structure of 

the mechanical, magnetic, and electronic properties of nanomaterials. For eg, spherical gold 

nanoparticles exhibit a range of colors in solution from brown to purple, with the core size 

rising from 1 to 100 nm. Spherical AuNPs typically show an extreme absorption range of 500 

to 550nm, equivalent to the surface plasmon band of nanometer scale noble metal 

nanoparticles [20]. This absorption is triggered by the reciprocal wobbling of the electrons in 

valence by the resonant anticipation of the incident photons. Surface plasm resonance (SPR) 

is not present in both tiny and bulk nanoparticles and is extremely particle-size based. The 
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SPR is often reactive to the environment, such as the ligand, solvent and temperature, and, 

most notably, the proximity to other nanoparticles is a major feature of the SPR. The 

clustering of AuNPs (>3.5 nm), results in a major red-to-blue change (650 nm) and an 

expansion of the SPR unit invokes interparticle surface plasma coupling. These band can be 

readily observed by the naked eye at nanomolar concentrations [21].  

By applying chelating agents to the surface of the gold nanoparticle, colorimetric 

identification of alkaline metal ions using NPs was achieved [Fig. 2].In order to detect 

physiologically important potassium ions, AuNPs were operated with 15 crown 5-moieties. 

K+ allows 15-crown, functionalized 18 nm AuNP's to be aggregated by a dynamic sandwich 

structure resulting in a red-to-blue color transition in μM to mM K+ concentration [22].The 

system is extended to include 12-crown-4 on the surface of the AuNP to detect sodium ions 

[23].Likewise, 4 nm AuNPs for detecting Li+ and 16 nm AuNPs for sensing Ca2+ with 

phenantholin-functioning were also created [24, 25]. 

 

Fig. 3Metal ion-induced nanoparticles assembly model 

Heavy metal ions like Pb2+, Cd2+ and Hg2+ are harmful and have significant environmental 

importance. Hupp and others developed the nanomaterialbased detection system for heavy 
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metals using carboxylicates as the surface chelating agent, and nanoparticles bridging is 

induced by heavy metal ion Pb2+, Cd2+ and Hg2+ [26,27]. A Pb2+ colorimetric sensor is also 

created by mixing AuNPs covered with carboxylate and 15-crown5-functionality [28]. This 

system aggregates AuNPs form because of the interaction between the hydrogen bonding 

residues of carboxylic acid, with the Pb2+ ions disrupting the hydrogen-bonded compound, 

combining the movement of the crown ether, creating an electrostatic repulsion between the 

AuNPs resulting in a blue to a red color change. Similarly, AuNPs were manufactured to test 

Cu2+ and Hg2+ with cysteine and peptidefunctionality [29,30]. 

CONCLUSION 

 

NPs provide a flexible structural scaffold for developing identification structures for the study 

of biological and chemical targets. In order to ensure a sufficient affinity and selectivity, NPs 

provide an appropriate platform for the addition of several receptors. In fact, the 

environmentally friendly optoelectronic properties of NPs may be used to interpret the 

binding events. Functionalized NPs can therefore act as molecular receptors and transductors, 

thus simplifying the design of the system.Nanomaterial based biosensors deliver a 

remarkably high-performance therapeutic diagnostic tool.Information confluences indicate 

that these biosensors works well in tailored detection samples which generate wide and 

specific biological signal with minimum possible unspecific binding.In order to overcome 

current problems, we have clear information limitations in recognizing the smaller scale and 

the lower signal-to-notch ratio of intracellular targets than in cellular research. This review 

can help develop the way magnetic materials can be acquired in particular for medical use. 

This explains magnetic nanoparticles' syntheses and sensing rules.  
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ABSTRACT 

In the recent years Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys are most widely used in many 

applications because of light weight, good formability and malleability, corrosion resistance, 

moderate strength, replacing steels in many applications and low cost. Friction Stir Welding is 

a solid-state process that means the material is not melted during the process so it overcomes 

many welding defects. This process is mainly used in Aerospace and Automobile sector to 

give high strength for dissimilar alloys and metals. 

In this review article, the current state of understanding and development of the FSW and 

FSP are addressed. Particular attention has been given to: (a) parameters which influence on 

the friction stir welding (b) compatibility on FSW and FSP (c) Employment of FSW and FSP. 

While the bulk of the information is related to aluminum alloys, important results are now 

available for other metals and alloys. 

 
Key Words: Friction Stir Welding Processes, Compatibility, Metals, Alloy, Similar, Dissimilar, Joining, 

Speed, Size 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Friction Stir Welding (FSW) is a new solid- state welding process (means material is not 

melted during the welding process) which is developed and patented by The Welding Institute 

(TWI) in 1991. This process found worldwide acceptance throughout the joining and welding 

community since its inception and emerged as a novel welding technique to be used for high 

strength alloys that were difficult to join with conventional fusion welding techniques.  

 

The principal behind the friction stir welding processes is totally different from the 

conventional welding because in the conventional welding. We use arc and welding material 

as per the requirement on basis of the material to be weld and are also costly because it 

consumes the flux material. But in the friction stir welding processes we can use the same tool 

again and again on different metal and metal alloy with or without changing the shape of the 

tool.  

 

In this process we clamp the work piece tightly so that it does not shear or deform from its 

original shape and size. In between the welding portion we can also add metal or metal 

powder to increase the strength and other factors which is required as per specific work. We 

also reinforce metal powder by making a groove in the base metal so that the metal powder 

should be inserted in between the grooves and after that we can start welding processes. 
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Figure1:  Schematic diagram of Friction Stir Welding Process 

 

 

Now after doing the work piece setup on the bed we clamp the tool safely on tool holder 

and adjust the tool so that it cannot slip any more. 

 

The tool will rotate and traverse along the welding line and touch the welding area and with 

certain pressure it will start drilling operations in the material with the help of probe (tool pin). 

After the drilling operations when the probe reaches its limit, the surface area of the tool touch 

the plate and after that due to friction between surface of the material and tool, heat will 

produce and reach the high temperature due to which the material starts changing its 

mechanical properties. The metal softens due to the heat and both the metal collides and joins 

with each other and form a good strength metal joint. 

 

FSW is emerging as a major welding technology due to its cost effectiveness and surface 

finishing at microstructure level. These processes do not consume flux material so it 

minimizes the cost for welding. In FSW we use a tool of more strength than the material to be 

welded so that tool failure will not occur and get good surface finish.  

 

The factors which influence on the friction stir welding are as follows [2] 

1. Rotational Speed  

2. Welding Speed  

3. Pressure on Tool (Down Force)  

4. Tilting Angle 

 

The effect of each of the parameter is as shown in below Table 1.  
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Table 1: FSW PARAMETERS FOR MECHANIZED WELDING 

 

S. 

No. 

Parameters Effect of parameters 

1. Rotational Speed Frictional heat, oxide 

layer breaking and mixing of 

material 

2. Welding Speed Appearance, heat control 

3. Pressure on tool 

(Down force) 

Frictional heat, 

maintaining contact 

conditions 

4. Tilting Angle The appearance of the 

weld, thinning 

 

Essential facts in FSW process are  

1. Tool Material  

2. Tool design  

3. Temperature Distribution  

4. Microstructure Development  

5. Mechanical Properties  

6. Process Modeling 

 

TOOL MATERIAL  

Afterwards the selection of base material also the vital restriction in FSW process is 

selection of tool materials and shape of tool pin, shoulder. The tool produces the thermo 

mechanical deformation and work piece frictional heating necessary for friction stirring. When 

the down force is applied on tool then tool is introducing in the base materials. The friction 

stirring tool contains of a pin or probe, and shoulder. Contact of the pin with the work piece 

produces frictional and deformational heating and moderates the workpiece material 

contacting the shoulder to the workpiece increases the workpiece heating, expands the zone of 

softened material, and constrains the deformed material. 

 

TOOL MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS  

Selecting the correct tool material requires knowing which material characteristics are 

important for each friction stir application. Many different material characteristics could be 

considered important to friction stir welding process. 

1. Wear Resistance  

2. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion  

3. Ambient and Elevated Temperature Strength 

4. Elevated Temperature Stability. 

5. Tool Reactivity  

6. Fracture Toughness  

7. Machinability  

8. Uniformity in Microstructure and Density  

9. Availability of Materials. 

 

MATERIALS 

Tool materials scheduled for friction stir welding and processing. The scheduled tool 

materials should not be viewed as an extensive list, because many papers do not specify the 

tool material or right the tool materials are proprietary. Table 2 is a summary of the current 
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tool materials used to friction stir the indicated materials and thicknesses. These data are 

assembled from the indicated literature sources. 

 

Table 2: Summary of Current Friction Stir Welding Tool Materials with Their Forging 

Temperature. 

Alloys 

 
Tool materials Forging 

temperature 

in Celsius 

Aluminum alloys Tool steel, WC-Co 440-560 

Magnesium alloys Tool steel, WC 250-340 

Copper and copper 

alloys 

Nickel alloys, 

PCBN(a), tungsten 

alloy 

600-910 

Titanium alloys Tungsten alloys 700-1360 

Stainless steels PCBN, tungsten 

alloy 

860-1030 

Low-alloy- steels  WC, PCBN 650-810 

 

TOOL DESIGN  
Heat generation rate, traverse force, torque and the thermo mechanical environment 

experienced by the tool geometry. The flow of plasticized material in the work piece is 

affected by the tool geometry as well as the linear and rotational motion of the tool. Important 

factors are shoulder diameter, shoulder surface angle, pin geometry including its shape and 

size and the nature of tool surfaces. 

 

SHOULDER DIAMETER  

The diameter of the tool shoulder is important because the shoulder generates most of the 

heat, and its grip on the plasticized materials largely establishes the material flow field. Both 

sliding and sticking generate heat whereas material flow is caused only from sticking. For a 

good FSW practice, the material should be adequately softened for flow, the tool should have 

adequate grip on the plasticized material and the total torque and traverse force should not be 

excessive. 

 

SHOULDER SURFACE  

The nature of the tool shoulder surface is an important aspect of tool design. The studied flat, 

convex and concave tool shoulders, and cylindrical, tapered, inverse tapered and triangular 

pin geometries. They found that triangular pins with concave shoulders resulted in high 

strength spot welds. Examined the role of geometric parameters of convex shoulder step 

spiral (CS4) tools and identified the radius of curvature of the tool shoulder and pitch of the 

step spiral as important geometric parameters. Shoulder Features the FSW tool shoulders can 

also contain features to increase the amount of material deformation produced by the 

shoulder, resulting in increased work piece mixing and higher-quality friction stir welds these 

features can consist of scrolls, ridges or knurling, grooves, and concentric circles and can be 

machined on to any tool shoulder profile (concave, flat, and convex). 

 

PIN (PROBE) GEOMETRY  
The shape of the tool pin (or probe) influences the flow of plasticized material and affects 

weld properties. Welding tool design is critical in FSW.  
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Optimizing tool geometry to produce more heat or achieve more efficient “stirring” offers 

two main benefits: improved breaking and mixing of the oxide layer and more efficient heat 

generation, yielding higher welding speeds and, of course, enhanced quality. [7,11] 

 

 
Figure 2: Commonly used pin geometries 

 

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 

Heat is generated by a combination of friction and plastic dissipation during deformation of 

the metal. The dominating heat generation mechanism is influenced by the weld parameters, 

thermal conductivities of the work piece, pin tool and backing anvil, and the weld tool 

geometry and also depend on the contact conditions between the two surfaces. The weld tool 

geometric features of both the pin and the shoulder influence whether the two surfaces slide, 

stick, or alternate between the two modes.  For the Detailed temperature measurements with 

embedded thermocouples (TCs) have been used to map out the temperature field 

Interpretation of these measurements is affected by the coupled thermal conductivity of the 

work piece, the backing anvil, and the weld tool Depending on the TC location, embedded 

TCs near the pin tool are generally consumed in the weld process. [3] The below figure 3 

shows the transverse section of a FSW process with zones on the material. 

 
Figure 3: FSW process with different zones. 
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MICROSTRUCTURE DISTRIBUTION 

The microstructure and consequent property distributions produced during friction stir 

welding (FSW) of aluminum alloys are dependent on several factors. The contributing factors 

include alloy composition, alloy temper, welding parameters, gage of the welded plate, and 

other geometric factors. Alloy composition determines the available strengthening 

mechanisms and how the material will be affected by the temperature and strain history 

associated with FSW. The alloy tempers dictates the starting microstructure, which can have 

an important effect on the alloy response to FSW, particularly in the heat-affected zone 

(HAZ). Welding parameters (e.g., tool rotation rate and welding speed) dictate, for given tool 

geometry and thermal boundary conditions, the temperature and strain history of the material 

being welded. [5] 

 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES  

It is now known that properties following FSW are a function of both controlled and 

uncontrolled variables as well as external boundary conditions. For example, investigators 

have now illustrated that post weld properties can be a function of:  

1. Tool travel speed  

2. Tool rotation rate  

3. Tool design  

4. Tool tilt  

5. Material thickness 

6. Alloy composition 

7. Initial material temper 

8. Heat sink 

9. Cooling rate  

10. Test sample size, location, and orientation 

11. Surface oxides  

12. Joint design  

13. Post weld heat  

14. FSW test system 

 

The different mechanical properties are found from the above functional requirement of FSW 

processes. 1. Hardness  

2. Yield Strength  

3. Elongation  

4. Fracture Toughness  

5. Fatigue Crack Growth Rate 

 

COMPATIBILITY OF FRICTION STIR WELDING 

The recent studies have revealed that the material positioning during FSW of dissimilar plays 

an important role towards the strength of the weld. The good weld is produced when the 

hardest material is positioned on the advancing side while keeping the softer one on the 

retreating side during welding .In an attempt towards analyzing the impact of material 

positioning during FSW dissimilar alloys, various studies have been performed in this regard. 

 

FSW of AA2219-T87 and AA5083-321 

With the aim of performing the micro structural analysis of the material joint by Dilip et al, 

the weaker material (AA2219-T87) was positioned on the advancing side while the stronger 

material (AA5083-H321) was kept on the retreating side. The micro structural analysis 
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revealed that the joint and the retreating side were dominated by the material which was 

placed on the advancing side (AA2219-T87). The micro hardness value corresponding to the 

weaker material was observed on the retreating side where most tensile failure occurred.  

The tool shoulder diameter, pin diameter ratio pin geometry and welding speed played a 

significant role in improving the quality of joint. 

 

FSW of Mg alloy AZ31B and Al alloy AA5052-H32 

Friction stir welding of the 3mm thick AZ31B magnesium alloy and AA5052-H32 aluminum 

alloys was performed by Taiki et al. The aluminum plate was positioned on the advancing 

side and Mg plate on the retreating side during welding. There was a variation in welding 

speed and tool speed. The microstructure analysis revealed that the joint was dominated by 

the AA5052- H32. It was also noted from the micro structural analysis that the dominating 

AA5052 had refined grains compared to parent material although the hardness value dropped 

compared to AA5052 base metal. Hardness distributions of the cross-section revealed that the 

inter-metallic compounds (IMCs) partly existed in stir zone (SZ). All the samples failed at the 

center of the joint during tensile tests analysis. This failure location showed that the joint was 

dominated by the material that was positioned on the advancing side during welding. 

 

FSW of Al alloy AA2024 and AA7075 

Cavaliere & Panella, conducted a study on the effect of tool position on fatigue properties of 

dissimilar 4mm thick AA2024 and AA7075 plates joined by FSW. The AA2024 was 

positioned on the advancing side while AA7075 situated on the retreating side. The joint 

attained when the tool was positioned 1mm off the center (towards AA7075) had higher 

hardness value compared to the joint attained when tool was 1.5 mm off the center of the 

weld. The maximum tensile properties of both joints were lower than the parent materials. 

Both joints revealed ductile failure mode characterized by the presence of very fine dimples. 

The strong effect on fatigue crack growth was attributed to the positive Kr value measured on 

the cross-section of the different welds. 

 

 

FSW of Al-Alloy AA5A06-H112 and Al-Alloy 6061 - T651 

Peng et al, have performed friction stir welded on the 5mm AA5A06-H112 and 6061-T651 

aluminum alloys. This welding was performed under controlled cooling conditions i.e. forced 

air cooling (FAC) and natural cooling (NC) conditions. The AA5A06-H112 was positioned 

on the advancing side while AA6061-T651 on the retreating side. The 0.5MPa pressure was 

used to blow the air towards the welding direction which then intersected the surface of 

materials at angle of 30°. The micro structural analysis and micro hardness test results for the 

joint produced under FAC were found to be higher compared to those that of the joint 

produced under NC condition. The tensile results for the joint produced under FAC condition 

were 10% higher than those produced at NC condition. The joint produced under NC 

condition had coarse grains compared to the joint produced under FAC condition. Both joints 

had ductile failure mode but the dimple size for the joint produced under FAC were higher 

than the joint produced under NC condition. 

In as much as the material positioning plays a significant role towards the joint quality 

involving dissimilar alloys, Shah et al. have further investigated the influence of the tool 

eccentricity towards the joint quality. They discovered that placing the stronger material on 

the advancing side improves the tensile strength and the percentage elongation of the joint. 

Their metallurgical analysis revealed that the tool eccentricity also plays a vital role towards 

the material flow however; there are some limitations when it comes to material mixing. The 

analysis of the joint formed when two dissimilar alloys are used in friction stir welding 
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normally focuses on the mechanical properties. However, Giraud et al   have gone to the 

extent of analyzing the compounds that are being formed during the FSW of dissimilar 

alloys. They have discovered that there are inter-metallic compounds (IMCs) that are formed 

during FSW of dissimilar alloys.  

 

FSW on AA2024-T3 and AZ31 

Khodir and Shibayanagi have “assessed the joint formed when AA2024-T3 was friction stir 

welded with AZ31 magnesium alloy. Their study involved the variation of welding speed at a 

constant rotational speed. The AA2024-T3 was located on the advancing side for all the 

welding. The micro structural analysis revealed that the increase in welding speed impacted 

the phase redistribution in the stir zone. The AA2024-T3 was distributed towards the lower 

regions of the stir zone while the AZ31 dominated the upper regions below the tool shoulder 

of the stir zone. The micro structural analysis also revealed a consistent formation of laminates 

structures in the SZ near the advancing side boundary between SZ and TMAZ which” were 

independent from welding speed variation. There were also inter-metallic compounds that 

were formed in the SZ which contributed towards the fluctuation of the hardness distribution. 

 

FSW on AA 6061 -T6 and AA7050 -T7451 

Rodriguez et al. have friction stir welded AA6061-T6 and AA7050-T7451 with the purpose 

of assessing the microstructure and mechanical properties of the dissimilar welded joint. Their 

study involved the variation of rotational speed while keeping the welding speed constant. The 

AA7050-T7451 was positioned on the advancing side while AA6061–T6 was kept on the 

retreating side during welding. The tensile analysis revealed that the joints produced at lower 

speed were weaker than the base metals hence the fracture occurred at the SZ. The joints that 

were produced at higher rotational speed were stronger than AA6061-T6 base metal hence the 

fracture occurred consistently towards” the AA6061-T6. The variation in fracture location was 

found to be directly linked with the material mixing at the SZ. The micro structural analysis 

revealed the ductile mode of failure. Moreover, the EDS results reveal the existence of three 

distinct layers where layer 1 had a nominal composition of AA6061, layer 2 had a composition 

of AA7050 and layer 3 had the combination of the two. Similar results were reported by Gou 

et al., when they performed FSW on dissimilarAA6061-AA7075. 

 

FSW on AZ 31C-O with Al 5083 

Mofid et al., performed a study on the friction stir welding of the 3mm thick AZ31C-O 

magnesium all to 5083 aluminum alloy in air and under nitrogen liquid. Their study involved 

the tracking of the temperature profile during welding and they attained this through the 

installation of thermocouples. There was a notable decrease in IMCs formation for the joints 

produced under liquid nitrogen compared to joints produced through air. The XRD analysis 

results exhibited the inter-metallic phases of Al3Mg2, Al12Mg17 and Al2Mg3. The stir zone 

of the welds produced under nitrogen atmosphere showed a smoother interface compared to 

welds produced through air atmosphere. The attained maximum temperature during the 

welding was 676K and 651K respectively during air weld and under water weld.  

 

FSW on Al alloy2024-T365 and Al alloy 5083-H111 

FSW “dissimilar aluminum alloys 2024-T365 and 5083-H111 was performed by El-Hafez 

and El-Megharbel. Variation in process parameters and pin profiles were employed with the 

purpose of analyzing their influence on the microstructure and tensile properties. The stronger 

material (AA2024-T365) was positioned on the advancing side throughout the welding. The 

combination of the highest speeds of 1120rpm and 1400rpm with 80mm/min achieved the best 

strength and joint efficiency of 90% and this was due to sufficient heat being generated. 
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Square pin profile produced higher strength joints compared to triangular and stepped profiles. 

Placing AA2024 on the advancing side (AS) played a significant role towards joint strength 

improvement.  Cole et al., also reported that the material placed on the advancing side 

dominates a major portion of the weld zone. 

 

FSW on AA 6035 and AA8011 

Vivekanandan et al., have used vertical milling machine “to friction stir welding of 

aluminum alloys 6035 and 8011 with the aim of evaluating the mechanical properties of the 

dissimilar weld joint. The varying welding speed at a constant rotational speed was employed 

throughout the welding. The welds produced at the welding speed of 60mm/min were found to 

be the best results compared to other speed combinations. This parameter combination 

produced fine grains at the center of the weld which contributed to the increase in hardness 

value. The dissimilar friction stir welding of undiluted copper and 1350 aluminum alloy sheet 

with a thickness of 3mm was investigated by Li et al. [22]. The AA1350 was placed on the 

advancing side throughout the welding performance. The micro structural results in the nugget 

zone showed the vortex-like pattern and lamella structure. There was no formation of IMCs in 

the nugget zone. The hardness dispersion revealed that the hardness on the copper side was 

higher than that on the AA1350 side and the hardness at the bottom of the nugget was 

generally higher than those previously” mentioned. The tensile properties of the dissimilar 

welds were all lower than those of the base metals. A ductile-brittle mixed fracture surface 

was observed on the dissimilar joints of the tensile tested specimens.  

 

COMPATIBILITY OF FRICTION STIR PROCESSING 

Friction Stir Welding is a solid-state joining process that uses a non-consumable tool to join 

two work pieces of similar or dissimilar material without melting the workpiece material. 

Friction Stir Processing (FSP) is another method of changing or improving the properties of a 

metal or material was forcibly inserting a non-consumable tool into the work piece. Friction 

stir processing is a method of improving the tensile and fatigue strength of the material. 

In FSW and FSP there is a difference in which FSW is most effective solid state joining 

process while FSP is used to modify the microstructure of FSP welded zone .In friction stir 

processing there is powder of material which is impinge on the welded zone during welding 

process i.e. friction stir welding. FSP changes physical properties without changing physical 

state which help engineer to create things such as high strain rate super plasticity The Grain 

refinement occurs on the base material improving properties of the first material while mixing 

with second material. The FSP is used when metals properties want to be improved using 

other metal. The main application is in aerospace industries. 

 

EMPLOYMENT OF FRICTION STIR WELDING 

1. Friction stir welding, with its excellent mechanical properties and a low rate of defects, is 

well- suited for the joining of aluminum in an automobile sector. These include tailor welded 

blanks (semi-finished components for car doors), stabilizer bars, center tunnels, drive shafts, 

pistons, Cam-shafts, turbochargers, U-joints, bumper shocks, and even car hoods and trunk 

lids among numerous others. 

2. Railroad: Friction stir welding finds its use on hollow profiles and T-stiffener extrusions 

for manufacturing high-speed trains. 

3. Aerospace Industry for fabricating high strength aluminum alloy structures, such as large 

volume fuel tanks, due to its exceptional advantages including low distortion, less defects and 

high mechanical properties of the joint. 

4. Boeing has been using FSW extensively in spacecraft structures for many years, and 

Airbus used it to attach stringers to fuselage panels for the A380. FSW was seen as a key 
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technology for the production of low-cost very light jets (VLJ), a new class of small business 

jet that Eclipse Aviation launched in 2006. Although the company failed, it was at least 

partially successful in demonstrating that the VLJ was a viable class of aircraft. It also 

demonstrated the way FSW can significantly reduce the cost of producing aircraft structures 

when fully adopted throughout assemblies. 

5. Within ship building, FSW has been used extensively since the 1990s. It has been used to 

join the hull and deck panels of both commercial and naval ships, as well as other 

components within the superstructure. 

6. The two sections of the crew module in NASAs Orion Spacecraft were fused together with 

a 425 inches friction stir weld. FSW allowed NASA to create high strength welds with an 

ultra-lightweight aluminum alloy which would not have been possible using conventional 

welding methods. The friction stir weld provides ultimate structural rigidity, able to withstand 

the harsh environments experienced during space flight. 

 

EMPLOYMENT OF FRICTION STIR PROCESSING 
Employment of Friction Stir Processing (FSP).The friction stir processing is used when 

metals properties want to be improved using other metals for support and improvement of the 

first. This is promising process for the automotive and aerospace industries where new 

material wills need to be developed to improve resistance to wear, creep, and fatigue. 

Examples of materials successfully processed using the friction stir technique include 

AA2519, AA5083 and AA7075 aluminum alloys, AZ61 magnesium alloy, nickel-aluminum 

bronze and 304L stainless steel. 

 

CASTING 

Metallic parts produced by casting are comparatively inexpensive but are often subject to 

metallurgical flaws like porosity and micro structural defects. Friction stir processing can be 

used to introduce a wrought microstructure into a cast component and eliminate many of the 

defects. By vigorously stirring a cast metal part to homogenize it and reduce the grain size, 

the ductility and strength are increased.  

 

SUPER PLASTICITY 

Another advantage of FSP is the possible local formation of fine-grained microstructure in 

the material, which causes a corresponding local alteration of the basic material properties. In 

this way, FSP can be applied selectively to a desired location with specific properties without 

altering the basic characteristics of the material outside the FSP region. A still further 

advantage of FSP is the possibility of fine-grained microstructure forming in thicker plates 

(above 5 mm) and thus the possibility of super plasticity, which is difficult to achieve with 

conventional thermo- mechanical processes involving a combination of heat treatment and 

rolling. 

 

POWDER METALLURGY 

Friction stir processing can also be used to improve the micro structural properties of powder 

metal objects. In particular when dealing with aluminum powder metal alloys, the aluminum 

oxide film on the surface of each granule is detrimental to the ductility, fatigue properties and 

fracture toughness of the workpiece. While conventional techniques for removing this film 

include forging and extrusion, friction stir processing is suited for situations where localized 

treatment is desired. 
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FABRICATION OF   METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES (MMCS) 

Friction stir processing can also be used to fabricate MMC at the nugget zone where we need 

the change of properties. Al 5052/Si-C and some other composites were successfully 

fabricated. Even Nano-composites can also be fabricated by friction stir processing. 

 

CONCLUSION 

It is found that Friction Stir Welding / Processes give the best solution of welding without 

any consumption of flux material. This welding technique is acceptable worldwide due to its 

cost effectiveness and finishing. 

The FSWP is most preferred welding technique which is acceptable worldwide for the 

purpose of welding material with high strength and the surface finish including tensile 

strength, Micro hardness. Till now it is found that this is applicable on some of the material in 

a better way to give higher strength and surface finish. In this we are able to find the 

materials which are able to perform actions such as: Zinc, Lead, Plastics polymer, Mild steel, 

Nickel alloy, stainless steel, Magnesium alloy, copper and copper alloy, Titanium and 

Titanium alloy, Aluminum and aluminum alloy etc. The best aluminum alloy which is found 

in 2000, 5000, 6000, 7000 series gives better welding strength. Higher strength material were 

welded with high temperature production in the process and we are able to get fine grain size 

and the strength is also increased with this including surface finish. In this we also used 

different tool shape and length to get better strength and many more with also different plate 

size. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the past few decades, outstanding advances in the use of composite materials in structural 

applications due to its major weight savings properties and high strength have been found. 

But cost and availability has always limited its use to only for a few sectors. The cloth fabrics 

are considerable interest, not only from an economic point of view but also due to ease of 

fabrication process and availability. Keeping this fact in mind, the fabrication and analysis of 

cotton fiber reinforced polymer matrix composite have been carried out. In this research 

work, the cotton fabric is used as reinforcement material for epoxy based polymer composite. 

The Samples are prepared with 80% weight compositions of cloth fibers. The tensile test, 

impact test has been conducted to determine the tensile strength, impact strength and load 

bearing capacity of composite samples. The results show that the fabricated cotton fiber 

reinforced composite have promising tensile, impact as well as flexural strength for 

engineering applications. 

 
Keywords: Polymer Matrix Composite; Hand lay-up Method; Tensile Strength; Impact strength. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A polymer matrix composite (PMC) is a composite material composed of a variety of short 

or continuous fibers bound together by an organic polymer matrix. PMCs are designed to 

transfer loads between fibers through the matrix. Some of the advantages with PMCs include 

their lightweight, high stiffness and their high strength along the direction of their 

reinforcements. Other advantages are good abrasion resistance and good corrosion resistance.  

Polymer matrix composites, and fiber-reinforced plastics (FRPs) in particular, are 

commonplace in the industrialized world. Their applications range from primary structural 

aircraft components to tennis racquets, and many household appliances incorporate some form 

of fiber reinforcement. The development of engineering FRPs began once significant 

quantities of glass fiber became available in the 1940s, and was initially performance driven 

(e.g., for aerospace). Nowadays, natural fiber reinforced polymer composites (NFRPC) are 

widely used for manufacturing of engineering products. Their easily availability, low cost and 

biodegradability make them suitable materials for reinforcing agents in composites . The 

NFRPC remarkably replaced Glass Fiber Reinforced Composites (GFRC), Aramid Fiber 

Reinforced Composites (AFRC) and Carbon Fiber Reinforced Composites (CFRC) in many 

applications over a past few decades. Due to the better mechanical properties and thermal 

insulation properties, the NFRPC have attraction of industries for structural applications. 

Ligno cellulose based Jute, sisal, hemp, coir, flex, cotton, rice husk, chicken fur etc. are the 

most common types of natural fibers . The economic and ecological concerns are responsible 

for rise of NFRP composites. Composites with natural fibers have many significant 

advantages over composites with synthetic fibers such as low cost, lighter weight, available in 

the form of plants or waste, non-toxicity, and does not cause skin irritation [2, 9- 11]. 

Currently a number of automotive components previously made with glass fiber composites 

are now being manufactured by using environmentally friendly composites. The use of natural 

fibers in automotive has two advantages, namely vehicles become lighter, which means 

improved fuel efficiency, and improved the sustainability of production because it can be 

cultivated. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/fiber-reinforced-plastics
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In present rsearch article, the cloth fiber has been used as reinforcing agent to fabricate 

natural fiber reinforced polymer composite. Further, the important mechanical properties such 

as tensile and impact strength have been determined. All tests are performed according to their 

respective American Society of Testing and Methods (ASTM) standards. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Hand lay-up is an open molding method suitable for making a wide variety of composites 

products from very small to very large. Production volume per mold is low; however, it is 

feasible to produce substantial production quantities using multiple molds. Hand lay-up is the 

simplest composites molding method, offering low cost tooling, simple processing, and a 

wide range of part sizes. Design changes are readily made. There is a minimum investment in 

equipment. With skilled operators, good production rates and consistent quality are 

obtainable. 

TABLE II. PROPERTIES OF EPOXY RESIN AND HARDENER. 

 

Properties Unit Epoxy resin -

520 

Hardener -

509 

Color and 

appearance 

- Colorless 

/clear liquid 

Clear 

yellow to 

haze 

Viscosity at 27ºC MPa.s 7000-14000 60-80 

Density at 27ºC g/cc 1.05-1.150 - 

Epoxy 

equivalent 

g/equivale

nt 

180-210 - 

 

Gel coat is first applied to the mold using a spray gun for a high quality surface. When the 

gel coat has cured sufficiently, roll stock fiberglass reinforcement is manually placed on the 

mold. The laminating resin is applied by pouring, brushing, spraying, or using a paint roller. 

FRP rollers, paint rollers, or squeegees are used to consolidate the laminate, thoroughly 

wetting the reinforcement and removing entrapped air. Subsequent layers of fiberglass 

reinforcement are added to build laminate thickness. Low density core materials such as end-

grain balsa, foam, and honeycomb, are commonly used to stiffen the laminate. This is known 

as sandwich construction. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Tensile strength analysis 
The tensile test is one of the most commonly used means of evaluating strength of a metal. 

During this test, a specimen is pulled, or put in tension under a slowly increasing load until it 

breaks. The tensile strength is calculated from the load in Newton (N) required to break the 

test bar divided by its cross sectional area in square mm.  The resulting measurement is 

expressed in N/mm2. The tensile strength is the maximum load a part can withstand before 

breaking. A material part most often becomes useless when it is permanently deformed but not 

yet broken. The point of this overload is called the proportional limit and this limit is often 

referred to as the yield strength. 

The tensile test is performed for several reasons. The results of tensile tests are used in 

selecting material for engineering applications. Tensile properties frequently are included in 

material specification to ensure quality. The strength of interest may be measured in terms of 

either the stress necessary to cause appreciable plastic deformation or maximum stress that the 

material can withstand. Specimens for tensile testing are cut as per ASTM D3039 standard 

shown in Fig. 1 and tensile testing is carried out on  
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Universal Testing Machine with rate of loading of 2mm/min for testing. The tests are 

conducted on three identical specimens for each type of fiber separately. The specimen and 

conduction of the tensile test are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. 

 

                                    Fig. 1 Dimensions of tensile test specimen 

 

 
Fig. 2 Specimens for Tensile Test 

 

Fig. 3 Specimen under test conditions 

  

 Impact strength analysis 

The most common types of tests used to measure toughness or impact strength are the Izod 

and Charpy  impact tests; both are similar in principal. The impact testing involves sharp blow 

to the test specimen. A pendulum swings from a predetermined distance against the test part 

that is held rigid in a clamp. In the Charpy test, the sample is held horizontally on either end. 
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In the Izod test, the sample is held vertically on one end. The impact data cannot be used for 

design criteria and is only good for comparing the relative toughness of different materials. 

The impact data is useful in comparing the toughness of a material at different temperatures 

and under different heat treat conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                    Fig. 4 Specimen for under the Izod impact test condition 

 

                                                   Fig. 5 Specimen after Impact Testing 

For finding the impact strength of the developed composite materials, the Izod impact 

test has been carried out. The impact strength may be defined as toughness or ability of 

material to absorb energy during plastic deformation. Here the direction of the applied force is 

perpendicular to the fiber orientation. The impact strength of composite depends on the 

amount of fiber as well as orientation of the fiber. The specimen for the testing has been 

prepared as per the ASTM standards. The specimens are 75mm length, 10mm width and 3mm 

wide. The specimen is subjected to an impact blow and the corresponding energy absorbed by 

the material is obtained. This test gives the maximum energy that a material can absorb when 

it is subjected to heavy impact load. The specimens in Izod impact test conditions and after 

impact test are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. 
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TABLE III RESULS OF MECHENICAL CHARECTERIZATION 

 

 Tensile test  Impact 

test 

ASTM 

standard 

ASTM D-

3039 

 ASTM D-

256 

Sample 1 135 MPa  2 J/mm 

Sample 2 132 MPa  1.5 J/mm 

Average 133.5  MPa  1.75 J/mm 

 

From the Table, it has been observed that the tensile strength of the developed composite 

materials is about 132.5 MPa that is more than some of the polymers i.e. the strength of the 

developed material is more as compared to the polymeric material. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the cloth polymer composite samples have been fabricated successfully by the 

hand lay-up technique. The tensile strength and impact strength of the fabricated composite 

material have been evaluated satisfactorily. The following conclusions are drawn from this 

experimental investigation: 

The cotton based polymeric matrix composites has been fabricated.  

 The tensile strength and impact strength of the fabricated materials have been found 

by different tests.  

 The average tensile strength of fabricated specimen is 133.5 MPa, which make it 

suitable for higher tension applications.  

 The average impact strength of specimens was  1.75 J/mm. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the past few years the global need for low cost, high performance and good quality 

materials has caused a shift in research from monolithic to composite materials. In case of 

MMC’s, aluminium matrix composite due to their high strength to weight ratio, low cost and 

high wear resistance are widely manufactured and used in structural applications along with 

aerospace and automobile industry. Stir casting is a simple and cost effective method for 

manufacturing of the composites. Reinforcements like particulate alumina, silicon carbide, 

graphite, fly ash etc. can easily be incorporated in the melt using cheap and widely available 

stir casting method. This paper presents a review on the mechanical properties of stir cast 

aluminium matrix composites, effect of various reinforcements, process parameters and 

future research potential in the fabrication and characterisation of metal matrix composites 

through stir casting route. 
 

Keywords: Metal matrix composites, alumina, reinforcement, process parameters. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

A metal matrix composite is a composite material with at least two constituent parts, one 

being a metal necessarily, the other material may be a different metal or another material, 

such as a ceramic or organic compound. Metal matrix composites are capable of providing 

higher- temperature operating limits than their base metal counterparts, and they can be 

tailored to give improved properties. Metal matrix composites can be characterized by the 

method of reinforcement, that is continuous reinforcement and discontinuous reinforcement 

[1]. There are two types of discontinuous reinforcement for MMCs: particulate and whiskers. 

The most common types of particulate are alumina, boron carbide, silicon carbide (SiC), 

titanium carbide, and tungsten carbide[2]. The most common type of whisker is silicon 

carbide, but whiskers of alumina and silicon nitride have also been produced. In fibre 

reinforcement, by far the most common kind of continuous reinforcement, many types of 

fibres are used; most of them are carbon or ceramic. Carbon types are referred to as graphite 

and are based on pitch or polyacrylonitrile (PAN) precursor. Ceramic types include alumina, 

silica, boron, alumina-silica, alumina-boria silica, zirconia, magnesia, mullite, boron nitride, 

TiB2, Sic, and boron carbide[3]. All of these fibers are brittle, flaw-sensitive materials. 

Aluminium is the most popular matrix for the metal matrix composites (MMCs). The Al 

alloys are quite attractive due to their low density, their capability to be strengthened by 

precipitation, their good corrosion resistance, high thermal and electrical conductivity and 

their high damping capacity[4]. Hybrid metal matrix composites (HMMCs) are second-

generation composites. Hybrid composites are more advanced composites as compared to 

conventional simple composites. Hybrids can have more than one reinforcing phase and a 

single matrix phase or single reinforcing phase with multiple matrix phases or multiple 

reinforcing and multiple matrix phases. They have better flexibility as compared to other 

composites. the major advantages of Hybrid matrix composites(HMMCs) over composite 

mailto:javedali071@gmail.com
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material are high specific strength, high specific stiffness, high elevated temperature strength, 

improve wear resistance, low density, high strength to weight ratio, improved damping 

capabilities, high thermal expansion coefficients, good corrosion resistance etc.[5]. Metal-

matrix composites (MMCs) are combinations of two or more materials (one of which is a 

metal) where tailored properties are achieved by systematic combinations of different 

constituents. Conventional monolithic materials have limitations in respect to achievable 

combinations of strength, stiffness and density [6]. Particle-reinforced MMCs generally 

exhibited wide engineering applications due to their enhanced hardness, better wear, and 

corrosion resistance when compared to pure metal or alloy.The aim is designing metal matrix 

composite materials is to combine the desirable attributes of metals and ceramics. MMCs 

consisting of continuous or discontinuous fibres, whiskers, or particles in a metal achieve 

combinations of very high specific strength and specific modulus. The addition of high 

strength, a high modulus refractory particle to a ductile metal matrix produces a material 

whose mechanical properties are intermediate between the matrix alloy and the ceramic 

reinforcement [7]. The matrix is the monolithic material into which the reinforcement is 

embedded, and is completely continuous. In structural applications,the matrix is usually a 

lighter metal such as aluminium, magnesium or titanium and provides compliant support for 

the reinforcement. In high temperature application cobalt and cobalt-nickel alloy matrices are 

common[8].Different matrix for MMCs is Aluminium matrix composite, magnesium matrix 

composite, copper matrix composite, titanium matrix composite. Aluminium matrix 

composites have application in aerospace industry, automobile industry, construction 

industry, entertainment etc. Magnesium is much lighter and it finds lot of application in 

aerospace. Then copper we have seen in several applications like thermal conductivity, 

electrical conductivity. Titanium is used for aerospace applications. As defined by Jartiz [9] 

Composites are multifunctional material systems that provide characteristics not obtainable 

from any discrete material. They are cohesive structures made by physically combining two 

or more compatible materials, different in composition and characteristics and sometimes in 

form [10].Composites are classified based on the types of matrix and reinforcements. Matrix 

is the base material in the composite. Reinforcements are usually added to the matrix (base 

metal) to improve its properties like strength, stiffness, conductivity, wear and corrosive 

resistance etc. Reinforcements increase the properties of matrix by transferring the strength to 

the matrix constituent.  

 

2. Types of Matrix 

Polymer matrix composites (PMCs) are mostly cross-linked thermoset polymers (epoxy, 

polyester, phenolics). Glass fiber-reinforced thermoset polymers have high strength and 

stiffness to weight ratio, thus they are usually used in automotive components. Other matrices 

in PMCs include thermoplastic resins (PE, Nylon, PVC,).Metal matrix composites are light 

metals like aluminium, titanium and magnesium, and their alloys are usually used as 

matrices. Aluminium is most commonly used due to its excellent strength, toughness, and 

resistance to corrosion and abrasion. In Ceramics matrix compositesilicon carbides are 

regularly used for both matrices and reinforcements. However, the silicon carbide 

reinforcements are of multiple forms to achieve preferred properties.  

 

3. Types of Reinforcement 

Depending on the types of reinforcements, composites are classified as (i) particle reinforced 

composites, (ii) short fiber composites (whisker), and (iii) continuous fiber composites 

(sheet). The materials for reinforcements can be organic fibers, metallic fibers, ceramic 

fibers, and particles.  
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i. Particle reinforced composites: In particle reinforced composites, particles can be 

ceramics, glasses, metal, and/or amorphous materials. While the modulus of a composite is 

higher than that of its matrix, the permeability and ductility are lower[11]. Therefore, particle 

reinforced composites can sustain higher tensile, compressive and shear stresses.  

ii.Shortfiber composites (whisker): Fiber reinforced composites consist of short fiber 

composites and continuous fiber composites. The modulus of a composite of this type is 

higher than that of a matrix because of the strong covalent bonds along the fiber length. The 

orientation of the fibers relative to one another has significant impact on the mechanical 

properties of the composite. These contain reinforcements with an aspect ratio of greater than 

5, but are not continuous. These were produced by squeeze infiltration process. Whisker 

reinforced composites are produced by either by PM processing or by infiltration route [12]. 

Mechanical properties of whisker reinforced composites are superior compared to particle or 

short fibre reinforced composites. However, in the recent years usage of whiskers as 

reinforcements is fading due to perceived health hazards and, hence of late commercial 

exploitation of whisker reinforced composites has been very limited. Short fibre reinforced 

AMCs display characteristics in between that of continuous fibre and particle reinforced 

AMCs.  

iii. Continuous fiber composites (sheet): Here, the reinforcements are in the form of 

continuous fibres (of alumina, SiC or carbon) with a diameter less than 20 μm [13]. The 

fibres can either be parallel or pre woven, braided prior to the production of the composite. 

Over the last thirty years composite materials, plastics and ceramics have been the dominant 

emerging materials. The volume and number of applications of composite materials have 

grown steadily, penetrating and conquering new markets relentlessly. Modern composite 

materials constitute a significant proportion of the engineered materials market ranging from 

everyday products to sophisticated niche applications. Unlike conventional materials (e.g., 

steel), the properties of the composite material can be designed considering the structural 

aspects. The design of a structural component using composites involves both material and 

structural design. Composite properties (e.g. stiffness, thermal expansion etc.) can be varied 

continuously over a broad range of values under the control of the designer. Whilst the use of 

composites will be a clear choice in many instances, material selection in others will depend 

on factors such as working lifetime requirements, number of items to be produced (run 

length), complexity of product shape, possible savings in assembly costs and on the 

experience & skills the designer in tapping the optimum potential of composites. 

 

4. Reinforcement 

The reinforcement particles can be in the form of fibre, particulates, interpenetrating or layer 

type. the reinforcement material is embedded into the matrix to enhance or reduce their 

properties like wear resistance ,hardness, density, porosity, mechanical, strength, thermal 

expansion, thermal and electric conductivities. MMC reinforcement can be divided into five 

major categories .continuousfiber, discontinuousfiber, whiskers, particulates and wires. 
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Figure 1. Several reinforcement and matrix materials that can be utilized for the development 

of MMCs.[14] 

 

1. Manufacturing of MMC’s 

 

The MMC's manufacturing can be broken into various types such as solid and liquid. The 

solid state method involves powder blending and consolidation method. Powdered metal and 

discontinuous reinforcement are mixed and then bonded through a process of compaction, 

degassing, and thermomechanical treatment. Another method called as Foil Diffusion 

Bonding Method utilized layers of metal foil. These layers are sandwiched between long 

fibers, andthen pressed through to form a matrix [15].The Liquid state method has various 

processes such as electroplating/electroforming, stir casting, squeeze casting, Spray 

deposition and reactive Processing. The electroplating involves a solution containing metal 

ions loaded with reinforcing particles; next sentence is codeposited forming a composite 

material. The stir casting method involves discontinuous reinforcement being stirred into 

molten metal, which is then allowed to solidify [16]. In the Squeeze casting method, molten 

metal is injected into a mould with fibers preplaced inside it. In spray deposition, molten 

metal is sprayed onto a continuousfiber substrate and in reactive processing a chemical 

reaction occurs, with one of the reactants forming the matrix and the other the 

reinforcement[17]. 
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6. PROCESSES COMPARISON USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MMCS 

The simplest and most commercially used technique is known as ‘vortex technique’ or ‘stir 

casting technique’ it is attractive because of simplicity, low cost of processing, flexibility, 

most economical for large sized components to be prepared as well as production of near net 

shaped components. The vortex technique involves the introduction of pre-treated ceramic 

particles into the vertex of molten alloy created by the rotating impeller. Figure 2shows the 

stir casting set up. 

 
Figure 2. Schematic view of setup for stir casting.[18] 

 

An interesting recent development in stir casting is a two-step mixing process. In this process, 

the matrix material is heated to above its liquids temperature so that the metal is totally 

melted. The melt is then cooled down to a temperature between the liquids and solidus points 

and kept in a semi-solid state. At this stage, the preheated particles are added and mixed. The 

slurry is again heated to a fully liquid state and mixed thoroughly. This two-step mixing 

process has been used in the fabrication of aluminium. Among all the well-established metal 

matrix composite fabrication methods, stir casting is the most economical. For that reason, 

stir casting is currently the most popular commercial method of producing aluminium based 

composites [19].Figure 2 shows the matrix material melted in a crucible by heating it in a 

crucible furnace. The stirring is activated by means of a motor at the top of the stirrer. The 

stirrer can be moved up and down by means of a rack and pinion arrangement. Reinforcement 

is added to the matrix after stirring the matrix material for a certain amount time. Preheating 

is also carried out to avoid thermal distortion of the composite material.Mixing techniques are 

used for introducing and homogeneously dispersing the discontinuous phase since most of the 

ceramic reinforcement materials are denser compared to matrix alloy, otherwise the 
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reinforcement material may settle at the bottom of the crucible if not agitated properly. 

Mixing techniques generally used for mixing of ceramic reinforcement into a melt are:  

a. Adding particles to a vigorously agitated molten alloy  

b. Injection of the discontinuous phase into the melt with an injection gun  

c. Dispersion of pellets or briquettes of a discontinuous phase [20]  

Stir casting is attractive since a conventional metal processing route is used and is the most 

economical route of all the available routes of metal matrix composite production. The cost 

of preparing composite material using this method is about one third to half of the other 

competitive methods, and for high volume production, it is projected that the cost will fall to 

one tenth [21].Some of the important factors that need attention during stir casting are:  

a. The difficulty of achieving a uniform distribution of the reinforcement material.  

b. Wettability between two main substances (matrix and reinforcement substances).  

c. Porosity in the cast metal matrix composites.  

d. Chemical reactions between the reinforcement material and matrix alloy  

e. Reaction of matrix and reinforcement substances with atmospheric elements [22]. 

 

7. Process Parameters 

a) Stirrer design: 

It is very important parameter in stir casting process which is required for vortexformation. 

The blade angle and number of blades decides the flow pattern of the liquidmetal. The stirrer 

is immersed till two third depth of molten metal. All these are requiredfor uniform 

distribution of reinforcement in liquid metal, perfect interface bonding and toavoid clustering. 

b) Stirrer speed: 

Stirring speed is an important parameter to promote binding between matrix 

andreinforcement i.e. wettability. Stirring speed decides formation of vortex which 

isresponsible for dispersion of particulates in liquid metal. In our project stirring speed is 

300rpm. 

c) Stirring temperature: 

Aluminium melts around 650°C, at this temperature semisolid stage of melt ispresent. 

Particle distribution depends on change in viscosity. The viscosity of matrix is mainly 

influenced by the processing temperature. The viscosity of liquid is decreased byincreasing 

processing temperature with increasing holding time for stirring which alsopromote binding 

between matrix and reinforcement. Good wettability is obtained bykeeping temperature at 

800°C. 

d) Stirring time: 

As stirring promote uniform distribution of reinforcement partials and interfacebond between 

matrix and reinforcement, stirring time plays a vital role in stir castingmethod. Less stirring 

leads to non-uniform distribution of particles and excess stirringforms clustering of particles 

at some places. Stirring time is 5 minutes in our case. 

e) Preheat temperature of reinforcement: 

Casting process of AMC’s is difficult due to very low wettability of aluminaparticles and 

agglomeration phenomenon which results in non-uniform distribution andpoor mechanical 

properties[23].Reinforcement is heated to 500°C for 40 minutes. Itremoves moisture as well 

as gases present in reinforcement. 

f) Preheat temperature of mould: 

Porosity is the major problem in casting. In order to avoid porosity preheating ofmould is 

good solution. It helps in removing the entrapped gases from the slurry to go intothe mould. It 

also enhances the mechanical properties of the cast AMC. Mould is heated to500°C for one 

hour. 
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g) Addition of magnesium: 

Addition of Magnesium enhances the wettability[24].However increase the contentabove 

1wt.% increases viscosity of slurry and hence uniform particle distribution becomesdifficult. 

h) Reinforcement feed rate: 

Non-uniform feed rate promotes clustering of particles at some places which causesthe 

porosity defect and inclusion defect, so to have a good quality of casting the feed rate 

ofpowder particles must be uniform. The flow rate of reinforcements measured is 0.5 

gramper second [25]. 

i) Pouring of melt: 

Pouring rate and pouring temperature plays significant role in quality of casting.Pouring rate 

of slurry must be uniform to avoid entrapping of gases. At this stage thetemperature of melt is 

800°C. The distance between mould and crucible also plays vital rolein quality of 

casting.Apart from these size of reinforcement plays significant role in quality of casting. 

 

8. Conclusion 

In present time, in every field we need light weight material, high stiffness and good 

mechanical properties like hardness, toughness, tensile strength, impact strength and high 

wettability. In the past 15 years, developed MMCs have progressed from laboratories to the 

commercial world and with the numerous excellent mechanical properties. Now a 

day’saerospace, automotive and many industries are availing the advantages of these 

materials due to its tremendous properties.Tomake this material more familiar, researchers 

and scientist arelooking for easier and cost effective way to produce MMCbecause uses of 

these materials can bring a new revolution to the material world. According to the type of 

MMC, different methods are using to fabricate the MMC but still the methods is not that 

much cost effective. The major problems in fabrication of these material is that they can’t be 

fabricate by regular casting process and due to this the methods are used to fabricate these 

materials becomes very costly. The inappropriate bonding interface of matrix and 

reinforcement may lead to failure of composites. Clustering of particles is an issue to be 

solved in large parts during stir casting process. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on optimizing turning parameters based on the Taguchi method to min-

imize cutting forces. Experiments have been conducted using the L9 orthogonal array in a 

CNC turning machine. Tests are carried out on hardened AISI H13 (68 HRC) with coated 

carbide cutting tools. Each experiment is repeated three times The statistical methods of signal 

to noise ratio (SNR) and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) are applied to investigate effects 

of cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut on cutting forces. Results of this study indicate that 

the feed rate has the most significant effect on cutting force. In addition, the effects of two 

factor interactions of the feed rate- cutting speed and depth of cut-cutting speed appear to be 

important. The developed model can be used in the metal machining industries in order to 

determine the optimum cutting parameters for minimum surface roughness. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hard turning is a turning process in which work pieces whose hardness ranges between 50 

and 70 HRC are machined by using single point cutting tools which have high hardness and 

wear resistance. The hard turning exhibits a unique behavior, which is different than 

conventional turning operations. The application of hard turning technology can be improved 

by utilizing advanced optimization algorithms, which helps manufacturers to make educated 

decisions in the presence of multiple objectives that need to be satisfied. Turning is one of the 

major machining processes which includes metal cutting as removal of metal chips in order to 

get finished product of desired shape, size and surface roughness. The engineers have to face 

challenge in order to get optimal parameters for preferred output using available sources. 

Usually selection of machining parameters is very much difficult for desired product. Actually 

it depends upon experience of the engineers and the table given by machine-tool designer. 

Cylindrical surfaces are being generated by the process of turning. 

Zhou et al. [1] investigated on tool life criteria in raw turning. A new tool-life criterion 

depending on a pattern-recognition technique was proposed and neural network and wavelet 

techniques were used to realize the new criterion. The experimental results showed that this 

criterion was applicable to tool condition monitoring in a wide range of cutting conditions. 

Lin et al. [2] adopted an abdicative network to construct a prediction model for surface 

roughness and cutting force. Once the process parameters: cutting speed, feed rate 44 and 

depth of cut were given; the surface roughness and cutting force could be predicted by this 

network. Regression analysis was also adopted as second prediction model for surface 

roughness and cutting force. Comparison was made on the results of both models indicating 

that adductive network was found more accurate than that by regression analysis. Feng and 

Wang [3] investigated for the prediction of surface roughness in finish turning operation by 

developing an empirical model through considering working parameters: work piece hardness 

(material), feed, cutting tool point angle, depth of cut, spindle speed, and cutting time. Data 

mining techniques, nonlinear regression analysis with logarithmic data transformation were 

employed for developing the empirical model to predict the surface roughness. 
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Suresh et al. [4] focused on machining mild steel by TiN-coated tungsten carbide (CNMG) 

cutting tools for developing a surface roughness prediction model by using Response Surface 

Methodology (RSM). Genetic Algorithms (GA) used to optimize the objective 

function and compared with RSM results. It was observed that GA program provided 

minimum and maximum values of surface roughness and their respective optimal machining 

conditions. 

Lee and Chen [5] highlighted on artificial neural networks (OSRR-ANN) using a sensing 

technique to monitor the effect of vibration produced by the motions of the cutting tool and 

work piece during the cutting process developed an on-line surface recognition system. The 

authors employed tri-axial accelerometer for determining the direction of vibration that 

significantly affected surface roughness then analyzed by using a statistical method and 

compared prediction accuracy of both the ANN and SMR. 

Choudhury and Bartarya [6] focused on design of experiments and the neural network for 

prediction of tool wear. The input parameters were cutting speed, feed and depth of cut; flank 

wear, surface finish and cutting zone temperature were selected as outputs. Empirical relation 

between different responses and input variables and also through neural network (NN) 

program helped in predictions for all the  three response variables and compared which 

method was best for the prediction. 

Chien and Tsai [7] developed a model for the prediction of tool flank wear followed by an 

optimization model for the determination of optimal cutting conditions in machining 17-4PH 

stainless steel. The back-propagation neural network (BPN) was used to construct the 

predictive model. The genetic algorithm (GA) was used for model optimization. 

Kirby et al. [8] developed the prediction model for surface roughness in turning operation. 

The regression model was developed by a single cutting parameter and vibrations along three 

axes were chosen for in- process surface roughness prediction system. By using multiple 

regression and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) a strong linear relationship among the 

parameters (feed rate and vibration measured in three axes) and the response (surface 

roughness) was found. The authors demonstrated that spindle speed and depth of cut might not 

necessarily have to be fixed for an effective surface roughness prediction model. 

Tugrul ¨Ozelet al. [9] study the effects of cutting edge geometry, workpiece hardness, feed 

rate and cutting speed on surface roughness and resultant forces in the finish hard turning of 

AISI H13. Cubic boron nitrite inserts with two distinct edge preparations and through 

hardened AISI H13 steel bars were used. Four-factor (hardness, edge geometry, feed rate and 

cutting speed) two-level fractional experiments were conducted and statistical analysis of 

variance was performed. During hard turnin g experiments, three components of tool forces 

and roughness of the machined surface were measured. This study shows that the effects of 

workpiece hardness, cutting edge geometry, feed rate and cutting speed on surface roughness 

are statistically significant. The effects of two factor interactions of the edge geometry and the 

workpiece hardness, the edge geometry and the feed rate, and the cutting speed and feed rate 

also appeared to be important. Especially honed edge geometry and lower workpiece surface 

hardness resulted in better surface roughness. Cutting- edge geometry, workpiece hardness 

and cutting speed are found to be affecting force components. The lower workpiece surface 

hardness and honed edge geometry resulted in lower tangential and radial forces. 

Hamdi Aouici et al. [10] studied and investigated on turning conditions of hardened AISI 

H11 (X38CrMoV5-1), the effects of cutting parameters on flank wear (VB) and surface 

roughness (Ra) using CBN tool. The machining experiments are conducted based on the 

response surface methodology (RSM). Combined effects of three cutting parameters, namely 

cutting speed, feed rate and cutting time on the two performance outputs (i.e. VB and Ra), are 

explored  employing the analysis of variance (ANOVA). Optimal cutting conditions for each 

performance level are established and the relationship between the variables and the 
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technological parameters is determined using a quadratic regression model. The results show 

that the flank wear is influenced principally by the cutting time and in the second level by the 

cutting speed. Also, it is that indicated that the feed rate is the dominant factor affecting 

workpiece surface roughness. 

B.Fnides et al. [11] studied to determine statistical models of cutting forces in hard turning 

of AISI H11 hot work tool steel (∼ 50 HRC). This steel was free from tungsten on Cr–Mo–V 

basis, insensitive to temperature changes and having a high wear resistance. The workpiece 

was machined by a mixed ceramic tool (insert CC650 of chemical composition 

 

70%Al2O3+30%TiC) under dry conditions. Based on 33 full factorial design, a total of 27 

tests were carried out. The range of each parameter is set at three different levels, namely low, 

medium and high. Mathematical models were deduced by software Minitab (multiple linear 

regression and response surface methodology) in order to express the influence degree of the 

main cutting variables such as cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut on cutting force 

components. The results indicate that the depth of cut 

is the dominant factor affecting cutting force components. The feed rate influences 

tangential cutting force more than radial and axial forces. The cutting speed affects radial force 

more than tangential and axial forces. 

IlhanAsilturk and Harun Akkus [12] studied on optimizing turning parameters based on 

Taguchi method to minimize surface roughness. An experiment was conducted using the L9 

orthogonal array in a CNC turning machine. Results indicated that the feed rate has the most 

significant effect on surface roughness. The other two factors cutting speed and depth of cut 

also appear to be important. 

Samir Khamel et al. [13] studied the effects of process parameters (cutting speed, feed rate 

and depth of cut) on performance characteristics (tool life, surface roughness and cutting 

forces) in finish hard turning of AISI 52100 bearing steel with CBN tool. The cutting forces 

and surface roughness are measured at the end of useful tool life. The combined effects of the 

process parameters on performance characteristics are investigated using ANOVA. The 

composite desirability optimization technique associated with the RSM quadratic models is 

used as multi-objective optimization approach. The results show that feed rate and cutting 

speed strongly influence surface roughness and tool life. However, the depth of cut exhibits 

maximum influence on cutting forces. The proposed experimental and statistical approaches 

bring reliable methodologies to model, to optimize and to improve the hard turning process. 

They can be extended efficiently to study other machining processes. 

H.Aouici et al. [14] conducted experiments to determine the effects of cutting conditions on 

surface roughness and cutting forces in hard turning of X38CrMoV5-1. This steel was 

hardened at 50 HRC and machined with CBN tool. This is employed for the manufacture of 

helicopter rotor blades and forging dies. Combined effects of three cutting parameters, namely 

cutting speed, Feed-rate and depth of cut, on the performance outputs-surface roughness 

parameters. 

R. Suresh and S. Basavarajappa [15] worked on developing a RSM as a function of cutting 

parameters in turning of hardened AISI H13 steel (55 HRc) with PVD coated (Ti CN) ceremic 

tool under dry cutting. The results revealed that cutting speed possese the most dominating 

effect over tool wear followed by feed rate and depth of cut. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, a work piece made of AISI H13 tool steel was used. Its sizes were Ø34mm and 

length 200mm and hardness of the material was 60-70 HRC. The experimental studies were 

carried out on (T6) LEADWELL, TAIWAN lathe, the spindle ranges was 4500 rpm, chuck 

size 6 inch with maximum power 20KW and the machining forces were measured with the 

help of a KISTLER 9272 dynamometer. The experiments were conducted under wet cutting  
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Fig 1: Experimental Setup 

conditions. Al2O3 and TiC-coated (WNMA 080408) inserts were used as the cutting tool 

material. Fig. 1 shows the experimental arrangement. 

The level of cutting parameter ranges and the initial parameter values were chosen from the 

manufacturer’s handbook recommended for the tested material. These cutting parameters are 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Cutting parameters. 

 

Sym

bol 

Cutting 

parameters 

Lev

el 1 

Le

vel 2 

Lev

el 3 

A Cutting 

Speed(m/min) 

90 12

0 

150 

B Food 

Rate(mm/rev) 

0.1

8 

0.2

7 

0.3

6 

C Depth of 

Cut(mm) 

0.2 0.4 0.6 

 

And cutting force components, are explored by analysis of variance (ANOVA). Optimal 

cutting conditions for each performance level are established.The relationship between the 

variables and the technological parameters was determined through the response surface 

methodology (RSM), using a quadratic regression model. Results show how much surface 

roughness is mainly influenced by feed rate and cutting speed. The depth of cut exhibits 

maximum influence on cutting force components as compared to the feed rate and cutting 

speed. 

The Taguchi method and L9 Orthogonal Array were used to reduce number of the 

experiments. The design of experiments (DOE) and measured cutting force values are shown 

in Table 2. The experiments were conducted with three replicates. 

 

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN USING THE TAGUCHI METHOD 

The traditional experimental design methods are too complex and difficult to use. 

Additionally, large numbers of experiments have to be carried out when the number of 

machining parameters increase. Therefore, the factors causing variations should be determined 

and checked under laboratory conditions. These studies are considered under the scope of off- 

line quality improvement [20–22]. The Taguchi method is an experimental design technique, 

which is useful in reducing the number of experiments dramatically by using orthogonal 

arrays and also tries to minimize effects of the factors out of control. The basic philosophy of 

the Taguchi method is to ensure quality in the design phase. The greatest advantages of the 

Taguchi method are to decrease the experimental time, to reduce the cost and to find out 

significant factors in a shorter time period [23]. 
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The most reliable of Taguchi’s techniques is the use of parameter design, which is an 

engineering method for product or process design that focuses on determining the parameter 

(factor) settings producing the best levels of a quality characteristic (performance measure) 

with minimum variation. The overall aim of quality engineering is to make products that are 

robust with respect to all noise factors. The most important stage in the design of an 

experiment lies in the selection of control factors. As many factors as possible should be 

included in order to it would be possible to identify non-significant variables at the earliest 

opportunity [4,25]. Taguchi creates a standard orthogonal array to accommodate this 

requirement. Taguchi used the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio as the quality characteristic of 

choice. S/N ratio is used as a measurable value instead of standard deviation because as the 

mean decreases, the standard deviation also decreases and vice versa. In less technical terms, 

signal-to-noise ratio compares the level of a desired  signal (such as music) to the level of 

background noise. The higher the ratio, the less obtrusive the background noise is. ‘‘Signal-to-

noise ratio’’ is sometimes used informally to refer to the ratio of useful information to false or 

irrelevant data in a conversation or exchange. In other words, the standard deviation cannot be 

minimized first and the mean brought to the target [4,24,25]. Taguchi  has empirically found 

that the two stage optimization procedure involving S/N ratios indeed gives the parameter 

level combination, where the standard deviation is minimum while keeping the mean on target 

[26]. This implies that engineering systems behave in such a way that the manipulated 

production factors can be divided into three categories: 

 Control factors, which affect process variability as measured by the S/N ratio. 

 Signal factors, which do not influence the S/N ratio or process mean. 

 Factors, which do not affect the S/N ratio or process mean. 

In practice, the target mean value may change during the process development. Two of the 

applications in which the concepts of S/N ratio are useful are the improvement of quality 

through variability reduction and the improvement of measurement. The S/N ratio 

characteristics can be divided into three categories given by Eqs. (1)–(3), when the 

characteristic is continuous [27]: 

 

Table 2: The results of experiments and S/N ratios values. 

Speed Feed Depth Of 

Cut 

Cutting 

Force 

SNRA1 

90 0.18 0.2 399.16 -52.0229 

90 0.27 0.4 485.10 -53.7166 

90 0.36 0.6 532.42 -54.5251 

120 0.18 0.4 380.12 -51.5984 

120 0.27 0.6 473.14 -53.4998 

120 0.36 0.2 525.32 -54.4085 

150 0.18 0.6 375.62 -51.4950 

150 0.27 0.2 470.32 -53.4479 

150 0.36 0.4 520.73 -54.3323 

 

This loss function is further converted into S/N signal–noise ratio [22]. In the Taguchi 

method, the optimum cutting conditions required for the minimum cutting force were obtained 

by using, ‘‘the smaller-the better’’ signal– noise ratio. S/N ratios and level values were 
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calculated by using, ‘‘the smaller-the better’’ in the MINITAB 14 Program. S/N ratios 

obtained from this equation are given in Table 2. 

1. Analyzing and evaluating results of the experiments using the Taguchi method 

The most essential criterion in the Taguchi method for analyzing experimental data is 

signal/noise ratio. In this study, the S/N ratio should have a maximum value to obtain 

optimum cutting conditions, according to the Taguchi  

Table 3: S/N response table 

Level Cutting 

speed 

(m/min) 

Feed rate 

(mm/rev) 

Depth of cut 

1 -53.42 -51.71 -53.29 

2 -53.17 -53.55 -53.22 

3 -53.09 -54.42 -53.17 

Delta 0.33 2.72 0.12 

Rank 2 1 3 

 

method. The optimum cutting conditions, which were the cutting speed of 120 m/min, the feed 

rate of 0.18 mm/rev and the depth of cut of 0.4 mm (2 1 2 orthogonal array) were obtained for 

minimum cutting force values. Fig. 2 shows the graphic of the level values given in Table 3. 

Therefore, interpretations may be made according to the level values of A, B, and C factors 

given in Table 3 and Fig. 2 in deter-mining optimum cutting conditions of experiments to be 

conducted under the same conditions. The average S/N ratio for every level of experiment is 

calculated based on the recorded value as shown in Table 3. The different values of S/N ratio 

between maximum and minimum are (main effect) also shown in Table 3. The feed rate and 

the speed are two factors that have the highest effect. Thus, it can be concluded that increasing 

the feed rate will increase the cutting force significantly and also the speed. 

The results of data analysis of S/N ratio for Ra values, which are calculated by Taguchi 

method, are shown in Table 4 Thus, it is seen in Fig. 2 and Table 3 that the third level of A 

factor (cutting speed), the first level of B factor (feed rate) and the third level of C factor 

(depth of cut) are higher. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Mean effect plot for cutting force 
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Consequently, the optimum cutting conditions determined under the same conditions for 

the experiments to be conducted will be 150 m/min for the cutting speed, 0.18 mm/rev for the 

feed rate and 0.6 mm for the depth of cut. 

The interaction between cutting parameters was determined through variance analysis, 

while optimum cutting conditions were determined from S/N ratio obtained through the 

Taguchi method. The variance analysis of the interactions of the S/N- cutting speed, the S/N-

feed rate and the S/N-depth of cut were evaluated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The Taguchi experimental design was used to obtain optimum cutting parameters on hard 

turning. Experimental results were analyzed using ANOVA. The results obtained in this study 

are given below: 

L9 orthogonal array was selected for three different  levels of cutting speed, feed rate and 

depth of cut, which were cutting factors, by using the Taguchi method. As a result, nine 

experiments were conducted optimum cutting conditions according to the S/N ratio, while the 

interaction between the cutting parameters was deter-mined with the help of the variance 

analysis. Variance analyses of S/N ratios were conducted through the SPSS 16.0 Program and 

the interactions between the S/N-cutting speed, the S/N-feed rate and the S/N-depth of cut 

were evaluated. The results of the conducted S/N-variance analyses (ANOVA) are given in 

Table 4. Table 4 shows the interaction between the S/N and the cutting speed considering that, 

according to P (significant) values; it does not produce a significant level within the reliability 

interval of 95%. In other words, cutting speed has no effect on S/N ratio. The P value is 

effective for every three feed rate levels at the reliability level of 95%, because the results are 

lower than 0.05. 

The level values obtained from MINITAB 14 Program according to the Taguchi design are 

given. The third level of A factor (cutting speed), the first level of B factor (feed rate) and the 

first level of C factor (depth of cut) are higher. Consequently, optimum cutting conditions for 

the experiments to be conducted will be (3 1 1) 150 m/min for instead of the full factorial 27 

experiments. Cutting forces S/N ratios were found as a result of experiments conducted 

according to the L9 orthogonal array. The maximum value was found by using the S/N ratio 

equation of ‘‘the smaller-the better,’’ the maximum S/N ratio yielded optimum cutting 

parameters. Optimum cutting conditions which correspond to maximum S/N value of the 

smaller cutting force value in hard turning operation (2 1 2)-were found to be 150 m/min for 

the cutting speed, 0.18 mm/rev for the feed rate and 0.2 mm for the depth of cut. Cutting force 

decreases with increase in cutting speed. This is due to the rise in temperature in the cutting 

zone which  makes the metal machined more plastic and consequently the efforts necessary for 

machining decreases. Variance analysis was applied to S/N ratios to discover interactions 

between cutting parameters relating to cutting forces. According to the ANOVA analysis, the 

feed rate has maximum effect on cutting force at a reliability level of 95%. The number of 

Parameters Degree of 

freedom 

(D S) 

Sum of 

square( 

SS) 

Mean 

square 

(MS) 

F- 

value 

P- 

value 

Speed (m/ 

min) 

2 454.9 227.5 0.0 

4 

0.9 

57 

Residual 

error 

6 30802.6 5133. 

8 

  

Total 8 31257.5    
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experiments in the same or similar area in hard turning operations were reduced by using the 

Taguchi experimental design to determine optimum cutting conditions. Satisfying results were 

obtained so that they may be used in future academic and industrial studies. 
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ABSTRACT 

The diesel engines contribute to ecological contamination and they are the fundamental 

drivers of manyhealth issues. They add to peculiar weather changes through Hydrocarbons 

(HCs), Particulate Matter (PM), Carbon Oxides (COx) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 

discharges. Different sustainable strategies are at present accessible for decreasing HC, PM, 

COx and NOx, nevertheless this paper illustrates a method to control pollutants from a diesel 

engine and further use these exhaustgases as working fluid in Pneumatic Braking System. 

During the fabrication of the system, exhaust gases coming from diesel engine of a vehicle 

were routed to aqua silencer which purified & cooled them, and then they were sent to the 

Pneumatic Braking System of the vehicle. 

 
Keywords: Aqua silencer; Diesel engine; Exhaust gases; Pneumatic braking system;  

 

1. Introduction 

 

The formation of HCs in diesel engines is caused by incomplete combustion and 

inappropriate temperature in the combustion chamber. It occur due to the lack of supply of 

oxygen for burning in the combustion chamber and these HCs lead to formation of PM.[2-6] 

Particulate Matters  consists of sulphates, moisture, unburnt lubricating oil, carbon elements, 

unburnt fuel, metals and other substances. There are mainly three types of particulate 

emissions from a diesel engine: soot, inorganic fraction (IF) and soluble organic fraction 

(SOF). Black smoke (Soot) contributes to more than 50% of the entire PM emissions.[7] 

 

During the running of this pneumatic braking system, temperature of combustion 

productsdischarging from exhaust system of the vehicle was measured with the help of a 

thermostat. And then these gases were routed to aqua silencer which purified & cooled them. 

At the outlet of aqua silencer, the temperature of exhaust gases was measured again with 

another thermostat. And then the gases were sent to the inlet of an Air compressor through an 

air filter. After compression, exhaust gases were stored in the air storage tank. Push-pull 

operated valves when operated, helped in operation of the single acting cylinder which 

produced the braking action with the help of a brake pad attached to its piston’s one end, on 

the wheel rotating with the help of a DC geared motor connected to a battery through a 

switch. The connections between push-pull valves, storage tank &single acting cylinder were 

made with the help of polyurethane tubes. 

 

Comparing with original Pneumatic Braking System, following component analogy is used: 

 Push Pull Operated Valves are analogous to Air Brake Valve. 

 Single acting cylinder is analogous to Brake Chamber. 

 Wheel and DC geared motor arrangement is analogous to the Engine Wheel 

arrangement. 
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Figure 1: Flow Diagram of Experimental Setup 

After the complete fabrication of the system, a 3-D layout of the complete system with 

major/minor details was designed in Google Sketchup and the same has been depicted in the 

following pictures: 

 

 
Figure 2: Aqua Silencer & Thermostat Setup 

 

 
Figure 3: Aqua Silencer & Air Compressor Setup 

 

 
Figure 4: Air Compressor & Push Pull Operated Valves Setup 
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Figure 5: Pneumatic Connections Using Polyurethane Tubes 

 

 
Figure 6: Single Acting Cylinder & Wheel Setup 

 

 
Figure 7: Wheel & DC Motor Setup 

 

 
Figure 8: DC Motor & Battery Setup

 

 

2. Experimental Setup 

2.1 Aqua Silencer 

An Aqua Silencer System is designed to replace conventional single unit engine silencers. 

With its light weight and slender design, it offers a minimal 'footprint' and optimizes the 

entire exhaust system for low noise and reduced emissions. 
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Figure 9: Aqua Silencer Design 

 

2.2 Air Compressor with Storage Tank 

An air compressor converts electrical power into potential energy which gets stored in 

pressurized air (i.e., compressed air). A reciprocating air compressor analogous to engine 

driven air compressor in air brake system, is used to compress the exhaust gases coming from 

the aqua silencer and store them in the tank attached with the air compressor. Air compressor 

has following specifications: 

 

Table 1: Air Compressor Specifications 

Parameters Description 

Voltage/Frequency 220V/240V-50Hz 

Horsepower 1.5HP 

Capacity of tank 10 Lt 

Air displacement 126 Lt/Min 

Maximum pressure 8 bar 

Speed 2850 MP/Min 

Noise 92db 

Gross Weight 13.85 kg 

Dimensions 46 * 19 * 47 cm 

 

 
Figure 10: Air Compressor Design 

 

2.3 Push Pull Operated Valves 

A push pull operated valve is employed to regulate or modulate the flow of air (or another 

inert gas) in a very pneumatic system. Two push pull operated valves analogous to air brake 

valve in air brake system, are used to operate the single acting cylinder. Push pull operated 

valves have following specifications: 

Table 2: Push Pull Operated Valve Specifications 

Parameters Description 

Model DS245PD61 

Type 3/2 
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Design Spool type 

Port size Inlet, Outlet, Exhaust- G1/4 

Medium Compressed air – Dry, filtered, lubricated 

Max. Working pressure 10 bar 

Recommended oil for lubrication ISO VG32 

Ambient/Medium temperature 5-60 degree Centigrade 

Flow 1200 lts/min 

Materials of construction Aluminium, Nitrile, Steel, Brass 

 

 
Figure 11: Push Pull Operated Valve Design 

 

2.4 Single Acting Cylinder with Mounting Stand 

A single acting cylinder using air or gas as working fluid uses the power of compressed air to 

produce a force in a reciprocating linear motion. Single acting cylinder with mounting stand 

analogous to brake chamber assembly in air brake system, is used to displace a brake pad 

attached to its pistons one end, which strikes the wheel to produce friction, and hence the 

braking action is produced. Single acting cylinder has following specifications: 

 

Table 3: Single Acting Cylinder Specifications 

Parameters Description 

Bore 25 mm 

Stroke 50 mm 

Medium Compressed air – Filtered, Lubricated 

Working Pressure 0.5-10 bar 

Medium Temperature 5-60 degree Centigrade 

Materials of construction Aluminium, Brass, Nitrile, Steel, Acetal 

 

 
Figure 12: Single Acting Cylinder Design 
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Figure 13: Mounting Stand Design 

 

2.5 Wheel and DC Motor Arrangement with Mounting Stand 

A DC geared motor of 500 RPM rating with mounting stand is used to rotate a wheel of 110 

mm diameter analogous to the wheel and transmission system of an automobile. Also, a 

switch operated rechargeable 12V battery isused to operate the wheel and motor arrangement. 

Brake pad displaced by single acting cylinder strikes the rotating wheel to produce friction, 

and hence the braking action is produced. 

 

 
Figure 14: Wheel Design 

 

 
Figure 15: DC Geared Motor Design 

 

 
Figure 16: Mounting Stand Design 

 

2.6 Accessories 

Thermostats are used to measure temperature of the exhaust gases before entering the aqua 

silencer & after leaving the aqua silencer. Polyurethane tubes of 4 mm internal diameter and 

6 mm external diameter & a T-connection of 4 mm internal diameter analogous to supply 
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lines in air brake system, are used to connect pneumatic components. A brake pad of 1 cm * 5 

cm dimension is welded to the open end of the piston of the single acting cylinder to cause 

braking action. 

 

 
Figure 17: Switch, Brake Pad, Thermostat, Battery & Wires, Polyurethane Tubes Design 

 

3. Calculations 

 

Tire and Motor Selection: 

Torque, T = I × α 

Angular Acceleration, α = ω × ω × r (Radius of wheel, r = 0.055 m)  

Moment of Inertia, I = m × r × r/2  

(Considering wheel to be a flat disk of mass, m = 0.5 kg) 

Angular Velocity, ω = 2πN/60 (N = 500 RPM) 

So,  

ω = 52.3598 rad/sec 

α = 150.7851 rad/sec2 

I = 0.0007562 m4 

T = 0.1140 N-m 

 

Braking Force Required: 

Centripetal Force, Fc = m × v × v/ r  

Velocity, v = r × ω 

Since Centripetal Force acts tangentially to the tire surface, 

Let Braking Force, Fb = Centripetal Force, Fc 

Fb = 2 × µ × Fn (Fn = Clamping Force & µ = 0.4) 

So, 

v = 2.8797 m/s 

Fc = 75.3879 N = Fb 

Fn = 94.2349 N 

 

Force Exerted by Single Acting Cylinder: 

Force Exerted, F = P × A, where  

P = Pressure = 7 Bar 

A = Cross-Sectional Area of Brake Pad = 0.0005 m square 

So, 

F = 350 N 

 

From the numerical calculations, it can be observed that torque required to rotate the wheel is 

0.1140 N-m and a DC geared motor of 1 N-m torque is used, hence the size of the wheel is 

compatible with the motor of 500 RPM rating. Moreover, the braking force required to stop 

the rotating wheel is 94.2349 N and the force exerted by the brake pad attached to single 
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acting cylinder is 350 N, hence the pressure inside the single acting cylinder is sufficient to 

stop the rotation of the wheel. 

 

4. Results 

The project “Design and Fabrication of Pneumatic Braking System by Utilizing Exhaust 

Gases” is an attempt towards reducing the adverse effects of diesel engine’s pollutants on 

people and environment. This system can be installed on vehicles with diesel engine’s very 

easily as it requires only few extra components and rearrangements. The presence of air 

compressor ensures no back pressure on the engine and also, the pressure energy of the 

exhaust gases is utilized efficiently to reduce the workdone of the air compressor. In addition 

to this, more harmful pollutants released initially during the starting of the engine get 

captured. 

However, the high temperature of exhaust gases remains a major problem in the complete 

system as it produces adverse effects on pneumatic components thereby, preventing them to 

work properly and efficiently. A more suitable and effective cooling system is required to 

bring the temperature of exhaust gases to desired range, hence work can be done on that in 

the near future. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The project “Design and Fabrication of Pneumatic Braking System by Utilizing Exhaust 

Gases” faces the problem of inappropriate functioning of pneumatic components due to high 

temperature of exhaust gases. In the near future, a more effective and efficient cooling system 

or technique can be explored to cool the exhaust gases and hence make the system work more 

efficiently and safely. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cleaning water bodies is not only resources intensive but also very dangerous. Large cleaning 

vessels are limited by their lack of flexibility, high initial and maintenance cost. This project 

is started towards the unmanned drone area for fabrication of a machine to collect and clean 

debris from canals and rivers. This paper presents design of a drone which can be utilized to 

collect and clean debris from canals and rivers. This machine is dubbed as “AQUA TRV 

(Trash Recovery Vehicle)”. Proposed design will make the machine to  be controlled with a 

2.4GHz radio remote control along with a first-person view video link, this feature in 

combination with semi-autonomous surrounding mapping system enables the operator to 

control Aqua TRV with precision and higher surrounding awareness. 
 

Key words: Drone, debris, Canal, river, semi autonomous, aua TRV 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Water drones is a very unsaturated concept in drone industry and opportunity of its 

applications are limitless, this means with some modifications, tweaks and accessories a wide 

range of uses opens up. From water cleaning utilizing different methods for different types of 

waste to long GPS guided endurance, a long and optimized endurance time on the drone can 

be multifunctional. Main idea behind the drone is to improve what had already been done and 

add a few more innovations in order to make the technology more reliable, efficient and 

accessible. 

In this research paper construction and working of a drone is discussed which operates on 

water surface in order to collect floating trash employing the use of various mechatronics 

techniques. The drone is connected with operator with solid 2.4GHz RF transmitter and 

receiver systemto get more than 1.2km LOS range. To get a better idea of the drone 

whereabouts an FPV (first person view)camera system is used. All the data from onboard 

sensors regarding environment is processed by an Arduino microcontroller and sent over to 

the operator for driving assistance making the drone semi-autonomous. 

II Methodology  

Solid model has been developed for the mechanical Components and assembly done on the 

Solidworks/Fusion 360. Various electronic components/electrical components are identified 

after analysis. Microcontrollers are used for the control of drone. Thrust Vectoring concept is 

also used in this project. First viewing camera is the part of this project. 

Thrust Vectoring: Thrust vectoring, also thrust vector control or TVC, is the ability of a 

vehicle to manipulate the direction of the thrust from its engine(s) or motor(s) 

to control the attitude or angular velocity of the vehicle. So, in other words thrust vectoring is 

used to control the orientation of body in space (under some constraints). 

Traditionally used on rockets and planes thrust vectoring nozzle is placed far back on the 

neutral axis of the vehicle, the nozzle itself can be controlled using carious means to tilt in 

both x and y direction. 

Since, center of mass is far up and nozzle is down the neutral axis, any change in nozzle 

pointing direction can bring about change nose and the direction it is pointing.so, this means 

when nozzle is tilted to one side vehicle due to the torque developed about center of mass 

vehicle will also change direction. 
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First-person view (FPV), also known as remote-person view (RPV), or simply video 

piloting, is a method used to control a radio-controlled vehicle from the driver or pilot's view 

point. Most commonly it is used to pilot a radio-controlled drone or other type of unmanned 

aerial vehicle (UAV). The vehicle is either driven or piloted remotely from a first-person 

perspective via an onboard camera, fed wirelessly to video FPV goggles or a video monitor. 

More sophisticated setups include a pan-and-tilt gimbaled camera controlled by 

a gyroscope sensor in the pilot's goggles and with dual onboard cameras, enabling a 

true stereoscopic view. 

There are two primary components of an FPV setup: the airborne component and the ground 

component (typically called a ground station). A basic FPV system consists of a camera and 

an analogue video transmitter on the aircraft with a video receiver and a display on the 

ground. 

 

  

Fig.1 : FPV mounting System Fig.2 : FPV system flow chart 

 

III DESIGN & COMPONENTS 

All the parts are designed and simulated in Solidworks/Autodesk Fusion 360. The various 

parameters are in the table as shown below for the gear.  

Waste collection belt: This specially designed conveyor belt is mounted between pontoons 

@ 15 to 20 degrees angle Two sets of gears connected with chain links are mechanically 

connected to each other using aluminum channel and steel rods. Steel rods are used to 

connect adjacent gears to each other while aluminum channel connects the two rods with end 

mounted gears as shown in Fig. 4, also this aluminum channel tightens the chain for proper 

functioning and preventing slip. 

Left and right running chains are connected together with the help of steel rods (~5 - 8mm) in 

diameter which acts as the moving platform to transfer trash from water to storage area 

onboard. 

 
 

Fig 3: AutoCAD illustration of mounting Fig 4: Connection of drive mechanism 
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Fig 5: Full assembly of system Fig 6: Front view 

All the parts are designed and simulated in Solidworks/Autodesk Fusion 360. Thevarious 

parameters are in the table as shown below for the gear. 

Table1: Gear Parameters 

Pressure angle 20 

Module 8.1 

Number of teeth 20 

Root fillet Radius 1.588mm 

Pitch diameter 162mm (calculated) 

 

Components required to develop this work is as discussed below: 

Electronic/Electrical components 

Microcontroller: The Arduino Uno is an open-source microcontroller board based on 

the Microchip ATmega328P microcontroller and developed by Arduino.cc. The board is 

equipped with sets of digital and analog input/output (I/O) pins that may be interfaced to 

various expansion boards (shields) and other circuits. The board has 14 digital I/O pins (six 

capable of PWM output), 6 analog I/O pins, and is programmable with the Arduino 

IDE (Integrated Development Environment), via a type B USB cable. It can be powered by 

the USB cable or by an external 9-volt battery, though it accepts voltages between 7 and 20 

volts. 

L298N Dual H-Bridge motor driver: The motor driver is electronic IC which is used for 

controlling the operations of motor like starting and stopping function of motor 

nRF24L01 is a single chip radio transceiver for the world wide 2.4 - 2.5 GHz ISM band. The 

transceiver consists of a fully integrated frequency synthesizer, a power amplifier, a crystal 

oscillator, a demodulator& modulator 

Relay: To control high-voltage or high-power circuits with an Arduino, we have to isolate 

them from the Arduino with a relay. 

TS832 48Ch 5.8G 600mw Wireless Audio/Video Transmitter for FPV RC transmitter 

which will gives more than a 5km range in an open, clear area.  

A servo motor is an electrical device which can push or rotate an object with great precision. 

The RD945 FPV Wireless 5.8GHZ 48CH Receiver is a 48 channel 5.8ghz diversity 

receiver 
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L298N Dual H-Bridge motor driver nRF24L01 

  
Relay TS832 48Ch 5.8G 600mw Wireless 

 

 
A servo motor RD945 FPV Wireless 

Fig. 7: Electronic Components 

Duct fan is an air moving arrangement whereby a mechanical fan, which is a type 

of propeller, is mounted within a cylindrical shroud or duct. The duct reduces losses 

in thrust from the tips of the propeller blades and varying the cross-section of the duct allows 

the designer to advantageously affect the velocity and pressure of the airflow according 

to Bernoulli's principle. Although it is a concept applied in planes, some of its designing 

concepts are very useful in this case. With tweaks and modifications.Modification include 

upgrading and preparing it for underwater operation.Adjusting the inlet angle in order to 

integrate it into drone’s hull. 

Adding net on inlet in order to prevent trash from entering the duct.Adding atmospheric 

connection on the duct so, in case inlet does gets clogged propeller can use air to propel itself 

to shore. 

 

Humanoid arm: (in jointed arm configuration)The jointed-arm robot is pictured in Fig. Its 

configuration is similar to that of the human arm. It consists of two straight components. 

Corresponding to the human forearm and upper arm, mounted on a vertical pedestal. These 

components are connected by two rotary joints corresponding to the shoulder and elbow. 
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Fig.8: Humanoid arm Fig. 9: Configuration 

Configuration include the utilization of heavy-duty metal gear servos in joints, these servos 

have a torque of upto 2.70 Kg-cm. base rotating joint along with upper joint and claw are 

controlled by these servo motors but even with bigger and more powerful metal gear servo 

motor main pivot joint in the base controlling the whole weight of the arm is not enough. so, 

as a modification a linear actuator is used acting between two hinges, one hinge is connected 

to lower arm and another hinge is connected to the base. 

It will have two pontoons like structures connected with aluminum channel and built with 

fiberglass. The two pontoons not only add stability but also helps direct the floating 

algae/trash to the designated location where it is picked up by moving platform and dumped 

in the storage area onboard.Also, a, 4-axis extendable arm fitted with custom scoop bucket 

and powered by 16 kg-cm analog servos along with high torque motor to provide linear 

actuation on the load bearing arm is used. Six servo mounted precision ultrasonic sensors are 

used, data is sent to a microcontroller in order to map the environment making it a semi-

autonomous system. Vehicle is controlled with a 2.4GHz radio remote control along with a 

first-person view video link, this feature in combination with semi-autonomous surrounding 

mapping system enables the operator to control Aqua TRV with precision and higher 

surrounding awareness. 

 

IV Working 

This machine will work on battery. It will take the debris from river ot canal. In this 

phase main switch on the drone is turned ON and RGB led surrounding the ultrasonic sensors 

turn RED.Also, since connection to the battery is established Arduino microcontroller is 

powered on and start flashing GREEN LED on the board to indicate “initialization” or 

loading of the program. Once the program is loaded RGB LED turns solid GREEN to 

indicate that semi-autonomous feature is operational and transmitting data. RC 2.4 GHZ 

receiver and video transmitter along with camera powers on to transmit live video. 

Conclusion: A machine using mechanical, electrical and electronic components has been 

proposed. This model developed will be capable to take the debris from canal. Sensors and 

camera fitted in the machine will enhance the capabilities and working of the machine. This 

will help in cleaning river, canal, lake, pond. It will help to save the environment. Further one 

may developed bigger capacity machine based on this prototype. 
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ABSTRACT 

This Production sequencing or scheduling is the planning of production keeping in view 

various constraints at the organization level. Marketing department of any organization may 

book the orders, competing against others, but its ultimate production and delivery largely 

depends on the production or operation department. Sequencing or scheduling of production 

is done in a way, so that overall interests of every stakeholder (like, customers, suppliers, 

shareholders or the owners, etc.,) are safeguard. To take an example with the same production 

facility, a company may cater to varied customer’s needs. When orders are booked by the 

marketing department, they desire to execute the orders one by one; the production 

department, however, needs to consider more holistically, keeping in view the machine 

interchangeability time, processing time, etc. For production schedule, various tools are used. 

In this paper, we have discussed about all such tools and methodologies. 
 

Keywords:  Production Scheduling, PERT/CPM, Network analysis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

This Due to increase in global competition and advancement of technology, the task of 

production in industries more and more important for achieving the goals and objectives. The 

term, scheduling sequence, is more relevant for production system. Today’s industries need to 

apply the scheduling sequence and networking tools, and methodologies for increase the 

productivity and utilize the production resources ( Time, Man, Machines, Money, etc.). 

 

II. ASSIGNMENT OR JOB LOADING 

 

First, Many organizations may have more than one facility available to perform a job. 

Hence, there is a need to make a choice between different alternative facilities. Jobs should be 

allocated making cost-effective facility-job combination.one method that helps make the 

optimum decision on job scheduling is the assignment the optimal cost assignment of jobs to 

the machine: 

1. From the given job-machine combination matrix, a revised matrix is needed to be 

prepared by allowing subtraction of smallest figure from all figures in the column. 

2. The next stage requires performing the row is subtraction in the similar manner, 

explained above, i.e., smallest number in any row is subtracted from all the figures in that 

row. Accordingly, a revised matrix needs to be developed. 

3. At this stage, a further revised matrix is prepared to determine the minimum number 

of lines needed to cover all zeros. 

4. If a minimum number of lines are not equal to rows or columns (at this stage), then 

this would not lead to the optimal solution, as many machines will then remain idle, and in 

that case, some lines may become redundant. Lines are the array of machines, and usually, in 

each line some operation or the other is carried out. In such cases, i.e., where it becomes 

necessary to make some lines redundant, it is further required to prepare a revised matrix. 

5. To further reverse the matrix ( in case, the situation is as explained in step -4), we 

mailto:saravanan_shakthi@yahoo.com
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require to add the smallest uncovered number of the earlier matrix to the numbers at the 

intersection of the covering lines and subtract it from other uncovered numbers, leaving other 

numbers as they are. 

6. Finally, based on the revised matrix above, we can assign the jobs to machines, 

starting first with those where rows and columns have only one zero. 

 

A. INDEX METHOD OF JOB LOADING 

 

The Index method is applied to finite job loading cases. It is called finite because job 

loading is done according to the capacity of the machine. Under this method, the lowest time 

or the cost required by a particular job-machine combination is taken as the base and the 

indices for the others are prepared based on the base variation. While doing such allocation, 

the job with the lowest index is done first followed by the next job and so on. However, such 

allocation has to be done within the capacity of the respective machine, which should not be 

exceeded under any circumstances. 

 

III. JOB SEQUENCING OR PRIORITIZATION 

The Sequencing method for the optimal loading decision has to be followed in all cases of 

infinite loading and in some cases of finite loading. Priority rules help in making the decision 

regarding which job has to be processed first, and in what order other jobs should be 

processed. This is applicable in a situation where there may be a number of jobs and one 

machine or where there may be ‘n’ number of jobs and two or three work centers (Johnson’s 

Rule). 

 

JOB SEQUENCING MAY FOLLOW ANY OF THE FOLLOWING RULES 

Minimum Process Time Method (MINPRT) or Shortest Operating Time Method (SOT) 

The first job scheduled is the job with the shortest process time, followed by the job with 

the next lowest process time and so on. 

Due Date Method (DD Method) 

Priority is given to the job with the earliest due date. 

First Come First Served Method (FCFS) 

The jobs are scheduled in the order that the company received them. 

Longest Process Time Method (LPT) 

The absolute reverse of the MINPRT method, as under LPT, the jobs with the longest 

processing time are scheduled first. 

Dynamic Slack/Remaining Operation (DS/RO) or Minimum Slack per Operation Method 

(MINSOP) 

In DS/RO, we first calculate the dynamic slack (DS), which is the difference between due 

time and processing time and then divide this DS by the remaining Operation (RO).Unless 

specified, RO will be assumed as one. The final scheduling of the job is done as per the 

ranking of DS/RO. Jobs with the lowest value are attended to first; similar ranking is given in 

the order of the next lowest and so on. 

Which rule is the most appropriate depends on the average job lateness and the average 

number of jobs in the systems. The least job lateness will ensure satisfaction, optimum 

utilization of machine, reduced slack time, etc. The above rules enable an organization to 

choose the best option for job sequencing which causes the least job lateness or slack time. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY USED IN SEQUENCEING 

Johnson’s Rule 
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S.M.Johnson developed this sequencing process which helps to minimize idle time of 

different work centers by optimum job allocation. This is applied where a number of jobs have 

to be processed through different work centers. The basic principles of these rules are as 

follows 

Step 1: Listing respective time requirement of each job at each work station. 

Step 2: We need to consider the job with the shortest processing time. If this job is meant 

for the first workstation, it can be scheduled first. However, if the job with shortest processing 

time is meant for workstation 2, it has to be scheduled last. If two or more jobs of work centers 

1 or 2 have the same processing time, an arbitrary decision needs to be taken. 

Step 3: Once the first and last jobs have been identified under the step 2 and have been 

allocated, we do not consider these jobs further. 

Step 4: Positions are assigned to all other jobs following the same logic explained in step 2 

and 3. 

 

Gantt or Bar Charts 

This method, which was introduced in 1917, is the oldest and the most extensively used 

method for production planning, scheduling and control. The Gantt chart shows the 

relationship between different activities over a time span. Time frame, expressed either in 

terms of hours, days, weeks or months is shown on the horizontal or X-axis and activities are 

plotted against the Y-axis. The time frame or time scale would depend on the nature of 

operations and activities, which may be determined by the previous experience or an 

approximation based on which activities may be scheduled and monitored. The charts may be 

in the form of any of the following: 

a) Scheduling or progress charts, which show the sequence of job progress 

b) Load charts which show the work assigned to a work group or allocated to machines 

c) Record charts which track the actual time spent and delays, if any 

Gantt charts need to be updated at regular intervals, for instance, when a work is delayed at 

the start or when work continues beyond its time schedule or if the progress of work is not as 

per the actual plan. If unforeseen eventualities occur, corrective actions may have to be taken, 

and this will also need corresponding changes in Gantt Charts. 

 

Dispatching 

Another common technique for job sequencing is dispatching or the dispatch list. In this 

method, the jobs are ranked and the relative priorities are given, which are based either on due 

date or critical ratio. Due date has been explained above; critical ratio is computed by dividing 

time remaining by work remaining, as shown below: 

Critical Ratio (CR) = Time Remaining (TR)/Work Remaining (WR) 

A CR equals to 1 means that the job is on schedule. a CR of less than 1 indicates that the 

job is behind the schedule, and a CR that is more than 1 is indicative of slack time. 

The production planning department prepares a dispatch list based on the relative priority, 

and the work responsibility is assigned to the respective shop floor in-charge. Traditionally, 

such persons are called either dispatcher or planner. It is their responsibility to visit shop floors 

to collect data on work progress according to the dispatch list and also give the prepared 

dispatch list to the respective shop floor in- charges. However, due to the increasing reliance 

on computerized Management Information System (MIS) they are now becoming redundant. 

 

Line of Balance Chart (LOB) 

This chart, which is slightly more complex than the Gantt chart integrates information on 

delivery dates of the final output with the information on the completion time of sub – 

assemblies of the final product. It helps to monitor the progress of sub-assemblies or 
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components (both make and buy items) according to the delivery date. Capacity requirement 

planning is now replacing the LOB technique 

 

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

In order to identify the individual tasks in a project, it is useful to create a work breakdown 

structure. The method goes as –Get the team together and brainstorm all of the tasks in the 

project, in no particular order. Write them down on sticky notes and put them on a whiteboard. 

Once, everyone has thought of as many tasks as possible, they can arrange the sticky notes in 

to groups under the major areas of activity. 

 

V. NETWORK ANALYSIS 

Network analysis is a managerial technique which helps to identify the interconnecting 

links in a single system. It is a useful tool in the systems design which assists in recognizing or 

identifying the relationships that exist among the sub- systems. 

It is done by describing each segment or linkage of the system in terms of other 

components or activities of the system. Thus, it makes explicit the total system and the 

interrelationships among the parts. A network is illustrated by a flow chart or diagram. The 

flow of materials and/or information is measured as volume, specification or time. 

 

Different Forms of Network Analysis 

There are different forms of network analysis, which may be simple or complex, may be 

very generalized or may be exclusively designed for specific types of projects. PERT/PEP and 

CPM are the most widely used techniques used in network analysis. 

1. Critical Path Method (CPM) 

This technique is used for planning, scheduling, estimating and controlling engineering and 

construction. This method was used by Du Pont in 1959 to schedule plant maintenance 

shutdowns during changeovers. The lessons learned through this application, later on, were 

used to plan building construction and other large construction projects. 

2. PERT/PEP Technique 

The PERT/PEP technique is based on critical-path scheduling. The PERT/PEP technique is 

applicable where there is no established system for doing the task and, therefore, no exact 

basis for estimating the required time to complete each task. Critical path scheduling, on the 

other hand, usually is applied to jobs which are established or have been done before and 

where it is possible to predict performance accurately. Consequently, more sophisticated 

mathematical models must be used in the PERT/PEP technique. 

PERT may, Therefore, be defined as follows: 

PERT is a statistical technique diagnostic and prognostic for quantifying knowledge about 

uncertainties faced in completing intellectual and physical activities essential for timely 

achievement of program deadlines. It is a technique for focusing management attention on 

danger signals that require remedial decisions, and on areas of effort for which trade-offs in 

time, resources or technical performance, might improve capability to meet major deadlines. 

The PERT technique is, therefore, based on the concept that in any program, there are three 

variables: 

(a) Time 

(b) Resources (HR, Facilities, funds) 

(c) Performance specifications 

Any one of these may vary within certain limits established for such program, while, 

holding the other two constant. To take an example, holding time and performance constant, 

the requirements for resources may be determined. 
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It is, therefore, clear that both PERT and CPM have similarities in terms of concepts and 

methodology. We use these techniques in project scheduling program. However, we use PERT 

in analyzing project scheduling, where completion time is not certain and CPM, where activity 

derations are known with certainty. In essence, therefore, PERT is probabilistic in nature and 

more appropriately used in R&D projects, whereas, CPM is a deterministic technique and thus 

finds application more appropriately in the construction projects. 

 

Different Time Estimates of PERT 

3. Optimistic Time (a) 

This is the shortest time a particular activity can take to complete and is, therefore, an ideal 

estimate. 

 

4. Most Likely Time (m) 

This is the model time, which is expected to be taken to complete a job and is based on the 

past record. 

 

5. Pessimistic Time (b) 

This is the longest time and it occurs with a probability of less than 1 percent. This, 

therefore, is the worst time estimate, for any eventualities. with these three time estimate, a 

single expected time to complete a project is determined with the following weighted average 

formula: 

T= a+ 4m + b / 6 

Where, t= expected time of the activity a = Optimistic time 

m = most likely, or modal time b = Pessimistic time 

The standard deviation, of the completion time of an activity is calculated as follows: 

σ = b – a / 6 

Variance σ = (b-a) / 6 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Scheduling the sequence and network analysis of the operations function (both 

manufacturing and services), relates to the use of equipment and facilities, it encompasses 

utilization of manpower and receipt of materials. It is the final stage in the process of 

transformation before getting the actual output. Operations managers take scheduling decisions 

within the constraints of a long-term plan. Through scheduling sequence organization makes 

tradeoffs among conflicting goals for efficient utilization of labor and equipment, lead time, 

inventory level and processing time 
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ABSTRACT 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is an information network of physical objects (sensors, 

machines, cars, buildings, and other items) that allows interaction and cooperation of these 

objects to reach common goals. Applications include among others transportation, healthcare, 

smart homes and industrial environments. For the latter, the term Industrial Internet of Things 

(IIoT) or just Industrial Internet is typically used. In this paper we will use IIoT 

synonymously to Industry 4.0 or to the original German term “Industrie 4.0”.Further, IIoT 

semantically describes a technology movement, while Industry 4.0 is associated with the 

expected economic impact. That is to say, IIoT leads to the Industry 4.0. But considering both 

as research and innovation initiatives, one will not find any technology that is claimed by 

only one of these. For the title, however, we chose IIoT, because it highlights the idea of 

networks, which is a cornerstone of many contributions in this paper. Further, this paper can 

be regarded as a manufacturing-oriented extension to our collected edition on Networked 

Manufacturing systems. 

 
Keywords: Include Networked Manufacturing system, Internet of Things, Industrial Internet of Things, 

Industry 4.0, Scheduling. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Digitization and networking of production even beyond the boundaries of companies and 

countries — this is the core idea behind the Industry 4.0 vision. The aim of the fourth 

industrial revolution — after steam engines, conveyors and automated production lines — is 

to enable a wide range of units to communicate with one another in the future and, eventually, 

even organize themselves. Today, machines in fully networked production already know 

precisely where each component is required at a specific point in time, how the component is 

to be processed, what the quality standards are and where bottlenecks may occur in storage. 

For this to work, all components involved in the production process, including machines, 

units, handling systems and storage systems, independently communicate with one another 

via sensors and networks. 

 

INDUSTRY 4.0 

Industry 4.0 is a name given to the current trend of automation and data exchange in 

manufacturing technologies. It includes cyber-physical systems, the Internet of things, cloud 

computing and cognitive computing. Industry 4.0 is commonly referred to as the fourth 

industrial revolution 

Industry 4.0 fosters what has been called a "smart factory". Within modular structured 

smart factories, cyber-physical systems monitor physical processes, create a virtual copy of 

the physical world and make decentralized decisions. Over the Internet of Things, cyber-

physical systems communicate and cooperate with each other and with humans in real-time 

both internally and across organizational services offered and used by participants of the 

value chain. 
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Fig.1 Industry Revolution 

INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THINGS (IIOT) 

Internet of Things no more needs any introduction. When these IoT capabilities are 

implemented in the Industrial and Manufacturing space, it becomes Industrial IoT. This 

technology is an amalgamation of different technologies like machine learning, big data, 

sensor data, M2M communication, and automation that have existed in the industrial 

backdrop for many years. 

Industrial Internet makes a connected enterprise by merging the information and 

operational department of the industry. Thus improving visibility, boosting operational 

efficiency, increases productivity and reduces the complexity of process in the industry. 

Industrial IoT is a transformative manufacturing strategy that helps to improve quality, safety, 

productivity in an industry. 

 

A.EVOLUTION OF IIOT 

 

1. Industry 1.0 (1784) - The invention of steam engines kick started the Industry 1.0. 

However, the manufacturing was purely labour oriented and tiresome. 

2. Industry 2.0 (1870)- The first assembly line production was introduced. This 

invention was a big relief for the workers as their labour was minimized to the possible extent. 

Henry Ford the Father of mass production and the assembly line introduced the process in a 

car manufacturing plant by Ford to improve the productivity using conveyor belt mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Industrial Internet of Things 

 

3. Industry 3.0 (1969) - Involved advancement of electronic technology and industrial 

robotics. Miniaturization of the circuit boards through programmable logic controllers, 

Industrial robotics to simplify, automate and increase the production. However, the 

operations still remained isolated from the entire enterprise. 
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4. Industry 4.0 (2010) - The vision of connected enterprise through interconnecting 

industrial assets through the internet was fulfilled with the introduction of Industry 4.0. The 

smart devices communicate with each other and create valuable insights. IIoT brought with it 

the advantages of asset optimization, production integration, smart monitoring, remote 

diagnosis, intelligent decision making and most importantly the feature of Predictive 

Maintenance. 

 

B. ADVANTAGES OF INDUSTRIAL IOT 

 

Industrial Internet of Things brings along lot of advantages some of them are listed below: 

1. Predictive & Proactive maintenance 

2. Real-Time Monitoring 

3. Asset/Resource Optimization 

4. Remote Diagnosis 

 

C.DRIVERS OF IIOT 

• Technology  of Smart Sensors, Robotics & Automation, Augmented/Virtual reality, 

Big Data Analytics, Cloud Integration, Software applications, Mobile, Low power Hardware 

devices and Scalability of IPv6-3.4X 10^38 IP address, etc.is a major driver for the Industrial 

Internet. 

• Customer Behaviour: The edge that IIoT gives to enterprises over their competitor 

helps them achieve better customer satisfaction and retention through value addition. 

• Macro-Economic Drivers: Government policies like Industry 4.0, Smart Factories, 

Make In India, Make In China 2025 & Smart Cities, Japan’s Industrial Value Chain Initiative 

Foum, Support of Green initiatives, Rising Energy & crude oil prices, Favorable FDI policies, 

Policies by regulatory bodies, etc. works totally in favour of the IIoT evolution. 

 

NETWORKED MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 

Fully networking mechanics, electronics and data means that end products can be highly 

individual — and therefore meet customers’ continuously changing requirements — in a 

cost-effective manner and in batch size 1. A change requested by the customer can be 

implemented even during ongoing production — without the process is being slowed down. 

How can companies produce in a more energy and resource-efficient way? Where can raw 

materials be purchased for a low price and where could delivery bottlenecks occur? 

Networked production systems, while responding to the results of these questions, also 

continuously optimize products on the basis of customer feedback and adapt them to 

requirements. 

This constant exchange of information creates a production process that continuously 

organizes and optimizes itself, with intelligent products, machines and resources controlling 

each other. In this kind of process, consistent interfaces and standards for the exchange of 

data are essential. 

With these measures in place, thefusing of the digital world and real world become reality: 

Networked Manufacturing is born. 
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Fig.3.Software defined IIot in the context of Networked manufacturing system 

 

DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

 

There are four design principles in Networked Manufacturing system. These principles 

support companies in identifying and implementing Networked Manufacturing System 

scenarios. 

 Interconnection: The ability of machines, devices, sensors, and people to connect and 

communicate with each other via the Internet of Things (IoT) or the Internet of People (IoP) 

 Information transparency: The transparency afforded by Industry 4.0 technology 

provides operators with vast amounts of useful information needed to make appropriate 

decisions. Inter-connectivity allows operators to collect immense amounts of data and 

information from all points in the manufacturing process, thus aiding functionality and 

identifying key areas that can benefit from innovation and improvement. 

 Technical assistance: First, the ability of assistance systems to support humans by 

aggregating and visualizing information comprehensively for making informed decisions and 

solving urgent problems on short notice. Second, the ability of cyber physical systems to 

physically support humans by conducting a range of tasks those are unpleasant, too 

exhausting, or unsafe for their human co-workers. 

 Decentralized decisions: The ability of cyber physical systems to make decisions on 

their own and to perform their tasks as autonomously as possible. Only in the case of 

exceptions, interferences, or conflicting goals, are tasks delegated to a higher level. 

 

ROLE OF BIG DATA AND ANALYTICS 

Modern information and communication technologies like cyber-physical system, big data 

analytics and cloud computing, will help early detection of defects and production failures, 

thus enabling their prevention and increasing productivity, quality, and agility benefits that 

have significant competitive value. 

Big data analytics consists of 6Cs in the integrated Networked Manufacturing System and 

cyber physical systems environment. The 6C system comprises: 

1. Connection (sensor and networks) 

2. Cloud (computing and data on demand) 

3. Cyber (model & memory) 

4. Content/context (meaning and correlation) 

5. Community (sharing & collaboration) 

6. Customization (personalization and value) 

In this scenario and in order to provide useful insight to the factory management, data has to 

be processed with advanced tools (analytics and algorithms) to generate meaningful 

information. Considering the presence of visible and invisible issues in an industrial factory, 
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the information generation algorithm has to be capable of detecting and addressing invisible 

issues such as machine degradation, component wear, etc. in the factory floor 

 

TECHNOLOGY ROAD MAP FOR NETWORKED MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 

A "road map" enables whomsoever in industry to directly realize each move and what act 

need to be accomplish, who needs to make them and when. This method is decoded into a 

project plan, defining the characteristics of activity in each of the accompanying stages of 

formation. Considering an internationalized world, the need to actualize development 

strategies that can secure the sustainable competitiveness of establishments is the main issue. 

It is in this topic that Networked Manufacturing Systems road map grants itself as a visually 

pictured clear trail to boost the competitiveness of organizations. 

 

THE KEY BENEFITS OF TECHNOLOGY ROAD MAPPING  

•Setting up coalition of technical and commercial master plans 

•Making better communication across teams and companies 

•Inspecting prospective competitive strategies and ways to carry out those strategies 

•Competent time management and mapping out 

•Conceptualizing outputs including goals, activities, and progresses 

 

FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS OF NETWORKED MANUFACTURING WITH IIOT 

The aim of networked Manufacturing is to produce customized furniture on an industrial 

scale – in the most efficient way and at a similar cost to that of mass production. In addition, 

the intelligent work piece plays a role, communicating to machines how it is to be processed. 

For this purpose, every work piece is equipped with a digital identity that contains all 

specifications and production parameters 

The five fundamental elements of networked Manufacturing: 

1. The digital component 

2. The intelligent machine 

3. Vertical networking 

4. Horizontal networking 

5. The intelligent work piece 

 

1. THE DIGITAL COMPONENT 

The digital component is clearly distinguished by dimensions, color, and shape and 

processing steps 

 

2. THE INTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROLS 

The “intelligent machine” controls, monitors and optimizes itself. At the sametime, the 

machine communicates withthe production control system and thework pieces to be 

processed. 

 

3. VERTICAL NETWORKING 

In the sales area at the POS (point of sale), the customer’s requirements are recorded 

digitally. As part of internal order processing, this order data is supplemented with additional 

production data via automated guidelines. The resulting “digital component” is transferred to 

the machines in production via the production control system. 

Once there, the component controls the completion of the customized order. Working in this 

way means that errors as a result of manual intervention can be almost completely eliminated. 

 

              Sale 
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4. HORIZONTAL NETWORKING 

From Fig. 5, suppliers and tool manufacturers to subcontractors and partners along the 

entire process chain in the Manufacturing, there is absolute transparency. The “intelligent 

work piece” passes through production independently, without any errors, efficiently and 

optimized for speed. In the process, all units communicate with one another via standardized 

interfaces. The continued standardization of these interfaces is a central task in the current 

developments underway in Networked Manufacturing system. 

 

5. THE INTELLIGENT WORK PIECE 

Every work piece is equipped with a digital identity that contains all specifications and 

production parameters 

[Type a quote from the document or the summary of an interesting point. You can position 

the text box anywhere in the document. Use the Drawing Tools tab to change the formatting 

of the pull quote text box.] 

 
Fig.5 Horizontal Networking 

APPLICATIONS OF IIOT IN NETWORKED MANUFACTURING 

1. True Predictive Maintenance 

2. Controlling an Operation Remotely 

3. Improved Internal Collaboration 

4. Artificial Intelligence 

5. Full Digital Transformation 

 

CHALLENGES 

Challenges in implementation of Networked Manufacturing with IIoT 

• IT security issues, which are greatly aggravated by the inherent need to open up those 

previously closed production shops 

• Reliability and stability needed for critical machine-to-machine communication (M2M), 

including very short and stable latency times 

• Need to maintain the integrity of production processes 

• Need to avoid any IT snags, as those would cause expensive production outages 

• Need to protect industrial know how (contained also in the control files for the industrial 

automation gear) 

• Lack of adequate skill-sets to expedite the march towards fourth industrial revolution 

• Threat of redundancy of the corporate IT department 

 
Horizontal  

Networking 

1 
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• General reluctance to change by stakeholders 

• Loss of many jobs to automatic processes and IT-controlled processes, especially for 

lower educated parts of society 

• Low top management commitment 

• Unclear legal issues and data security 

• Unclear economic benefits/ Excessive investment 

• Lack of regulation, standard and forms of certifications 

• Insufficient qualification of employees 

 

CONCLUSION 

Industrial Internet of Things: The Magic wand for the Economy 

The endless unfolding of new technologies have added up to a huge list of the “Next Big 

Thing”. However not every evolving technology has the potential to break through the 

business and social landscape. McKinsey Global Institute has identified some of the 

important technologies that can create economic transformations. One of them in the list is 

IIoT. McKinsey estimated that IoT will have a potential economic impact of up to $6.2 

trillion by 2025. It also has the potential to drive productivity across $36 trillion and 

operating costs across multiple industries, including manufacturing, health care, and mining. 

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), also known as the Industrial Internet, brings 

together brilliant machines, advanced analytics, and people at work. It’s the network of a 

multitude of industrial devices connected by communications technologies that results in 

systems that can monitor, collect, exchange, analyze, and deliver valuable new insights like 

never before. These insights can then help drive smarter, faster business decisions for 

industrial companies. 

IIoT is transforming industry—changing the way industrial companies operate from day-

to-day. Whether it’s enabling predictive analytics to detect corrosion inside a refinery pipe, 

providing real-time production data to uncover additional capacity in a plant, or accelerating 

new product development by feeding operations and service data back into the product design 

cycle, IIoT—and the software solutions powered by it—are driving powerful business 

outcomes. 

By combining machine-to-machine communication with industrial big data analytics, IIoT 

is driving unprecedented levels of efficiency, productivity, and performance. And as a result, 

industrial companies in original equipment manufacturing, chemicals, food and beverage, 

automotive, steel, and many other industries are experiencing transformative operational and 

financial benefits. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Incineration of waste is a way old technology that is employed to get rid of waste. The 

incinerator which we are talking about would be utilized to get rid of solid waste. The waste 

that we are using is non-biodegradable. These non-biodegradable compounds generally come 

from the packaging industries. The growth of aesthetic value of the product further increased 

the use of these polymers. This non-biodegradable polymer has posed great danger for the 

environment. A suitable method to get rid of these wastes is incineration of these materials.  

An incineration plant suggested carries out high temperature combustion of these goods to 

carry out complete oxidation. The flue gases that are being produced are utilized to extract 

heat. After this the flue gas is passed through the Cyclone Separator Which settles the heavy 

particles down. The fabric filter then employed is traps all the dust particles in fine mesh of 

the cloth. The gases now consist of very fine particles which are collected by Electro-Static 

Precipitator. Finally the gases are passed through the Alkali Solution Which dissolves in it. 

The ash collected is used to make bricks and in making of roads. Therefore this plants works 

on the waste to energy method and zero waste process. 
 

Keywords: Incineration, Cyclone Separator, Non-biodegradable Compounds, Alkali Solution, Electro-Static 

Precipitator 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A steel Cylinder of dimension is 37.5cm in height and 28cm in diameter was used to design 

the furnace. Two gates of dimension 10.4*7.4 cm were made to put the waste and collect the 

ash. To cover that gates G.I steel sheet dimension is 10.8cm *8 cm was attached with hinge 

and rivets. . We face some difficulty about the lining of clam on the furnace. 

A pressure cooker was used instead of boiler. The pressure cooker is designed to work 

1.99bar. It also ensured that safety standards are followed.  The nozzle attached to it also 

functioned as impulse turbine and was much more useful to rotate the dynamo. 

Cyclone Separator was made in manufacturing lab. It is conical structure of 30cm and18.5cm 

as the cylindrical structure height made of Galvanized sheet. The outlet of cyclone separator 

is connected to a pipe is of 12 cm dia. a mixture is fully inserted in the gap so that there is no 

anywaste gases come out from the apparatus. The dust collector is also put below the cyclone 

separatorwhich will be used to make the fire proof bricks. 

Fabric Filter is applied at the exit of cyclone separator in thePVC pipe. In our apparatus we 

mark it through red color to make it clear thatone there is a layer of fabric filter inserted. This 

traps the very fine particles of dust which leaves bythe cyclone separator. 

In order to make Electro Static Precipitator (ESP) ignition coil and distributor of automobile 

was used.The high voltage supply obtained from the ignitioncoil is put to the wire mesh. An 

aluminum foil was grounded and kept on top. The entire system was given a DC source 

bymeans of a laptop charger which worked on 19 watt and the output of the entire system 

was high voltage. This high voltage was properly insulated to prevent shock. 

Alkali unit is the last part of the plant where the purification of the exhaust takes place. In 

alkali unit the exhaust gases afterhaving been passed though the various units are made to 

bubble through the solution ofpotassium or sodium hydroxide. The exhaust at this stage 

contains only gaseous impurities inform of carbon dioxide, Sulphur dioxide, carbon mono-
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oxide etc. these types of gaseousimpurities can be easily removed when the exhaust is made 

to pass through the alkali solution.This reaction is extremely helpful as it prevent the spread 

of toxic gases andthese sodium and potassium; carbonates and bicarbonates are non-toxic in 

nature and can be even used as the lab reagent. 

The main advantage of incineration process are as follows:- 

 The process is ideal implementation of Waste to Energy concept.  

 It is safest way to get rid of Bio Medical Waste.  

 It is very effective in reduction of volume and weight of the waste. 

 The fly ash produced is non toxic in nature and could be used for variety of purpose 

 It could work as an alternative to coal and thereby helping us conserve it. 

 The operational cost of the unit is low. 

The limitation of this process is mentioned below:- 

 We need a large floor area to setup this unit. 

 The initial cost of setup is high. 

Million tons of solid waste is generated every day in India, which can be incinerated toyield 

Electricity which would in turn add to the grid supply. [12] Best method to get rid of bio 

medical waste (2.18 million tones every year) isincineration. If it is disposed by any other 

method it would lead to spread of pathogens. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1] A study on 110 French incinerator was carried out analysis of the emitted gases were 

carried out. Out of these 13 were selectively studied and data from them were critically 

evaluated andfound to be a better alternative than landfill. The heat obtained was converted 

into electricitythere by adding power to grid and helped to realize the concept of waste to 

energy. This provedgreatboon. 

[2] Potential energy that could be derived from municipalsolid waste (MSW) in Chile 

wasestimated and a comparative study was carried out. In this study alternatives like landfill 

gas toenergy (LGTE) and direct waste to energy (WTE) as well as gas collective and 

upgrading to feed into (LGU) were evaluated and finally found that incineration is sort use 

full. MSWenergy potential was estimated in Chile via a proposed methodological approach. 

Using a comparative analysis, the aim differences in the cost and potential uses of MSW for 

energygeneration were assessed at a national level. 

[3] A similar study was carried out in Ghana where population growth rate is 5.4% and on 

comparing it with landfill was cheap but when controlled incineration process was found to 

be much effective. Similarly in Ghana the 90% of the solid waste is not effectively managed 

anddumped in the unauthorized places. 

[4] The condition of Brazil is much more similar to India out in Brazil found that according 

to theISO 14040 and ISO 14044 standards the landfills were found to be worst method of 

solid wastedisposed. On further analysis it was found that direct conversion of waste to 

energy served asthe best of getting rid of solid waste. It was also observed that there project 

involved a plenty ofinitial investment cost. 

 

GAPS IN LITERATURE REVIEW 

Already a lot of work is carried out in this field in various countries and we tend to 

moveforward with these work. We however come across certain gaps in this word and try to 

fulfilthem. 

The incineration technology was employed out in countries like Ghana, France[18] 

Europe[19]and Denmark[20] to generate electricity and get rid of solid waste. The condition 

of India isalso quite similar to them just the amount of waste generated here is quite high. So 

suchtechnology as great scope of development in our country. 
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The type of waste generated in India needs to studied to a greater extent and considered 

thesocial life of the people. The packaging of food is carried mostly by the non-biodegradable 

material in India. The bestmethod to get rid of such material is incineration. Only about one 

tenth of these materials are recyclable and so recycling cannot be employed. Further the 

addition of chemical duringrecycling process also leads to toxicity. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

In this study we have faced problem regarding the waste dumping, Electricitygeneration 

process, and to refine the exhaust gaseous. After burning the solid waste theexhausted 

gaseous has the constituent of many hydrocarbons which were to be removed.This process 

involves mainly three processes Incineration, Cyclone Separator, and the last oneis Electro 

Static Precipitator.The incineration is the process of burning of waste. And the last two 

processes are used forfiltration of the exhausted gas. KOH solution will also be used in the 

last to resolve the left hydrocarbons from the exhausted gases. 

 

DESIGNING OF INCINERATION UNIT 

A furnace has been designed, in which the charge in the form of pallets of solid waste(like 

poly bags, PVC waste pipe, domestic waste coming from the houses, and home 

appliancescovers etc.) burn. The heat will be generated and it transfers to the water through 

the boiler. Butin this project we are using a pressure cooker in place of boiler and the dynamo 

instead of aturbine. The turbine cost too much, and to afford that cost is not feasible at this 

level. Furnaceis made by local recycled tin DRUM. And the operation performed on it by us 

in the collegeworkshop to make it a proper functioning Furnace. The solid waste will be 

collected from the local land fill. This is the comparatively project between coal and the solid 

waste to generate electricity. 

 

 
Figure 1: Setup Furnace and Boiler 

 

DESIGNING OF PURIFICATION UNIT 

It's a device used to differentiate the heavy dust particle. It’s the conical in shape. Thewaste 

gases rotate due to the construction and the heavy particles settled downdue to the gravity 

action. Fabric filter is made by the cotton cloth and used as a wetted form.The air coming 
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from the cyclone separator passes through the fabric filter so that very smallparticles are 

stuck at the filter surface and air passes through it. 

 
Figure 2: Cyclone Separator and Fabric Filter 

 

DESIGNING OF ELECTRO STATIC PRECIPITATOR 

Electrostatic precipitator works on the principle of electrostatic force. It’s a device which 

isused to ionize the particles from the exhaust gases. There are two points in the system. One 

of the point is connected to high voltage supply while the other is grounded. The high voltage 

supply was indigenously made in the lab by the use of automobile parts. Any particle which 

somehow has managed to come in this stage with flue gases gets charged while moving 

through the positively charged plate. It is then attracted to the negative charged and is 

collected over it. 

 
Figure 3: Electrostatic Precipitator 

DEVICE USED IN PROCESS 

Furnace- In incinerating process a furnace is used for the combustion of wasted material in 

the form of fillets. For the complete combustion of waste material,compressed air is passed 

into the furnace. The exhaust gas must flowthrough a channel 

Boiler-A boiler is used to convert water into steam at high pressure. 

Nozzle- A nozzle is used for converting the pressure into high velocity. 

Dynamo- Dynamo is used for converting the mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

Cyclone Separator-Cyclone separator is a conical shaped device in which particles from 

waste gasesare collected. The waste gases rotate centrifugally due tothe construction and the 

heavy particles settled down due to the gravity action. 
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Fabric Filter-Fabric filter is made by the cotton cloth and used in wet form. The aircoming 

from the cyclone separator passes through the fabric filter so that very smallparticles stick up 

at the filter surface and air passes through it. 

Electrostatic Precipitator-Electrostatic precipitator works on the principle ofelectrostatic 

force. It’s a device which is used to ionize the particles from the exhaust gases. The charged 

particles then tend to stick to oppositely charged plate. 

KOH Solution- The gases coming out from the electrostatic precipitator is passedthrough the 

KOH solution, thus the toxic gases such as CO2, CO,SO2,SO etc are absorbed by the KOH 

solution.  

Ash- The ash collected from the various parts of the system is used for making fire proof 

bricks and slurry. Main reason to make the bricks from the fly ash us thatit can sustain the 

high temperature of the furnace. 

 
Figure 4: Entire Setup Prepared in Lab 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We assembled the entireproject in our college lab and then we carried out experimentation. In 

these experiments welook 4 litter of water in our container. We then heated this water to 

change in form of steam. Thecoal required to evaporate the total water was record. Then the 

same experiment wasrepeated by taking waste in place of coal and 4 litters of water were 

evaporated. We again repeated the experiment with similar sort ofreading. The entire 

outcome was as follows:- 

S. No Water Coal Added Coal Used Coal Unburnt 

1 4 litre 3 kg 2.92 kg 0.08 kg 

2 4 litre 3 kg 2.88 kg 0.12 kg 

3 4 litre 3 kg 2.94 kg 0.06 kg 

 

Above data shows the result of experiment with coal. 

S. No Water Waste Added Waste Used Coal Unburnt 

1 4 litre 6 kg 5.90 kg 0.10 kg 

2 4 litre 6 kg 5.87 kg 0.13 kg 

3 4 litre 6 kg 5.84 kg 0.16 kg 

 

Above table shows the result of experiment with waste. 

Result Summary 

Average Coal Used = 2.913 kg 
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Average Waste Used = 5.870 kg 

1 kg of Coal = 2.0149 kg of waste 

 

CONCLUSION 

The idea of waste disposal using incinerator and generation of electricity simultaneously is 

agreat boon for mankind. This method has multiple benefits to its credit. The most 

importantfact is that it helps us to generate electricity from waste.We are able to 

generateelectricity without using of non-renewable sources of energy. 

The project has certain limitations to it such as huge initial investment but the benefitsof this 

method are much to outnumber the limitations. We can thereby consider this methodfor 

disposal of solid waste and generation of electricity. 

The ability of this unit to convert the waste to energy is very much useful to our 

societybecause it would help us to meet the 8.5% deficit power we are having along with 

thedisposal of waste. The price that we have to pay for it is not much and can be further 

reducedby the use of various method of air purification. 

The tremendous ability of this method to reduce the mass and the volume of the waste are 

quite useful to us. This helps us in proper and safe handling of waste. The ash that is 

theleftover product of incineration can be used for various other works. 

The idea of incinerator is a new one and has a vast potential for expansion in countrieswith 

huge population and lesser land area. The idea should be given a chance because if it 

issuccessfully implemented would serve a number of purposes and would prove a great 

boonfor the society. 

Thus we find that large unit of these types can be setup in the various locations in India,to 

dispose waste and generate electricity. This idea is the present demand of the society 

andshould be implemented in India as soon as possible. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

The country like India has tremendous growth potential in this field. The population growth 

rate of the country isamong the highest. The rise in population will the further accelerate the 

waste generation, ifthese waste are not properly managed then would become a huge problem 

for the society.These waste will occupy a lot of the fallow land. The stench from these would 

createa further nuisance. The treatment would be very much necessary. Apart from these use 

will also need to generate electricity for the rising population of the country. The demand for 

electricity will be tremendous high as per the present scenario. We will have to work on these 

twoproblems in the future. This is very important for our future. We are currently 

facingenvironmental threat. These environment issues will become further worse in the 

future.We need to help to prevent our environment. 

This idea of incinerator will be a great boon for tomorrow scenario as it will solvethe problem 

of waste. This would further help us to generate electricity at relatively cheaper cost. The cost 

of production of electricity will be low and emission ofpollutants will be much less. This 

would preserve our environment so that we can stay happyandcomfortable. This idea will 

help to meet the energy requirements in one of the mostefficient methods. The main emphasis 

will be still on the waste management. The benefit ofusing this technology is numerous the 

hospital, maternity centers, nursing homes should havethese facility of incineration much 

because it is the best method to get rid of all sort of thesewaste. 

Incineration is used as a treatment for a very wide range of wastes. Incineration itself 

iscommonly only one part of a complex waste treatment system that altogether, provides for 

theoverall management of the broad range of wastes that arise in society. The incineration 

sector has undergone rapid technological development over the last 10 to 15 years. Much of 

thischange has been driven by legislation specific to the industry and this has, in 
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particular,reduced emissions to air from individual installations. Continual process 

development isongoing, with the sector now developing techniques which limit costs, whilst 

maintaining orimproving environmental performance. The objective of waste incineration, is 

common with most waste treatments, is to treat waste so as to reduce its volume and hazard, 

whilst capturing(and thus concentrating) or destroying potentially harmful substances. 

Incineration processescan also provide a means to enable recovery of the energy, mineral 

and/or chemical contentfrom waste. 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Waste Incineration Basically, waste incineration is theoxidation of the combustible materials 

contained in the waste. Waste is generally a highly heterogeneous material, consisting 

essentially of organic substances, minerals, metals and are created that will contain the 

majority will burn when they have reached thewater.During incineration, flue-gasesare 

produced which are used to extract heat. Necessary ignition temperature are maintained 

combustionprocess takes place at high temperature and abundant supply of oxygen. This can 

lead to adhere the clarification of thermal chain reaction and self-supporting the incineration. 

Although approaches vary greatly, on treating divided into the following main sub-sectors. 

Mixed municipal waste incinerate typically mixed and largely untreated household and 

domestic wastes but may sometimesinclude certain industrial and commercial wastes 

(industrial and commercial wastes are separately incinerated in dedicated industrial or 

commercial non-hazardous waste incinerators. Pre-treated municipal or other pre-treated 

waste incineration. Installation that treat waste that have been selectively collected, pre-

treated, or prepared in some way, such that the characteristics of waste differ from mixed 

waste. Special prepared refuse derived fuel incinerators fall in this category.  
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ABSTRACT 
In this study of aluminium alloy, properties of aluminium alloy is enhanced and fulfil most of 

the requirements include low weight (increased span/depth ratio, transportation, and 

construction) and durability (resistance to corrosion). It included a design situation in which 

the structural application of aluminium alloys provided an extremely convenient and practical 

solution. Viability of an aluminium structure depends on several factors and requires a 

detailed analysis. The overall conclusion of the study indicated that aluminium can be used as 

a structural material and as a viable alternative to steel for Croatian snow and wind load 

values and evidently in cases in which positive properties of aluminium are required for 

structural design. 

 
Keywords: Aluminium, Aluminium alloy, Mechanical properties, stir casting, Electrification  

 

Introduction 

A comparative analysis of aluminium alloy 6061, composite of aluminium alloy 6061 

(Al6061) and ferric oxide (Fe2O3)and aluminium alloy 6061 (Al 6061) and copper (Cu) will 

be done in order to find the comparative mechanical properties of all the samples and a 

analysis will be done in order to find the comparative mechanical properties, by which we 

can easily judge which one give us superior quality and conformance to many industries as 

we know aluminium has many exceptional quality as Aluminium can be severely deformed 

without failure. This allows aluminium to be formed by rolling, extruding, drawing, 

machining and other mechanical processes. It can also be cast to a high tolerance. Alloying, 

cold working and heat-treating can all be utilised to tailor the properties of aluminium.The 

tensile strength of pure aluminium is around 90 MPa but this can be increased to over 690 

MPa for some heat-treatable alloys. Aluminium has a density around one third that of steel or 

copper making it one of the lightest commercially available metals. The resultant 

highstrength to weight ratio makes it an important structural material allowing increased 

payloads or fuel savings for transport industries in particular. Pure aluminium doesn’t have a 

high tensile strength. However, the addition of alloying elements like manganese, silicon, 

copper and magnesium can increase the strength properties of aluminium and produce an 

alloy with properties tailored to particular applications. Aluminium is well suited to cold 

environments. It has the advantage over steel in the tensile strength increases with decreasing 

temperature while retaining its toughness. Steel on the other hand becomes brittle at low 

temperatures. 

 

PROPERTIES ALUMINIUM  

DENSITY OF ALUMINIUM 

Aluminium has a density around one third that of steel or copper making it one of the lightest 

commercially available metals. The resultant high strength to weight ratio makes it an 

important structural material allowing increased payloads or fuel savings for transport 

industries in particular. 
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STRENGTH OF ALUMINIUM 

Pure aluminium doesn’t have a high tensile strength. However, the addition of alloying 

elements like manganese, silicon, copper and magnesium can increase the strength properties 

of aluminium and produce an alloy with properties tailored to particular applications. 

Aluminium is well suited to cold environments. It has the advantage over steel in that its’ 

tensile strength increases with decreasing temperature while retaining its toughness. Steel on 

the other hand becomes brittle at low temperatures. 

 

CORROSION RESISTANCE OF ALUMINIUM 

When exposed to air, a layer of aluminium oxide forms almost instantaneously on the surface 

of aluminium. This layer has excellent resistance to corrosion. It is fairly resistant to most 

acids but less resistant to alkalis 

 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINIUM 

The thermal conductivity of aluminium is about three times greater than that of steel. This 

makes aluminium an important material for both cooling and heating applications such as 

heat-exchangers. Combined with it being non-toxic this property means aluminium is used 

extensively in cooking utensils and kitchenware 

 

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINIUM 

Along with copper, aluminium has an electrical conductivity high enough for use as an 

electrical conductor. Although the conductivity of the commonly used conducting alloy 

(1350) is only around 62% of annealed copper, it is only one third the weights and can 

therefore it conduct twice as much electricity, when compared with copper of the same 

weight. 

 

REFLECTIVITY OF ALUMINIUM 

From UV to infra-red, aluminium is an excellent reflector of radiant energy. Visible light 

reflectivity of around 80% means it is widely used in light fixtures. The same properties of 

reflectivity makes aluminium ideal as an insulating material to protect against the sun’s rays 

in summer, while insulating against heat loss in winter. We can see the different properties of 

aluminium as shown in the table no 1. 

Table 1: Properties of Aluminium 

  
 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ALUMINIUM 

Aluminium can be severely deformed without failure. This allows aluminium to be formed by 

rolling, extruding, drawing, machining and other mechanical processes. It can also be cast to 

a high tolerance. Alloying, cold working and heat-treating can all be utilised to tailor the 

properties of aluminium. The tensile strength of pure aluminium is around 90 MPa but this 

http://www.aalco.co.uk/products/aluminium.aspx?referrer=AZOMDOTCOM
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can be increased to over 690 MPa for some heat-treatable alloy. Different grades of 

aluminium have all relevant properties which makes aluminium as point of study. Mechanical 

properties of different grades of aluminium are shown in the table no 2. 

Table 2: Mechanical Properties of Aluminium 

 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Moulding is the process of manufacturing by shaping liquid or pliable raw material using a 

rigid frame called a mold or matrix. It may have been made using a pattern or model of the 

final object. 

A mold or mould is a hollowed-out block that is filled with a liquid or pliable material such 

as plastic, glass, metal, or ceramic raw material. The liquid hardens or sets inside the mold, 

adopting its shape. A mold is the counterpart to a cast. The very common bi-valve molding 

process uses two molds, one for each half of the object. Articulated molds have multiple 

pieces that come together to form the complete mold, and then disassemble to release the 

finished casting; they are expensive, but necessary when the casting shape has complex 

overhangs. Piece-molding uses a number of different molds, each will be creating a section of 

a complicated object. This is generally only used for larger and more valuable objects. 

A release agent is typically used to make removal of the hardened/set substance from the 

mold more easily affected. Typical uses for molded plastics include molded furniture, 

molded household goods, molded cases, and structural materials. 

 preheated permanent mouldof  250°C are taken 

 Alloy is melted at temperature 450°C and 500°Cbefore stirring. 

 Alloy is poured into the mould for the remaining operations 

 The mould are taken in rectangular shape of 

 Dimension 10*10*45mm 

 Metal is cooled in room temperature in three different time lengths (5, 8 and 11 h). 

 

STIR CASTING 

Stir casting is a liquid state method for the fabrication of composite materials, in which a 

dispersed phase is mixed with a molten matrix metal by means of mechanical stirring. Stir 

Casting is the simplest and the most cost effective method of liquid state fabrication. The stir 

casting set-up is shown in Figure. 

 The chemical composition of Al6061 alloy is given in Table  

 Al6061 alloy was melted in a crucible furnace at 725°C.  

The molten metal was stirred by an alumina coated stainless steel stirrer at 600 rpm for 

20 min time duration. 

During stirring, it is preheated at 600°C; particles alumina and powder of 𝐹𝑒2𝑂3 and copper 

were added for each composite. After the addition of 𝐹𝑒2𝑂3  and Cu, the composite was 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plastic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceramic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Release_agent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Furniture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Household_goods
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_(goods)
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poured into the preheated (250°C) permanent mould. The Al6061 alloy with different wt. % 

of hybrid composites is produced for test. 

 

ELECTRIFICATION 

Contact electrification was an erroneous scientific theory from the Enlightenment that 

attempted to account for all the sources of electric charge known at the time. It has since 

been superseded by more modern notions. In the late 18th century, scientists developed 

sensitive instruments for detecting 'electrification', otherwise known as electrostatic 

charge imbalance. The phenomenon of electrification by contact, or contact tension, was 

quickly discovered. 

When two objects were touched together, sometimes the objects became spontaneously 

charged. One object developed a net negative charge, while the other developed an equal and 

opposite positive charge. Then it was discovered that 'piles' of dissimilar metal disks 

separated by acid-soaked cloth, Voltaic piles, could also produce charge differences. 

Although it was later found that these effects were caused by different physical processes -

 triboelectricity, the Volta effect, differing work functions of metals, and others - at the time 

they were all thought to be caused by a common 'contact electrification' process 

If two metals having differing work functions are touched together, one steals electrons from 

the other, and the opposite net charges grow larger and larger; this is the Volta effect. The 

process is halted when the difference in electric potential (electrostatic potential) between the 

two metals reaches a particular value, namely the difference in work function values - usually 

less than one volt. At this point, the Fermi levels for the two metals are equal, and there is no 

voltage difference between them. If there were a voltage difference between them, then a 

current would flow between them: so "zero current" implies "zero voltage difference". 

 

EXPECTED OUTCOME 

The composite of aluminium alloy, copper, and ferric oxide passes from electrification, on 

which molecules of copper are arranged on the direction of electric field as shown in the 

figure no1, molecules are arranged on symmetric pattern from which surface property of 

aluminium alloy is increased. 

The composite of aluminumalloy (6061) and ferric oxide mixed together and hardness of 

alloy increased, as ferric oxide is high modulus particles. 

The composite of aluminumalloy (6061) and copper mix together and fatigue of alloy is 

increased. 

 
Figure 1: Micro structure of Aluminium Alloy 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_Enlightenment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_charge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superseded_scientific_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrostatics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrostatics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltaic_pile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triboelectricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_potential
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AGGLOMERATION BEHAVIOUR OF TWO INCLUSIONS 

BROWNIAN MOTION 

Brownian agglomeration is one of the mechanisms related to collision. It is defined as 

disorganized movement of small particles in fluids. This random movement of particles is 

caused by collisions with molecules of surrounding medium. A simulation work of tian et al. 

Reported that Brownian motion can be neglected for particles bigger than 10µm. Random 

motion of a particle can be seen in figure 1 and Brownian agglomeration can be described by 

equation.Βb (vi ,vj) = 2kt/3µ.(vi -1/3+ vj -1/3).(vi 1/3+ vj 1/3) (2) here, k is Boltzmann 

constant (j/k), t is absolute temperature (k) and µ is viscosity of fluid (pa.s). 

 
Figure 2: Brownian motion of particles 

 

 On passing electric current certain behavior of molecules are observed. 

 Microstructure are arranged in the direction of electric field 

 
Figure 3: A Schematic diagram for the configuration of inclusions and electric potential 

 

A cubic lattice with logistic domain 300×120×11 is defined to represent the liquid metal 

matrix and inclusions.  
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Figure 4: Arrangement of particles on electric field 

 

DISCUSSION 

Molten systems are always influenced by any type of bath movement in ladle, launder or 

casting furnace. In all kind of movement areas, we have to consider agglomeration effect of 

bath movement. Turbulent heat and mass exchange including turbulent bath movement are 

topics of great interest. Knowledge of melt flow is the key of inclusion generation, transport 

and interactions. One of the factors which generate strong turbulence is induction heating 

technology. The induction furnaces are widely used in industries for melting alloys. The main 

advantages of electromagnetic (EM) heating are, very fast melting and treating materials 

without direct contact which is important for high purity products. Beside these advantages, 

stirring effect of EM forces causes some unwanted phenomena. One of those phenomena is 

mixing of oxides by breakage of oxide layer on the melt and continuous oxidation of melt 

under oxidative atmosphere. Another possible unwanted phenomenon is agglomeration of 

non-metallic inclusions by increasing collision between particles by turbulent flow and 

clustering of inclusions results; faster settling in casting furnaces, better filtration of melt, and 

reduction in ductility. Therefore, it is important to be able to investigate and understand the 

agglomeration behaviour of particles. Non-metallic inclusions in aluminium melt play critical 

role to reach required quality in final products. In order to develop better inclusion detection 

and removal techniques, it is necessary to have wide knowledge about behaviour of 

inclusions in molten aluminium and about how they are affected from different melting 

conditions. When the same material is melted in different furnace types, such as resistance, 

induction or gas injection, inclusions interact differently and the final product quality changes 

accordingly. A fundamental research is carried out in this present work for validation of the 

experimental approach to investigate inclusion behaviour under turbulent flow, especially 

under the influence of electromagnetic forces. 

 

• In the above presentation we try to show the property of aluminum alloy and its large 

field of study, basically we try we improve the mechanical Property of aluminum alloy by 

reinforcingaluminum alloy(6061) with ferric oxide and copper In this we found there 

hardness can be improved string casting of aluminum alloy (6061) And ferric oxide. 

• The new era of material science have broad scope in metal matrix composite In which 

we found there a great role of electric current in molten metal as it arrange The 

microstructure in symmetric pattern which can increase the quality of material. 
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ABSTRACT 

EEG based control of systems shows a highly increasing area of innovation with application 

systems. Its additions in medical areas range from prevention to neuronal overhaul for serious 

injuries. Brain reading and remote connection have their unique fingerprint in numerous areas 

such as educational, self-regulation, production, marketing, security and games and 

entertainment. It makes a mutual understanding between users and the surrounding systems. 

We also discuss major usability and technical challenges that face brain signals use in various 

components of EEG based control of systems. Inequity solutions that aim to limit and 

decrease their effects have also been reviewed. 

In the area of bio-medical, the brain connection is to make and adapt methods of human-

system interaction. This is EEG based control of systems. A variety of application domains to 

compare and validate EEG based control of systems interaction, including connection, 

environmental control, neural artificial organs and creative expression. EEG signals acts as a 

connection between men and systems. The EEG based control of systems-based control 

system for robots using the EEG has been suggested for mobile robots and humanoids, and 

some other systems to control. 
 

Keywords: Electroencephalography, Brain computer interface. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Electro-encephalo-graphy (EEG) is a monitoring method for electrical activity of the brain. It 

is done with the small metal plates placed along the skin on the head. EEG measures voltage 

changes resulting from ionic current within the neurons. 

It is typically non-invasive, with the small metal plates placed along the head, although 

invasive small metal plates are sometimes used such as in electro-cortico-graphy. In clinical 

contexts, EEG indicates to the recording of the spontaneous electrical activity of brain over a 

period of time. Diagnostic applications generally focus either on brain responses or on the 

content of EEG.  

The former investigates voltage changes time locked to an event like stimulus onset or button 

press. The latter analyses the type of neural oscillations (popularly called "brain waves") that 

can be observed in EEG signals with respect to frequency domain. EEG is most often used to 

diagnose epilepsy, which causes abnormalities in EEG readings. It is also used to diagnose 

sleep disorders, depth of anaesthesia, coma, encephalopathies, and brain death. EEG used to 

be a first-line method of diagnosis for tumours, stroke and other focalbrain disorders,but this 

use has decreased with the advent of high-resolution anatomical imaging techniques such as 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed topo-graphy (CT). Despite limited spatial 

resolution, EEG continues to be a valuable tool for innovation and diagnosis. It is one of the 

few mobile techniques available (e.g. [5]) and offers millisecond-range temporal resolution 

which is not possible with CT, PET or MRI. Derivatives of the EEG technique include 

evoked voltages (EP), which involves averaging the EEG activity time-locked to the 

presentation of a stimulus of some sort (visual, somatosensory, or auditory). Brain responses 

(ERPs) indicate to averaged EEG responses that are time-locked to more complex processing 

of stimuli; this technique is used in cognitive science, cognitive psychology, and psycho-

physiological innovation.  
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Fig: Spike-waves 

EEG based control of systems 

EEG based control of systems technology is a powerful connection tool between users and 

systems. It does not require any external devices or muscle intervention to issue commands 

and complete the interaction. The innovation community has initially developed EEG based 

control of systems with biomedical applications in brain, leading to the generation of assistive 

devices. They have facilitated restoring the movement ability for physically challenged or 

locked-in users and replacing lost motor functionality. The promising future predicted for 

EEG based control of system has encouraged innovation community to study the involvement 

of EEG based control in the life of non-paralyzed humans through medical applications. 

However, the scope of innovation has been further widened to include non-medical 

applications. More recent studies have targeted normal individuals by exploring the use of 

EEG based control of systems as a novel input device and investigating the generation of 

hands-free applications. The use of EEG based control of systems connections for healthy 

users has been subject to some doubts as discussed in. The problem of poor information 

transfer rate (ITR) of EEG based control of systems and its effect on reducing the commands 

user can give has been addressed as one of those issues. It has been claimed that this problem 

restricts EEG based control of systems use for locked-in persons as it will not be able to keep 

up with ordinary connection ways or even existing human system connections. EEG based 

control of systems could be helpful especially for safety applications or applications where it 

is difficult to move and the response time is crucial. Besides they can also be used to increase 

the accuracy of the HCI systems, resulting in EEG based control of systems addition in 

various areas such as industry, educational, advertising, entertainment, and smart 

transportation. Despite its expected success, brain system interfacing needs to overcome 

technical difficulties and challenges posed by user acceptance to deal with such newly 

discovered technology. The next sections will provide more information about EEG based 

control of systems functions and associated applications. Various methods for acquiring brain 

signals are then explored along with the electrical changes reflected in the recorded brain 

waves. 

 

HISTORY 

The history of EEG is detailed by Barbara E. Swartz in Electro-encephalo-graphyandClinical 

Neurophysiology. In 1875, Richard Catton (1842–1926), a physician practicing in Liverpool, 

presented his findings about electrical phenomena of the exposed cerebral hemispheres of 

rabbits and monkeys in the British MedicalJournal. In 1890, Polish physiologist Adolf Beck 

published an investigation of spontaneous electrical activity of the brain of rabbits and dogs 

that included rhythmic oscillations altered by light. Beck started experiments on the electrical 

brain activity of animals. Beck placed small metal plates directly on the head to test for 

sensory stimulation. His observation of fluctuating brain activity led to the conclusion of 

brain waves.  

In 1912, Russian physiologist Vladimir VladimirovichPravdich- Neminsky published the first 

animal EEG and the evoked voltage of the mammalian (dog). In 1914, Napoleon Cybulski 
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and Jelenska- Macieszyna photographed EEG recordings of experimentally induced seizures. 

German physiologist and psychiatrist Hans Berger (1873–1941) recorded the first human 

EEG in 1924. 

 
Fig: The first human EEG recorded by Hans Berger in 1924. 

The upper tracing is EEG, and the lower one is a 10 Hz timing signal. 

Expanding on work previously conducted on animals by Richard Catton and others, Berger 

also invented the electro-encephalogram (giving the device its name), an invention described 

"as one of the most surprising, remarkable, and momentous developments in the history of 

clinical neurology". His discoveries were first confirmed by British scientists Edgar Douglas 

Adrian and B. H. C. Matthews in 1934 and developed by them. In 1934, Fisher and Loin back 

first demonstrated epileptic form spikes. In 1935 Gibbs, Davis and Lennox described 

interictal spike waves and the three cycle/s pattern of clinical absence seizures, which began 

the area of clinical Electro-encephalo-graphy. Subsequently, in 1936 Gibbs and Jasper 

reported the interictal spike as the focal signature of epilepsy. The same year, the first EEG 

laboratory opened at Massachusetts General Hospital. Franklin Offner (1911–1999), 

professor of biophysics at Northeasters University developed a prototype of theEEG that 

incorporated a piezoelectric inkwriter called a Crystograph (the whole device was typically 

known as the OffnerDynograph). In 1947, The American EEG Society was founded and the 

first International EEG congress was held. In 1953 Aserinsky and Kleitman described REM 

sleep. 

In the 1950s, William Grey Walter developed an adjunct to EEG called EEG topo-graphy, 

which allowed for the mapping of electrical activity across the surface of the head. This 

enjoyed a brief period of popularity in the 1980s and seemed especially promising for 

psychiatry. It was never accepted by neurologists and remains primarily a innovation tool. 

In 1988, report was given on EEG control of a physical object, a robot. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

For the past two decades, EEG-based brain-controlled robotic innovation and its development 

has achieved a great deal of attention because, it brings back mobility to disabled people with 

motor disability and neuromuscular disorder. The advantage is that it improves the quality of 

life of the disabled people to be self-independent in their life.  

Milan et al, proposed the first Non-invasive EEG-based brain-controlled robots. To manage 

the operation, asynchronous protocol and systems learning techniques were used. The 

relevant signals were captured from scalp, which are located at the standard front Centro 

parietal positions F3, F4, C3, CZ, C4, P3, P2, and P4. The raw EEG signals were first 

transformed with the help of surface Palladian and computed by using 2nd order spherical 

spline. Movement and control over the robot states can be done by mapping the 8 infrared 

sensory values into six robot's states for the help of Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).  
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Fig: Subset of 10-10 EEG small metal plates 

 

Morten Embark Lund et al, proposed the concept of wheelchair controlled by the 

inductive tongue. In order to follow the standard joystick, 8 sensors with fuzzy logic based 

control of the multi-directional wheelchair were designed. It has 18 intra oral sensors, which 

were operated by tongue piercing and the entire setups was placed upon the oral cavity 

system. The output values of the sensors were transmitted through wireless to the external 

micro-controller which processed the information in order to control the wheelchair using an 

antilog joystick. 

Vaibhav Gandhi et al, proposed Adaptive User Connection (AUI) to control the robot 

based on an adaptive mechanism of shared control. The acquired EEG signal's noises were 

removed by using recurrent quantum neural network technique. The major advantage is that it 

improves the information transfer rate by using multiple motion command options like left, 

right, backward and start/stop.  

Piers et al., described a design of Rob chairs for overcoming the problem of locomotion 

and localization. To control the wheelchair, an analogue joystick was incorporated on the 

wheelchair. Gathering the related sensor information, controlling and communicating with 

the user workstation such a performance can be done by using a RTOS. Obstacle avoidance 

algorithm was used to avoid the collision.  

Mandel et al. discussed the Steady-State Visually Evoked Voltage (SSVEP) EEG based 

control of systems with a shared control system to navigate a wheelchair. The target locations 

were reached by using the nearness diagram navigation method with a safety layer, which 

ensured the collision-free movement. 

 

COMPONENTS OF AN ACTUAL EEG BASED CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

The arrangement of components in an EEG based control of system is as following: 
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Fig: Components in an EEG based control of system 

 

EEG signal acquiring 

Measuring brain generated oscillations is one of the main components in any EEG based 

system. It reflects the voluntary neural actions generated by user’s current activity. Various 

methods for signal acquiring have been studied. There are two general classes of brain signal 

acquiring methods: invasive and non-invasive methods. In invasive technology, small metal 

plates are neurosurgical implantedeither inside the user’s brain or over the surface of the 

brain, while in non-invasive technologies, the brain activity is measured using external 

sensors. 

 
Fig: Signal acquiring methods 

1. Invasive techniques 

Invasive recording methods implant small metal plates under the skin on the surface of a 

person’s brain. They measure the neural activity of the brain either intra-cortically from 

within the motor cortex or on the cortical surface (electro-cortico-graphy (ECoG)). Their 

greatest advantage is that they provide high temporal and spatial resolution, increasing the 

quality of the obtained signal and its signal to noise ratio. However, these techniques suffer 

from a lot of issues. Aside from Usability issues rising from the involvement of surgical 

procedure, problems related to the system’s output have occurred. The small size of the 

monitored brain regions by those implants is considered one of them. Once implanted, they 

cannot be shifted to measure brain activity in another area. Besides, the body adaptation to 

the new object, which may fail, can cause medical complications. Problems regarding the 

stability of implants and protection from infection can arise [9, 10]. Thus the usage of 

invasive recording in real world has been usually restricted to the EEG based medical 

applications for a few disabled users. A few patients with tetraplegia have used implanted 

small metal plates. The next subsection provides more details about these invasive methods. 

a.Intracortical 

It is planted under the cortex surface of the brain. It can be achieved using single electrode, or 

array of small metal plates that measure the action signals out of individual neurons. 
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Electrode tips are placed very close to the signal source and the arrays have to be stable over 

a long period of time. Due to its relatively high spatial resolution, its usage in source 

localization problem is extensively recommended. But intracortical acquiring could encounter 

long term signal variability. This could happen as a result of neuronal cell death or increased 

tissue resistance. Besides, if the system involves a stimulus to activate the disabled limb, this 

additional stimulus might also generate a significant noise effect. 

Monkeys and rats have been involved deeply in EEG based innovation studies that employ 

intracortical invasive acquiring. Movement has been analyzed with animals using implanted 

small metal plates. Monkeys have learnt first to move a cursor into eight targets located at the 

corners of an imaginary cube in an innovation, aiming to minimize the number of used small 

metal plates [11,12]. The extracted information has helped in the estimation of the movement 

intention and has been used to train an adaptive movement prediction algorithm. Monkeys 

have been used to move a brain-controlled robot arm in virtual reality. Innovators have also 

succeeded in assisting them to eat with a real robot arm [94]. Studies using invasive recording 

techniques with human subjects have been limited to some severely disabled peoples. 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that affects 

nerve cells in the brain and the spinal cord. Motor neurons reach from the brain to the spinal 

cord and from the spinal cord to the muscles throughout the body. An ALS patient has been 

able to move a cursor on a system screen to select presented items after implanting a single 

electrode into the motor cortex. Another study has aimed to show that the classification 

accuracy increases with the gradual rising of the number of small metal plates. On the other 

hand, several innovations concerned with reducing the number of small metal plates to 

decrease the features size or enhance user’s acceptability have taken place. 

b. Cortical surface 

Electro-cortico-graphy (ECoG) is a recording method that brings a less invasive option while 

at the same time preserves the advantages of invasive approach. It involves implanting 

electrode grids or strips over the cortex surface through a surgical operation. It records the 

electrical activity of neurons at the embracing area.ECoG recording is located in the middle 

between invasiveness accuracy and the safety of non-invasiveness. As a result of its relative 

closure to signal sources, it offers a higher spatial resolution and signal amplitude than those 

provided by non-invasive techniques such as EEG. Proposing a better amplitude signal makes 

it less affected by the noise and artefacts generated from muscle engagement. These 

advantages make ECoG a fine candidate solution for seizure localization problem. Thus it has 

been used by epilepsy patients before surgery. Innovators have exploited the over-cortex 

recording in multiple studies concerned with motor tasks and speech process classification 

has used ECoG signals for the prediction of kinematic parameters for five-class finger 

flexion, while has distinguished multiple motor-imagery task pairs such as left versus right 

hand and finger versus tongue imagery movement with ECoGbrain signals for both paralyzed 

and non-paralyzed epileptic patients. It has been found that non- paralyzed subjects’ activities 

could have been categorized and understood by the system. ECoG has also been very 

beneficial especially in speech and language processing where animals could not be helpful 

in assessment of barin signals related to vocal actions and language semantics. The feasibility 

of decoding semantic information, associated with various pictures categories, has been 

analysed. They have requested the subjects to apply inequity language related tasks, such as 

picture naming, on the presented pictures. 

 

2. Non- Invasive techniques 

These recording methods follow the approach that does not require implanting of external 

objects into subject’s brain. Thus it avoids the surgical procedures or permanent device 

attachment needed by invasive acquiring. Various assessment methods for inequity types of 
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measured signals such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), functional near 

infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), magneto-encephalo-graphy (MEG), and electro-

encephalogram (EEG) are presented next. 

a. Magnetoencephalo-graphy (MEG) 

It is a non-invasive method that measures magnetic areas produced by electrical currents 

occurring naturally in the brain. The magnetic signal outside of the head is currently acquired 

only using the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). MEG-signals could 

interfere with other magnetic signals such as the earth’s magnetic area so this recording 

method requires laboratory configuration with shields and specific equipment’s. Despite its 

portability and cost issues, MEG signals are less distorted by the skull layer compared to 

electric areas. But this advantage does not lead to huge improvement either in performance or 

in training times over non-invasive electronic acquiring techniques. 

b. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

fMRI detects the changes in blood flow which are related toneural activity in the brain using 

the device. Thus it helps mapping activities to the correspondingused brain areas which is 

known as source localization problem.It depends on the fact that any usage of brain 

partrequires the increase of incoming blood flow. It uses blood oxygen-level-dependent 

(BOLD) contrast, which is sensitiveto the hemodynamic response. The intensities of 

BOLDcontrast reflect the changes in the deoxy-hemoglobin concentrationin the brain tissue. 

Although fMRI temporal resolution islow, it provides a high spatial resolution and captures 

informationfrom deep parts of the brain that cannot be gathered byelectrical or magnetic 

measuring. 

c. Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) 

fNIRS is a non-invasive technique that measures blood dynamic in the brain in order to detect 

the neuronal activity. It uses light in the near-infrared range to determine the blood flow. It 

has the advantage of providing high spatial resolution signals. But regarding the temporal 

resolution, fNIRS recording is likely to be less effective than that based on electro-magnetic 

signals. Compared to fMRI, fNIRS is portable and less expensive but provides less imaging 

capabilities. Its advantages present a viable alternative for clinical studies and possibly for 

practical use. 

d. Electro-encephalogram (EEG)  

Electro-encephalo-graphy (EEG) is the recording of electricalactivity along the skin on the 

top of a person’s head  through measuring voltage changesaccompanying neurotransmission 

activity within the brain.The small metal plates are attached in a cap-like device as. It has 

unique usability advantages over othertypes of brain signal recording that recommend it for 

commercialuse. It is easy to use, portable and inexpensive. EEGrecording also provides high 

temporal resolution. Howeverits signal to noise ratio and spatial resolution show a 

limitationcompared to other methods.Several solutions have been provided to enhance EEG 

spatialresolution issue and improve signal localization. Theincreased use of small metal 

plates up to 256 has been suggested. An international electrode positioning system has been 

revealed.It makes the distance between adjacent pair of small metal plates tobe either 10% or 

20% of the skin on the top of a person’s head diameter, according tothe assignment 

demonstrated. This configurationhas been commonly used across inequity EEG systems has 

relied sensors that allow less obtrusiveness andhigh portability option for extensive market 

use such asNeuro-Sky and Emotive. It presents an unobtrusive in-the-ear EEGrecording. It 

has been tested against on- the skin on the top of a person’s head EEG and provenfeasibility. 

This approach’s gain appears in fixing electrode position, comforting user and robustness to 

electro-magnetic interference. A Lot of innovators regarding EEG based applications have 

begun concerning with reducing the number of used small metal plates, while maintaining 

signal to noise ratio. 
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Fig: A neuro-sky eeg headset 

B. Amplifier 

The signals from the small metal plates are nearly a mili volt, it is amplified in the first stage. 

Output of the amplifier section, is the input to processor. 

C. Processor 

A processor is the logic circuitry that responds to and processes the basic instructions that 

drive a system. The four primary functions of a processor are fetch, decode, execute and write 

back. The basic elements of a processor: The arithmetic logic unit (ALU), which carries out 

arithmetic and logic operations on the operands in instructions. The floating point unit (FPU), 

also known as a math coprocessor or numeric coprocessor, a specialized coprocessor that 

manipulates numbers more quickly than the basic microprocessor circuitry can. Registers, 

which hold instructions and other data. Registers supply operands to the ALU and store the 

results of operations. L1 and L2 cache memory. Their inclusion in the CPU saves time 

compared to having to get data from random access memory (RAM).  

 
Fig: A processor 

Most processors today are multi-core, which means that the IC contains two or more 

processors for enhanced performance, reduced power consumption and more efficient 

simultaneous processing of  multiple tasks. Multi-core set-ups are similar to having multiple, 

separate processors installed in the same system, but because the processors are actually 

plugged into the same socket, the connection between them is faster. The term processor is 

used interchangeably with the term central processing unit (CPU), although strictly speaking, 

the CPU is not the only processor in a system. The GPU (graphics processing unit) is the 

most notable example but the hard drive and other devices within a system also perform some 

processing independently. Nevertheless, the term processor is generally understood to mean 

the CPU. The processor in a personal system or embedded in small devices is often called a 

microprocessor. That term simply means that the processor's elements are contained on a 

single integrated circuitry (IC) chip. The two main competitors in the processor market are 

Intel and AMD. 
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D. PLC  

A programmable logic controller is a specialized system used to control systems and 

processes. It therefore shares common terms with typical PCs like central processing unit, 

memory, software and connections. Unlike a personal system, though the PLC is designed to 

survive in a rugged industrial atmosphere and to be very flexible in how it connections with 

inputs and outputs to the real world. The components that make a PLC work can be divided 

into three core areas. 

i) The power supply and rack  

ii) The central processing unit (CPU) 

iii) The input/output (I/O) section 

 
Fig: A PLC 

 

E. H-bridge 

An H bridge is an electronic circuit that enables a voltage to be applied across a load in 

opposite direction. Thesecircuits are often used in robotics and other applications to allow DC 

motors to run forwards or backwards.Most DC-to-AC converters (power inverters), most 

AC/AC converters, the DC-to-DC push–pull converter, most motorcontrollers, and many 

other kinds of power electronics use H bridges. In particular, a bipolar stepper motor is 

almostinvariably driven by a motor controller containing Two H Bridges. 

 
Fig: A H bridge 

 

V. Applications of EEG based control of systems 

Brain system connections have used in various areas of innovation. They are involved in 

medical, neuro-ergonomics and smart environment, neuro-marketing and advertisement, 

educational and self-regulation, games and entertainment, and Security and authentication 

areas. 

Applications of EEG based control of system are as following: 
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Fig: Applications of EEG based control of systems 

 

1. Medical applications 

Healthcare area has a variety of applications that could take advantage of brain signals in all 

associated phases including prevention, detection, diagnosis, overhaul and restoration. 

 

2. Neuro-ergonomics and smart environment 

As previously mentioned, deploying brain signals is not exclusive to the medical area. Smart 

environments such as smart houses, workplaces or transportations could also exploit brain 

system connections in offering further safety, luxury and physiological control to humans’ 

daily life. They are also expected to witness cooperation between Internet Of Things (IOT) 

andEEG technologies as stated in [1]. Lin et al. [2, 3] have proposed a cognitive controller 

system called Brain system connection-based Smart Living Environmental Auto-adjustment 

Control System (BSLEACS). It monitors user’s mental state and adapts the surrounding 

components accordingly. It has extended its functionality with the involvement of universal 

plug and play (UPnP) home networking. On the other hand, the surrounding environmental 

addition in enhancing EEG based home applications via context awareness has been 

considered. Navarro et al. [4] have developed such an application that automatically changes 

the available options accessible by the user according to the current context. Also integration 

of both healthcare and smart house in gaining non-intrusive mental health care has been an 

existing approach in brain system. 

 

3. Neuro-marketing and advertisement 

Marketing area has also been an interest for EEG innovators. The innovation has explained 

the benefits of using EEG evaluation for TV advertisements related to both commercial and 

political areas. EEG based assessment measures the generated attention accompanying 

watching activity. On the other hand, the innovators have considered the impact of another 

cognitive function in neuro-marketing area. They have been interested in estimating the 

memorization of TV advertisements thus providing another method for advertising 

evaluation. 

 

4. Educational and self-regulation 

Neuro-feedback is a promising approach for enhancing brain performance via targeting 

human brain activity modulation. It invades the educational systems, which utilizes brain 

electrical signals to determine the degree of clearness of studied information. Personalized 

interaction to each learner is established according to the resultant response experienced. 

Learning to self-regulate through non-invasive EEG systems has also been studied. It 

provides a mean for improving cognitive therapeutic approaches. The innovation in has 

analysed the feasibility fMRI for the emotional regulation, while has suggested the use of 

hybrid fMRI, EEG systems to fight the depression feeling and other neuropsychiatric 

disorders through training sessions. Furthermore, EEG based emotional intelligence has been 

applied in sport competitions to control the accompanying stress as examined. EEG based 
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system technology has been elaborated in self-regulation and skill learning via functional 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) neuro-feedback. 

 

5. Games and entertainment 

Entertainment and gaming applications have opened the market for nonmedical brain system 

connections. Various games are presented like where helicopters are made to fly to any point 

in either a 2D or 3D virtual world. Combining the features of existing games with brain 

controlling capabilities has been subject to many innovations which tend to provide a multi-

brain entertainment experience. The video game is called Brain Arena.  

The players can join a collaborative or competitive football game by means of two EEG 

systems. They can score goals by imagining left or right hand movements. On the other hand, 

some EEG serious games have been employed for emotional control and/or neuro-prosthetic 

overhaul. They are containing either a new game idea or a modified one. Tan and Nichols 

have described Brain ball game which intends to drop the stress level. The users can only 

move the ball by relaxing; thus, the calmer player is more likely to be the winner and thus 

they would learn to control their stress while being amused. 

 

6. Security and authentication 

Security systems involve knowledge based, object based and/or biometrics based 

authentication. They have shown to be vulnerable to several drawbacks such as simple 

insecure password, shoulder surfing, theft crime, and cancellable biometrics. Cognitive 

Biometrics or electro-physiology, where only modalities using bio-signals (such as brain 

signals) are used as sources of identity information, gives a solution for those vulnerabilities. 

The motivation behind exploring the feasibility of electro-physiology is that bio-signals 

cannot be casually acquired by external observers. They also can be of great value for 

disabled patients or users missing the associated physical trait. 

 

Table: Frequencies Generated By Different Types of Activities in the Brain. 

Brainwave 

Type 

Frequency 

Range 

Mental states and 

conditions 

Delta 0.1Hz to 3Hz 

Deep, dreamless, 

non-REM sleep, 

unconscious 

Theta 4Hz to 7Hz 

Intuitive, recall, 

fantasy, imaginary, 

dream 

Low Beta 13Hz to 15Hz 

Formerly SMR, 

relaxed yet 

focused, integrated 

Midrange 

Beta 
16Hz to 20Hz 

Thinking, aware of 

self & 

surroundings 

High Beta 21Hz to 30Hz Alertness, agitation 

Gamma 
31Hz & 

Above 

Cognition, 

Information, processing 
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They also can be of great value for disabled patients or users missing the associated physical 

trait. This makes such signals difficult to synthesize and therefore improves the resistance of 

biometric systems to spoofing attacks. Besides electro-encephalogram (EEG), as a biometric 

modality, could be used to send covert warning when the authorized user is under external 

forcing conditions, as implemented. Several innovators have considered authenticating the 

EEG signal generated from driving behaviour as part of smart driving systems. The authors 

have used a simplified driving simulator with mental-tasked condition to verify driver’s 

identity on demand. Unconscious driver authentication has taken place in. 

 

VI. CHALLENGES TO APPLY EEG BASED CONTROL 

Establishing the connection using brain signals has faced a lot of challenges. They can be 

categorized as technical and usability. Technical challenges are concerned with the system 

obstacles specially those regarding EEG features characteristics. Usability challenges 

describe the limitations affecting the level of human acceptance. 

 

A. Usability challenges 

They express the limitations facing the user acceptance of EEG technology use. They include 

the issues related to the training process necessary for classes’ discrimination. Information 

transfer rate (ITR) is one of the system evaluation metrics that combines both performance 

and acceptance aspects. 

B. Training process 

Training the user is a time-consuming activity either in guiding the user through the process 

or in the number of recorded sessions. It takes place either in preliminary phase or in the 

classifier calibration phase. The user is taught to deal with the system and to control brain 

feedback signals in the preliminary phase, while in the calibration phase, trained subject’s 

signal has been used to learn the used classifier. One of the commonly investigated solutions 

to this time consumption problem is to employ single trial instead of multi-trial analysis, 

which is used for enhancing signal to noise ratio, and placing the burden of small training 

size on subsequent EEG system components to handle. Various Adaptive and zero training 

classifiers have been examined as solutions as mentioned. 

C. Information transfer rate 

It is the widely used evaluation metric for command EEG systems. It depends on the number 

of choices, the accuracy of target detection, and the average time for a selection. Thus 

compared to imagery EEG systems, selective attention strategies achieve higher ITR as their 

offered choices are larger. 

D. Technical challenges  

These are issues related to the recorded electro-physiological properties of the brain signals 

which include non-linearity, non-stationary and noise, small training sets. 

E. Non-linearity 

The brain is a highly complex nonlinear system in which chaotic behaviour of neural 

ensembles can be detected. Thus EEG signals can be better characterized by nonlinear 

dynamic methods than linear methods. 

F. Nonstationarityand noise 

Non-stationarity attribute of electro-physiological brain signals shows a major issue in 

developing a EEG system.It originates a continuous change of the used signals over time or 

within the recording sessions. The mental and emotional state background through inequity 

sessions can add in EEG signals variability. Also fatigue and concentration levels are 

considered part of internal non-stationarity factors. Noise is also a big contributor in the 

challenges facing the EEG technology and causing the non-stationarity issue. It includes 

unwanted signals caused by alterations in electro-de placement, and environmental noise [5]. 
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A combination of movement artifacts, such as electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles 

electro-myogram (EMG) and signals maked by eye movements and blinking, Electro-

oculogram (EOG), is also reflected in the acquired signals resulting in difficulties in 

distinguishing the underlying pattern [6,7]. 

G. Small training sets. 

The training sets are relatively small, since the training process is influenced by usability 

issues. Although heavily training sessions are considered time consuming and demanding for 

the subjects, they provide the user with necessary experience to deal with the system and 

learn to control his or her neurophysiological signals [8]. Thus a significant challenge in 

designing an EEG system is to balance the trade-off the technological complexity of 

interpreting the user’s brain signals and the amount of training needed for successful 

operation of the connection. 

H. High dimensionality curse 

In EEG systems, the signals are recorded from multiple channels to preserve high spatial 

accuracy. As the amount of data needed to properly describe inequity signals increases 

exponentially with the dimensionality of the vectors, various feature extraction methods have 

been proposed. They play avital role in identifying distinguishing characteristics. Thus the 

classifier performance will be affected only by the small number of distinctive traits instead 

of the whole recorded signals that may contain redundancy. 
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ABSTRACT 

A flywheel is a shaft mounted heavy rotating disc, act as an energy storage device that uses 

its significant moment of inertia to store energy by rotating. KERS is a system for recovering 

the moving vehicle's kinetic energy under braking and also to convert the usual loss in kinetic 

energy into gain in kinetic energy. In this work using mechanical kinetic energy recovery 

system by means of a flywheel to store the energy which is normally lost during braking 

vehicle, and reuse to propel the rider when starting. The rider can charge the flywheel when 

slowing or descending a hill and boost the bicycle when accelerating or climbing a hill. It is 

observed that by comparing analysis between conventional bicycle and the KERS bicycle, 

which shows that around 23.07% of the paddle force/ driving torque delivered can be reduced 

and increases efficiency about 6.27% of bicycle by using the KERS system. 
 

Keywords: Flywheel, KERS, Inertia 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A flywheel is an inertial energy-storage device. It absorbs mechanical energy and serves as a 

reservoir, storing energy during the period when the supply of energy is more than the 

requirement and releases it during the period when the requirement of energy is more than the 

supply. Design developments have always been an important issue in the flywheel production 

industry, in order to manufacture a less expensive component with the minimum weight, 

radius of flywheel and other functional requirements. This improvement gives higher inertia, 

kinetic energies and higher power output. There are several ways to manufacture a flywheel, 

including machining from, forging and casting. Due to cost and time, machining a casted disc 

used to manufacture flywheel in very low production applications. The two most common 

types of flywheel are made of cast iron and forged steel. 

The main function of a flywheel is to smoothen out variations in the speed of a shaft caused 

by torque fluctuations. If the source of the driving torque or load torque is fluctuating in 

nature, then a flywheel is usually used to maintain the fluctuation in torque.Flywheel absorbs 

mechanical energy by increasing its angular velocity and delivers the stored energy by 

decreasing its velocity. 

 
Fig 1: Turning moment diagram 
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2. KINETIC ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM 

KERS is a system for recovering the moving vehicle's kinetic energy under braking and also 

to convert the usual loss in kinetic energy into gain in kinetic energy. When riding a bicycle, 

a great amount of kinetic energy is lost while braking or moving up an inclined plane. Now in 

order to making start up after braking or moving up an inclined plane a great amount of 

energy is required which are given by KERS. So that by a proper mechanism, this stored 

energy is converted back into kinetic energy giving the vehicle extra boost of power.In this 

present work the design of (KERS) by means of Flywheel Energy Storages. 

3. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
In 2011, Maxwell von Stein won Nicholas Stefano Prize, which is Cooper Union’s award for 

superior mechanical engineering design by added a car flywheel a weight of 15 pounds and a 

continuously variable transmission (CVT) in a bike. He also gained quite a bit of notoriety on 

various biking websites and was featured in NPR’s weekly segment, “Science Friday” [1]. So 

that from his idea of adding a flywheel to a bicycle is very appealing because it can increase 

the efficiency of what is already considered a very efficient machine. 

 
Fig 2: Flywheel KERS Bicycle 

Alberto Boretti observed that the by utilizing flywheel energy recovery system, fuel 

efficiency was affected by the recovery of kinetic energy from the motion of the 

car.  Recovery of kinetic energy seems to be the most effective option available to improve 

fuel economy and reduce the rate of emission of greenhouse gases [2]. A kinetic energy 

recovery system (KERS) is being installed on some hybrid electric vehicles. These vehicles 

contain flywheels for energy storage and continuously variable transmissions (CVT) which 

transfer energy to and from the driveline.   

C.M. Jefferson and M. Ackerman implemented a kinetic energy recovery system 

(KERS) on hybrid railcars for direct driving power [2].  The driving system would consist of 

a steel flywheel and a mechanical variator.  The KERS can be recharged when the car stops 

or continuously at a constant rate from an onboard low power source.  

Haichang Liu and Jihai Jiang described the potential applications that can benefit 

from having flywheel energy storage units.  The mentioned applications were transportation 

(automobiles, trains, military jets), and power sources (electrical storage, reductions in 

harmonic distortions, and elimination of voltage sags and surges).  They also described the 

key factors of flywheel energy storage.  Such factors are the flywheel material selection and 

the flywheel mass, and its geometry.  

Abdorreza Rabieeet al. observed different types of energy storage systems that can be 

used in for many purposes. They observed that storing electrical energy from water reservoirs 

depends on the pressure and quantity of the water available.  The electrical energy that is 

stored is proportional to the water volume and the height of the waterfall.  This system is the 

most used for high–power applications.  The life span of this type of storage is about 30-50 

years, with an efficiency of 65-75%. Sreevalsan S Menon et al. concluded that by the KERS 

analysis in bicycle with a proper mechanism, this stored energy is converted back into kinetic 

energy giving the vehicle extra boost of power. 
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4. DESIGN APPROACH 

From the basic laws of physics that a flywheel will store more energy if it has either a higher 

moment of inertia (more mass or mass positioned further from its center) or if it spins at a 

higher speed. Since the kinetic energy of a spinning object is related to the square of its 

angular velocity (ω2), so that speed has a much bigger effect than moment of inertia. Another 

consideration is mass, if a flywheel manufactured with a heavy metal rim and replace it with 

a rim that's twice as heavy (double its moment of inertia), then it will store twice as much 

energy when it spins at the same speed. 

5. DESIGN PARAMETERS  
In order to optimum design of flywheel for a bicycle various parameter affects on the 

performance. There are following parameters are considered for the design of flywheel. 

1. Mass of Flywheel 

2. Radius of Flywheel 

3. Speed of Flywheel 

6. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

There are many requirements that need to be met to produce a product that is both feasible 

and optimal. There are also some constraints, both geometric and engineering that also need 

to be satisfied. The following list of design requirements and constraints are: 

1. Store energy while braking 

2. Return energy to start up 

3. Must fit on a bicycle 

4. Light weight 

5. Good stopping range 

6. Good stopping force 

7. Inexpensive and affordable 

8. Safe to user and environmentally friendly 

9. Economical 

10. Reliable 

11. Manufacturability 

12. Aesthetically pleasing 

13. Modular 

14. Should not hinder normal riding 

With all of these considerations taken into account, the mass of the flywheel should be as 

small as possible and should be distributed as much as possible on the outer radius, then the 

radius should be made as large as can fit on the bike, and the rest of the energy will be in the 

rotational speed, which hopefully is not too high to get significant friction losses. 

7. FABRICATION PROCESS 
The flowchart of the fabrication process is shown in the figure below: 

 
Fig 3: Flowchart of the fabrication process 
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Fig 4: Assembled flywheel in a bicycle 

 

8. FORMULATION OF KINETIC ENERGY EQUATION 

The energy stored in a flywheel is its rotational kinetic energy 

𝐸 =
1

2
𝐼𝜔 2         (1) 

Where, ω = rotational velocity, I = moment of inertia 

Moment of inertia is defined as 

 𝐼 = ∫ 𝑟2 𝑑𝑚 = 𝑐𝑚𝑟2         (2) 

Where, m = mass of flywheel,r = radius of flywheel, c = constant determined by the mass 

distribution 

Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) we get, 

  𝐸 =
1

2
 𝑐𝑚𝑟2𝜔2       (3) 

Therefore, this equation shows that kinetic energy storage of the flywheel depends upon four 

variables. The same amount of energy will be transferred to the flywheel no matter what the 

design is, so our choice of design will simply place the energy more in some variable than 

others. There is no downside to maximizing c, so a flywheel with a majority of its mass at 

maximum radius r is a must in the design. 

9. EFFICIENCY OF FLYWHEEL 

The gain you get from a flywheel must be measured against the extra power required to move 

the bicycle from the extra weight of the flywheel. Extra work is needed to accelerate the 

bicycle because of the flywheel. Therefore, the efficiency gained from the flywheel can be 

shown as 

   𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜀𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 −  𝜀𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡       (4) 

The efficiency gained can be expressed as the energy stored in the flywheel over the total 

energy in the bicycle. The efficiency lost can be expressed as the energy required pushing the 

extra weight of the bicycle over the total energy in the bicycle. 

  𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝐸𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
−  

𝐸𝑓𝑙𝑦 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
       (5) 

After plugging in equation (3.4), we get 

  𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
1

2
𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑓𝜔2𝑟2

1

2
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑣2

−  
1

2
𝑚𝑓𝑣2

1

2
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑣2

      (6) 

Where,  ɛ = efficiency of flywheel,η = efficiency of the transmission, mf= mass of the 

flywheel, v = velocity of the bike 

Therefore, 
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   𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑓𝜔2𝑟2

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑣2 −  
𝑚𝑓

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
      (7) 

With this in mind the flywheel design should minimize the mass of the flywheel in favors of 

a larger radius or faster speed, since the total efficiency will be much higher 

10.ANALYSIS OF FLWHEEL  

The analysis of flywheel in a bicycle is performed by using kinetic energy recovery system 

(KERS). In order to analyze the performance, calculate the paddle/ driving torque, wheel 

torque, kinetic energy and efficiency of a bicycle with and without engaging the flywheel in 

the following two cases: 

10.1Paddle Torque on Conventional Bicycle 

Consider radius of crank (10 cm), paddle to the centre of crank distance (15 cm), radius of 

gear on the tire (3 cm), radius of tire (30 cm) and weight of rider (65 kg) 

10.1.1 When the bicycle run on smooth horizontal plane 

Force on paddle F = 650 N 

In equilibrium condition, 

Torque on the paddle Tp = 650 × 0.15 = 97.5 N-m 

Now the tension in the upper part of chain T = (0.15/ 0.10) × 650= 975 N 

Torque on rear tire Tt = 0.03 × 975 = 29.25 N-m 

Therefore, this shows that in order to riding a bicycle after braking 29.25 N-m driving torques 

is required on rear wheel/ tire with a rider weight of 65 kg.  

10.1.2 When the bicycle run on smooth inclined plane 

Let us consider the inclination of smooth plane is 30º from horizontal surfaces. 

Force on paddle F = 562.9 N 

In equilibrium condition, 

Torque on the paddle Tp = 562.9× 0.15 = 84.43 N-m 

Now the tension in the upper part of chain T = (0.15/ 0.10) × 562.9= 844.35 N 

Torque on rear tire Tt = 0.03 × 844.35 = 25.33 N-m 

Therefore, this shows that in order to riding a bicycle on 30º inclined plane after braking 

25.33 N-m driving torques is required on rear wheel/ tire with a rider weight of 65 kg.  

10.2 Paddle Torque on KERS Bicycle 

Now let radius of sprocket at rear wheel (10 cm) and radius of sprocket on the flywheel axel 

(3 cm). 

10.2.1 When the KERS bicycle run on smooth horizontal plane 

 
Fig. 4.1: KERS bicycle on smooth horizontal plane 

So that tension in chain which connected to flywheel axel T1 = 29.25 / 0.10 = 292.5 N 

Torque on flywheel Tf = 292.5 × 0.03 = 8.775 N-m 

Now, the total torque = torque on the rear tire + torque on flywheel 

              = 29.25 + 8.775= 38.025 N-m 

Therefore, this shows that in order to riding a KERS bicycle after braking 38.025 N-m 

driving torques is required on rear wheel/ tire with a rider weight of 65 kg.  
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10.2.2 When the KERS bicycle run on smooth inclined plane 

 
Fig. 4.2: KERS bicycle on smooth inclined plane 

Let us consider the inclination of smooth plane is 30º from horizontal surfaces. 

So that tension in chain which connected to flywheel axel T1 = 25.33 / 0.10= 253.3 N 

Torque on flywheel Tf = 253.3 × 0.03= 7.599 N-m 

Now, the total torque = torque on the rear tire + torque on flywheel 

              = 25.33 + 7.599= 32.929 N-m 

Therefore, this shows that in order to riding a KERS bicycle on 30º inclined plane after 

braking 32.929 N-m driving torques is required on rear wheel/ tire with a rider weight of 65 

kg.  

11. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The analysis of flywheel in a bicycle is performed by using kinetic energy recovery system 

(KERS). In this analysis the performance analyzed by calculate the paddle/ driving torque, 

wheel torque, kinetic energy and efficiency of a bicycle with and without engaging the 

flywheel in the following two cases:  

a. when bicycle run on smooth horizontal surfaces  

b. when bicycle run on smooth inclined surfaces 

After calculating the paddle/ driving torque find how much paddle force is reduced for riding 

the bicycle when start up after breaking. The following table shows the paddle/ driving torque 

for Conventional and KERS bicycle: 

Table No.1: Comparison Between Conventional and KERS bicycle 

Sr. 

No. 
Condition of Motion 

Paddle / Driving Torque (N-m) % Reduction in 

Paddle / 

Driving Torque 

Conventional 

Bicycle 
KERS Bicycle 

1. When bicycle running on 

smooth horizontal plane 
29.25 38.025 23.07 % 

2. When bicycle running on 

smooth inclined plane 
25.33 32.929 23.07 % 

 

After calculating the paddle torque and kinetic energy of flywheel, the efficiency of flywheel 

is 6.27 %. This shows that the flywheel design should minimize the mass of the flywheel in 

favour of a larger radius or faster speed, since the total efficiency will be much higher. 

12. CONCLUSIONS 

KERS system used in the vehicles satisfies the purpose of saving a part of the energy lost 

during braking. Comparison is made between conventional bicycle and the KERS bicycle. 

The major things looked up kinetic energy and pedal input torque for riding the bicycle.  

Also, it can be operated at highly efficient as compared to conventional system. The results 

from some of the analysis conducted on a conventional (without flywheel) and KERS (with 

flywheel) bicycle which shows that around 23.07% of the paddle force/ driving torque 

delivered can be reduced by using the KERS system. KERS system has a wide scope for 
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further development and the energy savings. The use of more efficient systems could lead to 

huge savings in the economy of any country.  

The performance of system is directly linked with the energy stored in the flywheel. 

The flywheel has an extra kinetic energy that is being stored and hence from conventional 

bicycle flywheel bicycle is having an additional kinetic energy of flywheel. The flywheel 

bicycle increases efficiency about 6.27%. 

The flywheel bicycle has additional acceleration that is being boosted up by the 

flywheel acceleration. Hence conventional bicycle paddling power can be achieved by less 

effort in case of flywheel bicycle. The overall result is that KERS system is efficient in 

storing the energy normally lost in braking and returns it for boosting. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the design of the solar system to collect maximum solar energy that is 

converted into electrical energy which in turn is used to power the irrigation system. Cost-

effective solar power can be the solution for all our energy needs. This system consists of a 

solar-powered water pump along with an automatic water flow control using a moisture 

sensor. Solar-powered smart irrigation systems are the answer to the Indian farmer. The 

irrigation pump can be controlled in two modes, namely. 

1. Automatic mode 2.Manual mode 

In Automatic mode, the water pump is switched on and off automatically based on moisture 

sensor value. In Manual mode, the farmer has to go to the field where the system is installed 

to ON and OFF the water pump. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing energy demand, the continuous reduced current sources of fossil fuels and the 

growing concern regarding environmental pollution, have pushed mankind to explore new 

non-conventional, renewable energy resources such as solar energy, wind energy, etc. for the 

production of electrical energy. Since India receives sunlight all 12 moths of a year, hence 

utilizing it in the different fields is a wise idea. 

Solar energy is the most plentiful source of energy in the world. Solar power is not only a 

reply to today’s energy crisis but also an environmentally friendly form of energy. A 

photovoltaic generation is an efficient approach for using solar energy. Solar panels (an array 

of photovoltaic cells) are nowadays widely used for running street lights, for powering water 

heaters and to meet domestic loads. The cost of solar panels has continuously been 

decreasing, which encourages its usage in various sectors. One of the applications of this 

technology is used in irrigation systems for farming. A solar-powered irrigation system can 

be a suitable alternative for farmers in the present state of the energy crisis in India. This 

greenway for energy production, which provides free energy once an initial investment is 

made. In this paper, we propose an automatic irrigation system using solar power which 

drives water pumps to pump water from bore well to a tank and the outlet valve of the tank is 

automatically regulated using a controller and moisture sensor to control the flow rate of 

water from the tank to the irrigation field which optimizes the use of water. 

 

I. COMPONENTS: 

 

Solar panel: 

A solar panel is a set of solar photovoltaic modules electrically connected and mounted on 

a supporting structure. A photovoltaic module is a packaged, connected assembly of solar 

cells. The solar panel can be used as a component of a more extensive photovoltaic system to 

generate and supply the electricity in commercial and residential applications. In the system, 

we use a 17V solar panel. 

Moisture sensor: 

A moisture sensor is used to sense the level of moisture content present in the irrigation 

field. It has a level detection module in which we can set reference value. This circuit can be 

used with analogy probes that produce a voltage proportional to soil moisture. 
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A. Relay: 

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to operate a 

switch mechanically, but other operating principles are used, such as Cube relays. Relays are 

used where it is necessary to control a circuit by a low power signal (with complete electrical 

isolation between control and controlled circuits), or where several circuits must be controlled 

by one signal. 

B. Motor: 

Centrifugal or submersible pumps are connected directly to the solar array using DC power 

produced by the solar panels. Solar pumps are available in several capacities depending upon 

the requirement of water. In this project, we use a DC motor, which is connected by the 6V 

battery and 6V cube relay. 

C. LED 

A LED is a semiconductor device. It is a p n junction diode that emits light when forward 

biased. When an LED’s anode lead has a voltage that is more positive than its cathode lead by 

at least the LED’s forward voltage drop, current flows. Electrons can recombine with holes 

within the device, releasing energy in the form of photons. This effect is called 

electroluminescence; the energy bandgap of the semiconductor determines the colour of light. 

In our project LEDs are used for power indications. 

 

 

Resistor & Transistor: Many resistors are so small that it would be challenging to print 

their value and % tolerance on their body in digits. To overcome this, a coding system based 

on bands of distinctive colours was developed to assist in identification. Here we use five 10K 

ohm resistors Connected with the base of NPN transistor and five 470 ohm resistors connected 

with the LEDs which are further connected with the collector of NPN transistor. In our project 

we use five NPN transistors (BC 547) in which the emitter of each transistor is connected with 

the ground of voltage regulator and collector of each transistor is connected with the voltage 

regulator and moisture sensor through LEDs.  
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Voltage Regulator: A voltage regulator is designed to maintain a constant voltage level 

automatically. It may use an electromechanical mechanism or electronic components. 

Depending on the design, it may be used to regulate one or more AC or DC voltages. In our 

project, we use a 5V voltage regulator of 7805 series, which is used to convert the 6V power 

given from battery to 5V. 

 

II. OPERATION 

This irrigation system mainly consists of two-mode- Solar pumping mode and automatic 

irrigation mode. In solar pumping mode, a solar panel of the required specification is mounted 

near the pump set. Then using a control circuit, it is used to charge a battery. From the battery 

using a converter circuit, it gives power to the water pump which is submerged inside the well. 

Then the water is pumped into an overhead tank for storing water temporarily before releasing 

the water into the field. 

In automatic irrigation mode, the water outlet valve of the tank is electronically controlled by a 

soil moisture sensing circuit. The sensor is placed in the field where the crop is being 

cultivated. The sensor converts the moisture content in the soil into equivalent voltage. This is 

given to a sensing circuit which has a reference voltage that can be adjusted by the farmer for 

setting different moisture levels for different crops. The amount of water needed for soil is 

proportional to the difference between these two voltages. A control signal was given to a DC 

Pump whose rotational angle is proportional to the difference in voltage. The DC pump 

controls the cross-sectional area of the valve to be opened the controlling flow of water. 

Therefore the amount of water flow is proportional to the moisture difference. In our project 

6V, DC pump, which is connected through battery and cube relay and the sensor is adjusted 

on level 3, which is used for sensing the moisture in the wheat’s crop. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this system, we utilize the solar energy from solar panels to automatically pump water 

from bore well directly into a ground-level depending on the intensity of sunlight. While 

conventional methods include pumping of water from bore well into a well and from this well 

onto field using another pump, our system uses only a single-stage energy consumption 

wherein the water is pumped into a ground-level tank from which a simple valve mechanism 

controls the flow of water into the field. This saves a substantial amount of energy and 

efficient use of renewable energy. A valve regulates the flow of water into the field depending 

upon the moisture requirement of the land. In this system, we use a soil moisture sensor that 

detects the amount of moisture present in the soil and depending upon the requirement of level 

of moisture content required for the crop the water flow is regulated thus, conserving the water 

by avoiding over flooding of crops. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION: 

By implementing the proposed system, there are various benefits for the government and 

the farmers. For the government, a solution for the energy crisis is proposed. By using the 

automatic irrigation system, it optimizes the usage of water by reducing wastage and reduces 

the human intervention for farmers. The excess energy produced using solar panels can also be 

given to the grid with small modifications in the system circuit, which can be a source of the 

revenue of the farmer, thus encouraging farming in India and same time giving a solution for 

the energy crisis. The proposed system is easy to implement and environment-friendly 

solution for irrigating fields. 

The system was found to be successful when implemented for boreholes as they pump over 

the whole day. Solar pumps also offer clean solutions with no danger of borehole 

contamination. The system requires minimal maintenance and attention as they are self-
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starting. To further enhance the daily pumping rates tracking arrays can be implemented. This 

system demonstrates the feasibility and application of using solar PV to provide energy for the 

pumping requirements for sprinkler irrigation. Even though there is a high capital investment 

required for this system to be implemented, the overall benefits are high, and in the long run, 

this system is economical. 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of solar pumping module 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of automatic irrigation module   

 COMPONENT OUANTITY 

1. Solar Panel (17V, 150mA ) 1 Nos. 

2. Battery (6V) 1 Nos. 

3. DC pump 1 Nos. 

4. Voltage regulator 7805 

series (5V) 

1 Nos. 

5. Cube relay (6V) 1 Nos. 

6. Soil moisture level sensor 1 Nos. 

7. Transistor (NPN BC547) 5 Nos. 

8. Resistors (10K 

ohm and 470 ohm) 

10 Nos. 

9. LEDs 5 Nos. 

10. Diode 1 Nos. 
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ABSTRACT 

Friction Stir Processing (FSP) is a prodecure for altering the mechanical properties of 

surfaces by the movement of stirrer against the surface of the material whose properties 

require to be modified. In this research work, effect of various parameters of Friction Stir 

Processing that is tool angle, varying speed of stirring motion various reinforcement has 

affected the process. Heat generation play key role in plastic deformation in Friction Stir 

Processing.  

Friction Stir Processing is a process i.e. originates from the Friction Stir Welding (FSW). 

Friction Stir Processing is unique appearance, green and energy efficient processing 

technique is used for fabrication of surface composites, using Al7075T651 has been selected 

as Matrix phase, and reinforcement are SiC, B4C and Al2O3. In this research complete detail 

about the fabrication of Al7075+SiC, Al7075+B4C, and Al7075+Al2O3 surface composites, 

varying the properties accordance of varying tool angle, tool type and tool rotations. Frictions 

primary studies in the field of FSP show fine grain homogeneous mixing and microstructure 

of composites. Grain size is inversely proportional to the rotational speed as grain becomes 

fined on increasing rotational speed.  

 
Keywords—FSP,FSW,Composite,Meatalmatrix,Reinforcement,Rotational speed, Tool angle. 

 

 INTRODUCTION  

Now days in manufacturing industries, the appeal for new class of engineering material is 

developed day by day. That type of materials must have extraordinary properties like high 

strength to weight ratio, high thermal and electrical conductivity. In a particular special 

material merging of this type of properties step up the manufacturing, promoting material 

example like Composites, for engineering application, (MMC) Metal Matrix Composites have 

possess very high rank among all types of Composites. 

When two distinct materials combine, a homogeneous phase formed that called Metal 

Matrix Composites (MMC). Metallic phase of Matrix and non-Metallic phase of 

reinforcement disseminate in metallic phase Matrix. It carried out by either melting of the  

matrix material and hot pressing of the matrix into the fiber. In another case high temperature 

play important role in producing such type of uncommon composites. Reinforcement phases 

such as oxides, nitrides and carbides possess high strength and high modules equivalently 

dissipated in the metallicmaterials.Composites material made when two or more than two 

distinct of homogeneous or heterogeneous phase combines known as composites. According 

to study microscope level distinct elements present in composite material one is matrix phase, 

and another is non-metallic phase reinforcement which is dissipated 

throughoutthematrixphase. Compositematerialpossessesimprovedandenhancedmechanical and 

thermal properties compare to individual phases of the mixture. 

In Aluminium based MMC’s, Aluminium is matrix phase and ceramic particles used as 

reinforcement the most useable MMC’s of Aluminium Al/SiC, Al/B4C, Al/Al2O3 etc. 

Aluminium used as matrix materials ceramics ex.Al2O3 and B4C and SiC used as 

reinforcement more than one material combinations is aluminum MMC. Aluminium used 

MMC’s are favouredin automobile and aircraft industries due to light weight and better 
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corrosion and wear resistance fully depends on nature of Aluminium, type pf reinforcements 

processing methods anddistributions. 

 

TECHNOLOGIES USED 

Friction stir Processing (FSP) :- 

In the current scenario, MMCs have a vast applications in aircraft, automobile, structural, 

non-structural, marine and transportation applications. Excellent properties, like lightweight, 

high strength to weight ratio and high specific stiffness to weight ratio makes it very much 

imperative and suitable for many applications. MMCs are generally made by reinforcing the 

materials in particles or liquid form into the base metal (matrix material). On the basis of 

literature studies it has been found that the fabrication process of MMCs through the liquid 

metallurgy (Molten matrix + solid reinforcements ) still faces many challenges associated 

with the casting defects related to porosity, shrinkage, mould material, pouring metal, which 

leads to overcome the desired strength and applicability of the composites. It has been also 

observed from the literature that solid state processing of MMCs have improved 

microstructural and mechanical properties compared to the liquid state processing. Now a 

day’s, a most recent technique of solid state processing namely Friction stir processing (FSP) 

has been introduced for the development of MMCs [10]. It is a novel and green technology 

that locally eliminates casting defects and refines microstructures by imparting a high level of 

energy in the solid state resulting in improved mechanical properties, fatigue strength, and 

also increases the resistance to corrosion. FSP is also an emerging process to produce surface 

composites by reinforcing different type of metal particles into the matrix in solid state. 

 

Material used for the composites : 

Base material:Base material is pure material in that material all mixing have been done to 

make composite Ex-Aluminium, Magnesium, copper etc. 

 

Aluminium alloy: Aluminium is the very light structural metal. Aluminum alloy have lattice 

structural hexagonal which influenced the basic properties of these alloys. In casting and 

forging both process used in aluminium alloy. Aluminium alloy is very choice of engineering 

applications. Aluminium has good strength heat dissipation high and good damping and it is 

available. Aluminium alloy due to their low density always make affection for designers.  

 

Reinforcement materials: 

To intensify the physical properties of the composite material, reinforcement material mix 

with matrix material or base material. Composite reinforcement material explain all trends of 

becoming better the mechanical properties of composite materials. The choice of 

reinforcement is necessary for the properties of finished part. Load carrying capacity, strength 

impact resistance and stiffness enhanced.  

Ex: Al2O3, B4C, Sic, Coconut shell, egg shell etc.  

 

a. Aluminium Oxide (Al2O3):  

Aluminium oxide in white powdery form which enhance the mechanical properties after FSP.  

 

b. BORON Carbide(B4C):  
Boron carbide (B4C) is very high refractory material. Boron carbide have significant for both 

structural and electronic applications due to the properties of high temperature stability and 

thermo electricity.  
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Figure: Reinforcement particle 

 

Experimental Setup 

Machine used: 

Vertical Milling Machine : Machine used in the process of FSP is vertical milling 

machine. The vertical milling machine is a tool used for fabrication and giving shape to 

metallic work piece. Depending upon the type of material and tooling it can also be used for 

plastics as well. Operation of VMM can be done manually and through the computer 

numerical control methods. Tool is fixed in the spindle. Movement of tool is possible in 

upward as well as in downward direction. The operation that can be performed on vertical 

milling machine are milling in which removal of the unwanted material from workpiece by the 

use of rotary cutters.  

A precision tool used for shaping and fabrication by the removal of extra amount which is 

not desired, from the work piece i.e. vertical milling machine. Milling machines may be 

manually operated computer numeric controlled (CNC), or combination of both material 

removal performed by rotary cutter which fixed in spindle. Milling machines are comes in 

versatile machines.  

This machines are used in to make flat surfaces, we can also use for drill, bore and 

producing slots The main difference between vertical milling machine and horizontal milling 

machine vertical arrangements of spindles. The adjustment of vertical milling head +/- 45 

degree in a vertical plane, counter clock wise. The motion zed feed of vertical milling machine 

X Y Z three way directions. 

Table : Specification of VVM 

MODEL X6323 

TRAVEL x , y , z 610 , 350 , 380 

Table dimension width andlength 230 , 1070 

HEAD STRUCTURE PHASED GEAR HEAD (PGH) VERTICAL STEEL 

HEAD (VSH) 

NON PHASED HEAD (NPH) 
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Selection of tool: 

The tool, in FSP, plays an important and crucial part to create the final product. It performs 

two main functions i.e. Localized heating and Material flow. This tool comprises of a 

shoulder, a pin and a cylinder of diameter 50mm and also a small cylinder lock a drill. Apart 

from such constituents, two new pins have also arisen: Flared Tri flute: vertical carvings on 

the pin, A skew: pin’s axis inclined towards axis of a spin . 

 
Figure: Tool used in FSP Triangular Cylindrical pin ,     Rectangular Cylindrical pin , 

Pentagon cylindrical pin 

Experimental procedure 

In this present research the Al alloy sheet are used.. Al alloy sheet is friction stir processed 

by the use of vertical milling machine.  By the use of stirrer as the tool of FSP Al alloy sheet is 

processed under different tool angles variable speed and variable composition of 

reinforcement material. The rotating tool is penetrated into the seat and while rotation due to 

heat in it The Reinforcement material get mixed up with the Al alloy sheet. Due to plastic 

deformation the mixing of reinforcement material and Al has done, it is a hot working process. 

Firstly the drilling of sheet is done and after that processing through stirrer under FSP is done 

on VMM. 

Table: Al alloy (%) composition [T651] 

Element A

l 

Z

n 

M

g 

C

u 

C

r 

S

i 

Fe 

Weight % 9

1 

5

.6 

2.

5 

1

.6 

0

.2 

0

.4 

.5 

 

 

SPINDLE SPEED 

 

 

 

 

 

PGH 805400 

 

VSH 808400 

 

NPH 604200 
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Figure: T651 Al Alloy Sheet 

Sample preparation of FSP:  

Firstly a rectangular sheet of T651 is cut in 75cm x 150cm x 6mm thick and then goes 

through drilling machine for making groove. At every work piece 2 lines of grooves with 

depth 2mm are made. Reinforcement material B4C, Al2O3 and SiC firstly heated in muffle 

furnace to make reinforcement material moisture free. After that grooves filled with 

Al2O3+Egg shell, B4C+Egg shell and SiC+Egg shell . 

 

  
 

Figure: Sample for FSP 

 

Figure: Friction stir processing of T651 surface 

composite 

 

V. Result and Discussion 

Experimental analysis: 

After sample preparation the sample are to be named so that there would not be any 

confusion . While testing of the sample under Brinell hardness. 

To determine the Hardness of composite materials this experiment is done. In this, 

composition of Al alloy sheet are used. Al alloys sheet is friction stir processed with the help 

of Vertical Milling Machine. After mixing the materials the property of new material is 

changed. After fabrication of composite, it goes through testing. The testing followed by 

Brinell Hardness Test. 

The Brinell Hardness Number is determined by following formula:-  
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Table: Analysis of hardness 

 

 
 

Brinell hardness testing at different rotational speed as well as different reinforcement 

material. Homogeneous mixing of reinforced particles in the base metal also plays an 

important role. At some point of sample preparation there is less heat generation and 

reinforced particles remain of bigger size .This is due to ineffectiveness of mixing. This can 

be reduced by creating turbulence and increasing the speed of rotation of stirrer. 

The various marked samples were subjected to testing under a common load of 100Kg which 

corresponds to 981 N and the diameter of the indenter ball was 1.5875 mm. However they 

were separately subjected to different conditions such- Tool angle, Speed and tool type i.e. 

Triangular, Rectangular or Pentagon.  

Through the various observations that were obtained after testing them under the brinell 

hardness testing machine shows that for the same load and diameterof the indenter, the 

samples with the least diameter of indentation had a higher HBN.As the diameter of the 

indentation kept increasing , a sharp fall in the hardness was noticed. This also primarily 

depends on the type of composite embedded with the basemetal . The reinforcements played 

a vital role in determining the hardness of the material. It was further noticed that in case of 

samples reinforced with SiC , the hardness of the samples increased drastically when a 

pentagonal tool was used while in case of samples reinforced with Al2O3 , the highest HBN 

was noticed when the tool shape was triangular and angle was increased and speed was 

reduced to an all time low. In case of B4C , a rectangular tool type along with medium speed 

and a reduced tool angle resulted in the highest HBN. 

 

Conclusion 

By the result of project work it can be concluded that effect of various process parameter of 

FSP that is the tool angle varying speed and the various reinforcement has affected the 

process. In the hardness of Al alloy and it's reinforcement it has been concluded that the 

samples with the least diameter of indentation had a higher HBN.As the diameter of the 

indentation kept increasing , a sharp fall in the hardness was noticed. This also primarily 

depends on the type of composite embedded with the base metal . The reinforcements played 

a vital role in determining the hardness of the material. It was further noticed that in case of 

samples reinforced with SiC , the hardness of the samples increased drastically when a 

WORKPIECE  (N) D (mm)         d (mm) HBN (Kg/mm2) 

Simple 100Kg x 9.81 m/s2 

=981 N 

1.5875 0.9 143.38795 

A1 981 N 1.5875 1 113.1442 

A2 981 N 1.5875 1.1` 90.5793 

A3 981 N 1.5875 0.8 185.4530 

B1 981 N 1.5875 0.75 212.9993 

B2 981 N 1.5875 1.1 90.5753 

B3 981 N 1.5875 1 113.1442 

C1 981 N 1.5875 1 113.1442 

C2 981 N 1.5875 0.9 143.38795 

C3 981 N 1.5875 1 113.1442 
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pentagonal tool was used while in case of samples reinforced with Al2O3 , the highest HBN 

was noticed when the tool shape was triangular and angle was increased and speed was 

reduced to an all time low. In case of B4C , a rectangular tool type along with medium speed 

and a reduced tool angle resulted in the highest HBN. .Heat generation while processing play 

key role in plastic deformation as well as in grain growth. Thus the effect of process 

parameter can be used for studying and analysing the complete process and also show 

optimizing it better future purpose. 

 

Future Work: 

1. More experimental study can be done for better understanding of the process buy bearing 

more process parameters.  

2. Heating of the specimen that is the preheating of the specimen can help us to improve the 

Grain growth reason of the sample.  

3.  According to the literature survey the fine grain exhibits better strength and ductility 

hence it can be another area of interest in which further study can be done.  
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ABSTRACT 

Friction  stir processing is away of changing the properties of a metal through intense, 

localized  plastic deformation. That deformation is produced by forcibly inserting anon-

consumabletoolintotheworkpiece,and revolving the tool in a stirring motion as it is pushed 

laterally through the workpiece.The most objective of this experiment is to study the 

parameter of Friction Stir Processing ,fabrication  of surface composite by friction stirs 

processing and Mechanical characterization of material. The Various ceramic particles, such 

as SiC,Al2O3 ,were used as reinforcement particle. The parameter for this experiment is 

Considered as the travelling speed ,tool rotation speed and tilt angles. The main effect of 

thereinforcement is to improve mechanical properties, such as Hardness impact strength and 

strength. 
 

Key words: FSP, Al7075,hardness,surface composite 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

FRICTION STIR PROCESSING (FSP) 

Friction stir processing (FSP) may be a technique of fixing the properties of a metal Through 

intense ,localized plastic deformation. This deformation is made by forcibly Inserting a non-

consumable tool into the work ,and revolving the tool during a stirring Motion because it is 

pushed laterally through the work. The precursor of this method, Friction stir attachment,is 

employed to affix multiple items of metal while not making the heat affected zone typical off 

us on attachment. 

Friction stir processing (FSP) is derived from friction stir welding (FSW). It is a novel 

material-processing technology proposed by Mishra [1] in 1999 which was originally used in 

thepreparation of superplastic materials. Friction stir processing and FSW have similar 

processes and principles. Both of them make the material undergo severe plastic deformation 

leading to a homogeneous refined microstructure via friction heat and stirring during 

processing .As a solid-state processing method, there is no melting of materials during FSP. 

This effectivevoids and defects such as porosities and thermal cracks that are generated 

during the melting and solidificationof materials. Solid-state processing also reduces the 

dilution rate of materials and significantly improves the microstructure and properties of the 

base metal. Researchers have used FSP for material modification and the fabrication of metal 

matrix composites 

 

2. Principle 

The process principle of FSP is shown in Figure 1. Friction stir processing can be 

implemented on conventional FSW machines. The base metal is processed via a non-

consumable rotating tool with a pin and a shoulder. During FSP, the tool rotates at high speed 

and plunges into the workpiece under axial force until the shoulder contacts the surface of the 

workpiece leading to friction. The tool then traverses relative to the workpiece along the 

processing direction. Significant heat is generated via friction between the shoulder and the 

workpiece. The base metal in the processing region softens when the temperature rises under 

the action of friction heat leading to intense plastic deformation with rotation and movement 

of the pin. Finally, the material is remolded via plastic material flow. 
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figure 1. Schematic diagram of friction stir processing (FSP) 

 

3. PROCESS 

In friction stir process(FSP) ,a rotating tool is employed with a pin and a shoulder to One 

piece of fabric to form specific property  improvement, like up the material’s Toughness and 

flexibility in a specific are a in the micro-structure of the material via Fine grain of a second 

material with properties that improve the first.(MA) Friction Between the tool and workpiece 

result in localize heating that’s often and plasticize the workpiece. A volume of process  

material is produce by movement of material from the front the pin to the back of the pin 

.During this process  ,the material under goes in tense plastic deformation and this result in 

significant grain refinement FSP is changes physical property without changing physical state 

which helps Engineers create things such as high-strain –rate super plasticity The grain 

refinement Occur on base material improving properties of the first material ,while mixing 

with The second material .This causes for the base material’ s properties. That allow for 

Variety of materials to be altered to be changed for things that may require other Difficult to 

acquire conditions. The  processes branches off of friction stir welding (FSW) which uses the 

same process to weld two pieces of different materials Together without eating ,melting and 

having to change the materials’ physical state 

 

4. TOOL DESIGN 

Tool design affect heat production,plastic flow,and power requirements and uniformity of 

FSP joint.There are some important parameter related geometry of tool like probe length and 

its shapes,shoulder size they influences heat generation and flow of plastic material.In FSP 

tool are significant part and is comprises of shoulder and pin.Profile of pin play important 

role in controlling speed of FSP process and material flow.A lot of heat is generated by the 

shoulder and stops plasticized material from runaway from workpiece,whereas tool pin and 

shoulder. There are five type of profile of pin such straight cylindrical,tapered cylindrical, 

threaded cylindrical, triangular and square pins to produce the FSP joints. 

 

5. PROPERTIES OF ALUMINIUM 7075 

Density of Aluminium 7075 

Aluminium has a density around 1/3 that of steel or copper making it one of the lightest 

commercially available metals.The resultant high strength to the weight ratio make it an 

important structural material allowing increased payloads or fuel savings for transport 

industries in particular.  

 

Strength of Aluminium 7075 

 Pure Aluminium doesn’t have a high tensile strength.However the addition of alloying 

elements like manganese,silicon,copper and magnesium can increase the strength properties 

of Aluminium and produce an alloy with properties tailored to particular applications. 
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Aluminum is well suited to cold environments. It has the advantages over steel in that its 

tensile strength increased with decreasing temperature while retaining its toughness. Steel on 

the other hand becomes brittle at low temperatures.  

 

Corrosion Resistance of Aluminium 7075 

When expose to air a layer of Aluminium oxide forms almost instantaneously on the surface 

of aluminium.This layer has excellent resistance to corrosion. Its fairly resistant to most of 

the acids but less resistant to alkalis.  

 

Thermal Conductivity of Aluminium 7075 

The thermal conductivities of Aluminium is about three times greater than that of steel.That 

make Aluminium an important material for both cooling and heatingapplications such as heat 

exchangers.Combined with it being nontoxic that property means Aluminium is used 

extensively in cooking utensils and kitchenware. 

 

Electrical Conductivity of Aluminium 7075 

Along with copper and aluminum has an electrical conductivity high enough for useas an 

electrical conductor. Although the conductivities of the commonly used conducting alloy is 

only around 62% of annealed copper. It is only one third the weights and can therefore 

conduct twice as much electricity when compared with copper of the equal weight 

 

Reflectivity of Aluminium 7075 

From UV infrared Aluminium is an excellent reflector of radiant energy. Visible light 

reflectivity of around 81% means it is widely used in light fixtures. The same properties of 

reflectivity makes Aluminum ideal as an insulating material to protect against the sun’s rays 

in summer while insulating against heat loss in winter.  

 

6. METHODOLOGY 

The principal goal of this work are to fully understand the mechanism that governs the 

microstructure evolution of aluminum cast alloy during FSP to explore the behavior of the 

alloy in the heat treatment afterwards and to investigate the feasibility of FSP to manufacture 

a particle-reinforced zone in standard aluminum cast alloys. In order to achieve these goals, 

the following methodologies and strategies will be pursued. 

 

1. Design experimental apparatus and conduct experiments to apply FSP and post FSP heat 

treatment on aluminum cast alloys. 

2. Perform systematic experiments to fully characterize the effects of various mechanical 

properties in FSP on the performance of aluminum cast alloys. 

3. Develop/standardized methodology that can be utilized to manufacture localized zones of 

composite material that is made by them placement of a second phase into the Al alloy matrix 

during FSP.  

 

7. ADVANTAGES 

FSP have benefit for when two material would be needed to be mixed.“FSP is short route 

solid state processing technique with one step processing that achieve microstructural 

refinement densification and homogeneity FSW helps modify materials so that metaling 

down or changing the material drastically does not have to take place.FSP for example can 

easily change the form a piece of material as sheets of metal,where before it may have had to 

be melted down before and put intomold to cooland formThe microstructure and mechanical 

properties of the processed zone can be accurately controlled by optimizing the tool designs 
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parameters an active cooling and heating. The same sheet of metal can modified to fit various  

situation with the proper modification of the tool’s have shown to make metallic alloy 

bendable for example an alloy modified with FSP would be able to bend to 30degrees as 

before it could only bend to seven. 

 

8. DISADVANTAGES 

The FSP is a structurally sound and defect free process with reliable qualities certain 

difficulties areas follows: 

1. Because the boundary line of FSP.It is challenging process.There are rarestrelationship 

between microstructural stability and form ability of FSP. 

2. There is a limitation of FSP technique i. E, against uncommon grain growth, speed 

material has low stability during succeeding annealing. 

3. Some drawbacks and certain areas for the search of FSP process can be discussed as 

follows: 

A.Speed of performing FSP must be slow than other process.Advancements of properties and 

microstructure of sped joints. 

 

9. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

CHARPY TEST 
The specimen is placed on supports so that the blow of hammer is opposite to the notch.Bring 

the hammer to opposite position and lock it in that position. Bring indicator of machine to 

300 joule. Released the hammer it will fall due to gravity and break the specimen through its 

momentum. The total energy is not absorbed by the specimen and it continues to swing to its 

topmost position after breaking the specimen, the indicator stop making while the pendulum 

falls back. Note the indicator reading. Remove the remaining test piece in the vice so that 

machine is ready for further test. The results of the energy comparison of different test piece 

of different composition are shown below. 

In Charpy test different reinforcement is used as shown in the graph. Minimum impact 

strength is observed when Al2O3 is used as reinforcement at revolving speed of 1500 rpm and 

tilt angle was 00, whereas maximum impact strength is observed when Al2O3 is used as 

reinforcement at revolving speed of 1500 rpm and tilt angle was 00. 

 

TABLE FOR IMPACT TEST RESULT 

COMPOSITION SPEED(rpm) TILTANGLE IMPACT STRENGTH (joul ) 

      Al+ SiC 1500 00 63 

      Al+ SiC 1500 10 65 

      Al+ SiC 1500 20 64 

      Al+ Al2O3 1500 00 46 

      Al+ Al2O3 1500 10 75 

      Al+ Al2O3 1500 20 112 

      Al+ Al2O3+ SiC 1500 00 97 

      Al+ Al2O3+ SiC 1500 10 57 
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Al+ Al2O3+ SiC 1500 20 77 

TableNo- Impact Test result 

 

HARDNESS TESTING 

The Brinell scale characterizes the depression hardness of materials through the scale of 

penetration of an indenter, loaded on a material test-piece. The typical test uses a 10 mm 

(0.39 in) diameter steel ball as an indenter with a 3,000kgf(29.42 KN; 6,614 Ibl force. For 

softer materials, a smaller force is used; for harder materials, a tungstun carbide ball is 

substituted for the steel ball. The indentation is measured and hardness calculated as: 

 

 
FigNo-4.2.1 Specimen for hardness test 

 

TABLE FOR HARDNESS TEST RESULT 

COMPOSITION SPEED(rpm) TILTANGLE d(mm) BHN 

      Al+ SiC 1500 00 1.3 59.303 

      Al+ SiC 1500 10 1.2 73.165 

      Al+ SiC 1500 20 1.3 59.303 

      Al+ Al2O3 1500 00 1.2 73.165 

      Al+ Al2O3 1500 10 1.3 59.303 

      Al+ Al2O3 1500 20 1.3 59.303 

      Al+ Al2O3+ SiC 1500 00 1.4 47.811 

      Al+ Al2O3+ SiC 1500 10 1.2 73.165 

Al+ Al2O3+ SiC 1500 20 1.3 59.303 

Table No-  BHN result 
 

10. APPLICATIONS 

The FSP are used when metal property want to be improved using other metals for support 

and improvement of the first. That promising process for the automotive and aerospace 

industry where new material will need to be developed to improve resistance to 

wear,creep,and fatigue. Examples of materials successfully processed using the friction 

technique include aluminum alloys, magnesiumalloy, nickel-aluminum bronze and stainless 

steel. 
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1.Casting 

2.Powder Metallurgy 

3.Fabrication of metal matrix composites(MMC) 

 

11. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
During this project involved in the study of friction stir processing. The report gives a brief 

overview about our project and emphasizes on the work done in this project. In this project 

work friction stir processing on the aluminum using vertical milling machine is being done. 

The aim of the experiment is to improve mechanical properties of AL/SiC/Al2O3 alloy by 

using Friction Stir Processing’s is a solid state technique to improve properties 

atmicrostructurallevel.The Various ceramic particles, such as SiC,Al2O3,were used as 

reinforcement particle. The parameter for this experiment is considered as the travelling 

speed 15mm/min,tool rotation speed was 1500rpm and three tilt angles 00,10,20.The 

hardness and impact of friction stirprocessing are increased as compared to parentmetal.The 

optimal parameter isspeed 1500 and tilt angle10 for composition of AL+Sic. Consequently, 

the application of Friction Stir Processing is very efficacious method for improvement of 

surface property. Friction stir processing is a prevailed get industry. It has vast applications in 

industries. Hard materials like steel alloys and engineering alloys can be easily friction stir 

processed.Defects can be reducedand uniformity of joint properties is improved. 
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ABSTRACT 

Plastics are wonderful materials. At the end of useful life, it can be recycled with economic 

value and minimal damage to the environment is the key to their sustainable management. 

Studies in a large stream of researches have explored impregnating waste plastics in concrete 

and reported encouraging results with multiple benefits. The present study makes a critical 

review of some of these findings. The study also presents results of experimental work on 

bricks made of non-recyclable waste thermoplastic granules constituting 0% to 20% by 

weight, 4kg of fly ash, cement and sand making up the remainder. Green products which are 

made out of recycled, waste or discarded products can help the environment on a large scale. 

By undertaking this experimental study a new green sustainable product is created which 

makes use of discarded polyethylene waste along with the fly ash and cement to make 

composite bricks. The results of these composite bricks have been compared against the red 

clay bricks and cement fly ash bricks available in the market to conclude whether these bricks 

have sufficient characteristic properties as a viable replacement to the red clay bricks. It is 

concluded that the composite bricks are useful for the construction industry when we 

compare with fly ash bricks and 3rd class clay bricks. 
 

Key Words: Plastics, recycle, concrete, cement, fly ash, waste, brick. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plastic is a very common material that is now widely used by everybody in the world. 

Common plastic items that are used are covers, bottles, and food packages. The great 

problem with plastic is its decomposition. Plastic is made of polymer chemicals and they are 

non-biodegradable. This means that plastic will not decompose when it is placed on earth. 

Though plastic is a very useful material that is flexible, robust and rigid they become waste 

after their use and they pollute the air and land.  

Recycling is processing waste materials into new products to prevent waste of potentially 

useful materials. For the production of plastic bricks is an optimal method for controlling the 

problem by decomposition of plastic waste and also it costs economical for the production of 

building materials. In this study, plastic waste from factories will be used to incorporate 

cement and sand to produce sand bricks. The bricks will then be tested to study the 

compressive strength, efflorescence and water absorption. In the recent past research, the 

replacement and addition have been done with the direct inclusion of polyethylene, 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles in shredded form, chemically treated polyethylene-

fiber. 

In our country, close to 70% of the electricity is generated by burning coal. India has a huge 

problem of fly ash disposal which is a waste by product. Fly ash causes air, water and soil 

pollution when it is exposed to the environment. Another rising environmental concern is the 

pollution due to discarded polyethylene waste, large scale dumping grounds which convert 

fertile land barren and is a serious threat to health. Polyethylene is an extremely stable 

product and takes excessive duration of time to degrade on its own. Biodegrading of plastic is 

an extremely slow process and this is a rising concern in India as our plastic utilization has 

increased. Recycling polyethylene is also a difficult process because the melting point of the 
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various types of polyethylene differs, plus segregating the plastic as per its type is a time 

consuming and costly process. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ismail et al. [2007] studied the efficiency of reusing waste plastic in production of concrete 

and concluded that reusing waste plastic as a sand-substitution aggregate in concrete gives a 

good approach to reduce the cost of materials and solve some of the solid waste problems 

posed by plastics. Frigione [2010] investigated and found that the WPET concretes display 

similar workability, characteristics, compressive strength and splitting tensile strength 

slightly lower that the reference concrete and a moderately higher ductility. Sultana et al. 

[2012] investigated the potential use of waste plastic as a modifier for asphalt concrete and 

cement concrete pavement. The results showed better values for asphalt concrete .This is an 

eco-friendly process. Harison et al. [2013] investigated PPC cement replacement by fly ash in 

the range of 0 to 60 % by weight of PPC at water cement ratio 0.48 for M-25 mix. Concrete 

mixtures were produced, tested and compared in terms of compressive strength and reported 

that compressive strength comparable upto 20% replacement level at 28 days. Kumar et al. 

[2014] reported that the workability is reduced with increase in dose of polythene and the 

compressive strength is increased on inclusion of waste polythene in concrete at all edges up 

to 0.75% and thereafter it starts decreasing. Harison et al. [2014] reported that up to 30% 

replacement of PPC by fly ash strength is almost equal to referral concrete after 56 day. PPC 

gained strength after the 56 day curing because of the slow hydration process. Chandra and 

Berntsson [2003] proposed a semi empirical mix design procedure. According to this method, 

the strength of the mortar and the aggregates are calculated using the same empirical formula 

based on bulk density; irrespective of the type of aggregate used. Also, it relays a two-phase 

system without considering the effect of the interfacial  transition zone. These two factors 

determined the characteristic compressive strength of the concrete. In this methodology 

volume of paste and coarse aggregates are fixed. Dhir et al. [1984] suggested a mix design 

procedure for lite (expanded clay/shale) aggregate. Here the medium and fine size lite was 

used as aggregates. The medium aggregate content was fixed as 480 kg/m3 for all the mixes 

irrespective of the strength and density requirements. Also in this mix design procedure, it 

was found out that the use of fly ash as a fine aggregate replacement improved the 

cohesiveness and helped to improve the workability.  Jayaprakash M C, Deeksha I M and 

Soumya M R [2016] proposes the use of waste plastic PET (Poly-ethylene Terephthalate) 

bottles as constructions entity to standardized bricks. As plastics are non-biodegradable its 

disposal as always been a problem. This is an environmental issue as waste plastic bottles are 

difficult to biodegrade and involves processes either to recycle or reuse. Bulk density 

decreases with increase of plastic bags waste. Praveen Mathew et al. [2013] investigated the 

suitability of recycled plastic as partial replacement to coarse aggregate in concrete mix to 

study effect on compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, split tensile strength and flexural 

strength properties of concrete. Their test results were based on 20% substitution of natural 

coarse aggregate with plastic aggregate. Increase in workability was reported when slump test 

for sample was carried out. At 4000C temperature plastic coarse aggregate showed 

considerable decrease in strength as compare to normal concrete. An increase of 28% was 

observed in compressive strength but decrease in split tensile strength and modulus of 

elasticity was observed. M. Elzafraney et al. [2005] studied and incorporated use of recycled 

plastic aggregate in concrete material for a building to work out its performance with regards 

to thermal attributes and efficient energy performance in comparison with normal aggregate 

concrete. It was observed that recycled plastic concrete building having good insulation used 

8% less energy in comparison of normal concrete; however saving in energy was more 

profound in cold climate in building with lower insulation. Chaudhary et al. [2014] reported a 

study on the use of waste without plasticizer. Compressive strength and split tensile strength 
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of concrete with plastic waste as aggregate and observed a good strength gain. Singh et al. 

[2015] investigated that PPC can be replaced up to 20%by fly ash without compromising 

compressive strength of concrete. Ariyamuthu et.al [2015] concluded that adding shredded 

waste plastics with 0.25% of weight of cement leads to improvement in both compressive and 

split tensile strength. Soni et al. [2015] reported that by addition of fly ash and ponded as 

partial replacement of PPC and fine aggregate respectively, improved compressive strength 

can be achieved as compared to referral conventional concrete both in tap water as well as in 

chloride environment at all the ages. Srivastava et al. [2015] investigated that the workability 

was considerably decreased with increase in dose of waste polythene, however, both 

compressive and flexural strength considerably increased with addition of waste polythene. 

Guendouz et al. [2016] concluded that reusing waste plastic in sand concrete gives a positive 

approach to reduce the cost of materials and solve some environmental problems. 

All these studies concluded that waste plastics can be effectively utilized as an alternate 

substitute material for the booming construction industry and other usages.  

 
                                 (a)                                                                    (b) 

D. Fig 1: (a) and (b) waste plastic bottles and waste polythene materials. 
 

3. PRESENT SCENARIO OF WASTE GENERATION IN INDIA 

Growth of population has increased our urbanization as a result rising standard of living due 

to technological innovations have contributed to an increase both in the quantity and variety 

of solid wastes generated by industrial, agricultural activities, mining and domestic. Globally 

the estimated quantity of wastes generation was 12 billion tones in the year 2002 of which 11 

billion  tones were industrial wastes and 1.6 billion tones were municipal solid wastes 

(MSW). About 19  billion tons of solid wastes are expected to be generated annually by the 

year 2020.  Annually, Asia alone generates 4.4 billion tons of solid wastes and MSW 

comprise 795 million tons of which about 48 (6%) MT are generated in India. MSW 

generation in India, is expected to reach 300 Million tones and land requirement for disposal 

of this waste would be 169.6 km2 as against which only 20.2 km2 were occupied in 1997 for 

management of 48 Million tones. As it is studied that apart from municipal wastes, the 

organic wastes from agricultural sources alone contribute more than 350 million tons per 

year. However, it is reported that about 600 million tons of wastes have been generated in 

India from agricultural sources alone. 
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Fig 2: Fly ash 

The Quantity of wastes generated from agricultural sources are sugarcane baggage, paddy 

and wheat straw and husk, wastes of vegetables, food products, tea, oil production, wooden 

mill waste, coconut husk, jute fiber, groundnut shell, cotton stalk etc. In the industrial sector 

inorganic solid waste could be coal combustion residues, bauxite red mud, tailings from 

aluminum, iron, copper and zinc primary extraction processes. Generation of all these 

inorganic industrial wastes in India is estimated to be 290 million Tons per annum. In India, 

4.5 million tons of hazardous wastes are being generated annually during different industrial 

processes like electroplating, various metal extraction processes, galvanizing, refinery, 

petrochemical industries, pharmaceutical and pesticide industries. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Collection of Materials 

Waste plastics are collected from home and from the materials of the daily used in general 

life as shown in figure1. The fly ash is collected from the NTPC Dadri plant as shown in 

figure 2. 

4.2 Batching 

The measurement of materials for making brick is termed as batching. Use of weigh 

system in batching facilitates accuracy, flexibility and simplicity 

 
Fig 3:  Symbolic Plastic waste preparation. 
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4.3 Mixing 

Mixing of materials is essential for the production of uniform and strengthens brick. The 

mixing should ensure that the mass becomes homogeneous, uniform in color and consistency. 

Generally there are two types of mixing, Hand mixing and machine mixing. In this project, 

we adopted hand mixing. 

 

4.4 Moulding 

The mould is used for preparing brick in uniform shape. The size of mould is 230×100×75 

mm. The mould were assembled and placed on the base plate. The faces must be thinly coated 

with mould oil to easily demould after casting. 

 
                                 (a)                                                                    (b) 

 
                                 (c)                                                                    (d) 

Fig 4: (a) Raw Material on Riley, (b) Compressing Machine, (c) and (d) Mixing of 

Materials. 

4.5 Curing 

The test specimens after compaction were allowed to dry for a period of 24 hours. The 

specimens were kept in ordinary curing tank and allowed to cure for a period of 7 and 14 days 

4.6 Plastic Waste Preparation 

The main objective of this research work is to develop an efficient way to utilize the waste 

of  plastic bottle which is a great threat for the sustainment of ecological balance. The rejected 

bottles which have defects were collected and put into crusher to form small pieces. Then, the 

plastics were sieved to choose the smallest size. The steps are shown in Figure1 

4.7 Fly Ash Bricks Preparation 

The proportion of sand, sand dust and cement were put into the mixer. Then, two buckets of 

water were poured and mixed up together. The plastics materials then were put into ratios and 

were mixed together with the raw materials. Finally, the mixture was put into the mold to 

form brick. 
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Fig 5: Procedures for compression test. 

4.8 Fly Ash Bricks Testing 

4.8.1 Compression Test 

This test is done to know the compressive strength of brick. It is also called crushing strength 

of brick. Generally, 3 specimens of bricks are taken to laboratory for testing and tested one by 

one. In this test, a brick specimen is put on crushing machine and applied pressure till it 

breaks. The ultimate pressure at which brick is crushed is taken into account. All five brick 

specimens are tested one by one and average result is taken as brick's compressive/crushing 

strength. The procedures are explained in Figure 

4.8.2 Water Absorption Test 

 

In this test, bricks are weighed in dry condition and let them immersed in fresh water for 24 

hours. After 24 hours of immersion, those are taken out from water and wipe out with cloth. 

Then, brick is weighed in wet condition. The difference between weights is the water 

absorbed by brick. The percentage of water absorption is then calculated. The less water 

absorbed by brick the greater its quality. Good quality brick doesn't absorb more than 20% 

water of its own weight. The process is shown in figure 6. 

 
Fig 6: Water Absorption Pest process. 
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4.8.3 Efflorescence Test 

The presence of alkalis in bricks is harmful where it forms a gray or white layer on brick 

surface by absorbing moisture. To find out the presence of alkalis in bricks, this test is 

performed. In this test, a brick is immersed in fresh water for 24 hours. Then, it is taken out 

from water and allowed to dry in shade. If the whitish layer is not visible on surface, it proofs 

that absence of alkalis in brick. If the whitish layer visible about 10% of brick surface, then 

the presence of alkalis is in acceptable range. If that is about 50% of surface, then it is 

moderate. If the alkali’s presence is over 50%, then the brick is severely affected by alkalis.  

5. MATERIALS 

E. 5.1. SAND 

The silica material was utilized as a fine aggregate in concrete and mortars. Natural river sand 

is the most preferred choice as a fine aggregate material. River silica sand is a product of 

natural weathering of rocks over a period of millions of years. It is mined from the river beds. 

River sand is becoming a scarce commodity now. River was the clean water of superior sand 

and is far superior for construction purposes than any other sand used in construction. 

Quarrying of river sand is an important economic activity in India with river sand forming a 

crucial raw material to the construction industry. 

5.2. CEMENT 

The manufacturing of Cement was conducted by heating limestone (calcium carbonate) with 

small quantities of other materials (such as clay). Tests were carried out on various physical 

properties of cement and the results are shown in test data of materials. Cement will act as a 

binding material. 

Table1:  Characteristics of Cement. 

SI. NO. Tests Standards 

1 Initial setting time 30 minutes 

2 Final setting time 600 minutes 

3 Fineness Not less than 90% 

4 Specific gravity 3.10 to 3.15 

5 Standard consistency 30% to 35% 

 

5.3. FLY ASH 

Fly ash is a residue resulting from combustion of pulverized coal or lignite in thermal power 

plants. About 80% of the total fly ash is in finely divided form which is carried away with 

flue gases and is collected by electrostatic precipitator or other suitable technology. The 

balance 20% of ash gets collected at the bottom of the boiler and is referred to as bottom ash. 

Fly ash got into a fine powder comparable to cement, however some particles have size less 

than 1 micron in equivalent diameter. 

Table 2:  Composition of materials and theirs percentage. 

SI. NO. Composition Percentage 

1 SiO2 35 to 39 

2 Fe2O3 0.5 to 2 

3 Al2O3 20 to 33 

4 CaO 5 to 16 

5 MgO 1 to 5.5 

6 SO3 0.5 to 1.5 
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                                 (a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig 7:  (a) Universal Testing Machine with brick Specimen. (b) The brick specimen after 

failure. 

6.  PROPERTIES OF FRESH CONCRETE 

6.1. Density 

Density is a measurement that compares the amount, ratio of matter an object has    to its 

volume. An object with a little matter in the same amount of volume has a low density. 

6.2. Workability 

Workability is defined as the property of freshly mixed concrete or mortar which determines 

the ease and homogeneity with which it can be mixed, placed, compacted and finished. 

6.3.   Compressive Strength 

The tests on Compressive strength of the specimen brick shall be calculated for 3 aspects 

after 7, 14 & 28 days of curing using the formula as follows 

Compressive strength = ( Applied max load x1000/ Cross sectional area)N/mm2 

The UTM was using the tests. The compressive strength of bricks. After the curing period 

gets over bricks are kept for testing. To test the specimens, the bricks are placed in the 

calibrated compression testing machine of capacity 3000 KN (Kilo Newton) and applied a 

load uniform at the rate of 2.9kN/min. By obtaining the maximum load shall be taken as 

failure of load with specimen fails to produce any further increase in indicator reading on 

testing machine. 

6.4.   Flexural Strength 

Flexural strength is defined as a material's ability to resist deformation under load. It is also 

known as modulus of rupture, bend strength, or fracture strength. 

6.5.   Water absorption 

Bricks should not absorb water more than 12% by its weight. The bricks to be tested should 

be dried in an oven at a temperature of 1050C to 1150C till attains constant weight and cools 

the bricks to room temperature and weight (W1). Immerse completely dried and weighed 

(W1) brick in clean water for 24 hrs. at a temperature of 27±200C. Remove the bricks and 

wipe out any traces of water and weight immediately (W2). 

Water absorption in % by wt. = (W2-W1/W1) x100 

6. 6.  Efflorescence test 

For this test, brick has to be placed vertically in water with one end immersed. The depth of 

immersion in water being 2.5 cm, then the whole arrangement should be kept in a warm-well-

ventilated room temperature of 20-300C until all evaporates.  

When the water in the dish is absorbed by the brick and surplus water evaporates. When the 

water is completely absorbed and evaporated place a similar quantity of water in the dish and 

allow it to absorb and evaporate as before. The determination of the brickwork after the 

experiment shall find out to be % of white spots to the surface area of brick. If any difference 
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is observed because of the presence of any salt deposit, then the rating is reported as 

‘’effloresced‟. If no difference is noted, the rating is reported as not ‘’effloresced‟. 

7. TESTS  AND RESULT 

The compressive strength test and water absorption tests are done and the observations are 

tabulated in table 3. The graphs are plotted and shown in figure. It is observed that 

compressive strength increases initially up to 15% of plastic percentage but decreases 

thereafter. The water absorption decreases continuously as the plastic percentage increases. 

Table 3: Compressive strength test and water absorption test. 

Sample No. Plastic Percentage Compressive strength (N/mm2) Water Absorption % 

1 0 18 0.23 

2 5 18.65 0.14 

3 10 19.2 0.11 

4 15 20 0.09 

5 20 18.4 0.075 

 

 

 
                                 (a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig 8: (a) Compressive strength vs plastic percentage (b) Water vs plastic percentage 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

F. The following conclusions are made from the preceding study- 

1.  Waste plastic, may be put to an effective use in building material like bricks thus reducing 

the environmental pollution and making the environment clean and healthy. 

2.  Plastic sand bricks reduce the usage of clay in making bricks thus giving an alternative 

option of bricks to the customers on affordable rates. 

3. Water absorption of plastic sand brick is almost zero percent. 

4.  Compressive strength of plastic sand brick is 5.6 N/mm2 at the compressive load of 96KN 

i.e plastic sand bricks are useful for the construction industry when we compare with fly 

ash bricks and 3rd class clay bricks. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this project we are fabricating pneumatically operated paper cup making machine. This 

project is specially for making paper cup using punch and die arrangement. By using this we 

can produce cup at high production rate .By using different shape of die we can produce 

different shape and size cups. The current problem is that computer-controlled paper cup 

making machine on the market are expensive and therefore not affordable for a developing 

economy. The manufacture of this paper cup making machine is advantage to a developing 

nation. The machine size is comfortable to suit anywhere. 

 

1. Introduction 

The pneumatic paper making press is used to different shapes of cup in faster production rate. 

The principle of operation is the same as the conventional simple press. The difference is 

only in the type of drive and the type of fixtures used. Our pneumatic machine is shown in 

Fig1.1 and Fig 1.2.The following points reveals why we have to make use of this type of 

press. 

 Pneumatic paper making press reduces the manual work. 

 This type of machine reduces working time. 

The advantages of this machine include that it is quick in response, simple in construction, it 

is easy to maintain as compared to the hydraulic machine. The cost for per unit is also very 

less. There is also not any fire hazard problem due to over loading. One main thing is that we 

can continue operations without stopping for long time. 

There are also many disadvantages in this project as we all know that everything has a 

drawback so while working with the machine there should be noise due to compressed air so 

we may use the silencer. With this automatic pneumatic paper cup making machine we can 

not obtained the high torque. The cylinder stroke length for the machine is constant 

throughout the operation. And also we need to use the separate compressor for the machine. 

 

 
Fig1.1 Pneumatic paper cup                      Fig1.2 Base frame making machine 
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2. Literature review 

Ren et. al. (2019) used the fractional order sliding mode control of a pneumatic position servo 

motor. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme and verify their fine 

control performance for pneumatic position servo system. [2] Lourenco et. al. (2019) focused 

on the experimental study of efficiency in pneumatic conveying systems feeding rate. They 

concluded that the efficiency of fin is quite evident for conveying small particles or with 

increasing the length of fin. [3] Chen et. al. (2019) studied about the force reflection in a 

pneumatic artificial  muscle actuated haptic. They concluded that it was both to define the 

control algorithm and access the static and dynamic performance of device. [4] Ingrid et. al. 

(2019) focused on monitoring of scale formation in a metal. They concluded that scaling 

depends on three parameters surface energy of casing, roughness of surface and bulk modulus 

of surface. [5] Kumar et. al. (2017) focused on a review on recent research trends in servo 

pneumatic positioning system. They concluded that the performance measures in servo 

pneumatic positioning systems are enhanced by reducing the nonlinear nature of the 

pneumatic systems. [6] Bachrach et. al. (1983) performed the analysis of a damped pneumatic 

spring. They concluded that the stiffness and damping of a damped pneumatic spring is much 

better than the original one. 

 

3. Construction 

The automatic pneumatic paper cup making machine consists of components like pneumatic 

cylinder(shown in Fig 3.1), compressor(shown in Fig 3.2), punch and die, directional control 

valve(shown in Fig 3.3), flow control valve(shown in Fig 3.4), timer circuit, top plate, bottom 

plate, connectors, hoses etc. The pneumatic cylinder, punch and die arrangement all are 

mounted on the base frame. The cylinder is connected with the compressor from where 

compressed air is coming. The timer circuit controls the timings of the punch so that 

production rate can be made faster. The directional control valve manages the to and fro 

motion of the cylinder. Flow control valves are used to manipulate the price of drift of a fluid 

through the valve. 

 
Fig3.1 Pneumatic cylinder                 Fig3.2 Compressor 
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Fig3.3 Directional control valve                 Fig3.4 Flow control valve 

 

4. Design calculation of the pneumatic cylinder 

Force to be exerted is 40N 

Force = pressure × area 

Pressure in the cylinder = 0.4 × 0.4 bar. 

Area of the piston((πd2)/4 ) = force / pressure. 

= 40 / (0.4 x 0.4 x 100000) 

= 0.0025 m2 

D2 = (4 × 0.0025) / π 

Bore diameter (D) = 0.05643m = 56.43mm. 

 

5. Applications 

It is suitable for smallscaleandmediumscaleindustries. Pneumatic systems are used in 

dentistry, construction, mining and other areas.Pneumatic systems also used in various 

automobile sectors. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Pneumatic gadget is higher than hydraulic gadget and mechanical gadget in time period of 

maintenance, fee and accuracy. The laptop body is cautiously designed and go checked the 

place it does meet the requirements. The scope of the mission was once making the price of 

the paper cup making desktop as low as viable and increasing its efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this study is to analyze the different automobile body materials being 

used in the current automobile industry. The automobile industry requires valuable materials, 

having specific characteristics to manufacture an automobile. Materials like steel, aluminum 

alloy, glass, copper, rubber, plastics and carbon fiber composite are primarily used. These 

materials are used in such a way that the designed automobile for example a car must be 

more attractive, safe, and economical. Nowadays, the automobile industries are forced to 

manufacture light weight cars with comparatively higher safety, so that it is possible to 

increase the speed and power of the car. There are many approaches that a manufacturer can 

take to fulfill the government norms but most promising is to make it with possibly lighter 

materials. This paper provides basic knowledge of materials which are currently being used 

the manufacturing of a car for example the light alloy materials and the fiber reinforced 

hybrid composites. 
 

Keywords: Fiber-reinforced composites, fiber, flexural strength, tensile strength, automobile, safety. 

 

Introduction:  
Chassis, one of the most important areas where all manufacturers and engineers were focused 

on its design, weight loss, strength, load-carrying capacity, fuel economy, and many more. 

In an Automobile world, chassis is a backbone of the vehicle like a human skeleton which 

supports the different major components of the vehicle like engine, suspension system, 

transmission system, and other underbodies. Chassis is a leading erection for a vehicle that 

carries load during the static and dynamic conditions also during accidents. Chassis is the 

under part of the vehicle which supports the whole weight of the vehicle and transmits the 

load in the longitudinal, vertical, and lateral direction during acceleration and deceleration. Its 

function is to carry a load of curb weight and perm weight. To withstand the forces 

(Centrifugal) which are caused by sudden braking, cornering and acceleration to withstand 

stresses due to road conditions. Thus the Material selection and design are one of the major 

decision which defines the quality, safety, performance factors whose play an important role 

in the whole vehicle system. The design of the chassis must be sturdy, reliable, and durable. 

Due to the consideration of these factors, manufacturers continuously trying to achieve the 

target of lightweight chassis with an increase in terms of safety and strength. 

 

Overview of Automotive Material in Industry 

Lightweight design has been a driving force at many automotive manufacturers. The 

materials which are in trending (also future) for chassis are FRP, CFRP, aluminum, 

magnesium, ultra-high-strength steel, AMAG Alloys, Iron, Plastic and Polymer composite 

also are used by BMW, Audi, Nissan, Toyota, Mercedes-Benz companies. The main 

consideration for selecting the material is thermal, chemical and mechanical resistance, high 

impact protection, Conductivity, Abrasion and wear. 

mailto:shyamlal561@gmail.com
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Fig.1. Nissan world first innovation high formability ultra high strength steel. 

 

The company has developed a new material to reduce a vehicle's overall weight, 

environmental impact, and increase collision safety in past years. From 2013 to 2018, Nissan 

introduced an ultra-high Tensile strength, high formability steel that has more strength and 

strong than conventional UTS. Ultra-high tensile strength is used in front side member, rear 

side member, and other crushable zones that require high collision energy absorption. The 

advantage of 1.2-GPa Ultra High Tensile Strength Steel with High Formability is to have 

both high strength and elongation capacity. This steel is used in the safety zone like center 

pillar reinforcement, front roof rails, and side roof rails mean to protect the vehicle 

passengers in the occurrence of percussion. 

 
Fig.2. Conventional and newly developed ultra high tensile strength steel by Nissan. 

 

Composites & Polymeric Materials: The future of this ultra-new technology is already 

begun with the automobile bodies in the form of multi-material such as Fiber reinforcement 

polymer, Carbon fiber, Steel fiber reinforcement polymer, and a matrix of GFRP with 

embedded aluminum sheets. These composites are light in weight, safer, and rust-free like 

aluminum & steel. Engineers are focusing now to improve fuel efficiency by reducing the 

weight of the 

vehicle. In terms of stiffness and strength, composite is used in both the automotive and 

aerospace sector. However, the Composites are limited involved in the auto sector because of 

the high cost of material and manufacturing. One of the composite, CFRP having good 
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properties like rigid with high strength to weight ratio, good electrical resistance, chemical 

properties. These composites are used in front & rear bumper, passenger cabin, dashboard, 

center console panel, etc. 

Properties of Mg, Al & Fe: Magnesium, lightest in weight as compared to Aluminum & 

Iron. Because of its low mass and high specific properties, Automobile companies started 

using in strut bar in the engine compartment (Porsche), transmission shell (Die cast Al-Mg - 

Mercedes Benz). Safety is the most important part of the overall design. The Conventional 

material is also used for electric vehicles like Tesla model 3 using the metal structure of 

chassis in the combination of aluminum and steel, for maximum strength in every area and 

Audi as shown in fig: 

 
 

Fig.3. Audi model using the aluminum and steel, for maximum strength. 

 

The properties of Al, Mg & Fe are shown in the table: 

 

Properties Magnesium Aluminum Iron 

Crystal Structure HCP FCC BCC 

Density at 20°C (g/cm3) 1.74 2.70 7.86 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 20–100°C (×106/C) 25.2 23.6 11.7 

Elastic modulus [Young’s modulus of elasticity] (106 

Mpa) 

44.126 68.947 206.842 

Tensile strength (Mpa) 240 320 350 

Melting point (°C) 650 660 1.536 
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Fig. 4. Strength vs density for different materials. 

 

 

Table 1. Material characteristics used in car body. 

 

 

Conclusions:  

The following points are drawn from the study- 

1. The materials like steel, aluminum alloy, glass, copper, rubber, plastics and carbon fiber 

composite are primarily used.  

2. The automobile industries are forced to manufacture light weight cars with 

comparatively higher safety, so that it is possible to increase the speed and power of the car. 

3. This paper provides basic knowledge of materials which are currently being used the 

manufacturing of a car for example the light alloy materials and the fiber reinforced hybrid 

composites. 

Material 

Steels having density ≈8000 (kg/m3), Yield strength (σy) (MPa) ≈1155, Dense and high 

yield strength 

Cast iron having density ≈ 7250(kg/m3) Yield strength (σy) (MPa) ≈ 790 , High density 

and relatively low yield strength 

Al-Alloy having density ≈ 2700(kg/m3)  Yield strength (σy) (MPa) ≈500, relatively low 

density and low yield strength 

Mg-Alloy having density ≈ 1800(kg/m3) Yield strength (σy) (MPa) ≈ 400 Low density and 

low yield strength 

CFRP having density ≈ 1700(kg/m3), Yield strength (σy) (MPa) ≈ 1050 Low density and 

high yield strength 
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